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PREFACE

This little book attempts to look at Western history in the
List hundred years from the same point of view from which
Th Living Past treated Western progress as a uliole. It

concentrates mainly on the chief centres of civilization in

the West, and from them endeavours to exhibit the growth
of humanity in th. world, taking as a leading-though not
exclusive-thought, the development of science and its reactions
on other sides of national and international life.

The war, which has filled all the period of its composition and
came to a close just before it appears, has no doubt left a large
impression on the work, though I have striven not to allow
it to become the dominant featui.-. In one respect the war
made clear what many have always held to be a cardinal truth
in European politics, that good relations between France and
Kngland area most valuable asset to Western progress—perhaps
the most valuable of all-and that a study of the parallel

Jevclopment of the two countries is the most enlightening
approach to an understanding of modern history. This,
therefore, I have borne in mind throughout, though the con-
ributions of other nations, and, especially towards the end, of

tlie United States, find, I hope, due treatment so far as my
narrow limits permit.

So much for the purpose. A few words may be useful as to
the general plan. 'I'here is an attempt throughout to combine

II \'iWm\ \*i^mmmifm\'i mv»HM n'lfiiin m^ * <»-3KS^^si^ >vwrwif^^^^yf'^ik^rw



IT Preface

a roughly chronological treatment with the form of short essays

on successive great topics as they become prominent in the

hundred years from 1815 to 1914. The chapters arc therefore

planned to take up as far as possible the most salient feature

in the successive decades.

Chapter I is introductory.

Chapter II treats of the revival of liberalism—the principles

of freedom in both domestic and foreign affairs—which is the

most striking feature of 1815-30.

Chapter III, on Literature, has perforce to traverse much the

same period from another point of view, going both backwards

and forwards rather farther than Chapter II.

Chapter IV, on the Birth of Socialism, follows this, because

the socialistic agitation which set in after the Revolution of

July, and is represented in England by the Chartists, becomes

the prominent public feature until the Revolution of 1848.

Chapter V, on Mechanical Science and Invention, turns on

the railway and telegraph, which were introduced in the 'forties

and "fifties, and of which the triumph was symbolized in the

First International Exhibition of 1851.

Chapter VI, on Biology and Evolution, centres, of course,

on the Origin of Species, which appeared in 1859.

Chapter VII, on Nationality and Imperialism, deals mainly

with the unification of Italy and of Germany, and the Civil

War in the United States. These events are the most striking

political facts in the decade 1860-70.

Chapter VIII, on Schools for All, selects the Education Acts

and the development of public and of higher education as the

most salient evcats in the 'seventies.

.wM^a^mm



Preface v

Chapter IX, on Religious Growth, has necessarily a wide

outlook, both before and after, but the death of T. H. Green

and of several other religious leaders in the 'eighties seems to

fix its place there.

Chapter X, on the New Knowledge, is compelled to go back

to Dalton and the Atomic Theory and forward to the dis-

coveries in radio-activity. But the central portion, on astro-

physics, relates to discoveries which were being made about

three-quarters of the way through the nineteenth century.

Chapter XI, on the Expansion of the West, falls naturally to

the list decade of the nineteenth century, when friction was

most acute between ourselves and France, and when, in Africa

and in the Far East, the Western Powers seemed to be complet-

ing their partition of the world.

Chapter XII, on Social Progress, may be attached to the first

decade of the twentieth century, for it was then that a policy

of Social Reform was first adopted as its primary object by an

English government supported by a large majority of votes,

and began to be realized in measures like the Old Age Pensions

and National Insurance Acts.

Chapter XIII, on International Progress, is connected, para-

doxically it may seem, with the second decade of the present

century, which will always be remembered as the decade of the

greatest of wars. Yet if the war was the greatest, so also was

the world-alliance for humanity and international law which

brought it to a victorious conclusion. So also, we feelieve, will

tlie world-union be the greatest, and most permanent, which

will arise from the devastated earth and the saddened but

dcternained spirits who arc now facing the future with a new

nm^^m^^



VI Preface

sense of hope, which enshrines our sorrows and has overcome

our most oppressive fears. Is not the new and abundaiit

harvest of poetry one of the best signs of life and hope ?

Of the m.my friends who have assisted me with good counsel

.iiid encouragement, I owe a special debt of gratitude to

Miss Mcli:in Stawell, who has helped me most generously

throughout, and notably in the revision of the proofs.

To Mr/r. n. Riches I am indebted for reading Chapters V,

VI, and X, and for his invariably sound and careful advice upon

them ; and to Miss G. N. Devvar for kind co-operation on the

Index.

F. S. M.

Bfrkhamstko,

17 Dec. 1918.
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I

THE LEGACY OF THE REVOLUTION

The eighteenth century—in this respect like the Middle Ages

—has borne some shrewd blows from moralists and historians.

To be called an 'Age of Prose' is perhaps a bearable reproach,

for it was very good prose. But it has also appeared to many

of them as mainly a time of relaxation, of moral and poiLical

depravity, after the strenuous efforts and glorious achievements

of the seventeenth century. Walpolc after Cromwell, Louis XV

after Richelieu, even Voltaire after Descartes—the change seems

a measure of decadence. But if we approach the matter from

another angle and ask for ourselves and the other nations of

the West one simple but far-reaching question, the answer will

load to a different and rather remarkable conclusion.

At what period in history did modern life begin, life really

like our own ?

If it '-i an Englishman who answers first, he would probably

reply that it is in Dr. Johnson's time that he first begins to feel

at home. He would find sympathy there, in the club with

Goldsmith and Burke, which would be wanting even in the

Mermaid Tavern or the parlour of Queen Anne. The Eliza-

bethans and Milton and Cromwell are heroic figures, belong-

in- rather to another world. But we might have talked to

Dr. Johnson had we dared, and wc should have loved to discuss

the war \vith Fox, and compare Napoleon with the Kaiser.

It is not of course merely a question of l.inguage, though that

counts for much. Many new things had litely entered into the

national life, and still more were surging outside for entrance,

of which the Elizabethans and even William of Orange had no

^170 B



2 The Legacy of the Revolution

inklin,^ There was the free speech of parliamentary leaders

bcinnin, to speak for a nation that was to govern uself. J here

ua. a new industrv arising, which was to bu>ld the cU.es of the

nineteenth centu;y. There was a Britain ^^^'^^^ ''^^^^^

a„ independent life and pegging out estates for the free alhed

nations of the twentieth.

If this was so for England, it was even more clearly a new

epoch for the United States, for Germany, and for France

To the United States the latter part of the eighteenth century

u-as the actual beginning of their existence as a nation. Ihc

wave that carried the rest of us to new moorings raised them for

the first time above the gulf of time. And they in their turn

accelerated that movement of change which was beginning to

run at full flood throughout the world.

The Germans-and we must think of them primarily as under

the leadership of Prussia-go back also to the latter part of the

eighteenth century for the foundation of the national existence

which they now enjoy. Territory enlarged, internal organi/.a-

tion strengthened, national pride created and national speech

' approved, a new spirit in Lessing and Goethe which was

beginning to clear away the shallow formalities imported rom

France and to found the great era of German thought
:

all this

comes between the accession and the death of Frederick and is

again something to the credit of the eighteenth century

Frederick the Great died just three years before the French

Revolution began. The Revolution, which was to put the

stamp of noveltv on so many things which had been growing

quietly beneath 'the surface, makes the end of the century a new

starting-point for France, in some ways more complete than

even the War of Independence for America. There can be no

doubt for any Frenchman that his modern world begins with

the men who destroyed the ancien regime, who organized the

nition, codified the law, and made his country fur the time
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the dominating force in Europe. What the Revolution meant

bcvond that and beyond France, we shall consider in a moment.

But it meant at least that for France, and France therefore,

even more than any other country, looks to the end of the

eighteenth century for the beginnings of modern life.

The coincidence of so much national interest on the same

period in history must give pause to the detractors of the cen-

turv, and provides all of us with a problem.

The question which must occur is this, Was there not a

common cause, or set of causes, operating at least throughout

the Western World to produce results which have obviously

much in common ; and if so, what were they?

The only answer we can attempt here must be a brief one

and must take a good deal for granted. For any true answer in

history leads the mind farther and farther back, never stopping

at any one pctint as a real beginning but finding everywhere

threads that connect the sequel with something earlier, and so

on into the infinite past. But of this change into a modern

world we may discern some outlines. There was a time when

the Romans, having welded together the lands adjacent to the

Mediterranean Sea, governed them as a unit, on principles

partly derived from their own experience, partly from the

practice and philosophy of the kindred Greeks. Then came

another time, when this rule and unity had disappeared, and

there was a vvelter of conflicting principahties, held together

loosely by the surviving traditions of Rome and more strongly

liy a new power, centred also in Rome, but exercising control

over men's minds and conduct on different principles and with

a different object in view. Such was the mediaeval system,

which lasted for some thousand years after the Roman Empire

broke up in the fifth century a. d. This fresh attempt at unity

broke down in its turn, and we may fix for convenience the

fifteenth century as the date for the opening of another act in

B 2



4 The Lejrm' of the Revolutiott

the Divinn Conmrdia of Man. But now it becomes more

difficult to be sure of the characters and to hear all they say,

for the stac;e is much vaster and we are soon taking part in the

.lav ourselves. But we know that the action ever since has

beamte more and more rapid than it was, and that we are now

as^istinj? at one of its most tremendous scenes.

It may be thouijht that we have reached a contradiction to

that conclusion as to the eighteenth century with w^hich wc

^tarted But the explanation is easy. We asked at what time

in modern historv can the nations recognize themselves
:

and

this, as we saw, 'would be towards the end of the eighteenth

century. But the pioneers and premonitions of niodernity

appear some centuries before. Columbus, Luther, Gahleo-

to take the first great names that occur-were all pioneers of the

modern world in which we live. Their influence began at once

to .pread in widening circles, but we may speak of modem

y, torv
'

in the fullest sense when it has taken shape in social

lorm^' Thus, the new lands discovered by Columbus in the

West arc now the thriving settlements of miUions, and a power-

ful factor in the order and progress of the world. This was

first appreciable at the end of the eighteenth century. The

ne^v ideal, too, of personal and pubhc morals apart from the

Church, first becomes prominent in the same century, when

rulers like Frederick the Great and Joseph TI avowed them-

selves the ministers of their people, and the people themselves

first realized, as in France, that their interests were the true

end of government. And it is the same century which saw

the final alliance fir ented between science and industry

which, in spite of war, in spite of the blindness of many who

are actually carrying out the work, has continued ever since to

t-ansform the social and economic condition of the W est. Here

J. ,h^ „.or], of Colum.bus. T-uther, Galileo, and their compeers

of the Renaissance in its social form.
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Let us then sec in a little more detail how these changes had

taken effect in the four countries we selected. New lands, new

knowledge, new religious, moral, and political energy, this was

the fresh matter thrown into the melting-pot of Europe.

America is the simplest case, for she was born on one of the

new lands which the Renaissance had added to Western civili/.a-

tion, and she was reborn in the eighteenth century by an act of

severance, political and religious, from the Old World out of

which she sprang. Not till our own day did she return to that

community of older nations who have the world's fortunes in

their keeping, and she returned with a rich experience of know-

ledge organizing industry, liberty shaping government, and

religion released from tradition.

Germany was the other extreme of the four, for in the

eighteenth century she had the maximum of antiquated politi-

cal machinery and the minimum of outlook for industry or

expansion. The fratricidal slaughter and destruction of the

Tliirty Years' War had postponed her development for a hun-

dred years, but in the eighteenth century she resumed her

place in the general movement. Frederick, so far as superficial

culture went, borrowed from France and wrote French from

preference till his dying day. Meanwhile he developed in Prussia

the type of strong government and thorough organization from

which the whole world has learnt—and suffered—since, and

I

which lends itself so well to the requirements of a society based

on science allied with industry. Itis on this side of the modern

inin cmcnt that Germany, under Prussian guidance, has become

a type. But at the end of the eighteenth century there was also

I
ill Germany an array of great writers and thinkers who handled

all the new knowledge of the age and prompted its spirit in the

I
same direction as those of Britain or France.

It was, however, in France and England that the tendencies of

Itlio age Vvcre most clearly marked, though they had contributed
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comparatively few to the ru-nccr iiKurcs of the fifteenth cen-

tury These came mostly from Italy, with stray names of

fellow-workers from other lands ; for Italy was the original

home of the New Birth of thought, as Greece was of the old.

Trance and England took up the lead a Uttle later, and they were

better able to maintain it, for they had already achieved their

.ociul unitv in national form/ The nation is the typical group

f„r modern history, and England and France were the two hrst

countries to attain their nationhood.

Eoth countries are geographically compact ;
both stand in

the European svstem, and both lean to the W est. France is

more central in Europe, Britain more oceanic. Near enough

fur constant intercourse, separate em.ugh for national inde-

pendence, thev have developed on parallel but often contrasted

lines, with frequent though diminishing hostility, always in

modern times the leaders of European progress, now, as we

beUeve, united in a permanent bond of friendship for freedom

and mankind.

When the new life of tlie fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

hid begun to flow in the veins of Europe, France and England

responded first to the stimulus as nations, and in the seventeenth

ccnturv- it would be difficult to draw the balance between them

in splendour of form, in wealth and population, in general

respect for llie thing's of the mind, France w as then our superior;

but Nve could show a national spirit of freedom and activity

which ultimately placed our poUtical order above the danger

of violent revolution . id gave us in the eighteenth century a

definite preponderance of power. We owe this partly to that

1'urif.n strain which made itself dominant tor a time in the

eventeenth century and has been a source of strength as well

•IS narrowness to us ev er since. In gifts to science, philosophy,

and art we were perhaps at least as rich as they. For their

De-^cartes or Pascal or Moliere, we had our Newton, our MiitoU,
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and our Locke. But in the eighteenth century the differences

which were to be ultimately resolved in the revolutionary war

became more accentuated. In that age the intellect of France

outdistanced ours, while we were accumulating a superiority in

national resources which in the conflict with Napoleon proved

decisive. Above all we had two advantages. Politically the

nation was united, and by the Revolution of 1689 it had

acquired the means of making its vvill prevail in constitutional

forms. Practically, both in government and in industry, we had

a greater power of adapting means to ends. While the French

were classifying the elements of chemistry and compiUng an

cncyclopaedi;; of all the sciences, we had found out the way to

govern India with a handful of settlers and to make a steam-

engine which would really work.

The crisis came when at the end of the century France,

intellectually the most advanced of European countries, gave

a \iolent impulse to the forward movement which was going

yjw tliroughout the West. As with the Greeks, as with Galileo

uu his tower, as with Columbus poring over Tuscanelli's map,

it was then, as always, the critical mind which moved.

lor if we accept the truth that not economic conditions nor

geography nor the ambitionof governments is theprimum mobile

in human affairs but the Spirit of Man itself seeking greater

freedom and expansion, then we are bound to turn to the

movement of thought which preceded the Revolution as the

tliief explanation of its occurrence and its results. The men

of the seventeenth century, looking back to the Greeks for

inspiration and forward to the interpretation of Nature

and the triumph of Man, had started a new impulse of

human activity which came at the Revolution into violent

contact with the old order in Church, Society, and State.

England surmounted the crisis without ;. breach, but in

I'rance the conditions were sharply distinguished from our
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own. fn rcli<,M()n the old Catholic rci^'imc, after a period

of doubt in the time of Henri W, had finally survived in

nominal supremacy, while men's minds had drifted farther

and farther away from her official doctrines. In En^'land

the multiplicity of ' Protestant variations ' had prevented the

sharp conflict of orthodoxy and unbelief. The Crown in

France had surrounded itself with a court of satellite nobles
divorced from the land, and the burden of taxation fell

upon a mass of peasantry, despised and neglected by those who
lived on them and should have made their welfare the first

object of concern. In England there was povertv enough and
a drift of ctnintrymen into the towns, but on the whole the

landlords recognized a duty to their neighbours and lived

among them, while the government of the State was in the
hands of the same landlords, known to the people whom thev
had to govern.

In the middle of the century there was a general nio\ement,
felt more on the Continent than in England, towards a reform in

administration, towards making the welfare of the people, as

understood by their rulers, the main object of government.
There was also a grow ing belief, born of the scieiuitic movement
of the previous age and especially of .\ew ton's triumphant
generalizations, that the action-- cf men could, like the pheno-
mena of nature, be reduced to simple principles and counted
upon by philosophers and statesmen. The success of Frederick
in Prussia was the best example of many similar attempts to
govern on this plan. But France was in another case. Her
Government was less capable and her people more enlightened
than those of any other great State just before the Revolution
began. Her Go\ernment was atrophied by selfishness and
want of contact with the national life, and the nation was
readier than any other to take its salvation into its own hands.
The dominating mind in France, that general will which

[•«ji^4ffe'.'i
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.irricd the nation tlirou^'li the crises of
It .in instrument in the hands of Napoleon

six years and finally left

M.'\ C

' •" "-''^ 'uiuus ui i-Mapoieon, w
ril of the .1,'eneral or philosophic ideas of th

rude and misleadin" as th(

as inspired by

c time, which.

.
H)metimes appear in revolu-

t.o.iary mouths, will be found amon^ the foundations of the
Mincteenth century. There was the notion of the infinite per-
kvtib.hty of human nature which finds so noble an expression in
O.ndorcet. There was the passion for freedom and nature in
Kousseau There was the belief in the unlimited power and
n.'ht of the sovereign people. Now all this, and the subsequent
uurk ot the Revolution, showed itself to a conservative mind
hVc Burke s only on its destructive side. * Man is born f ree,*^ ran
Rousseau's famous motto, 'and everywhere he is in chain. '

If
tlu> be so, the breaking of chains must be the preliminarv of
.'"v iree movement

; but the chains of Rousseau are to Burke
tl.c sacred and indispensable traditions which hold society

On this plane of thou^dit the conflict is eternal. Kvery a-a'
ncry man will look on the past primarily either as a thim^'t,;
flc.

.
.om or a tl>in,^ to follow, will either prefer to build a house

'"' l"m.elt or lu live m his ancestors'. What we need is a
u.npcr or a principle -.vhich will ulc us above this unceasin-^
cash s,.me ideal for the sake of uhich we shall be content to
abandon our father's house even if we love it, some plan to
i^u.dc us ,n building the new one for ourselves if we are com-
Mlcd to do so. Can we out of the so-called ' principles of the
Kcvolut.on extract any constructive principles of this order ?
tlearly we can, and they will become more and more appa-

|c.u as we proceed. Take the republican watchwords of
';>Krty, tquality, and Fraternity. Each had its purelv revolu-
t>"n.ny or destructive side, often salutary enough. But each
-ntains^also^an element of reconstruction and growth.
" t uj m;.!i of 1789 Liberty Implied in the first instance tJiJie

^sffi^SSfS"
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destructioii of Iciidal i)bli<,'atk)ii;i and, as the Revolution pro-

ceeded, the destructive impulse spread to the abolition of all

kinds of traditional authority. But it Aiu carries with it the

implication of freedom to develop the full capacity of the

individual, and this capacity, as we are taught by the doctrine
of perfectibiHty, is infinitely .^reat. Kquality meant in the
hei,L,'ht of the Revolution the striking' down of any superiority :

even the eminence of Condorcet or the science of Lavoisier
weighed for nothing in their favour. But the idea of equality
al<o contains the constructive notion that every human being
should have an equal oppcjrtunity—so far as society can make
It equal—of realizing his powers, and that every man should be
equal before the law, Fraternity, though misused by republican
armies when aggressive, was the most positive of all the watch-
words, and, allied with freedom in the true sense, will be found
a continuous force in society, growing in intensity down to our
own lime. Tolstoi, the figure of purest humanity in post-
Revolutionary days, recreates the passion for us with no touch
of violence, in the form of an ideal Christianity—a religion

based on brotherhood and self-suppression.

We know that all these good things were implicit in the
'principles of the Revolution ', and were sincerely and pas-
sionately held by many of the actors in it ; but when we turn
lo their issue i.i the wars and reaction under Napoleon, still

more when we compare the French ideals with the actualities

of England, we are brought to an abrupt and bewildering pause.
The world was not ripe; the principles were inadequately
thought out

;
the means adopted were inconsistent with the

ends proposed. Such are tlie various cAplanations that force
themselves on the mind.

Let us then retrace the main btages of the Revolution, having
England mainly in our eye, and afterwards restate the under-
lying principles with sucli corrections and enlargements as later

m^gm^i^^Kismms^^MWfmii^^^is^^^m^mmm
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ixpcTiciKc has improssL-d upun mankind. It i«, onlv in this
lMu.uicr sense that the Revulutiun can be regarded as the seed-
plot of tlie modern aj,'e.

Kn^'land, when confronted by tlie daring innovators of
FniKe, gave \arious response. 'I'here was the enthusiastic
>ympathy expressed by Wordsworth, but by no means confined
t(. him. For the ideals of freedom and human progress, like
ill tile greatest things in history, were current with us, and in
(i.rmany as well as in France. The spectac!.' of a great nation—
the most famous in Europe—throwing off the fetters of an
.Hitocratic government, determined to control and to improve
Its fate, struck most intelhgent observers with as much admira-
tion as the Russian revolution aroused among us last spring.
I'hey knew the lot of tlie French peasants to be a poor one—
^^urse, travellers said, than anything in England. Men
rejoiced to see them entering into a new state of being, where
the prospect of individual power and happiness was open to
thcni, and the face of every man would brighten with the joy
ol others. But there were other thoughts. It has never been
the I'uglish way to obtain an object, however desirable, by a

^ lolent breach unh the past. We love, like the ancient Romans,
to hnd some way of attaining our end which seems naturally to
l-llou on what has gone before. CromweU, our greatest revolu-
tionist, strove to the last to preserve the ancient forms, and lost
hb power when it was seen that between the old and new order
there uas no common link. The final settlement of 1689 suc-
ucded by keeping as close ab possible to the ancient dynastvand
constitutional law.

This tendency of Britain's had been strengthened in the
CLUtuiy which succeeded our own revolution. The Georges
I'v their habits and language had thrown us back on ourselves.
Scotland was at last assimilated, and the triumph, of Chatham
l-ist and West raised the national fervour again, lu a larger
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theatre-, to something like iai/,abeth.in heat. Such was the
hackgrouiui of Burke's immortal panegyric on constitutional

• •rder ami social growth. The Fiench portent and challenge
came to men who had lived through and learnt all this. Across
the channel, within sight of our coast, our rivals of the century
were hcuing dov\n their oun institutions right and left without
restraint and without reverence. For this, though all uere
amazed, the wiser among us saw some reason, though a doubtful
prospect. Then came the moral revulsion, abhorrence of the
suffermg inflicted on innocent people for reasons of State,
l-astly, in the aggressive stage, the Revolution began to over-
llo\\ France and sv\eep awa> the rights and possessions of other
people wherever they conflicted with its own interests : at this

point the patriotism of 1793 v\as merged in the imperialism of
Napoleon, and the whole world was driven to arms.
We were so clearly right to resist iNapolcon that it is the more

necessary to insist on the value of the ideal elements in the
earlier French movement. It was a light to the world, the
flaming- up of subterranean Hres which had been kindling the
mind of Europe: and for France hcrselt it burnt the dross
and forged new tools.

If we compare the state of England and France in 1815 when
the fires had at last died down, there can be no doubt that, in
-pite of revolutionary exhaustion and her final defeat under
Napoleon, the civilisation of France had been in many points
advanced beyond our own. Her population as a whole was
awakened, as ours was to bo in a milder form by the Chartist
agitation. 'J'he French were from that time forward ready,
under repression, for the rebound. Her soil, by the sale of
Church land and the increase in peasant proprietors, became
able to support a far larger number of thrifty and contented
people than (uir ( wn. The Convention, on the eve of the
1 error, had planned a general system of primarv educ;> rion which

^Rn-\ .
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U.1* a model for later years, and had actually established several
lii-hir sihonls in Paris of which we had no conception until uoV
"II inin the fi.llouint,' century. It had compiled a code of law
ulii( h Xapolooii compKtod and isMicd in his own name. He
Iiimsclf, while iloinir little to supply the educational needs,
rotormcd the financial, iudicial, and administrative system and
set a permanent stamp on the abolition of feudal privilege.
Merit, if it could be recognized, was henceforth to be the rule
.'f promotion and the guidance of France, a wholesome advance
nil the chance and scramble of a pure democracy, and a rule for
wliich we have struggled with imperfect success ever since.
Now Britain during her conflict had done none of these

thintfs, but she was passing through the acutest stage of a
parallel revolution in industry. She had gr.iun strong at
^ea and rich as a nation of shop-keepers. Her constitution,
In ueathering the storm, had gained fr. iistrc and added
stren-th. Factories at home, fresh posse .ons and cxpand-
nvA trade abroad, confirmed the nation in its policy of
isnlation and internal strength. But this strength itself
was subject to serious abatement when one looked beneath
the surface. The public debt had risen mountains high, a
greater weight in proportion to our wealth than the Great War
had imposed upon us after three years. But actually more
injurious wx-re the poverty and degradation of the manual
workers. They had crowded into the towns, their wages were
at tlie lowest point, and the remedial legislation of the nine-
locnth century had not yet begun ; it was not in fact con-
templated by the accepted philosophy of the day. For the
movement towards freedom, which in 'France had'swept away
thrones and privilege, had taken in England the form of
removing the ancient restrictions on industrv". The rules of
apprenticeship, the limitations of the poor to their own parish
iiT relief, all regulations which might hamper the extension of
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that commerce by which \vc had defeated France, were relaxed

in the name of lihcrty : but it was liberty without the content
of a human life. The first small effort to ameliorate the lives of

young workers -the clinibintj boys—was not made till after the

turn of the century in iSo2. Politically the stream of reform

whit h had begun to flow in the early days of Pitt was completely

stayed. The removal of the least abuse in the political ma-
chinery seemed like a step towards the abyss, and every one
who asked for free speech or a free vote was a Robespierre in

the making.

Such was, for ihc time, the contrast established between the

two leading nations of the West. Yet beneath the surface the

same streams of thought were surging on.

In Kngland, when the war was over and the reaction dying
down, Adam Smith and Bentham became the guiding stars in

the first period of reform. Both of them were international in

the fullest sense and strongly influenced by the group of men
who gathered round Diderot's Evrydnpedie. The whole group
in their turn, and all the philosophy of the day, drew largely

from Hume, the most penetrating critical intellect of the age.

There are continuous links on both sides, for Hume's thought
goes back to Hobbes and the scientific movement of the seven-

teenth century, while Kant in Germany begins by a reconstruc-

tion based on Hume and is stimulated also by Rousseau, and
Voltaire is largely indebted to Locke. And of the lesser but still

important forces Htlvetius, who sought by an analysis of the

mind to establish the necessary identity of the interests of the

individual and the whole community, set Bentham thinking,

and thus leads in the early years of the nineteenth century to

the doctrine of the utilitarians : while Italv contributed

Beccaria to the movement, who strove by an analysis of

penal legislation to strengthen the elements of humanity and
reason.

Il
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The growth of a general or European frame of mind was never

more clearly demonstrated than at the period when our sketch

hiijins. But it is one thing to believe in ai.d to realise this, and

c|uite another to trace its workings in the maniffild difficulties

;tnd turnings of practical life. Here is the supreme task which

faces any one who attempts what may be called a philosophical

\ie\v of history—to satisfy our reason which demands some

justification of human doings from a rational standpoint with-

out falsifying the facts which are so often full of perversity and

unreason ; in short, to reconcile the ideal with the actual. The
one plan, ordinarily followed in special histories, is simply to

narrate the sequence of events in the particular department or

period of study without regard to the general coherence or

purpose of the whole. The other extreme, represented by such

a writer as Hegel, is to consider the whole merely as the evolu-

tion in time of one or two general ideas and to evacuate these

of nearly all their content, of personal passion, accident, and
mistakes. Either alternative is gravely erroneous, but surely

the worst of all errors is to ignore or deny the vahdity of the

ideal aspect which is just as real a fact in the minds of men as

the cannon-shot or the actions of leading individuals—things

only put in motion by human thought in the mass. We shall

endeavour in the twelve short chapters which follow to avoid

the worst evils of either method while returning constantly to

the main intellectual tendencies v, hich seem to have marked the

lust hundred years of Western history. They are new in their

concurrence m so many independent centres of civilized life,

new entirely in many of their applications, new in the strength

with which they are held by multitudes of men, not new of

course in theirappearance in the world. Such newness, without
root or preparation in the past, would be, if conceivable at all,

only an evidence of transitory illusion. But newness in the

"n'^e, of a wide-spread application of great ideas whichirlu'
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had before been regarded as the visions of isolated dreamers, \vc

hold to be manifest in the period of our review. It wis, and is,

a moment of new life such as the wotld has seen more than once

before even in the short span of man's recorded history. The
advent of Christianity was such a time, when into a world just

knit up by Greek thought and Roman action there came a new-

passion for moral purity and for living and loving in this world

as a preparation for another. There came another moment
somewhat like it when in the thirteenth century St. Francis and

his fellows preached again a gospel of kindness and simplicity

after the reconciliation of Catholic theology and Greek philo-

sophy. But the new birth of humanity at the Revolution and

after brouLht even a larger str, ^ of thought and force and

idealism together. We need before entering on a more detailed

review to disentangle what appear to be the leading motives

in the drama.

We should put first the growth of knowledge, and of know-

ledge in that connected and ordered form which we call science.

The dominance of this factor in modern life has not escaped,

could not escape, the notice of any philosophic mind which

surveyed the field. One may find it amply dealt with in such

an utterance as Mr. Balfour's presidential address to the British

Association in 1900. But it is a reminder which we in England

have always needed more than any other great nati<m in the

modern world, much more than our neighbours cither in

France or Germany. We gave the world the greatest herald

of the coming change in Francis Br.con, and we have contri-

buted at least as richly as any othc people to the progress of

the scientific knowledge which Bacon hailed. But we have

never appreciated knowledge as a nation or made it an ideal as

others have. Those Englishmen, like Bacon himself or in our

own time Spencer, w ho spoke as prophets of the \ alue of science,

hu\c aUsavs f'^und a readier licarin? abroad and becom.e sjrcater
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heroes than at home. The French EncychpMk of Diderot,
uhich ushered in the Revohition, is an "impressive symbol of
respect for modern and coherent knovvled;>e. It rallied the
leading thinkers of France and gave them a platform which
they could find nowhere else. They refer constantly to Bacon
as their apostle and use his language to express their purpose.
Like him they set out to found an ' empire of virtue ' and to
increase human happiness by the growth and spread of science
W here shall we find such a group in England ? Hardly in that
Club of Johnson's which was prevailingly Tory in politics, and
did not attempt any work of sustained and collective intellectual
labour. Perhaps the nearest parallel would be in Scotland,
among the gro- , of men who gathered round and followed
.Vhm Smith anu Dugald Stewart

; and there we should find
HI instriictivc contrast. The outcome of their intercourse, the
nearest analogue as a piece of concerted effort by a group of
..dvanced thinkers in Great Britain, was undoubtedly th-
Uinhurgh Reviezv, proposed by Sydncv Smith in 1802 at the
famous supper in Buccleuch Place and carried out bv
Jeffrey, Brougham, Horner, and Smith. Their motto, to be
set bc.ide the Encyclopaedists' * empire of virtue by the spread
of knowledge

', was Sydney Smith's, ' I have a passionate
love for common justice and common sense'. For while
the) best mind in France has been devoted to ideal con-
structions and to science, the corresponding preference has
been given in England to business and practical life in politics
and elsewhere. But this will n„t prevent us from seeing in the
i-Touth, application, and appreciation of knowledge the first of
the leading traits which characterize the modern world. The
difference arises from the fact that the comparative political
treodom of England had given a greater scope to talent in that
direction. We are now, a hundred years later, entering on a
time when it will be impossible thus sharply to distinguish
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between the different nations in the Western family. In fhe

interval the English political habit has overspread the world,

and we, in our turn, have been learning the general value and

f ruitfulness of knowledge. We have still far to go on that road.

But in the end we shall have learnt to prize, to teach, and to

apply it as we already have taken our full share in building it up.

This scientific structure, embracing more and more of our own

nature and the surrounding cosmos, with its attendant develop-

ments in industry and wealth and population and its attendant

organizalion and specialization botli of thouglit and life, is the

first and most important of all the salient f^-aturc? of the

modern age.

The sccjnd feature is less easy to define, but no less certain,

when once we apprehend it. To some men—Lord Acton was

one—it seems supreme, the end of all our life and effort : and

they call it freedom. It means, among a hundred other things,

the opportunity for every one of exercising more power in the

direction of his own life and the life of the community in which

he lives. We shall see in the next chapter how a movement of

this kind began again with vigour as soon as the repression of

the French war was withdrawn. But personal and political

freedom is allied to much else in the development of man's life,

and belongs really to a larger conception which is perhaps better

described in other words. There has been in this modern stage

of history a progressive effort to gain for one's self and to secure

for others a fuller life on all sides, the fullest life of which the

individual is capable. This is the largest aspect in which we

miy regard the search for freedom ; and so regarded, the

increase of knowledge by science, the deepening of thought in

philosophy, the aspirations of the poet, the creations of beauty,

are all seen to contribute their share to the ideal. But the poets

have done most to build it u, in men's minds. For us in Britain

Burns and Wordsworth and Shelley were the most powerful

'rtv.
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voices, but a host of others join in chorus throughout the Western
uorld. We shall sec later how the literature of the age, ami
l^irticularly the earlier part of it when the fervour of the re'vival
^v..s at its height, speak of a new ideal of life, free and full in
harmony with all sides of our own nature, in harmonv too with
something in surrounding nature which seems to call on us for
a reply. To the reflective mind Wordsworth expresses this
most tully

;
to the simpler soul Burns is the trumpet-call, antl

the echo which his songs have roused throughout the Fnirlisji-
spcaking world, springs from the depth of pas'^ion.

The social, friendly, honest m.-)n,

Whate'er he be,

'Tis he fulfils ?reat Nature's plan.
And none but he.

"^ is the basis of what is called the ' democratic ' movement
in the nineteenth century

; and to this belief is added the
necessary corollary that if the simple man, merelv through his
humanity, is the fulfilment of Nature, so he, by that very fact
.-an claim from society, as his own fulfilment, .a share of all the
goods that society has acquired. Hence the movement for
social reform and popular education which wc shall trace

; and
uc rank it second among the outstanding features of the modern
world.

If we call this, which to Lord Acton was freedom, bv the
UKler name of the ' growth of soul ', another step vmU take us
to the collective aspects of that growth which are no less
obvious in the same age. The family, the town, the church,
the ^tate, have all such a real super-personal existence and affect
t'^ '>t ways distinct from the separate individuals who compose
t K-m. Of al' these forms of collective being the Nadon plays
tt'o largest part in modern history. Here a^ain the nineteenth
cent ury IS the period of chief expansion, not for a new or passine
i.<^.Hon, but ior 3 fundamental condition of human life which had

c 2
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been takin£» shape for aqcs and gained a special strength at

the Revolution. France gave the national principle electric

force by theviol-^ncc oi its internal struggle. So violent was it

that in effect it was a new nation which flowed over Europe,

doing vital work of preservation and of propaganda. By defence

at Valmy and Jcmappes, by conquest with Napoleon, France

consolidated herself within and inspired other nations without,

some by example, others by reaction. The Congress of Vienna

and the 'Holy AUiance' which followed were unable for

long to repress the current. First Greece and, through an un-

broken course down to the tragedies of recent years, every part

of Europe has since been strugghng for a strong national system.

Yet even nationality is overshadowed bv the still larger

growth which marks the century of our study. For by a strange,

apparent contradiction the bitterest and most determined

struggles of nationality have taken place in a world tending to

greater unity. We might, in fact, speak with eqml truth of the

age of rising internationalism as of competing nations. This

will become clearer as we proceed.. Science and industrj' have

knit up the world, but it has not yet fully found its soul. That
soul is nascent, just as the soul of France was nascent in Jeanne

Dare and born in the Revolution, and the soul of England

stirred in Chaucer and was born with Shakespeare. So in the

world a wider consciousness, though nascent, has still to come.

That we believe in its coming, even in the midst of the

greatest war, is of all symptoms the most striking of an Age of

Hope. And in this quality of Hope we have another of the

profound characteristics of the age. Since the reforming pio-

neers of the Revolution a hundred and fifty years ago, men have

been living for the future and believing in it as thev had never

done before. Some writers have seen in this dominion of the

future the principle of a religion, the solution of all the problems

of our being. We are content here to observe it, as every ^S
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>tudent must, and to connect it with other aspects of modern
ho. With one other aspect the connexion is intimate and full

ofmeamng.Wehavebeenlivingforthefutureandlivinginhopc.
\ hence comes this assurance, on what do we rest this hope'

It IS not a bhnd or instinctive confidence
; and no undeniable,

external voice has in this recent period revealed it to us We
must unquestionably find the food for the belief, the impulse
to the future, in the deeper knowledge and understanding of
the past that has developed with it. It is an age of history as
truly as an age of hope. And history has talc.n shape in the
x.me years, no longer as a statement-true and well explained
..s may be-of \vhat took place at any given epocli in the past,
but as the revelation of an illimitable upward process in wJuch
tnankmd and all creation are labouring together from moment
to nioment and age to age. History in this full sense is also
the child of the eighteenth, the adolescent of the nineteenth
century. And history has helped immeasurably to fortify the
early hopes ot reformers by showing that, imperfect as we are
^.nd bloodstained as our path has been, we yet have risen alreadyhum a lovvcr state and have it in us to advance to one still nobler.A lite winch hope can turn to, but to be uon by effort and
I'^^tcned by stronger effort-this is the guarantee of history.

i lie historical spirit of the centuiy is thus closely bound up
^^'th that inchnation to look forward and work for a better

^

uture vMich is also a mark of the times. The two interest.
>i- not always dweU together in the same brain, and might
-ein, hke those of nations and of humanity, to be antagonistic,
u

,
a, in that contradiction, .0 here, the opposition is ulti-

-^^^ to be resolved in a deeper unity, until at last we may
•cl that in parsing from one to the other ue are really studyingW d,vu.c and reverse, concave and convex, of the ^m:

^

^jca. History can describe.the past and dve us .o.ne .^uara.-
-^ lor the Ideal t uture. h is for the poets to picture^ it and
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inspire the will. In that imaginative world, to which we turn

in niumcnts of aspiration and distant visions, Shelley among
Enulish poctt reigns supreme. The darkest moments of the

reaction did not extinguish Hope in him and what he wrote

in 1H19,* exaggerated by passion as it is, might well be taken

as the paean of modern Hope sung in the liour of despair. At

that day too, I'ime seemed to have grown grey in waiting for

a better world ; and Hope alone of all Time's children was left,

wandering distraught. At last, as slie is lying in the street,

>\aiting for the feet of Murder, Fraud, and Anarchy to trample

her down, the lightning flashes and the clouds are seen piled

up like giants in llie sky; and then the stars shine out

and there seems to come a new presence in the air. And
when the prostrate people looked, the maid had risen and,

ankle-deep in blood, was yet walking on with a quiet mien.

Suddenly she breaks out with that tremendous song in which

patriotism,, history, and humanity all conspire to stir the soul:

Men of f'lnghu.d, heirs of Glory,

Heroes of unwritten story,

Nurslings of one mighty Mother,
Hopes of her and one another

;

Rise like lions after slumber !

1 t

I'hc Mask of Aiiarcliv".
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\\i. take certain dales aiul striking events in hisiury as turning-
points or starting-points in new epochs; and 1815 is one of

llicni. But it would be a gross error to overlook the continuity
of movements before and after the chosen point. France in

1815 lost all her conquests and returned to the monarchy of the
ancien rr^imc. But she had gained in the revolutionary and
Napoleonic periods a fresh national spirit, a compactness and
a readiness to act, which she had not known before.
Her judicial and administrative system had been recast and
strengthened, and her peasant proprietorship enlarged. In
these respects she was now in advance of us. But we too had
been moving, even in the lime of the strongest reaction against
the Rev olution. The reforming spirit of 1 780 of which Pitt .vas

tlie constitutional spokesman was never quite extinct. In the
sphere of administration, for instance, inquiries and reforms
were being constantly discussed and sometimes carried out.
In 1809 a law was passed forbidding the sale of public offices

;

in 1S12 a bill was introduced for the abolition of sinecures and
the founding of • jnsions for public servants with the money
s.ived

: it was thrown out by the House of Lords but was not
wiijiout certain indirect results. But the war and the king
tijgelher were able to prevent any serious political changes, and
liie i'rince of Wales, who had been the hope of Whigr and
retormers when in opposition, became, when he succeeded as

Regent and as George IV, a worse Tory than his father. We
luve to look outside government circles for the mainsprings of
ilic rcfurm which was to couxc. The growth of science and
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industry, and, on anotlicr line which must ultimately coalesce

with them, the urouth of a new >pirit ol sincerity and humanity

in religion, these were the deepest causes, and their action is

clearly traceable even in the dark days before our proper story

begins. Take three or four typical lines of action on which

far-reaching developments were to follow. The e\angehcal

movement in religion, with Wesley as its leading figure, had

preceded the end of the century. It was a revolt against the

coldness and formality of current religion, strictly and closely

analogous to the revolt against artificiality in literature for

which the great Romantics stand. The ' methodist ', outside

the official (jrder, despised by the ' world', might well feel some

of that quiet confidence which marked the Christian of the first

and second century a. u. His time was to come, not perhaps m
the distant personal visions which sometimes attracted him, but

in a new earth where all slaves would be free. The campaign

for the freedom of slaves, in the technical sense, had practically

been fought out before the nineteenth century began. In 1807

the oversea traffic in slaves was aboUshed. It was another

manifestation of the growing beUef in the value and dignity of

the individual human soul. Wilberforce and Clarkson were

prophets of the Revolution as truly as Rousseau or Shelley, and

they found ardent sympathizers in the French Convention.

It was a proper and necessary application of their principles to

go further and say, if you are so anxious by State action to

prohibit certain relations between human beings abroad in the

inteiest of the weak, why shrink from imposing, also in the

interest of the weak, certain conditions on the employers of

labour at home ? Not slaves in the legal sense, the miserable

pauper child in the factory, the half-starved, half-naked woman

in the coal-muie, were quite as unable to defend them-

scl\ es aL- the negroes on a plantation. Are they less needy of

bvni'^.ithv .md proleclion because they are white ? This fight
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also uas rcall) determined in principle before our period begins.

'I'he first Sir Robert Peel had passed an Act in l802 protecting

ihe climbing' boys, and Shaftesbury is in the succession of the

liunianitarians of the eighteenth century.

Another humanitarian movement which arose in the eigh-

teenth and led directly to the wider reforms of the nineteenth

cciuurv was the a;,'itation for the improvement of prisons,

in whicli John Howard took the leading part, Howard's work

v\as done before the Revolution broke out : he died in 1790.

Mrs. Frv, who carried on the same task for women which

Houard had begun for men, did most of her work in the

lucnties and thirties of the nineteenth century in the full swing

.'t the political movement which we are now to consider.

There are two points about all .hese and similar movements

\\\{\c\\ should be laid to heart as soon as possible, and often re-

filled. One is their coincidence in history. We cannot avoid

the conclusion that they are varied symptoms of one common

ind general movement in the mind of man. 'J"he other point

ujutirms this. The same people who interest themselves in one

branch of philanthropic work arc nearly always led, so far a>

iheir time and powers permit, to extend their efforts to kindred

subjects. Howard went on from prison-reform to the stud\

and amelioration of sufferers from the plague. Mrs. Fry buili

nhuols for children as well as reforming prisons for women.

Tlic cause of the young, the weak, and the suffering is close)

v

allied, and humanity is built up by manifold services.

The movement for reform which we have called the ' Political

Revival ' centres in England on the passing of the Reform Bill,

;ind in France on the Revolution <
•" July 1830. 'Fhere was, as

we shall see, an actual connexion oetween the two events ai

between so many critical steps in the two countries. The

ricnch landmarks are significant of the general trend of thought

.tad verv useful for us and other countries. T'he Revolution of
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1830 was middlc-iliss like our Reform Bill of 1H32. The Revo-

lutions of 1848 were proletarian or workiuK-class, and thecorre-

^pondinu movement in Kn^land came a little later in the

Reform BiUs of 1867 and 1884. Corresponding vsith the demo-

iTutic imperialism of Napoleon III we find a general reaction

on materialistic and ai^gressive national lines which may be

brought down roughly to the end of tlie century. 'I'lieii, at

last, uith the new century we reach what vve trust may be the

perm incut approximation of the liberal and reforming forces

in the -.irld, l)c;^inning to vvork out their problem' - social

progress deliberately and in consultation.

The tir>t phase which culminated in France in 1830 and in

England two vears later, while alike in its main features and

issues, differed in its details just as the whole social and political

.y^tems of France and Kngland then differed. The aim of the

French Revolution of that time was to secure a system of con-

stilulional government, ministers responsible to the elected

chambci , and freedom of press and speech. The political issue

for us in England appeared primarily as a clearance of abuses

whicli had overgrown the system of freedom and justice, which

is the birthright of every Englishman. So it has appeared at

most of the crises in our national history, and L is v 11 for u.

that we feel it so.

The main public interest therefore in the hist twenty years

after 1815 was poUlical, devoted to the task of securing a more

perfect expression of ilie public will in both England and

France. The Government in both countries wao to act in

accordance with what was then thought to be the best opinion

of the nation. The story in England is a striking example of

the poHtical instinct of our people, and their concentration on

one issue, remote apparently fiom the most urgent needs of the

moment, and not in fact of immediate benefit to the great

majority of iho:e w}\o were agitating to promote it.
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lor consider what were actually the most urgent needs of tlic

o>uiitiv when the war with Napoleon came at length to a close.

Tlic tirst was, unquestionably, to relieve tho poverty and

distress of tlie people. Wages were extremely low .md work was

>t:.iac. Some whole parishes v\ere desercd by theirinhabilanls,

who tramped the country in search of employment. 'I'he

\\urkhouses were teeming with inmates, and tiic poor law

iciuLd to increase, and not diminish, the number of paupeis.

I'hc returning soldiers, for whom no foresight had been

exercised by the Stale, swelled the stream of the workless poor,

'i'lic price of corn was kept aititicially high by corn-laws which

were maintained by a landlord Parliament in the landlords'

interest. To crow n all this, came a succession of bad harvests ;

ihal of 1816 was specially bad. 'I'his, then, was the primary

and most pressing need.

Next to this the impartial well-wisher for his country's ue.d

would iiase put better provision for the education of the

people. Sunday schools had been started by Robert Raikes

boloie the end of the eighteenth century, and benevolent

persons such as Hannah More and Sydney Smitli had been

.citing these up in various places for general insnuction in ihe

rudiments of reading and writing. But the supply was far too

small and unorganised. The State knew nothinj^ of it : ;ind

though George 111 and the Royal Dukes sliowed some interest

in the schem<;s of Bell and Lancaster, just as Charles 11 had

played with physical science, there w.is no attempt lo support

or regulate public education by State action until after the

Reformed Parliament had met.

Thirdly, in the order of national evils, our reformer would

probably have put the barbarity of the law and the weakness

and partiahty of its administration. There were still, in 1818,

223 capital otlences known to the law, and in the same year

107,000 persons were counted in gaols. And just as there was
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barbarity and excess of legal precaution in the detence ot

property, especiaUy of all property connected with land, so

there was a deficiency, in many cases a complete absence, ot

legal protection for the weak and poor. Some slight obligations

in the matter of children's health and instruction were imposed

by Sir Robert Peel's first Factory Act of 1802, but the mass of

the workers were entirely unprotected. The Combination Laws

punished severely any attempt by the workers to enforce better

xvages by a strike or even by an agreement ;
but no employer

was ever punished for open agreements to lower wages. An un-

employed workman could be sent to prison for refusing to

accept work on the employer's terms.

Yet in spite of all this it was the corruption and inadequac}'

.»f the parliamentary system which finally rallied all the re-

forming forces in the country. It \vas this which brought us

several times near a popular rising, and the insistence on this

which made each successive step in the improvement of the

representation-in 1867, in 1884, in 1917-an easier and a more

generaUy accepted reform. Men felt, as Mr. Gladstone after-

wards said, that if you wished to shave easily, you had better

first sharpen your razor.

It was quite in harmony with the general political keenness

ol the working classes that their first demonstration after the

war-al Spa I'ields in 1816-displayed the tricolour aiid de-

manded reform in a revolutionary spirit. The tires of 1 ranee

uere stiU alight though smothered for the moment. Starving

and oppressed, the predominant idea of the active-minded poor

was not to rob or to destroy the rich, but to create a better

poUtical system which would guarantee happiness and justice to

all alike. Unfortunately any suggestion of political reform,

above aU any overt connexion with revolutionary France,

threw the governing class into a panic. It was the red flag of

ihcTerrui . Things were to become still vsorse before they began
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10 mend. Spa Fields led to the imprisonment of Orator Hunt.

The demonstration at St. Peter's Fields near Manchester, which

lollowed in 1819—for in those days T-ancashirc followed London

—was repressed with loss of life. Tt inspired Shelley's 'Mask of

Anarchy'. M'his was the nadir of '.. cf^ntury. The Six Acts

uliicli fol]()wcd,limitingtherig- of publiein-^'ingand penaliz-

iiii: political writing, were t)\f tii iiing-poii . in the reaction.

Piihlic meetings were held all o\ i 'ic conntr^ to protest against

,1 nui'^-.icrc that seemed to mockW'atcrloo. In the West Riding

ilie meeting was presided over by the Lord liicutenant, a great

W'liiir landlord. It was the first step to the hearty union of

\\ liigs and popular reformers which gave us the Act of 1832.

In the decade which followed 1819, before the Revolution of

iSp gave the signal for our own constitutional change,there were

iliree nolcworthypoliticalcvcnts, the repeal of the Combination

Law? engineered by the incomparable and indefatigable Place,

ihc Catholic Fmancipation won by O'Connell, and the revival

of u liberal policy abroad due to Canning. The last we shall

deal with in its place later on. On the two former a word

should be said before we pass to the struggle for the Reform

IjiU and its sequel.

\!1 tlie activities of I'rancis Place are of extreme interest,

av coming between the era of revolution, war, and reaction,

uliieh 'culminates in 18 19, and that of the new age of social

aiui political reconstruction which begins after the great

Reform Bill. Place himself was one of the most remarkable and

powerful characters who have ever influenced from the back-

uToiind our national history. Beginning life as a journeyman

tailor, ho lived in his earlier years with his wife and the first one

or two of his fourteen children in a single room in the lieart of

London on the smallest income whicii could have sustained life.

But at that very moment he was fully resolved, first, to make

a fortune; second, to educate himself to the utmost limits of

fliHii
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his capacity : thirdly, to become a force in politics in theinterests

of the workinc: class to which he belon,c;cd. This was in 1795.

Within twenty years he had built up a prosperous business as

a tailor at Charing Cross, had accumulated in a room behind his

shop what was probably the best librarj- in London on modern

social and political subjects, and had become the recognized

friend and adviser of all the leading reformers of the day. His

was the strongest practical head in the Mill, Grote, and Bentham

group, and he alone kept the reforming party together in West-

minster at the time when Westminster was the typical free

constituency in the country. He took his part in all the forward

movements of the time, supported the Lancastrian schools in

their carlv days, protested against Pctcrloo, gained the repeal

01 the Combination T,aws, invented the poster which ' stopped

the Duke ' and secured the Reform Bill, drafted the People's

Charter, and lived on to support the repeal of the Corn Laws.

As a rule an encmv and merciless critic of both official parties,

of Whig perhaps even more than of Tory, he was yet the

strongest advocate of an alliance at any time when, as in 1831,

it seemed the obvious means of reaching the goal. As a critic

of the Whigs on the one side and the newborn Socialists on the

other, he fits in admirably to this period of transition.

The repeal of the Combination Laws exactly suited the

temper and politics of Place and his closest allies, for it was

a step towards the enlargement of personal freedom and the

removal of a legal restriction which had operated in practice

to the detriment of the poor and the advantage of the strong.

' Let workpeople and employers be free to make their own

bargains without the interference of the State '
;

this was the

gospel, and to it Place—the father of fourteen—added as a

necessary corollary, ' Let working people restrict their families,

so that there may not be so many of them competing for the

same jobs/
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Both t]ic?c propositions remind us, in their crude form, of

Iinw much had yet to he 'one by inquiry, by reflection, and bv
oreanization before <>ovci nmcnt could approach the scientific

Mate which the men of the ei<,'htcenth ccntur)- had thought
rn easy to attain.

Tlic fight over the Combination Laws took place in 1824 and
1S25. The repeal of tlie laws against Catholics and Non-
conformists was to follow in 1828 and 1829. The stiflf reaction

of the first years after the peace had begun to yield.

The change in tone coincides with Canning's succession to

Canlereagh in 1822, and his influence was largely responsible

for it. The growth of freedom which now set in, the greater

confidence in the reasonableness and right feeling of mankind,
w.!^ not confined to foreign policy, where fcr six years Canning
was supreme.

We may trace it also in home affairs, which always take on a

similar hue. In this case the connexion and the explanation
arc clear enough. Castlereagh had been Foreign Secretary and
practically Prime Minister from 18 10 to his death in 1822.

His character was so good, his life so strenuous, and his prestige
so great, that the leadership of Lord Liverpool was not much
more than npminal. Now Castlereagh had been on the diplo-

matic side as much responsible for England's triumph and
Napoleon's defeat as Wellington was on the field. Together
rhcy stood for England in the eyes of Europe, and they rightly

eaincd a corresponding weight in the counsels of their country-
men at home. This weight was always thrown on the side of

extreme caution, of the least possible change, and, if necessarj-,

of forcible repression.

Canning, inferior in character to either of them, was yet by
mental outlook and by personal antecedents freer to take a new

I

Imc. Doubtless we may trace his influence in the later diplo-
matic papers of Castlereagh, which Canning used without

f

4i^
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alteration after his accession to full power in 1822. Thus t^

policy of En^'land advanced without a break from the caut

and moderation ot Castlercafjh's attitude at the Congress of

Vienna to the bolder line of encouraging the aspirations of

struggling nationalities which was the glory of Canning and

finally severed us from the alliance of the reactionary Powers.

After Canning's death in 1828, Wellington became Prime

Minister within a year. By that time the die was really cast.

Reform was bound to come in England and the bouigeois

Revolution in France. But the Duke was then too old and

too blind to read the signs. He agreed to give the Catholics

their freedom, and then went out before the storm. It wa?

his final term of power. For two short periods he joined Peel

in later ministries and was still the staunch and patriotic

friend of colleagues and of countiy. But the relief of the

Catholics was his last, as it was his best, act of personal rc-

spoi ibility. It was the leading political question in home

affairs in the last vears before Reform, and the concession by

the Duke in 1829 prepared the way for the solution of the

larger issue. When the Catholic religion, connected witii

traditions of disloyalty in England and with the recent re-

bellion in Ireland, was at last declared no bar to office or a

seat in Parliament, it began tc dawn on many a timid mind that

a larger and truer representation of the people might not be so

terrible a risk. If we are to trust the Catholics, as even the Duke

was at last prepared to do, may we not trust the whole nation ?

So far as the Catholics were concerned, Pitt, who had aban-

doned general reform under revolutionary stress, had remained

liberal as long as possible. It was the well understood sequel oi

theActof Union that, deprived of their independent Parliament,

the Irish—including of course a Catholic majority—were to be

free to sit at Westminster. But George III had found here an

insuperable stumbling block. His coronation oath tomaint.r.n
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the Protestant rcli<,Mon appeared to him to forbid his consent,
.lid Pitt resigned in i8oi. The straitcr Tories (Eldon through-
out, the Duke up to the last practicable moment) supported
tho King. Ireland herself, led by O'Connell, forced the pass.
The Catholic Association, dissolved and quietly reconstituted,
refusing to pay taxes and threatening an insurrection, at last
broke down the resistance when George IV was king. It gave
England an example which Birmingham and many other towns
wore ready to take up in 1832.

The Reform agitation which led to the first great Act will
ahvays remain a little epic of English political life. The absurd
and ucllnigh incredible anomalies which had to be removed,
the pleasure mixed up with the abuses, the humours of the
contest, the grim determination of the few, the skilful mar-
shalling of all the reforming camps into one striking and
ultimately irresistible force, the exaggerated hopes of the
enthusiasts, the quiet acquiescence of everybody when the deed
was done, all this, with its strength and its weakness, we are
ready to believe is typically English. What we do not recognize
so readily is the coincidence of our national timepiece with
the moments of the European clock. This Reform, like the
Reformation, like the Tudor monarchy, like the rise of
science and the Industrial Revolution, was synchronous, though
m a different tone, with events abroad and especially in
r ranee.

"

The confusion and corruption of the old franchises have been
^0 oft and so fully described in the history books that we need
not du'dl long upon them. One or two facts will suffice Of
658 members of Parliament 424 were nominated either by
^'overnment agents or by private individuals. These, therefore,
were in no sense representative of the constituencies, and in
many cases the constituencies themselves had ceased to exist
Ihoy might lie under the sea, like Dunwich, where^ the

D
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proprietor took a boat on the pollin,<^ daj and conducted the

election some fathoms above the ancient borougli. Or they

mi^'ht be deserted sites on >,'roiind like Old Sarum or Bute, w here

one elector returned the member. Many large modern towns,

e\ '.n Manchester and Liverpool, had no member, while the

whole of Scotland had only 45 to Cornwall's 44, In the

election of 1818 there had been only 100 contests; and ot

these the majority, owing to the loose and open method of

voting, the mustering of their tenants by the landlords, the

jovial intimidation which prevailed, could not by any stretch

of imagination be considered as a serious expression of opinion.

The ttlection was rathe, a rowdy meeting on a succession of

market-days ; and when the Duke declared, on the eve of the

final contest, that it would have been impossible to devise

a more perfect system if we were starting afresh, a shout of

indignant laughter ran through the country. The Duke had

no sense of humour, and though an excess of this quality has

sometimes proved fatal to a statesman, its complete absence

may on occasion be found almost equally inconvenient. For wc

had at this crisis, more perfectly combined than at any other

moment in our history, all the strongest forces of the nation

against the feudal inheritance of a handful of landlords and their

dependents. There was the solid commercial interest of all

the rising towns, centred in Birmingham. There was working-

class opinion, organized by Place and his friends in London,

expecting no doubt more from Reform than it was ever likely

to give them, but determined that the change should be made.

And clinching all these, and giving them voice, was the intel-

lectual element which had been struggling to power for fifty

years in newspapers, pamphlets, and reviews, and had found

its most teUing expression in the Edinburgh. The day of triumph

had come at last, and one can still hear the echo in that immortal

storv of Sydney Smith's mass meellag ;>' Taunton Castle in
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October 1S31. There, before a keen -nd crowtled audience of

lUcLiSses, he acted, with vigorous gestures and every appearance
of anger, the great apologue of Dame Partington determined
to sweep back the waves of the Atlantic. 'I'he speech was
dispatched by special post to I,ondon to be reail by Lord Grey
and his colleagues in the Whig Cabinet, which was to carrv

reform in the next session. Grey had taken office in 1830
after the accessi(m of William IV. When the new king's first

I'arliament met, the Duke had assured them that 'human nature
is iiicapable of attaining at one stroke so great perfection ' as

the British Constitution. True in one sense as this undoubtedly
was, the House of Commons had refused to accept the assurance
as a reason for not attempting to make the Constitution e\en
more perfect.

Though the new king was more favourable to reform than
the old, stern measures were still needed to clear the last

obstacle, the adverse majority in the House of Lords. The final

stage came on a wrecking amendment of the Lords in May 1832.
For some days there was no Government. Grey refused to go
on without assurances from the King. The Duke was egged
on by the die-hards to take office, without Peel, against the
Commons and the nation, and \vith increasing evidence that
only armed force and a doubtful issue were before him.
Birmingham and other places were preparing barricades on the
new French pattern. Then came the famous placart.1 to stop
THE DUKE GO FOR goi.d'. It was struck out by Place among his
friends in the library at Charing Cross, and by the aid of his

associates soon posted all over the country. The mere beginning
of the run on gold, added to the other symptoms, completed
the enlightenment of King and Duke. Wellington accepted his
defeat, and Grey returned to power with the necessary pledge
to create peers.

The placard deserves its place, besides Smith's apologue, in

u 2
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our national annul?. It was the marchintr onlcrs of the man

of aition beside the mot of tlie nun of wit. 'I'ouether they

symbolize the union at tliis crisi^; of uorkinu-elass Radicals anil

middle-class Whij,'s.

The first Reform Bill, in spite of the enthusiasm it aroused,

was a very mt)deratc measure <»f deinocracy. In this respect

it was valuable rather for the removal of abuses than the wide

extension of freedom granted. But it gave an impulse to

other reform. Many measures were passed, and more discussed,

in the ten years of Whig supremacy which followed. For as

the Whigs had carried the Reform, they naturally dominated

for some time the reforirted Parliament which they had created.

That Parliament, true to the principles of its founders,

extended the representative system to the government of

municipalities, first to Scotland in 1833, then to England in

1835, and, finally, after many years of conflict with the Lords,

to Ireland in 1840. It carried out the humanitarian spirit

of the earlier reformers, conspicuously in the abolition of

slavery in the colonies. The abolition of the venal boroughs at

home at once led to the public purchase of the slaves' freedom

for j^20,ooo,ooo in 1833. It carried further the amelioration

of the criminal law which Peel had begun in 1821, when he

removed 100 capital offences from the list. It set up a Central

Criminal Court in 1834. On three other lines it commenced

the work of social reform which becomes the predominant

interest in the politics of later times. These three lines were

education, poor law, and factory legislation. In education the

first State grant was given to schools in 1833, and a Committee

of Council appointed to inspect them in 1839. In poor law

the great Act was passed in 1834 which formed unions from

parishes, imposed a workhouse test, and endeavoured to check

the growth of pauperism and of the poor-rates which in many

places exceeded the annual rent of the laud. In factory kyisla-

*i
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tioii it |Mv.cd the iirst serious Act, on Lord Shaftesbury's
iiiifi.itixe, in 1S33, prohibiting' the employment of children
iiiuier nine years of ;ij,'e, and limitint,' the work of women and
>uu!ii persons under ei,^hteen to twelve hfjurs a day.

'I'o reach the same point in French and European politics
uhich uc have now touched in home affairs we need first to
retrace our steps. The Charter of 1814 under whidi the
Bourbons returned to power was in some points, especially
on paper, more democratic tlian the contemporary Englisli
s) stem. The franchise, though high, was uniform, and every one
uas equal before the law and equally admissible to all public
offices. So much of the Revolution was left unshakable.
A tjood deal of the constitution was directly borrowed from
ourselves: twochambers, one nominated by theCrown, theother
the House of Representatives, elected by a small body of
elector, paying a considerable sum in taxes, from a still smaller
body of tliose paying a still larger sum. There was thus
lci;a]ly constituted in Trance a 'governing class' on a purely
money basis, which one might compare instructively with tlu.sc
' governing classes

'
of England, which had grown up irregularly,

•IS the nation grew, in the manner that Burke had taught us
to prefer. The Erench Charter also borrowed from England
the theory of '.ministerial responsibility '. The King's ministeis
were to answer to the chambers the acts of government.
But the Charter unfortunately also reserved to the Crown
certain rights of making ' regulations for the safety of the State ',

and the King was stated therein to have
' granted the constitution

to ins people ' by his own sovereign power. It was on this rock
that the royal ship went down.

'I'he reign of Louis Will was a period of violent struggles
I'ctwccn the rival parties in France, the ' liberals ' who aimed
''t widening the element of popular control, the 'ultras' or
uericals who iirst took sanguinary vengeance on the old

I
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rcpublii.iiis in tlit- 'Wliitc Terror' and then ilcfinitrl) entered

on that loiirsc of op}io"5ition to popular sovereignty and all

freedom of tliouuht uhiih did not end till Dreyfus was set

free, liut wliile Louis lived the throne was safe. He was

personally adroit and moderate, and averse from the extreme

measures taken in his name. But towards the end of his reign,

after the murder of the Duke of Berry, it became clear that

the State of France was unstable. Secret societies, called

' la Charbonnerie ' after the kindred Carbonari vi Italy,

began to flourish. The Duke of Berry, heir to the throne,

was murdered in 1820. The 'ultra' government replied

by re[Tession more and more severe. In 1823, just after

Canning had gi\en a more liberal turn to foreign policy in

England, the ' ultra ' government in France, against the

wiser feelings of liie King and his prime minister Villele, but

in coniert with the sovereigns of tlie 'Holy Alliance', sent

a French expedition to suppress a popular rising in Spain.

The immediate etfeci was a temporary triumph for the le-

acticnaries, and Ch.irks \, \vh(» succeeded his brother in 1824,

succeeded al o to ihc most reactionary Chambei elected since

the restoration, a chamber which at once voted itself seven

years' power. It was like —and yet uidike—the blind confidence

of the Iron Duke six years later in England. His eyes were

always opened in time to save the country, though not his own

system of gmernmeut. Within eight years both systems, in

Fngland and in France, had crumbled never to revive.

'Fhe relations between the Duke and the King of France

in these last years before the Revolution of July arc a curious

study. Charles X, far from wishing to develop the French

Charter on English lines, set out al once on a course of whittling

down the scanty liberties which it provided. He declared that

he would sof)ner saw wood than be king on the same conditions

as a king of England. Various leactiouaiy laws vvcie passsd
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m the liist tlirtc years oi his rci-n, laws strcn<;tlunin^' tlic rights

nt t Klist sons, rclij,M()us laws thrcatininj,' savaj,H- jMinishmcnis for

tlufts ill ihunhcs, and, most ccrinus and unpopular of all in

I'raiKi', laws penalizing the press hy taxes and regulations—

a

worse edition of one of our own Six Ac ts. Public opinion was so

iiuuh alienated that the next Chamber elected, that of 1827, had
li«st nearly all its reactionary majority. After a year and a half
of uneasy government with a more liberal ministry, the King,
on the advice of the Duke of Wellington, appointed Prince
Jules de Polignac as premier, a man more reactionary and less

eiiliglitened than hiinself. For Polignac, besides being a son
of one of the earliest nnit^rri of 1789, had actually refused to
buear to the Charter by virtue of which his master was on the
tlnoiic. He had, he believed, a personal mission from the
lUc'iscd Virgin to save the country by other means.
Such was the guidance which drove France in 1829 to t'le

Rc\()luti()n of 1830.

Another election in 1830 gave a chamber even more hostile
iluu the last to the King's policy. Paris was now awake, and
organized

1 y the intellectual leaders of the country. Four
royal ordinances promulgated in July set tire to the train.
By a violent misuse of the dangerous clause in the Charter, the
King attempted to introduce a new and more limited body of
voters aiul annulled the recent elections. Within four days
;he barricades were up and the King and his Government had
:;oue. 'i'he Fane dc Ouinzc .his was over.

'I'hc fall of Polignac in France undoubtedly hastened the
^lefeat of his friend and patron in England. The Duke had
knoun liim when French ambassador in London, and thought
liim the best agent for averting, a revolution and saving the
'!"inln.n monarchy. He misjudged the situation on both
ides of ilie Cha:inel, and his complete and speedy discomfiture
"i ir.iiice gave hope and courage to his opponents at home.
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tor tlu- Kcvpluti.... of July was a brilliant .nicies fc.r all the
Liberals of Kun.pc-. It was prompt, niovlcratc, and almost
bloodless. Instead «.f their excesses of 1792 the French of 1830
were glad to accept a co.istituti.inal kinj;, cousin (.f the deposed
monarch. They preserved and improved their Charter of
1H14; they maintained their Code Napoleon, and began to
apply in a quiet and systematic wav the priruiplcs of 17H0
uhich in the hands of ih.ir first apostles had led to ruin
tnghshmcn might be pardoned for thinking that the common
sense which they had always professed, was on its way to become
the law of Europe. But they must lose no time in setting their
own house in better order.

The new government in France showed its kinship with the
reforming movement in Kngland. The same ideas may con-
stantly be traced prompting legislative action on humanitarian
and moderate democratic lines. Municipalities were reforme.'
and created, 'i'hc criminal law was soften ! as in Fngland.
Irisons and asylums were brought under better control In
two important matters the French at one stride outdistanced
us. Iheir fundamental law establishing primary schools
coincides exactly with the beginning of State action in Fngland
Ouizot's law was passed in 1833, when the first grants were
voted in Fngland. But \vhereas the French law imposed the
obligation of establishing schools on every commune, and is

thus comparable to our School Board Act of 1870, the English
Government of the same date only offered a dole of /"zo 000
to the existing societies. And in the matter of child labour
their first factory law of 1841 prohibited the employment of
children up to twelve years of age.

But we have now to consider the parallel activity of the two
Western Powers in the larger issues of nationality and interna-
tional concert. The French Revolution had 'brought into
prominence, both in France and other countries, the -^pint
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•ma tlic free union of nations.

The Congress of Vienna uai sitting, amid the tense exnecta-t-Msof hurope, durin,. the interval between the def at ofN.4'ocou ,n tHH and his return for the ' HundredXs
« 5, -n,d a,arn after Waterhn> ; but it failed in its greater

.
h ucre begmnnig to inspire the hopes of the weld It

tXl 'T'"''''^^^)
"^ ^^^ --- V^o with certain ehang

and N.,;;:, It ^ '"""^ ""^- ""•^^^' -'^ ^--^en

1-n l.„ ? '' ,'7^— ^
--^' subsequently dissolved.

trcu,„,nt H. pT'/ "^^'""^J'^y ^hich called out for

u,;
'

K ;
''^'" '^"'""^' ^^'^" Itahan-ucrc left--tti.d. and the whole Eastern question was untoucHH

' ^--- a D^eatiung space merely, but in the course of "its'
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meetings ilic position of England and France were defined in

relation to the three military Powers of the North and East

—

Prussia, Austria, Russia. Two great men had charge of their

countries' interests at th' Congress, Talleyrand and Castlereagh,

and their actions from diflPercnt motives tended to converge.

It was Talleyrand's part tore-assert for France her due weight

in the councils of Europe. It was Castlcreagh's object to check

the ambition of any individual Power and establish a stable

equilibrium ; and he was charged by England to gain if

possible one special object—the agreement of the Congress

to the abolition of the slave trade. Both statesmen succeeded

in their definite and limited objects and their pursuit brought

the two Powers together. A further step towards their co-

operation took place at the Congress of Troppau in 1820.

The Eastern Powers, who after the Congress of Vienna had

under the initiative of the Tsar Alexander drawn more closely

together in the Holy Alliance, found themselves confronted

by liberal risings in various parts of Europe. They went on

to bind themselves to mutual help in suppressing any attempts

of the peoples to alter their governments. Alexander had

attempted to inspire the Alliance with Christian principles.

Metternich, the Austrian minister, had supported it in the

interests of autocratic power. Both were agreed that any

movements of nations against their legal sovereigns must be

put down by force. This atTroppau the three Eastern Powers

agreed to do in common, and to exclude from the European

Alliance any State which had undergone a revolution of wiiich

they disapproved, until, ' by peaceful means, ur, if need be,

by amis, they had brought back the guilty State into the bosom

of the Grand Alliance '. This was the cHmax of Metternich's

ascendancy and the definite breach with the Western Powers.

For Castlereagh had already in 18 19 protested against the

policy of leaguing the Governments against the peoples, and at

eS= Bli
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Troppau the representatives of France and England were shut
out.

It was a significant prelude to the series of revolutions which
from 1822 to 1835 altered the Governments of Greece, Belgium,
Spain, and Portugal, all in the direction of national freedom
and self-government and in each case with the assistance of
England and France.

But before this England and the United States had, from
1810 onwards, supported the fight of the South American
colonies for freedom from Spain. Englishmen had fought as

individuals for Bolivar in his heroic lifelong struggle for tlie

independence and union of the South American states, and
Castlereagh had intervened in 1817 to prevent a European
Congress from supporting the claims of Spain over them
Again, after the French expedition of 1823 had revived
the hopes of Spain, a movement for European intervention
uas frustrated by England and the United States. At last it

tell to Canning in 1825 to recognize the revolted colonies as

nulcpendcnt, and to conclude commercial treaties with them.
In this early case England gave the signal to the other Powers.
The case of Greece brings France and England into joint

•tction, and is a direct link with the politics of our own day.
It is full of interest of every kind. The Turkish Empire was
the part of the world where the idea of nationality was least
developed and most deeply overlaid by a military depotism,
alien m race and largely in religion. In the Balkans, the latent
nationalities, much confused among themselves, were cherishincr
•die memories of ancient greatness and national conflict with
then present masters. When they regained their strength
and full national consciousness, this alien mastership would be
tndcd. With the decay of the Turkish power in the eighteenth
century they began to stir, and north of Turkey lay the Musko-
\Uc giant ready to abet every movement of the Christian

^
^
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communities agains^t their foe. Peter the Great at the beginning

of the eighteenth century first avoueil the Russian ambition

by styling himself ' Fetrus I Russo-Graecorum Monarcha '.

Catherine 11 carried the idea farther and had her nephew
baptized 'Constantine' in order to succeed to the Greek throne

which was to be. The end of the century saw more than one

abortive rebellion and the spread of a^ecret organization of

Greek patriots to promote the indepetulence of their country.

In 1820 a war between Mchemet Ali, the Pasha of F.gypt, and

his nominal suzerain the Sultan gave the Greeks the oppor-

tunity they sought. The revolt of the Greeks in the Morea
was followed by a war of extermination on both sides. The
Greek patriarch Gregorius was executed by the Turks, and

pyramids of Greek skulls adorned the headlands. 'I'hree things

drove Canning to take action with the passionate sympathy of

Western Kurope behind him.

The lirst was the romantic ideal of the West, which, half

history and half hope, was beginning to project new national

forms for the future wherever common deeds and common
sufferings had laid a large foumlation in the past. Greece

struck this cultured imagination more strongly than any other

land, and men dreamt with Byron that she might still be free,

l*"or standing' on the Persians' gra\e,

I could nut deem myself a slave.

Greece, the ancient mother of modern thought, thus became the

leading casein the modern world of a struggling nationality

brought to birth by the collective action of progressive Europe.

The second motive, which led to England's intervention in

1823, was the apprehension of a war between Turkey and Russia,

as the result of which the Northern Power would, or might,

have become completely dominant in the East. This larger

aspect of the problem came up again for solution in the Crimean
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War, uhcn for the first time the whole Balkan question passed
iimiir tlie joint re\ieu of the Concert of Kuropean Powers.
On thi- first occasion, in 1823, Kn,<,'land and France forced their
u:i\ in 1>\ the side of Russia to wrest from Turkey the indepen-
dence of the most easily detached of her dominions, and the
most sentimentally attractive.

The third motive, the actual occasion for our intervention
was the necessity of 'making some one responsible for policing
the seas of the Greek archipelago. The Turkish fleet was
impotent, and piracy was rife. In 1823 Canning recognized
the insurgents as belligerent. On this the Sultan made up
his quarrel with Mehemet Ali, and, for the price of Crete,
the Morea, Syria, and Damascus, an Egyptian fleet and army
uere sent to finish with the Greeks. In 1825 the Morea was
overrun. In April 1826 Missolonghi, where Byron two years
hcfore had been drilling troops almost to the day of his death,
fell at last. But in the same month the Duke of Wellington^
who had been sent to Petrograd by Canning to concert joint
measures with the new Tsar Nicholas I, had drawn up the
protocol by which in three years' time Greek independence
u.is secured.

In the interval events hurried on. The Greeks made a formal
.ipplicaiion to England for help. Canning, relying on the
.i-reemcnt with Russia, went a step further and consented to
I 'pacific blockade' of the Morea, which would have starved
'Hit the Egyptian fleet locked up in Greek harbours. France
lad come in, and a treaty of the three Powers was concluded on
'he basis of the protocol. The Turkish and Egyptian fleets,
^hut in by the fleets of the three protecting Powers in Navarino
Bay, showed fight, and were annihilated on October 20, 1828, by
the Allies under Codringion the British admiral.
The death of Canning had unfortunately preceded this famous

I'aulc by iu(. months, and the weakened English Government
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proceedt'ii to express diplomatic apologies to the Porte. But

the deed was decisive. The fighting by land was carried on by

the Russians, the military occupation of the Morea by the

I'lciich. In 1S30 the independence of Greece was agreed to

by all the Powers, and, after the fall of Wellington, just

before the Grey (jovernment passed the Reform Act, the new
Greek kingdom somewhat enlarged, under the Bavarian

Prince Otto, was established by the Treaty of London in May
1832.

The growth of. a humanitarian entente with France, the

anticipation of a triple entente with Russia, the sequel of these

events in the Great War of to-day, all give a singular prominence

to the story of modern Greece. The concurrent case of Belgium

has a more tragic issue. But an I'lnglishman will rejoice that

I lie two pivots of our policy in Kurope, Kast and West, have

remained true to the same direction of national liberty in face

of the varying dangers of a hundred years. In 1826 we played

our part in winning the independence of Greece from the Turks

while keeping Russia at our side; in 1832, when Palmerston

had succeeded to the inheritance of Canning, we secured the

independence of Belgium from Holland with the assistance of

France.

The Revolution of Belgium was the immediate sequel to the

French Revolution of July. The Belgians had chafed for fifteen

years under their forced union with Holland, with a Dutch
king and an administration largely Dutcli. They were the

more numerous portion of the combined kingdom, and mainly

Catholic while tl;e Dutch were mainly Protestant. They
refused to coalesce. If we seek for causes of the failure farther

back in history, we may find tluin in the premature death of

William of Orange, which reduced the provinces of the Nether-

lands, which might have been united in freedom, from

seventeen to seven. Tiiat greatest of modern statesmen might
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have achieved this union. Perhaps by doing it he would have
..\crtal the greatest of wars. But the crude handiwork of
I he statesmen of \ieniia had no permanence. The Belgians
hailed the outbreak in Paris as their signal, and rose a,i,'ainst

il..lland. Palmerston, at the conference uliich met at London
HI X.nrudvr, persuaded the five great Powers to recognize the
Jaun ..f Hel^Mum to independence. Louis Phihppe refused
ihecroun for himself or his son, and a perfect compromise
between Ln,i,da,ul and France, Protestantism and Cathohcism
uas found in tiie kingship of Leopoki of Saxe-Coburg. He was
.1 l'r..iestani, widower of the Lnglish Princess Charlotte, and
uncle of the Princess Victoria who was to succeed to the English
thn.ne

; and, within two years of his accession, he had married
.1 dau,:,'hter o! i,ouis i'hilippe and satisHed the Belgian majority
In- c.niraciing that the children of his marriage should be
l-n.uuhi up as Catholics. The French by land and the French
^nul jjiglKsli by sea had to complete the eviction of the Dutch
l"he famous treaty by which the neutrality of Belgium was
U'uarameed by the five great P(,wers was finally executed in
April 1839.

Canning's life-work and the earlier activities of Palmerston
v.hile he stdl made a good undersiamling with Paris ' the pivot
nt his policy ', complete our picture of England's attitude
.ihroad m this first period of revival. It was a pohcy c' aking
.n,i:huKl's influence felt in the councils of Europe but s.uctly
•"ming the exercise of our powers, a policy of preserving a
!'il-'nce between the ambitions of competing countries a'itd
trniMg a chance, wherever possible, to other nations struggling
(or Mich liberties as we possessed ourselves. But the proper
rrudcice unh which we pursued these aims gave some colour
'»;> 'he charges of our critics that we did nothing for the good
"' "tilers \vithout an eye to our own advantage. Poland rose
•'-''"1

,
Ru..,-,, i„ ,h,. ,v\..Union year of 1830, but her struggle
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gained no support from us. On behalf of Spain and Portugal,

however, where a British fleet coidd come into play, Paln:erston

formed an alliance with France in 1S34, which secured the

constitutional parties against their clerical and reactionary

foes. This was his most successful effort, and he carried it out

almost single-handed.

But the heavier tasks were still to be accomplished, the larger

ideas to spread. Germany had yet to be made a nation, and
Italy. And all the peoples of the earth had yet to come together

and realize their common destiny and common duties.

In 1831 an exiled Italian landed at Marseilles, a man in

whom the passion for national independence was better tem-

pered by an enthusiasm for the kindred good of all mankind
than in any other thinker before his time. Ma/zini, the

Carbonaro, the man of letters, the life-long martyr to the

humanitarian ideal, is the best link i n this age between philosophy

and the politics of nations. And in the league of ' La Giovine
Italic' which he founded as an exile in France, he proclaimed

the gospel of the coming day—'Moral unity and Fraternity in

a faith common to all Humanity.'

^Bfi:JtiE8SM^™f^>¥
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THF NRW SPIRIT IN T.ITFRATURF.

Wr say tlut tlu- eighteenth century w.s a period of prose
m>u „ of ,t ,rcat p,ose-thc first n^odern prose in Fn.lish, but'
rrodom,n,nuh- prose. At the end of the century ^^hen the
Rcvoh.non ,ook p :.ce which was to transform industry, politics,
'"^1 -'"'l h(c, a change came over h'terature as well. The next
iHT.ud uas an a«e of poetry. Nothing to he said in this chapter
J.n

exceed the importance of this. Rightly understood, all we
'"vc to ,,y IS hut a commentary on this text, r^^c of the
.reau-st poc.ic epochs in the world's history begins when
l--.n<> and (.oethe ,.0 hack to Shakespeare, when Wordswotth
turn, to nature, when Victor Hu,o tears up the conventions of
the Tench sta,i,^e and founds the Romantic movement

ii>^^ s.multancous phenomenon and its place in ,>eneral
Ins.ory are stron,. presumption for us that we arc in presence
" one of the turning-points in man's evolution. Homer and
"'^- r-r-'l Athens appeared when Greece w.s founding the-rids thought ,n which their works were to he part of .

rutntnon .nher.tance. Jauretius and his successors were spokcc
•n*n of a society acrain at the head of civilization and laying the
'"-"nons for a world-order which w.:s to follow. Dante in

:

'• "'jnnor spc-aks to us allof a common ordering of thought and
'

;^':'^- •' >" »ns t.me, had come to its zenith. When, uith"'
I I-aiH.hans and Shakespeare, we come to the next great

•;';''"-^"^ I-ctic power, it is dispersed among the nations, but
" Pr-i-es, ,n varied colours, common formr. The Spanish-

>
"• -"pc- de V e.a and Calderon is near of kin to ou.:, and

' '"'"^^-''""••lyfn- the classical drama of France

.!»".*• - ^-^f^'^jfir'n ^^-:^ SMSiaKBrnMo^ss
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So at tlic Rommtic revival towards the dose of the citjhtccnth

and the hei^Mnninq; of the nineteenth century there is again a

general movement in the leading countries of the West, but it--

common features are more difficult to discern.

The name, or rather the want of a good name, perplexes us.

' Rom intic ' is of all possible terms perhaps the least satisfactorv.

Jiiterally it refers hack to languages which derive from Latin,

by association it suggests the creati(tn of striking but unaccus-

tomed visions of life. Nothing could be less like Wordsworth,
or the miin purpose, if not always the actual achievement,

of Hugo. Let us search further and try to find the common
points and co nccting links without imposing any strain on our

subject-matter, without ignoring the individuality of the men
of genius who make up a ' movement '. Genius is complete but

not isolated. This one assumption we must make at starting.

The work of these poets and their successors, individual as each

must be, distinguished as they also arc by national divisions, ha?

yet its common roots in the contemporary civilization of

Western Europe,and has moulded the social life which followed,

in some respects to common ends. To trace these is the histo-

rian's primiry object. The individual colours will brighten the

picture and enliven us as we proceed.

V' are still perhaps too near these great men of a hundred
years ago to give them their final place among the eminences.

We are far enough away to discern the mountain chain, not yet

far enough to place it in its due relations to those on other sides

and behind them. So far mankind has not agreed that any one
of the group will rank with the very highest of the past, with

Homer ur Dante or Shakespeare, though some might, even now,
give such a place to Goethe or to Victor Hugo. But on the

group as a whole it miy be safe to venture one or two conclu-

sions. Has there ever been in the world before so rich an out-

burst of creative power in literature within the same space of

feni-^te- 'f
- ',.
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time, so varicJ, so vvdl distributed am<,n, the Icndin, nations,
'^n^,^ul\ul so d,.sely kn.r by common tr.iits in i,s inspiration
and it< purport- ?

'

TlK- magnitude of the creative power is the first and most
stnk.n,> aspect. I o most students ,1k- lifetime of Goethe seems
toc-overmorec>fthcbest]iteratureof(;crnKHU-thanallhero,her
year.

;

and u >s a so the f1owerin,-time in (Jermanv for musi.-
•'"^1 ph.Iosophy. for France the lyrie and rc.f]c.c•ti^c poetr^ of
the n.neteenth century, specially its earlier portion, ire of in-
etnparable value; the bulk of their fiction falls ivithin the
-tiK- penod,and the.r drama of the nineteenth deserve, com-
par.on «uh that of the seventeenth centurv, the only other toI- mentioned tn their history beside it. h, Kn.dand our stretch"the greatest hterature is lon.er-Ionoer than that of .nv
'•tl.cr people. et, puttin, Shakespeare out of the account, he-..Id e

.. bold man who denied that the nineteenth c.-nturv
-recally ,ts ea.her portion, outweighed both in volume and itt'
-.l..e -V other per.od, some might even say the greater pa
'•f all the rest together, i-'or in this time we Lve Wordsuo'r 1%ro„, . e ey, Coleridge, Broutting, and Tennyson, as wellt
-V ott and the greatest school of novelists in the wcrld

r . attractive to set this great creative act of European mind'HMdc the creafons of other sorts proceeding at the s.men-nu.„t. Are they not all parts of one creation which is-^..Hung scence, transformittg industry, and widening liberty

Vf ; T ^" '"
''':T

'' ^'^^ -vo'utionary moment
•iiui lound tliem more varied a-..; -f ,.M . i
/> ,

,

wineu a Ki .,r "icIlt score than even tho

• .^^-l ... ..s .s,.,r,„„„„ a„a ,:,e p„,il,iii,y „, „,,,„,-,;„,

,1

" .rid ,„ ,1,0 service „f human good, ttee.nno
''""'>-.

'
l".u«l> «e „„„o, prove, ,l,a, as v.irh ,l,c Grecb of rhe

I- 2
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fifth ccnfnry b.c, n^ uitli ilio nrti^f'; nnd mon of crirncr of tlir

sixtci-ntli atul scvcntcontli (cnturies a.o., so at tlic end «if the

eighteenth there wms a ro.il anil intimate nmnexion hitwern

all these creative acts in science, literature, miisir, anil lihertv.

A new spirit of frenlom is, next to its creative power, the

most strikinij general feature in the literature of the aqe. It

is this which connects it most closely with the political

movement whii h we have sketcheil. T.essintr's i< the clearest

voice of the new freedom in Cermanv, \ icior Iluc;o's in

France, Wordsworth's in Kni,'land. The accents must he as

varied as Freedom is, as varied as the vision of the nun who
L'ave it utterance. To Germany, as to the ' Romantics ' a little

later in France, the freedom meant primarily the hreakintr of

the conventions with which the French statue had hound itself

hya mistaken and narrow rendcrint,' of Aristotle. Tlii< mav seem

a small thinp, and remote enoui^di in orii^'in anil in tlistance from

the main interests of human life. Vet, when the issue came
to he fought out in Fr.mce, all society was di\ideil and an actii 1

hattlc raged, as fierce as any contested election in politics. The
* unities ' in a play had become a symbol of a literature where

everything—language, character, and action—was to frtllow the

accepted types. 'Wm Shakespeare was the greatest figure in

the whole world of drama, anil he was unconscious of these

categories of character, unities of time and place, convention'^

of language. As a creator he made men and women living and

individual, and he used his material not as the topiarv artist

cutting live trees into dead birds, but as the S(iilpt(»r using

rough blocks foi new and vivid shapes. Hence for Lcsnng,

Coethe, \'ictor Hugo, new life for the drama called for the

study of Shakespeare, and siiue the Puritan revolution tlic

drama meant foi France and for Cermanv incomparably more

than it did for us. This was one aspect of the new freedom,

Rousseau had expressed it in other forms—in a new gospel of
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trLcJi.iii ill cJucatioii, .uitl Didcrut in a lrt\^li .did j. crioii.il

I litii iMu ui .irt.

In 1',11-I.iikI the iliMiua duo nut express the ch.iiij^e. We luok

lather tu wurii ot another kind, and find the same mark in

WunLuorth'i meditations on nun and nature, in Byron's revolt

.Hid iM>sion fur liberty in his own days, in Shelley's visions of an
idc.tl world. \n all these there may be traced the same desire

lu break away from hamperiiii,' traditions of the past, the same
LMiiliJciKe that human nature, relying on its own impulses, m.iy
create a belter world in the future, which were felt by Rousseau,
Comlurcet, Godwin, Turgot. Freedom, directness, and greater
iiiiplicity in language were to them, as to the French and

Ci'criuaii ' Ronuntics ', the badge of greater freedom of the
pint. Fur tlie new poets everywhere there was to be no court
li\cry ill the service of their mistress poetry.

It ii a fact akin tu this tliat all these men get nearer to the
iiuth ut human nature. But here we must distinguish, and the
di^iiiKtiuii will throw light before and after in the line of
liiuary evulutioii. The truth that these men aimed at in their

delineation of life, was not the microscopic, photographic study
"t huiii.n nature wliich passes by the name of naturalism. Such
tudy tends, as in later writers, such as Bal/ac and his successors,
tuan exaggeration of human faults. The search for truth of the
earlier writers found it rather in the appreciation of those traits

111 character which tend tu greatness. Idealism there must be in
every work of art. Are we to look for it in a briUiant picture
"t the ueak and little in our nature, thrown by a powerful
uitgnifying light upon the screen, or in the delineation of those
'li.iracieis .iiid those features in any character, which, subject
'" ^^ucii (rials of ciicuiuslance, become heroic, sometimes in
actidii, sumetimes in sulferiiig, but ahsays in growth? This
Is .d.o truth to nature, but truth developed to a liigher
puwei.
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It will l)c obsirvL-d, (»f course, th.it in thus prtKccdint; from

the triitii ot huin.di nature .iiiil iilc.ili/iiii,' it, ihc men uf tkc

new aj^e in literature were doiiii; no new thini,'. The L-realest

makers, Homer, Dante, and Shakespeare, had done it before and
thus won their immortality. The te>t ol j^-reatiiess is, in fact,

|'reci>ely the same with the new seliool of poets. \\'ordsv\orth

ai\d Siott take men and women of their own world, the poor

lounlryman of the dales, the Scotch pea.mt, the Co\enantinij

preacher, and show them as hcrt)ic in their own sphere, attinj;

with perleit truth to their «n\n nature, as the chiefs of Homer
or the Romans of Shakespeare. 'I'his is the y\^X)- uf these new
poets, and we can sa\ it of no othvrs before them since

Shakespeare.

But we come now t(» another tc.iture in which the writers of

the new .iL,'e surpass tho.>e of any earlier period. It is not pri-

marily an indi\idu.il qualit)', l)ut it is .. debt which Scott,

\ ictor Huj,'o, Thackeray, and all the v\riters of the time owe in

\aried measure to the s-pirit of the a-e. 'J'liis is the historical

spirit which we noted before as a Lreiieral ch.iracteristic. Gibbon
had li\ed, and M(»ntesquieu ; the beginnings of history liad

I'cen laid at the end of the eighteenth century. .All succeeding

w riters appeal to history in different tcies. Byron's free Greece
of the future ia the Greei e of history. Shelley, the least attached

to tradition, is coiibirained by the same spirit to appeal to the

heroic past of England as well as the emjMre of Hellenic thought.

Scott lived in a recreated past. Victor Hugo crowned his life's

work by .i Ligcndc dcs Si, ila.

In this respect their truth to nature aimed at another and

deeperaspeclof the truth, for thcpocts, often uiicuiisciously,were

compassing the same task which tlie historians and {'hilosopheis

had jujt begun of set purpiK>c, i.e. to understand the being and
destiny of Mm by studying his becoming. It is the supreme
task of interpretation, the comprehensive truth of which but
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one f.u(.t larc aiul .uiotlitr tlRfc will ^Iciin through the miiuls

ot the 1,'rcatcst masters, Siott saw the jMSt, but liaii im inklin),'

lit the fortes which were transforming,' the present. Shelley saw

a future S(i radiant that the present seeineil but a pruiessior

hiileous crimes.

Of the iharacteristics of the nineteenth century which \vc

noted as emer^in;,' from the^Teat industrial aiui politii al revolu-

tion, iv\o remain to be considered in their relation to the new

-pirit in literatuie ; they are, webelieve, to be the most decisive

in the end. One is the force of science, of organized knowledjje,

ill Iramiii;,' and inspiring' life. The other is the ^oal of hitman

iliiiui,'ht and ailivity, the community of all human being's ton-

>pirin^ to a common end by diverse means. 'I'his is the problem

lit humanity, and it covers those partial aspects which we know
.1 > n.aiuualism and the international question. Now both of

ilicse kindred forces and ideals begin to be felt in the poetry of

the early century, but do not yet transfuse it. Their preteiue

nil! their i;iowtli durinu' our period are palpable enough. Mo>t

-iLjnilicant of all is their mutual relation. Those thinkers wl.o

ippreciate best the meaning aiul the value of the scientific

evolution are those to whom the ideal of humanity i.i mo>t

.ippareiit.

Ot all the poets of the time Cloethe is the most scieiitilic, ..ml

lie is also jtrt)ngly inlernaticjnal in spirit. Science is to him

I'liniarily a noble and attractive object of human interest

—

[erhaps the must attractive of all—at times even more to than

his own liege mistress poetry herself. At times he gives us aliO

I glimpse of the organizing aspect of science as the product of

joint human labour operating ihrough the ages. But lor the

iioiioti of science as the basis of ifcial progros we have to wait,

i he mkaA question, as we now understand it, did not exist till

alter the industrial revolution, and Goethe's mind is essentially

pie-revolutionary. W'urdiworth, as we ihall see, takes us a step
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farther, in his Preface to the Lyrical Ballads, where lie describes
with marveHous insight both the right relation of poetry to
science and the difficulties which hinder its realization. And
Shelley, through his higher imaginative power, expresses the
future ideal of knowledge transfused by lo\ c and power, more
perfectly than any other poet of the age. It is to him that man
appeared not as men but as ' Man, a chain of linked thought, of
love and might to be divided not '. In this, the sublime chorus
in the Prometheus Unbound, he attains a fuller vision than even
Victor Hugo, to whom ' science is beautiful and Aristotle great,
but Socrates and Zeno greater still '.

On the whole the great writers of the Romantic school are
more concerned to expound the heroic in the individual soul
as supreme above any acliicvement of the collective mind. It is

not till later in the century that writers appear, individually
less magnificent, but primarily interested* in the collective
problem. Then the growth of science becomes the guiding
thought and social progress the greatest subject. George Ehot
is a type in England, Sully Prudhomme in France, and they
speak with a voice of philosophic reflection, pitched in a lower
and less passionate key.

From similar causes national sentiments are strorger in the
eailier writers than any feeling of the unity of mankind. It was
an age of rising nationaUties when France was recovering her
national strength and Byron was breathing new life into the
crushed frame of Greece and Canning setting free young nations
in the New World. Hence nearly all the great writers of the
age are full of national enthusiasm, and even the rebels among
them, such as Byron and Shelley, cannot escape from it. If, like
Byion, they find nothing to inspire them in theii own country's
achievements, they find a spiritual home elsewhere. For
heroism, when it once advances beyond the Cyclops' cave, must
have its fellows to xvurk uith, its traditions to feed on, its
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tominuii goal of victory to. attain. The larger ideal of a hero
t»f humanity is as yet but faintly traced ; it is apt to take the

form merely of a Man of Sorrows. Carlyle gives us no picture

t)t the hero as Man of Science. But \vc can see its need in the

national self-complacency of Englishmen in those early decades,

ill the lyrical exaggeration of patriotism such as Victor Hugo's.
But the larger ideal is in the making ; it gains a philosophic

(.xpressiun in many writers : one day it will find its sacred

poet.

'i'his new outburst of poetry may be dated from that famous
>car 1 when Wordsworth, Hegel, and Beethoven were born,

1770. Scott's birth followed in 1771, Turner, the painter of

iMturcjWasfouryearsyounger. Within those five years therefoie

In e men were born, makers of new things of the first moment in

the thought of Europe, There is something kindred in their

eicpth of feeling, their scope of imaginaujn, their creative

lorce. The two great 1 unal poets, Goethe for Germany,
Victor Hugo for Erancc, are not quite in tliis group, Goethe
was just over twenty years senior and has firm roots in the
iincicn regime. Victor Hugo is thirty years later and is a child
t)l the nineteenth century. Goethe looks as much to the past
as Hugo looks to the future. But the five men were on the
x\atershed. From them the streams were descending, of which
we will trace a few of the brightest stretches until they are lost

ill the great expanse of the later century.

As we are tracing these great movements only, and within
those limits endeavouring especially to see the common points
•iiid the contrasts between ourselves and France, it is necessary
to select a very few of the acknowledged and most typical masters,
iiid

\ iew the rest in relation to them. Taking the period from
^770, wliich was remarkable for the birth of so much genius, to
1S50, when a fresh revolution had taken place in Europe and

Sic Dr. .\. C. Bradley in Lnglnh I'uiiry and German Vhilusuphy.

%
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Wordsworth and Scott were dead, there can be no doubt as to

the most representative n.nies. We must take Wordsworth and

Scott in Knghmd, Victor Hugo and Balzac in France. To select

these is not to give four tirsr prizes for genius. Genius is an

individual and incomparable thing, and who shall say that

Slielley is not as great a genius as Wordsworth ? In some of

liie most brilliant poetic qualities, in imagery, in glow of

language, in creative imagination, he is manifestly his superior.

But Wordsworth holds so central a position in I'jiglish poetry,

brings together so many threads of religious and philosophic

tiiought and has spread his influence so wide in later literature,

tliat no one can ilispute his claim to the most serious study if

we would understand the part that England played in expressing

the new spirit of the age. To some critics this has become so

clear that one distinguished French historian of the nineteenth

century tells us that ' Wordsworth is, or is to be, the true

national poet of J'lngland '.^

If this be so, ue must yield an exclusive national possession

ot Shakespeare, and allow him to belong, like Homer, like Dante,

like Goethe, primarily to all mankind. Ai;d clearly there is a

sense in which this is true. There is a class of great poets for

wJKjm the world and humanity at large echpse their national

background. For all there are Itjcal roots and national and

temporal attachments, but uiih some the branches spread so

wide that they cover the earth and we are apt to lose sight of

the narrower origin. Such were Homer and Dante, and Shake-

speare and (joethe. Such was not Virgil or Milton or Racine.

Such were not those whom ue have mentioned as the most

representative writers in France and England in the early nine-

teenth century. VicKjr Hugo comes the ncare-.-t to universality

but hardly reaches it, while Wordsuortli, with all his kinship

with German philosopliy and all hi- early enthusiaim for the

' M. tlic llalcvy.
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I'rciKh Revolution, ends as an Englishman of the English.

Byron and Shelley are of course much more cosmopolitan than

he, but ' cosmopolitan ' is not the proper name of this universal

quality. The universal poets have all a strong and deep root in

their local or national environment, but develop their nature

u> embrace mankind. Byron and Shelley rather turn to man-
kind for comfort and redress against the ills, real and imagined,

that they have suffered in their natural home. This is tlie mark
of the cosmopolitan as distinguished from the more thoroughly

liuman and universal quaHty of mind.

Now of all the great writ rs who occupy the early pari of

the nineteenth century, Woi sworth most perfectly combines

strong national feelings with ' mind open to new ihouglit.

And all he received from without, from the impressions of

nature and the converse of friends, from political revolutions

and philosophic thought, he made his own and transmuted

into one substance by an intensely individual and sympathetic

temper. Thus, while not a great creative poet, in the Shake-

spearean sense, not cosmopolitan in any sense, he became the

first and most powerful of the philosophic poets, who, witli

the novelists, are the literary distinction of the nineteenth

icntury. We find in him all those features which we analysed

as the ideal legacy of the Revolution. ' VVc live by admiration,

hope and love', he tells us, and, in words ihat aim at science

and might be taken as the motto of the age.

Truth justifies herself, and as she dwells

With Hope, who would not follow where she leads ?^

The Prelude gives us the ' growth of the Poet's mind '—his

education and early history ; above all the interest and passion

aroused in him by his visit lo France in ilie summer of 1790,

when the French were celebrating their first National Fete

* Ibe Rcdutt.
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and hailing' ilicir kiiii; as lirsi citi/.cii aiul cuiistitutiunal cliiet

(jf a rc^'fiicratod country. Tlic j;cneruus cntiiusiasni, ihc love

uf freedom, tlie hope lor ilie future found an echo in his soul

which ;)ever died. He supported the re\olutit>nibtJ until

Napoleon's aggression alienated liini, as it alienated the otl

greatest prophet of freedom, born in 1770, Beetliio\ en. 'I'll

ler

en
came

scienc

that period of deep depression which turned 1

e and the inward \isic' , and in which his poetry and

mil to

even
his sanity were preserved by the constant love and conipianion-

ship of his sister.'

Lyrical BalLidi, one of the milestones in Juiglish pcietry,

appeared in 1798. It was the result of a \isit of Coleridge to

Wordsworth at the time when Word^uorth was living in

Somerset. The friendship there fanned was ilecisive for

Wordsworth in many w;;, •. Coleridge was able to introduce
his friend to the thought of foreign philosophers, especially

of Spinoza, lie gave him confidence in his own piouers, and
tl." ^ imulus of another point of \ iew, kindred and yet different

fru-n Jiis own. 'x'he influence of Coleridge thus deepened
and widened iiis own individuality. Coleridge, a mystic,

with his mysticism strengthened by his philosophic training,

inchned to supernal uial subjects for poetic treatment, lie

contributed 'The Ancient Mariner' to their joint book.

Wordsworth, inclined to simple subjecio of common life,

wrote *We are Seven', 'The Idiot Hoy', and many more of

his familiar short poems, liut the collection also contained
the ' Lines above Tintern Abbey ', and most of the poems
showed that deep insight into the natuial, that ['uuer of seeing

something beyond the natural in the commonesi object

which is his peculiar gift.

In 1800 a second edition wa^ called I or. A number of new
poems were added, some of \\ ordswordi'j best ' Ruth

'

' The PnluUi, Book Ji.
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• Tlu- nlii Ciimhorlarui Be£j?,ir ', ' T-ucv Criy '

; nn.i lio aiMoi
.1 Troface, defeiuiing aiul explainiiii,' liis pnctn-, uliiih i>; one
<it tlic most imnortant ilociimenf. in l'.n!,'lisli criticism. It

i.ini-; to F.ni,'lisli poetry in miicli tlu- sanu- position in uliich

\icior Hugo's Prcfarr to Crnmurll, puhlishetl twenty-seven
vi'irs later, stnmls to French. The contrasts as well as the
lommiinities of thoiipht between the two inanifestoes, equallv

timous in their own countries, are of the highest interest and
ML'nificance. We will return to them when speaking of Hugo.
The main points of Wordsworth's Preface are: his account
of the nature of poetry itself and of the language in which
ii iioulil he cxpresseil.

What is a poet, he asks, to whom does he aiidress liimself,

III.
I
wliat language is to he expected of him .'

'He is a man endowed with more lively sensibility, more
cniliiisiasm anil tenderness, who has a greater knowledge of

liiiman nature and a more comprehensive soul, than are sup-

po'ied to he common among mankind ; a man pk-ased with his

in\n passions anil volitions and passions as manifested in the
-I linrrs-on of the Universe, and habitually impelled to create them
ulicre he does not find them.' Wordsworth accepts tlie dictum
of Aristotle that poetry is the most philosophic of all writing,

for its object is truth, not individual and local, but general
:iiul operative; not standing upon external testimony, but

' irriod alive into the heart by passion. It is the image of man
ui.i of nature. And where the historian has n thousand obstacles

of detail standing between himself and the person to whom he
li.i^ to convey Ids picture, the Poet, granted his superior

endowment o

r\.-t

( feel!mg anil irrugmation, lias no other o

pent

)bstacl

pt the necessity of giving pleasure to any human being
' p«^>essed of that information which may be expected of him
not as a lawyer, n pliv^icinn. a marnu-r. an .'.stronomiT, or

.1 n.i turd philosopher, but as a M.ni
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The ntvossity of pnKiucin!,' pleasure h not to be rcpardeil

as a ilei,'railatioii of liis art, Init an acknowleilpetncnt of the

Ihmiiiv of the Universe aiul a homage to the native diyiiitv of

man, who knows anil feels and lives and moves by the 'grand

elementary prim iple of pleasure'. 'Pleasure', understood in

this wide sense of 'Joy', a sense in which Wordsworth agrees

with more than one of the great contemporary schools of philo-

sophy, is the iiMi\ersal ingredient and stimulus to action. The
man of .*>i ieiice has no knowledge except so far as he has pleasure,

and the I'oet works by creating in the mimls of his hearers or

readers that degree of pleasure which is inseparable from

sympathy with the crmiplex of ideas and sensations which

surrounds us all, and which the Poet idealizes and evokes. The
man of Science has also to recreate ami evoke the actual,

but lie 'seeks tniih as a remote and unknown benefactor; he

cherishes anil loves it in his solitude ; the Poet, singing a song

in which all human beings join with hiin, rejoices in the

presence of truth as our visible friend and hourly companion.

Poetry is the breath and liner spirit of all knowledge, the im-

passioned expression which is in the countenance (jf all Science.

He looks before and after ; he is the rock of defence for human
nature, carrying everywhere with him relationship and love.

In spite of ilitTereiice (»f soil and climate, and language ami

manners, anil laws and customs ; in spite of fhings silentlv

gone out of mind or \iolently destroyed, the Poet binds

together by passi(»n and knowledge the vast empire of human
society. 'I'he objects of the Poet's thoughts are everywhere;

though the eyes and senses of man are, it is true, his favourite

guides, yet he will follow wheresoever he >an find an atmosphere

of sensation in which to mo\e his wings. If the labours of the

man of Science shoidd e\er create anv inaterial revolution,

direct or indirect, in our condition or in the impressions which

we habitually receive, the Poet will sleep no more than at

mt.
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jiK-t-nt ; lio will he roady to follow the steps of the mnii of

Svieiue, not only in those j^'eiu-ral iiulirect effects, but lie will

!>(• .It his .siile, carrying sensation into the niiilst of the objeiis

i.f the science itself. The remotest discoveries of the Chemist,

ihc Botanist, or Mineralogist, will he as proper objects of the

poet's art as any upon which it can he employed, if ever the

lime should come when these thing's shall be familiar to us as

Millerinu ami enjoyint,' beinps. If the tiine shouhl ever come
when what is now calleil science, thus familiari/.ed to man,
hall he ready to put on, as it were, a form of flesh and blooil, the

I'liet will lend his iliviiie spirit to aid the transft)rmation, ami
will welcome the Beinir ihus produceil, as a dear and penuine

inmate of the household of Man.'

It IS interestini,' to sec this point recurring lat er jn

mi r century, when in 1906 we find Sully Trudhomme still

l.imentinp the little influence exercised on the inspiration of

poeis by the prodigious conquests of science. But W'onis-

\ orih's immediate lesson is that the Poet is the man of gre.iler

promptness in thinkint: and feeling the general passions ami

thoughts of inen, anil greater power in expressing t'hem.

Science, therefore, has to pass into the common stock before

it uill be matter for the Poet to deal with. He must, if he is

to lio his own work well, express these matters of cotnmon
interest in the lai»puagc best fitted to put his reader into the

doH-st communion with his own thought, and to give the

appropriate pleasure in the highest degree All rules of metre
"p of choice of language arc dictated by these simple con-

ider.iiions. Metre also, he suggests, not only gives pleasure

ilirectiy, hut also enables us to bear a degree of pathos which
i^ .ilmost intolerable in prose.' It tempers and restrains tiur

p.i->ion.

I P. >!... ! u!<g.'r
Y''"'^'^-

Thi- Prrludi- ant! Tht- Excunion

(iorthc makes u similar remark to Schiller .ihout Faust.

• Hh
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tilt' l.Hily piiblislu'il fr.ii>ni('iu of T/v Rriliiw - W'diii'^worth

was l.iboiirinp tn expre'^s tliat cnmplcto "lyntlu'sis f)f liis iileas

ami foelinqs upon uhiih In; fi-ll liaik afu-r lii< early ilisillusion-

mi-nt with the Ri-volution. They are often Ion;; tlraun out

ami full of passages little ilistinguishable from proi^e. But tliev

are invaluable as the outpourini; rtf a profouiul anil faithful

mind strui;«,'lini; |o set forth in simple terms the beliefs which he

hail arrived at in a lonp life of concentrated thought. The^Je

beliefs contain a irlimpse of the preat truth, first daunint,' un

the men of his day, that the miml of man is a protjressive thinp,

f;aininude|ith and power from ai>e to ai>e ; but he is dominated

by til- idea, in whii h also he was a spokesman of his time, that

this evolvint; mind of man is in communion with somethine:

behind Nature, which has a kinilrecl existence and is qualified

in some deep and half-inscrutable way, to call out a response

from the human soul. Ryron and many more had also eiven

expression to this feeling; lie tells us in Chililr Unroll

:

I live not in myself but I become
Portion of that around me ; and to me
Hii,'h mountains are a feclimt.

But to Wordsworth it was a far deeper, more constant and more

f.'overninfj thought than to Byron or to aiiv other man. He
j(ave himself in all his later life to the lakes and mountains and

the society of a few, simple congenial spirits in order that this

frame of mind mii»ht be supreme ; and it is his reward, like-

that of other men—an Auijustine, a Descartes, a Conite—who
concentrate wholly on one line f)f thought, to become its

immortal prophet and expositor.

We may pas-; on to Sir SValter Scott .nrouuh the medium
of a Sentence in Carlyle's essay on him. He says—it is one of

many suggestive partial truths in the midst of a generally

inaclequate and unappreciative treatment—that 'a great man
is ever, .IS the Tr.iii ndentalists >pe.ik, possessed by an idea '.
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l\\- tliis test c Ikuo jiuli,'fil Word-iwortli ^Tcat, ami Cirlvlo

vMiuKI have us jiiJt,'c Scott not i>reat. Obviously it is only a test

nt one type of ijreatness, anil inappropriate to creative genius

lit vast and varied srope. Shakespeare wouKI not be great,

jikii,'fd by this standard, nor Homer nor Moliere. Words-
unrth had this mark of greatness, as we have seen, and, of

ifu- greatest poets, Dante. F.ach had a philosophic moral idea

which possessed him and transfuses all his work. Scott was

.1 genius of the other order, receptive, creative, abundant.

He was born in the year after Wordsworth, ami bears

ni;iii\- traces of the same environment. But his mind being

(>i a different temper, he uscil his material to quite another

purpose.

He was from his earliest years fed on the wild legends of the

Border country in which his own Scott ancestry played a large

p.irt. A born storyteller like the Homeric rhapsodes of ancient

(Greece, he began to think, in adult years, of how best to make
use of the rich stores with which his mind was full. Ji was the

riu material of epics such as the Norse Sagas or the books of

Joshua and Judges, or the primitive lays wliich grew into the

IliiitL Then some one introduced him xoChristahel and to the

(Icrman ballads of the Rhine, and he began his work in verse.

Ilewent on to translate Goethe's Gotznf the Iron Hand. But his

poetry, which was at this time reckoned second only to Byron's,

Hvms to us now too facile, too little analytic, with too little

insight into character. In this respect he is clearly not in the

main line of nineteenth-century development. But in other

points, perhaps, of equal moment for our present purpose, he
i- fully representative of the age. As heartily as Wordsworth or

Hugo, he eschewed the stilted artificial images .ind language of

the eighteenth century, anti spoke in simple words which
L'luueil as thi'v ran and carried the eager mind along with them.

-•tTO _

wim:
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M:inv lint":, •^iuli ;i-; tin- ' imuf]ii, iiiihononrfd, ;inil uniiinj;',

h.i\t' Ihhoiiu' a part ()f oiir-oKt":.

'I'lu- pri)>i' romaiuts, lu) \\lii(li mankiiui has rightly lii'ciiicil

tf) rest his I hiif fainc, hail bci-:i hopuii with Wiirrrlrv quite

early in the ceiitiiry at the time of the rir.M halhuis ; hut they

were laiil aside. In 1814 //'/7;w/»-v appeared, anil from 1S14

to 1S32 when he ilieil, the vcar of Goethe's lUath, followeil

the unniatiheil series. The iracric side of the story—the

business speculations, the heroic labours to pay ofT debt, the

premature exhaustion of a strong physique—this does not con-

cern us liere. We take with admiration and pratitude the

greatest i^'ift of British tjenius to the iitiat^inative reconstruction

of the past since Shakespeare, for uc know that but for Scott

long stretches of our national annals would still have lain but

faintly illuminated in the national consciousness. Through him

the France and Flanders of Qiirntin Diiruuird—scene of our

LTeatest stru!><,'le in the war- -the His^hlands of The Fnir Maid

of Pt'rth, the I-ou lands of Old Mortality, the F.ngland of

Ivanhui\ have taken on as vivid a colour in our minds as the

England of Shakespeare.

Herein we touch Scott's chief link with the nineteenth

century, and it leads us on to the great French master of

romance, who carried the historical spirit a stage further,

and combined with it a creative power in poetry of all kinds,

Hugo was born in 1802, when ' cr sircle avail deux ans\

He is thus more entirely the child of the nineteenth century

than either of the great masters of whom ue have just spoken.

He shows his modernity in a fuller appreciation of the historical

process than either Scot! or Wordsworth. Scott was historical

by virtue of living in the past, but democracy had not dawned

for him. Word^uorth had an inkling of the contributions

of the past ar.d s}'ii>vs it in variou* pa??agcs of The Prelude and
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Thr Fxiiirunn, hut lii^Mipreme intiTf^t v\as the iinfitKliiii,' nt ilu

III A\\ iilu.ii mil 111 ( oniiniiiiion with ii.iiurf ftul lum^' mmi li

To \ it tor lliiL'i) llif lii>.i)rii .il patriMiit was ihc .loniin nit

t niuvini,' on to tlic futiiro as wt-ll a issuiiii,'tli( ,l;IiI lie >;i'i-^< I

troiii tin- past, aiul the future was a \ isii.n of deiiiocratic tretilnm

ami happiness and triumph. Here especially \w represents the

nineteenth century, and above all Fraine.

He was himself the son of onecif Nafoleoii's ijcncrals, ami spent

a lari^'e pnrt of his ehililhuoil in Span , imbihiiitj the lani;uaj,'e,

tlie literature, aiul the spirit of that home of romance. 'I'hat

element, therefore, held through life a lar),'er place in his mind
than the philosophy of C7erTnany or the science of the West.
Devoted to his father, he wa ilways loyal to his father's chief,

and his later democracy and freedtun in religion were grafted

on a stem originally Catholic and authoritative, carefully nur-

tured I'v his mother, a royalist (»f I.a Vendee. With him, too,

there w IS a 'growth of the poet's soul ' towards freedom, and
he give some account of tins in various passages of his work.

In the Preface to Oowwr//, at the age of twenty-five, he threw
down the gauntlet to the conventional spirit which still hcKl

the stage in France : it was taken up and the battle fought out
on the production of Hrrnani three years later, in 1830. To
compare and sum up the differences between this Preface and
W ordsworth's is the essay in criticism which w l' suggested above.

Hrilliance and breadth in the Frenchman, thoroughness and
pntfundity in the Englishman, would be on our balance-sheet.

Hugo does not attempt to tell us what superiorities distinguish

a poet's mind, nor docs he touch the question of how poetry
will ultimately appropriate and express the achievements of

science. Here Wordsworth cuts deeper than Hugo, t lough
his tool produces less finished, less \aried, less attracti\e

inugco. Hugo scis our to explain how dilTerent ages in historj-

F2

I' »
I f
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h.n «' lu'cn cvprr -i-il In- ilifforiut typcv of poetry, ;ini! liow the

ilranit, it .illowevl to ili\ »Ii»p, umiKI Iv the prrfft t .iiul I i>mpliic

t)pc of piutry. Mo is prim.iril\ .1 ilr.im.itiNt, .is \\ (inlsuorth is

a philoMiphii poet, .itul to him tlic ilr.mi.i is * Li pnrsir fomplrtr '.

He ilccrios any system of thought, hut, like a true I'reiuh-

maii, at oruc throws his sket< h of poetic liistory into systematic

form. When tlie primitive man awakes in the primitive world,

poetry awakes with him. His first wonl is a hymn. His thouglit

heini; fuijilive and p.issionate, tlie earliest type of poetry is

lyrical. Then as smiety settles r<»und the priest and the kinp,

another and more connected type of poetry appears. It is the

epii which commemorates the miijrations ,nul lonfliits of

peoples. Itsini,'S of the lapse of ayes, of nations, and of empires.

Homer is born, who sums up and dominates all ancient soi iety.

Kven the historians, with Hcrtidotus at their head, were epic

p(»ets. The ancient drama is but another form of this all-per-

xailinij epic. Not only are all their Uories drawn from H«»meiic

sources, but the same religious, heroic, j^igantic spirit runs

throutrh them all. What the rhapsodeji sanj>, the actors now

decliim : that is all the difference. Then with Christianity

a real chantje comes. Poetry becomes more spiritual, more

true to nature, more full of melancholy and of the grotesque.

Shakespeare at last appears, the summit of modern poetic art,

( oml>ining by one supreme genius grotesque and sublime, comic

and tragic. Shakespeare is drama itself, because he is the whole

of life, seen at the angle <»f the Jtage.

Here is another law of the three stages, to be set beside the

kindred thoughts of Comte and Hegel, and rec.dling V'ico's

earlier suggestion of a triple sequence—divine, heroic, human.

Hegel's order, as given in his Aesthetic, is nearest to Hugo's,

and must, one would think, have contributed something to

the Liter's. Hegel finds in art a progress from the ' Symbolic ',
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npilioJ by Mil li iniiiiuini'iitN .i> the l'vr.imiil% tliron-^li the

•Cl.i --ii.il '"»f tilt- I'.irtlicnoii .uul tlu- (ircck vlr.«m.» - lic.uitiful,

\ I v

>um|iliir, ami liniitoil - to the ' Ktun.ititii' '
«if inudt-rM timt's,

wlnii till' infinite breaks up the perfei f , linite suttieieiK v of the

(link -piiii. To llii;'ii the Bil)Ie is llie tnoitel nt the tirft st,ii;e,

ilu- Miailiil the>iviinil,aiul Shake-pea re ot t lie third. * Liisci iili\

(H iff, I, iiiinmiihi' par ihantir tr i/u'illr rrn', puis nin/nti' ir

jii'illr fiiilfit tiifiH it' nut a piinJrt- it' '/ii\lL- ptiisi-' ; ami he

illutrates this with a wealth of brilliant epii,'r."M.. aiul ti^nircs.

'! lie early Otic i> like the lake aniotii; the iiiou)' epic is the

ii-.er that rises fr«»m it ami rushes ilo\\ii,v ..t' ,
- »'ie • ' tui

iliviJiiiLr the nations, the drama is the 01 t,

are liiiilly collected and the world of I

cM-r.

Hut he is far from attempting to ca

ri^id way. I'!\ery .stai,'e luis M)tnc elei ;

<'t literature sonte i,'erms or exam|le

.-uprcme merit of the drama is that, to bi v

aitually contain both the otherb. It must n.i

uiilnlili il, and this is an epic in pvllo ; and in the hij,'hest form
of drama, as in Shakespeare, it contains abundant lyrical and
eiiiotioiial poetry.

Just as Wordsworth had his own public to con\incf, and uses

ills philosophy of poetry as an introduction to arj,'umentb

about the lei,'itimacy of his metlunls, so to Hujjo these wide

cenerali/ations and brilliant <//><t, «i are but the substructure

tor the new drama which he was about to launch in I'Vance.

I le is really pnn int; two thin;,'s of which the latter is a corollary

tit the former. The drama is a picture of life, and has j.;rown

up .\\\\\ cliaiiL,'cd its character with the society from wliiih it

^|Mill^s. And if it is to bo a picture of life, its lanj,'uaj,'e and
It-, techniijue must be free from the restrictions which the

lui • M ij. i-i",i I 1 .1
1

y
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eighteenth century had been imposing upon it in the name

of Aristotle and decency and order. Thus the national poet of

Franca and the future national poet of England are struggling

to the same goal from different starting-point^ and by diflfcrc.t

,• "thods.

Ol these differences the most striking is the greater promi-

nence given to the drama in France. Hugo uses his first play

as the stalking-horse of his new and wider theory of poetic

art, new to his generation, but true because it rests upon the

natural and permanent relations between man's social and

intellectual attainments and his means of expressing them in

beautiful language, appeahng to the emotions. To the French-

man, as to the German, the drama first occurs as the obvious

way of doing this. Lcssing had raised the banner of the free

drama sixty years before, and Goethe, who had won the same

figlit over Gotz in 1 771 , completed it by Fiiiat. Both Germans

and French looked back to Shakespeare as their unsurpassable

model. But England, which had given birth to Shakespeare,

had since his day lost its national taste for drama. None

of our great poets of the revolutionary age makes his appeal

through the stage. In England the battle of Ilernani was

fought out t>\ er Lyrical Ballads. The ' This will never do ' of

jertrcy in the Edinburgh Rcviav of 181 5 was the protest of con-

ventional lingland corresponding to the scene in the Theatre

Jran^aii on October 24, 1829, when the groans of the bourgeois

in the boxes were borne down by those wild youths with long

hair and flaming waistcoats who had sworn allegiance to Hugo

as the new master and the rising hope of revolutionary poetic

France. By 1830 the battle was won for the new drama as it was

for the Constitution, so that a poet and an official historian * of

French poetry can declare that as 1789 created '«&//<' />'i'/'/V

' Calullc Mciuic*.
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politique, 1830 a cree noire patrie littcraire\ Two years later

Goethe died, the acknowledged king of German literature,

while in England Wordsworth was at last acknowledged.

In poe»'7 the three great Western nations were keeping

pace.

But true to'our insularity, our greater exclusiveness in the

early century, we never went to France for our poetic models

as the French went to us. In 'politicsMiere'jiad been Corre-

sponding Sr>cicties but not in literature. Young France wor-

bliipped Shakespeare, admired Byron, imitated Scott, but it

UMS a rather prevalent belief in England, not yet extinct, that

there is no real poetry in French. The forms of poetry are, in

fact, a strong national boundary. Poetry does not, in spite of

Wordsworth's glowing language, unite all nations as abstract

science does. Not only is the national language different while

.inequation is the same for all, but the language of poetry being

by its very nature more carefully chosen than that of prose,

and fitted into forms that are not universal like the forms of

science, may be an additional barrier to community of thought.

And in these matters of form and the choice of language in

poeirv the French have the stricter standard. Hence, while

the nineteenth-century Englishman has read his French novel

on the sofa, not always to his profit, the splendours of French

j oetry—the heroic figures and thrilling verse of Hugo, the quiet

melancholy of Lamartine, the inspiration and historic sense

')f de Vigny—liave been only the treasure of a few. W2 have

named three of the early masters : they stand at the head of a

glorious succession. The growing union of French and English

minds at which we are now assisting, will never go very deep,

until the noble stream of French poetry which has flowed in

swelling volume throughout the century, finds a public here,

comparable at least to that of the French play or novel. It has
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a disciplinary value like lliat of the best Latin verse. Its music

and its pleasure-uivini^ ]n)vver niiy he felt bv all who have

(Mice taken the trouble t<» turn the kev. And as the vears of our

>f h .11 ore and more into contact withaj,'e ot Jiope roll on, it khiics m
those decji prolileins of life and tiiouij;!it which \\ ordsvvorth has

taught us are the j^roper subject if poetry. Indeed when ue
think of Ca/.alis and Sully Prudhomme—to name no others—it

may appear that France has done more even than England in

our century to promcjte that union of poetry with science and

philosophy which the l!n>,'lish poet indicated at its commence-
ment as the task of the future.

But \ ictor Hui,'o is not only the dramiti-'t and the leader of

younu France in sont;, he is also one of the f,'rejtest writers of

prose romance. In no one else is ihc kinship so strongly marked

between poetry in the strict sense and the novel, which is the

jirevalent type of imaginative literature in the nineteenth

century.

What ate the lause^ ot thi^ growing predominance of the

novel, whicli (.oiiK ides with Scott's own change of method from

the poetic nirr.itives of his early years to his main life-work

in the novel r Since then the novel has largely dis-placed the

essiy, the sermon, the epic, the narrative in \erse. It has

become the leading form for literature in the modern world.

As in so many other changes we must go back to the eighteenth

century for its first clear manifestation. There, iii Goethe's

II ilhelm Mt'isti'r, we have the exemplar of the modern novel,

tlie book in prose which interweaves refiections on modern prob-

lems with the development of a leading character amid tvpical

scenes and e\ents. Perhaps it is mainlv the lomplexitv of

modern life and the growing analysis of science which have

engendered the novel as we ii.i\e it. Hut there are powerful

subsidiary causes which ha\e assisted the process. The no\el is
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iiukli easier to write ami to read than the j
ueiii. Carlyle, iioi

wiilioiii iury, saw men reading: Scott's- iiu\el> 'all their li\es

iij'on the sofa': and, as to writing, compare Ia's MisiCiUrs,

loured out volume after volume, or the torrent of ScottV and

IJal/.ae's novels witii the Lii^rnclf dtj i'/Vr//*'—-epic on thegrandcst

Hale, but slowly chiselled in a few short and finished poems.

The no\el, too, gi\es the author a double chance, much more

ditlicull to secure either in the drama or in verse. He lan ex-

pies> his views freely and at length, and he can describe the

-•(Kial background with adequate fulness and detail.

Of the twt» French writers who lead the century, \ ictor

Hugo's ntnciS belong to the earlier and more romantic stage,

H.il/.ic's to the later and mt»re analytic. \ ictor Hugo has four

ircMt novels which will survive

—

Les Misrr/ihlrs, Sotrc-Diime

dr Piirii, Ouatrt-Viniit-Trcixi-, and Lis frdi'iiilUun ilr la Mff.

V,\a one wonders already whether he has that band of faithful

tnlli.ucrs who read him through once a year, as people in

IjiLrlaiid read their Scott »>r Jane Austen. He gives )ou magni-

tiiviit rhapsodies and long, interesting, but unnecessary digres-

>ion>, such as the account of Waterloo in Lti Miurdhlcs, or the

Lnuvih of his own mind in the person of Marius, lrt)m the

biinple and passionate loyalism of his youth to the larger vision

«it freedom which he achieved in later life and foresaw in the

lilt are. Yet Les Misi'rabLs, the longest and most diffuse of his

books, has been the most read, and a modern gospel to many a

man in liis youth.

B.il/.ac, the better observer, the greater .irtist in prose, never

I'lnugiu a gospel to any one. He is the bridge between the

romantic and the realistic school, and it is not the business

of the realistic novel to inspire. He was bt)rn in 1799 and

died in 1850—the vc.ir of the death of Wordsworth, and

i'col and Louis Philippe. Much was passing away just then,

HI
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)f thought as well .is of life, at the turning-point of the

ccnturv.

Bal/.ac was outlived for thirty- five years hy\iitt>r Hiiji<),\\li

il 11^

«

proiiKuiKed his tuacral oration, ills >peual ijiiality,

then saiJ, was to ctinibinc a high deuree Imth of inuginatio

and «'t ohservatmii.

ditTereiit bchool> of novel-writers.

ugl

1 1 is thus that he ser\ es a? a link between

ho 1K-L'an

A .--troni,' admirer of Siott,

with hi^lorilal romance in direil imitation ot liim,

and u!iintention.ilIv lie followed Stolt aUo in his revolt a^^ainst

the kjjal lareer which had been chosen for him by hib father,

and in his lifelong stru^yle under a burden of debt. The liistori-

cal icnse remained with him throughout, and prompted him

again and again to such revelations of the inward eye as- * Vhis-

toirr iL Fr.inn- nt Li tout iitti,r,-\n{ a street in Saunuir. But

whereas Scott's abs<»rbiiii,' interest was in the past, Bal/.ac lived

ill the present, the life of Fiance, and especially of I'.iris, in the

earlv dciades t>t the nineteenth century. This life he saw with

an intensity •)f vision, .i realism, which makes him a pioneer in

the psvchological school wliich bulks m largely in later years.

With Bal/ac, as with so many writers wlu» practise this acute

analysis of charat ters and action, the resulting picture is sombre

and often poignant. He sees his world black, and can only

consoh- us with an occasional '/7;oww/( ;/< ftiit [un mal toujour:: \

Sometimes we refuse tt) believe the perversity of wickedness

which he describes, as in that story of L .hdurvy rougt; where

l^\o apparently innocent, light-hearted y«uing niLU, just ot! for

a walking-tour, are templed to murder a genial t)ld CJerman

merchant who had lain down to sleep beside them in the inn with

a t,'real box of gold under his pillow. One of tliem cuts off the

merchant's head and escapes, to reappear in a later story. The

other, who nearly succumbs to the same lemplalitiii, is deterti d

by his companion ai d left lo die on suspicion. 'I'his prevaihug
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J.trkncss Bal/..n itfimptcil deliberately to lighten from time to

t line \\ it li .1 luur lir force of virt ue, .is in the Midii in di liinipii^ne,

or ot rcliu-ious m\>tiii>m as in Siraphiut. But more affecting

..lul lOiiviiKinu are the ^'limpses \\c have in nearly all the noveK

ot lieep iiuman feeling in the midst of a world of h»

i tiu; unshakable, extravagant affection of /Vn

jrrors.

uriot.

'11lere

prose-

hrutlier ot Lear, ^tripping himself of all hi-^ property for hi^ two

J.tUL'hier>, who leave him to die in misery while they pursue an

lint>>t iijuallv un h.'ppv life ot selfish luxury. There is the

i|u.iint ^l•niu>^ and kindly weakness of Cousin Pom, uho, to iret

-.K.d dinners, bears the snub^ of his wealthy connexions and

is stript of all his treasures on his death-bed by a t' wd t>f

iLirpie, feebly kept at b.iy by an old German friend, exqui^itely

iliiAii, and a dissolute ballet dancer. There is the quiet love

iiul suHerini,' of Huj^rnti- (Jr.uuli-t, who bears eve.y hardship from

liir mi>erly father, and thanks and kisses him wlien tor selfish

in.'ti\i^ he releases her at last alter months of solitary confine-

niuit for liaving lent a few gold pieces ttj her needy cousin.

TlRsi- things have the Shakespearean ring, and they are told

'\itli a wealth of wit and aphorism as biting and brilliant as

\i>itaire">. Hut at tliemd of it we ask tturselves whether the

»pi*ture i> on the v\hi>K a true one, whether any great society

.,in really be compounded of sui h a mass of selfishness and

jialoii-y, the worship of money and the obsession of sex : and

lus.ind this, again, whether the greater artist is n<»t the man

ulio sees the better things in human nature more clearly than

the worse, and wiuther, as he must select by the \try nature

ol liis art, there is not a place, the highest place ot all, tor tin.

.iiti-i who, while preserving the geneial truth of his j'Uture,

\it ideali/esinsucha uay as to inspire b\ the beauty ot goniness

.ind the hope that gi)odnes8 may at least Mirvixe.

This .-^liuri chapter gives, of cuur»«, nu scope fur the di;.cus»ion
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(it tin- .H'llu-iii |Miiui|'li-> (it iluiiiiwl. But ,1 lew cotiipariMHis

'it its liMiliiiL; ^xp(>nm^ will .iWv mhhc lUJU-rijl lor .in opiniun

(111 .1 quotioii .IN inij-iiii.mi .i^ it i'^ difli*. iilt. I'lu- lifo-siory of

Tnl^idi, ilic „'rc.ii(M llln(li^I in ilu- i.incr |'.irl ot ilic rt-ntury

.!> Sioli .ind U.tl/.u ill ilic c.irlifi, i> .t pfrxni.il illu^ir.iiiou of

tile iv-iK.'. iiiVdK.d. 'riio Runm.iii, like his ;,Mi-.u I'rriu li .itul

I'JU'Ii^h IcllowN li.iii im.iuiii.itise power of .i liijjli onlir. In

(ilv ct v.iiioii Ik i^ nnirc .ikiii lo H.ii/.u ili.in id Stott. In uonialiiy

.lUvi lirculili of vinp.iiliy .iiul tiopftiiliio.s iu" i^ tuMrcr Siott,

bill luani iluiii liilur ki tlu' iiif.»l nmclist xsi- li.ivo Mi>,'s'ebtcil.

In mid (..uft-r lu- vs.in .uioiiil l>y tlu' problem of the riijht use

of his .irt,.uui Net himself to work on line ol ileliher.itc edifica-

lidii. It i> no loiulemn.ition to i.iM it this ; but it Icucs ns

diiK to irniisewli.it the lull h.»rve>t mi^'ht h.ive been. \'ct

TdlNtoi 111 lii> xnii'.-wh.it e.irlici i onlempor.iry Turj^ueniev

.ippro peil'..ip> more (.lo-ely tli.iii iiiy other innelists of the

(.el ' our iiie.il. They }i.u e boili the wide .sy inp.it hy and

ini .• power whiih m.ike their ih.uaeieis live: they both

lei ihoiit (ibitviiij their picture, to ih.ii ideali/aiion of

V" .lie 'liih i^ e-Miiii.il if the new .irl i-« to take rank be>ide

liie ijn rt ol he past ami help to build up the humanity of

fui., .

in the 'litis , as in the paNt, there will be t-mpers like

V iriiil's aiiil tempers like Juvenal's, and each will sec the world

with .soiiiewh.it difiereiil e\ es. But tlie subjei t of their pictures

i> the Name\a'*t whole,—human lifedevel('".ii; through the a^cs

into the intinitely varied and complex forms which we have

around u> in the moilern world. Ii is with this luiiiplex and

(.han'^iiiL; m eiie that the modern novel m.iinly deals, and it is

so full III tif.v .i\u\ iiiieiestiiii,' sit;hls that the novelist is mostly

devoted to .u ipi.iintiiiL,' his readers, (oiiltin-d to one i. orner of

the buslliiiL; fair, with the doings—real or imaginary—of their

wmT
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tcmpnr.irit'! ^\ll<> .ire hiililon from tluTn in the rrowil.

ill will subHikit

77
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wi- In-lifN*' tli.il our il.t) ilu' liiinull will subHi»K', aiiil ilu> luw

lilV lu'iomc .« n»orr srnlcii aiul bcUcr orilorrtl tliini,'. As

WuriUvMtrih .1111 iup.it fil ilio ahsorptitm of siiemr in poetrv,

«(( \\v m.iv look lorward to a .MKii-ty whiih has at last assimilainl

(III- triuinplis of nuilianival power, enliKlitoncd as to the laws

iif its own nature, reverent to the past, open-eyed to the ideal.

'I'licn ue mav !ce in romance as well as drama an imaginative

111 beside which the current iio\el would be as a film picture to

\ I l.isqiH/ or Michelangelo.

Russia, France, and Knuland—r;«»cihe apart—ha\e been

ihruiitjhout the century the leaders in nov el-writinR. We have

,<ii how some of the Russian writers. de\ clopini,' rather later

ihiii those of the West, have approached nearest to the ideal by

1 .(.nibination ol kiiowledqe and sympathy with creative power

mil inspiration. France has thiouKhout the period niaintaiiioil

I Meaily flow, with work always peneiraiini,', lucid, .ind polished,

Mhl with (Kcasional figures of j»iant power such as llu^'o ami

H.i!/.u. What of Knuljnd ?

In \olume the Knglish novel, including that of the United

Si.iies, must be far lar^tT than that of any other country. It

i- ihe chief readini; of a large part, perhaps the majority, of

people who read anything at all beyond the newspaper. It

would be mar\eHous therefore if this mass of work were all, or

e\en mostly, of the highest quality. To a sane judgement it

will appear a great achievement that there are so many people

who I an write so well. But let us ccmipare rhe belter part of

our Knglish novel- with the better pan of the Frenih, ami

ilr.iw our examples mainly from the earlier half of ihe iiine-

Uiinh ceiuurv. The lumparison fits in well with our review

• if I he joint work of France and Fngland in ilevrloping the iileas

ot till revolutionary age.
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J.IIH- \iM(n aiiil tiic BroiHis Dirkni'i ;irni 'rhackfr.iy, ami,

in till- iit\i pi-rio.l, (i(i»rt;c Klioi iiul (ii'nrt,'r MiTt-ililh— wt*

••liinilil .ill .iLTti' that liirsc arc I lie L,'rc;U«'M iianu"s \\lii» li follow

Sniii. 'I'luv iri' till- writers ulii>m it is usual to call \ittorian

or I'.arlv \ iitorian, somctinus uitli tin- sui,'«,'t'sti(*rj that tlit-ir

stylo is out of liatf, aiul tlu-ir hooks, liki- vfiu-rablc inaiilcn

aunts, upon tlio slu-If. Well, tlii-rt- arr tlin-f main points about

tluni wliiih uill sirikf any impartial critii- in a ^fiu-ral survey,

Tlu- UrNt is tlicir stronyly iiuli\itlual iliaruiir. I In- mark of

Kntjli'^h genius in art. Jane Ausii-n anil Charlotte Bronte,

Diiktiis anil 'I'hai kcray, coupk-s always to he nameil together,

are \et so ilifferent that tluir rival nuritv lia\ (• (Xc-rt iseil the

arijuiTieniatne u its of their admirers ever sinee thev wrote,

Jane Austen, the earliest in ilate, heijiniiint; 10 write before the

eUil of (he ei<,'liteenth lentury, anil ilesirihini; the plai iJ orderly

soiietv of Kiii,'lish country life before the steam-enyine, the

hicyile, or the motor-c^ had disturln I its quiet pleasures anil

its rinitine, \CI describes it with a humour, a realism, and an

ai iiie aiial\>is of iharaiitr which make her in some wass the

most moderti o f tllem dl. Charlotte Hronti with tlle tievv

industrial life bursting into her wild Yorkshire \alleys, is ycl

more ab'-orbed by personal passion than all her contemporaries.

and idealizes the ii if man and woman more vividly than

any other novebwriier of the ajje. Dickens, the philanthropist

and humanitarian reformer, is the most typical of the times, for

he be^Mii vvritint,' as the first Reform Bill was tjonvij throutjh,

described the new middle-class in Knt'land, the class (»f little

culture and intuli (if itjnorant) benevolence, and created for that

class type- (it eccentric vigour, ueiierous humanity, and per-

verted strrnu'th \s hii h ha\e become part of our Eniflish being.

Thackeray, tlie most delightful, the man of widest education

and most Kurupcan outlook in that earl\ group, has, next to

.il
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>i .III, mull- rnnrc of otir lii-ii>r\ Ii\ i- .it-ain than any i>llii-i wiiitT

i.f ruinaiu.-, anil has i;i\on »is the pfrmanriit piiinri- ot ihc

\ i. it»rian upper mul » Ias< v\ It h th V s.nirHl s linu lilt i th

hiim.itii i\ paihiis. Stisaiitni arothrv anil vii all •> typiially

I'.iijli li. Thai is (»iir 'sivoiul main point ; uo tan j,'roiip thi-m

ill iii-_;<iliiT, ill >|Mii- of ihfirilifTiTfnci"«, byiiTiaii! iharai trristiis

hiih tluv art- unnVMakablv di\iili-il from (uIkt national
.1 \\

IT" 111

I'll

pS ami prrhaps most rlt-arly from tlio Fnnih.

i'rtiu h art aiul knouK-iltrc arc more lompK-ti- anil pmct ratine,

ore of thf rtalitii-s of life aiul thoiii,'ht than\v\ ofun tell 11'^ m
uur I'li-'lish writers. 'I'hcv send llash-liehts into dark, somciiines

III in 111 lUpilis, while Kni;lish writers spre.nl a dimmer lii,'ht more

.(111 ill\ aroiiml. Compare I he jjenial amateurishness of Thai keray

,11m mir^ini,' on paimiiit,'in the Sf:viotni's\\\\\\ the master-tomh

nl Ual/ac in /./' Chifd'd'.uvrt- Incmnu. The iVeiu h scom so

iifti n to he urown-iips by the side of children. Their form is

marly always better, which is the reason of tluir triumph in

I If >liort siory, from Bal/.ac downwards, and our comparative

l.iiliire. Our countrymen ramble on, believers in Scott's doc-

trine of the plot, that it is only justified b) the u'ood thinj^'S

ih.ii \i)u can hane upon it. (lood things and a t,'<><'d heart:

ilii^c are the strong points in the Kntjlish novel, if it is not too

jMinul I boast to claim them. There is no doubt lcs» naked

iruili in the I'.n.ulish writer^, but there is more kindliness and

liuiiKiiir. Think of the hosts of men and women whom we

ul^li !o remember because they were themselves well-wishers

to ilu'ir kith and kind, the Caleb Balderstones, the Monkbarns

and the \icol Jarvies of Scott, the'Mr. Woodhouse and the

Ml- Hairs of Jane Austen, the Colonel Newcome of Thackeray,

ilu-Cluirybles and Aunt Trot wood of Dickens, all people with

patent oddities and foibles, but all lo\ablo becausr of their

c^>ctuial iruudncss and kindliness uf heart. These are the
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vrlnrv of |'!n!:li>li ruriim. \\C ivr, ton, in ilic Knuli-li luufl

iHitiinillhiT st.iiul.lr.l 111 love, .Hill [Ml tllli- IMlliTU-S (»l wonuM

iliililrcii I hat .ire .ilinti-i wliolly \v.iniiiii,' in l-'ri-ni li fuiiiin.

I'luir i>< of » ((htm- kli-lihir.Mc n-iiifiii i- in lho\ ii imi.in iui\ I,

.uiil \\\i- .uiiiil.UK (• Jif itTtjiii lopirs. On this niattiT there was

|iiiii>n in l'.ni;li-ih la^te uhiih loiiniiles broatUv with the
.1 rcvii

eni i iif the liu'huenih leniiirv ami the rcM\al i>t rehu'ion Kilt

the tlilTereiue in the view «»t woman and the standard of hive

heiweeii the tvpiial Kni-lish novel and the typical French in

the 'liiuteenth century i;oes nun h farther and deeper than

ihi-. I.ove is the main theme in both, hut i,'o back as far as vou

will in the renliirv, take the u<imen of Jane Austen, livini,' in

th.' ii.irrii\\e>t circle and with the •smallest mental equipment,

tliev are free uumeii, choosint,' their hii'-bainU and weit;hinK''"'i''

faie.c<»mpared with the women of Hal/ac. In the typiial Freiu h

!ii)\ei there is no assiinipiion that marriatje is the consecratit)n

i.f l<.\e, a partnership in all joys and sorro\\s entereil into with

full consent by both parties. Marriage is rather a matter of

business, and iileal love rather more likely to be otitside it than

within. 'I'll u they are actiiip on another theory is the strength

aiul the >upreme prace of the Knijlish heroine, of Di Vernon

and Dorothea Brooke, of Kli/.abeth Bennet and Shirley KeeUlar.

Herein they triumph and herein their social order led the

world in I Ik early nineteenth century.

It is surely no iille fancy to connect thi'- with the prominence

that children and y«)uni,' people hold in I'liulish as compared

with French novels. They are the pleilge of love and the hope

of the future, and in this* forward glance, this self-restraint iit

the present for the >ake of the greater good to come, we find the

third main featun- of the school—that aspect of Fiiglish fiction

in which ii h.i-; most stronuly served llie ideal tendency o{

the age.
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Tin- little lonely woman who poured out lier "ioul in the

p.ir-onage at Haworih hail a dint hut true inkling of this when
-he addressetl herself to Thaikeray in the preface tn tlie «ei nnd

edition of 7'" F-yrc. ' I think', slie says, ' I see in him an

intellect profo'Midcr ami more unique than his contemporaric*

have yet rcio^iii/ed. I regard him as the first social ret»enerator

f I he ilay— as the very master of that \vorkint» corps who would

rcMore to rectitude the warped system f»f thintjs. No rt»m-

tator on his writings has yet found the compari<oii that

iiii - him. They say he is like Fielding' : they talk j)f hi'^ wit,

humrtur, comic powers. He resembles Fiehlini* as an eaijle docs

a \ uliure.' Unjust to FieKlinp, she is true to the main current

III Fui'lish fii tion. She spoke of what she knew in her own
p.i-sidn and her own ideal, and she points the way to those who
were lo continue the work with fuller knowledge in a later ilay.

.1/ Hi-tnanh ami ncau.hamp'i V.nTiWr are higher t1ii,'lus by

akin to hers—the wings of hope and of love for our

nil II

win L'S

How -men.

'I'll us wc have seen in the new literature of the early

century all those thoughts moving which we had traced as

the lei,Mcy of the Revolution; the low of nature, stnuig in

Sciiti and B\ron, in Hugo ami I-amanine, a religion in

Wniil-worih ; the sympathy with common human nature

wliich speaks to us in Burns and Beranger ; the passion for

treedom of which Shelley's is the purest voice. To these wc
must add th.it ideal of perfect IxMUty which Keats gave us

ill the sh()rt life which ended in 182 1. This stream of poetry,

llnuing hroaiily through the century, unites with the greater

volume of prose romance to make one of the world\ greatest

ai,'c< ot imaginative literature. And by its side we have to

pl.uc the equal effort of the Western mind to recreate its

pi^i, the work ttf the historians.

• '\Mi day this has I

F rom (;ibl)on to our

leen yrowintj, am I lat er science. the
il7u
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8 2 The Neiv Spirit in Literature

discoveries of liiology and archaeology, have given it fresh

substance and fresh direction.

But in all these writers one note may be detected, deeper

than the rest and linking all the rest together. It sounds in

the history of Carlyle, as in the pociry of Shelley, in the

novelists as clearly as in the philosophers. \ new order is

being born, in which mankind is all to share in a life of

greater freedom and beauty, worthier activity, and more

unselfish happiness than the world had known before.

Wii^'-MVsJ^-itsim.L 'V.



IV

THE BIRTH OF SOCIALISM

' Social regeneration ' was the final note of that new spirit

in literature which we have just described. Charlotte Bronte
tliscerned it beneath the glamour of Vanity Fnir. Dickens
made his art an engine to force social reforms. Balzac por-

trayed a Cotnrdie Hiimaine as terrible as the lower circles of

the Z);Vz«^Coffi/«^^/rt, and laid the blame for its horrors on the
greed of money and the selfishness of competition. The poets
were all awake to usher in a new and brighter day. We have
now to look at the same problem from another point of view.

Side by side with the new literature and the new industry,

anotli^r impulse of thought and effort was issuing from the
same spirit of progress, aiming directly at the redress of social

inequality, at curing the diseases of poverty, at substituting

co-operation for competition as the master motive in human
life. Our task in sketching the early stages of this movement
is to isolate the relevant facts suflSciently to appreciate them,
without separating them entirely from their context. We have
primarily to consider Socialism in the narrower sense in which
the word was first applied to Robert Owen and his nearest of
kin, without forgetting the looser sense in which, as Sir William
Harcourt said ' we arc all Socialists ', and in which we have
become much more Socialist since his time.

In this wider sense we may trace back Socialism to Christian-
ny, to the teacher who told us that * we are all members one
of another

', or to Plato and the Republic, or even to the earliest

thinkers who realized that every human society exists bv

G 2
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co-operation nnd prospers by the welfare of all its members.

But to do this would be to lose sight of the finished and indi-

vidual organism in the study of its undifferentiated germ. In

the egg all creatures are alike, and in general benevolence

and in taking joint action to moot an emergency all men are

Socialists. To gain an intelligible definition of modern Socialism

we must connect it with the development of the capitalist

system which first became prominent in the eighteenth

century. The Industrial Revolution gave Socialism birth, and

its first home was England.

Socialism implies in this stricter sense the possession, or at

least the complete control, of capital and all the means of

production by the community, in the interests of the whole

body of workers. We cannot go back to the ancient world

for comparison because of slavery, and in the Middle Ages,

though class distinctions were clear enough, they were not

based primarily on wealth or on the possession of the means

of production, but on status. The small man as well as the big

had his rights to the land, the small man as well as the big had

his own tools and made his own clothes, furniture, or weapons

for use or sale. It was the merging of all these little things

in great concerns which made the industrial revolution and

industrial classes—great wealth, and by its side masses of level

poverty. This was the world in which Socialism was born.

To put the social position of England at the end of the

eighteenth century as briefly as possible, we should say that

man's powers of production and of controlling nature had out-

run his moral po vers and his social organization. ' The steam-

engine had been invented too soon ', as one writer phrased it;

or, as we may say in a less debatable form, the steam-engine

worked more quickly to transform industry than man's mind
worked to absorb its product and reorganize society. For the

moment the machine controlled the man. Hence two sharply

Hi'
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The Birth of Socialism 8f

contrasted views of the social conditions of the time were

thrown up which it is our business, if possible, to reconcile.

On the one hand we have the easy optimism of a man .ike

Macaulay, who saw nothing but progress in the growtl; f

wealth and population, the power of machinery over nature,

the improvements in commerce and communication, the

triumph of England in the continental war. On the other

hand, less articulate but more widely and deeply felt, was the

depression of the labourer, the helpless poverty an;' deadened

hfe of the new manufacturing and mining towns, the unthink-

able cruelty to the cliildren. Both aspects are true; but it

was from the latter, the cry of suffering, the demand for

justice, thit Socialism arose.

There is another contrast which will command our attention,

after the procession of principles which have passed before

us i.i preceding chapters. Freedom was one of the cliief of

these. It figured in poetry, in politics, in social life. It was

the breath of life to most of those whom we have sought to

honour. But in this region of industrial competition, freedom

seems at first sight ill at ease and drooping to death, an eagle

which ooars majestically on the mountain, but is singularly out

of place in the coal-mine and the factory. For freedom had

been invoked in the early days of the factory system by its

promoters, and sometimes for good ends, but on the whole

for evil. It was good in the name of Freedom to abolish

mediaeval restrictions on apivrcnticcship and rates of wages,

and to ensure that paupers were relieved only in their proper

parishes. It was good to grant the labourer ' freedom

'

to choose any place of work which he thought fit. But in

practice the latter ' freedom ' was only nominal. And it was

.ihogether bad in the name of Freedom to allow the employers

to impose any conditions of hours, wages, fines, housing, sani-

tation, proteeliou from injury, wliich the labourer would

rt^:"^
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accept. And in practice the evils of the new liberty far out-

weighed the relief from the removal of the old restrictions.

For in practice only the minimum could be secured which

would sustain the worker's life, and it was often even less

than this. During many years, for instance, the death of

miners by accident in Durham and Northumberland was

so common, and so easy to hush up, that inquests were

not held upon them. Freedom, to be a real good in this

sphere, implied the mutual dealings of equals, and equality

was impossible between one man who possessed all the

instruments by the use of which a livelihood could be

gained and another who had tc .se them in order to live.

Still less was it possible in the case of children, who were sent

as chattels to the mill by the Guardians of the Poor, and taken

habitually by their parents as soon as they c-ould be of any use

at the machines. In 1833, the great year of political reforms,

a fifth of the 200,000 persons working in cotton factories

were under fourteen years of age, considerably more than a

third were under ciL'liteen.

Before, therefore, freedom in the higher sense could be enjoyd,

the attitude of complete hnsscr-fain' had to be abandoned by

the State, and fresh restrictions introduced on ' free ' contract

between employers and workpeople in order to secure for

the latter the minimum conditions of decent life. From the

end of the eighteenth century onwards, small measures began to

be passed for the protection in the first place of children and

then of women. But each step was sharply contested. There
was the socially conservative group, in which both Whigs and

Tories might be included, who would interfere as little as

possible and irubt to theworkingof normalcauses—competition,

the ordinary means of reUef, the progress of enlightenment.

But in most of such conservatives there was too little

knowledge of the facts, too little sympathy with the mass
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of unrealized suffering, or interest in its causes or its cure,

to make their opinion weighty.

There was a great gulf between this class of opinion and the

next, the school of Godwin and Place and Bentham and James

Mill, the radical reformers who aimed first at justice. This

school did not desire the intervention of the State, least of all

in owning or controlling the meani of production. But they

were profoundly convinced of the iniquity of the existing social

order. They revolted against the complacency which saw

in the British Constitution the last word of political wisdom,

and in the parson and squire the twin pillars of an ideal com-

munity. They aimed at more equality, and hoped to gain it

by curbing the unequal working of existing institutions

and by raising the whole body of the people through self-

government and education. The fight over the Combination

laws, mentioned in Chapter I, was typical of their policy.

The masters had always been practically free from any check

in combining against their workpeople, and formed all kinds

of tacit agreements to keep wagps down and refuse better

conditions. But the workmen were indicted and severely

punished for any attempt at united action to improve their

own state. This was the typical injustice which the radical

fcformers attacked, and by their partial success in 1824, com-

pleted in the emancipation of the Trade Unions in 1868, they

contributed their share, and a large one, to the later rise of

the working classes in welfare and power. But by the side

of this class of reformers, and in some cases emerging from it,

came the third group, at first small, a few scattered individuals

in England, France, and Germany, who looked for a much
\\Idcr and swifter redress of social grievances, and had no

theoretical objections to invoking the State. These were the

pioneers of nineteenth-century Socialism, and, as with our other

origins, we go back to the eighteenth century for its beginnings.

;^iest..f^aMMiw^<o?^siis«»jii iMu.it«a i
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Robert Owen for England, St. Simon for France, Karl Marx
for Germany, these arc the obvious founders in the three leading

nations of the West, and Robert Owen and St. Simon were
born close to that year of genius which produced Beethoven
and Wordsworth. Owen was of 1771, contemporary with
Scott, St. Simon was ten jears older. Marx was wholly of

the nineteenth century.

Owen was one of our I ulliant and persuasive Celts. He
combined high practical ability and the power of moving men
with a rich fund of useful notions and a burning zeal for the
good of his fellows. He was born at New town in North Wales,
the son of a man who was the saddler, ironmonger, and post-

master of the httle town. Beginning, after a few years at the
village school, as a shop assistant, he became in his twentieth
year the manager of a cotton-mill in Manchester with five

hundred workpeople under him. This was just after the
steam-engine had been introduced into the mills. Owen was
one of the new men who seized the opportunity for making
money rapidly, but, unlike most of them, he never swerved
from his purpose of using his power and money for the benefit
of those who worked under him. Before the new century began
he had married the daughter, and acquired the business, of

Dale of New Lanark, Here all liis social and educational
experiments were tried, and his reputation founded.

His aim in deahng with his workmen was primarily an
educational one. He beHevcd that a virtuous and unselfish

temper could be created by removing temptations and sur-

rounding people, especially the young, with pleasant sights and
healthy occupations. And of all the virtues, harmony and the
love of others took the highest place. His rules for New
Lanark deserve to be commemorated, for the last hundred
>'ears have been spent in securing for everybody what Owen
secured for his workpeople at once. No children were admitted

_'f'?*ya^|iw^t/'y*»;
]
y')i'
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10 the mill until they were at least ten years old, and he was

prepared later on to advance this age. Schools were founded
on Pcstalozzian principles. Gymnastics for the boys, house-

hold work for the girls formed part of the curriculum, and
110 prizes or punishments were (officially) allowed. The work-

rooms were made as clean, healthy, and attractive as possible,

and a co-operative shop was open on the premises where good
things could be bought cheaply. Pension societies were started

fur sickness and old age, and when in 1806 a business crisis

threw a number of hands (for a time) out of work, Owen paid

them their wages as usual. In fact, you have in miniature most
of the social programme which the State has been carrying

out in the last three or four decades at the public expense

and with armies of officials. If this had been done generally

by manufacturers, either as individuals or in groups, we should

have had Patriarchalism instead of Socialism ; nor would
Robert Owen in his early years have objected to this. He
would probably have preferred the manufacturers to take the

initiative, expecting that as the workpeople became educated,

tliey would by degrees have taken the management of their

various ii'tercsts into their own hands. The might-have-been
ii an attractive vision, and Owen's ideal may some day yet be
reached by one of liistory's circuitous mountain paths.

But Owen was no impracticable theorist : he always hunted
his quarry to the death. As bis fellow-masters did not follow

him, and as the bulk of the employers were immersed in

money-making and the employed in misery, he turned to the

State. In 1815 he tried to gain support in his agitation for

factory-reform by tacking it on to a movement for repealing

the import-duty on raw cotton. Tliis repeal was supported by
all the manufacturers. As soon as peace came, it was possible

for the Government to begin remitting taxes, and the cotton
trade was first in the field. To Owen the repeal of the duty was

w
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only a preliminary to the better treatment of all those, especially

the children, employed in the trade. The manufacturers

snatched at the jam but left the pill. Owen failed with* them

at a meeting he summoned in Glasgow, and his failure made
him turn to the press with a burning denunciation of the factory

system. We had founded our wealth and our power on a

system which for the first time had treated children not as

human beings but as machines, and subjected all employed

persons to dangers and evils unknown in earlier times. Were
wc to demand free-trade in cotton, which would give a further

extension to the system, and pass a sentence of death on

thousands of our fellows ? Better that the whole industry, and

the power of England with it, should go to the ground, for the

system was worse than American or African slavery. But we

could remedy the abuses to some extent by regulations such as

those which had been in force at New Lanark—no labour for

those under twelve, a working-day of ten hours and a half,

including intervals for meals, compulsory schooling up to twelve,

hygienic rules enforced by inspection.

The older Peel was more open to reason than the body of the

manufacturers, and in 1819 the first general Factory Act was

passed, based on Owen's proposals though falling far short of

them, nine instead of twelve for the age of work, twelve hours

instead of ten and a half for the working-day, and no inspection.

After 1815 Owen began to turn to a wider public than his

fellow-manufactrrers in the North, and extended his pro-

gramme. He attended congresses in London, and he went

abroad to interview leading men in France, Switzerland, and

Germany. His report to the Parliamentary Committee of

1817 on the Poor Law gave the gist of his ideas, to which he

remained faithful throughout. Poverty and the want of employ-

ment were the result of the industrial system and were capable

of cure, but the cure must be aj^plied by those respomible

w
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for the system, the manufacturers, or, failing them, the whole

community which profited by the gains of the trade. The old

methods of poor relief were insufficient and unsuitable to the

purpose. Provision for unemployment thus becomes a public

responsibility, and the way was opened to the National Work-
shops of the Second French Republic. To Owen the remedy

for social evils was to be found in a reorganization of society

ill communities similar to that of New Lanark, and instituted

cither by in lividuals or local bodies or the whole State.

The patriarchalism of his original attitude gave way as he

became more and more conscious of the selfish and unyielding

temper of the manufacturers, and as the working-class leaders

rallied round him. This change took place about the year

1820. At that time his principles, which had begun as the ex-

pression of his own ideals and the result of his own experience,

were taken up by one wing of the advanced labour movement,
and the internal fight developed which it was the special

object of Francis Place to avoid. The Chartist movement
contained both elements, those who put political reform

tirsl, and those who, inspired by Owen, were working for a

bociahstic or communist State. Place succeeded in keeping

the political programme in the forefront, a i Owen, disap-

pointed of immediate regeneration in Lngl,- turned to North
America. He bought the Rappile Colony New Harmony
in Indiana and emigrated in 1825. It had bt> t founds' .1 few

years before as a religious communist .m) •/ a vjerman
called Rapp, and was extended under C ifluence to

about a thousand members ; but after tv. ce years it

broke up, and Owen returned to England . nupovcrished

man, to spend the rest of his life, till 1858,

a propagandist organization, spreading tht

Sdciaiif-m and Secularism by means of lee'----:;

and books. The successful business man of t*ri

the head of

^inci.'les of
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when Ik- .iiicniptcd .» wliolcsalc rcorj,M niz.ition of society

witliout rri,Mrd lo its rclii-ious and social traditions. His

f.iilurc was the prototype, in the more stable conditions of

England, of the failure of the Second Republic in France.

Both elforts were symptoms of that ardent spiril of hope
and confidence which arose at the end of tlie eighteenth

century and reckoned on sweeping the world clean by one

determined drive. Right, as wc now see them to have been,

in their main contention, and high as was their purpose, they

failed at the time from want of judgement and from exaggerat-

ing one aspect of social progress. They misjudged the future,

as the greatest reformers of all age^ have been apt to do—the

Platonic Socrates, dreaming of his 'Fair City'; the early

Christians looking for the Second Coming; Dante calling for

tlie regeneration of Italy; Comte announcing the establishment

of a Western Republic. If men, they thought, can only realize

v\hat is clear as day to us, tliey will at once enter on the

better way. A hundred years of wars, obstruction, conflict,

and delay have proved how slow and difficult is the approach to

the most glorious goal. The aspect of progress on which
they, and especially Owen, laid undue stress was the influence

of the environment on the individual will. 'Man', said Owen,
and Socialists have as a rule approved his saying, ' is but the

creature of his antecedents and his surroundingj. Let us,

or let the State, put the surroundings right, and the desired end
will follow.' If we could grant this of the present environ-

ment—and we clearly cannot—the whole weight and driving

force of antecedents, that is of history, would still remain
unaltered.

The life of Saint Simon, the founder of French Socialism

as Owen was of English, is an interesting parallel to that of

his fellow-worker. The Welshman was primarily a business

man, drawn to reform by the sight of the actual evils around
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liim and the proved cffectivoness of his own measures to rcdrc;>s

them in his own immediate sphere. The Frenchman arrived

at very similar conclusions from an opposite starting-point.

Me was a younger member of an old and famous family, and

at the same age at which Owen was acting as shop assistant, he

was fighting for the Americans in their War of Independence,

Hut Ik- was full of reforming schemes from his earliest youth,

and studied in books rather than in life for the right principles

of sfx'ial action. He tended, as life went on, to .•: religious

rather than a practical point of view, but the sect he founded

contained many men of weight. Buchez, President of the

Assembly in the Second Republic, was one of his followers.

He died in 1825, before Socialism became a revolutionary

force. His doctrine was that we needed to reverse, or at least

to supplement, the course of the French Revolution by a con-

structive policy in which the supremacy of labour should take

tlie place of the supremacy of military chiefs in the old feudal

system. The Revolution had destroyed the feudal system,

but so far had put nothing in its place. The industrial chiefs

(if the new order were obviously the successors of the war-lords

in the old, and in the place of the Catholic Church of the

Middle Ages, we had now the leadership of men of science.

The parallels are exquisitely neat and suggestive : they are in

tact very largely true. But there are fallacies in such historical

analogies which the nineteenth century has not failed to

demonstrate.

In the first place, the military system is by no means extinct,

tlinugh it becomes more subordinate as modern countries

become industrial and free. We have seen its desperate efforts

a hundred years later in a country which in some respects is

the most highly organized on the industrial side as weil. And
in the second place, the patriarrhalism in which St. Simon

agreed with the earlier attitude of Owen has not become the
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dominant type of social reorj>ani7.ation. The State in all

countries has been compelled to take the lead, while enlisting

as far as possible the co-operation of the industrial chiefs.

The comparative fortunes of the two movements, in France

and in F.ni^land, offer an even more instructive study than the

lives of their chiefs. Both come to a climax in 1848, the next

j^rcat revolutionary year in Europe. Chartism in En<^land and

the republican-socialist movement in France were analogous

products. Both were inspired by industrial discontent ; both

aimed at strong measures for immediate redress; both, after

the mid-century, were gradually absorbed by the policy of

progressive social reform which we shall have to sketch later.

But the differences in the early years, before our present

notions of constitutional government and orderly reform had

gained full sway, are highly instructive and characteristic of the

t .' o countries.

In England as in France the Reforim movement of 1830-32

pur for a time the more far-reaching agitation into the back-

ground ; but in both countries it was soon discovered that the

advantages which Reform had promised to all, and to which

all had given their support, were in practice to be enjoyeil

almost exclusively by the middle class. This was admittedly

the case with the franchise, which in each case had been granted

only to the fairly well-to-do. But this could never last. That

iniliistrial chiefs should hold sway, as St. Simon and Auguste

Comte hail proposed, might be arguable, if they had given

evidence of their general probity, competence, and high pur-

pose. The many might conceivably consent to be governed by

the few who held important posts through merit, and justified

their position by its general success. They could not possibly

acquiesce for long in the rule of those whose only claim was

that they were able to pay a little more rent for their houses.

Why, that was what everybody wanted for himself, and a vote

'I
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into tlic barf^ain ! Hence the political grievance was a leading

clement in the new agitation after 1832 on both sides of the

Cli.inncl. But poverty and social misery were at the bottom
in both cases.

In England the Chartist movement contained two sections

avowing their respective preference for the social and the politi-

cal side of the programme ; but, thanks to the stronger political

instinct of Englishmen and the organizing skill of Francis Place,

the radical and parliamentary section held the field. The
' People's Charter ', which Place drafted in 1838, comprised all

tlicpoints of the radical reformers—manhood suffrage, the ballot,

annual parliaments, the abolition of the property qualification

for inembers and their payment—and it only added to these

a demand for lequal electoral districts. The fact that it was

possible to hold together and extend, during ten years of

;)i,Mtation and great social discontent, a working-class move-
ment, numbering at one time some 40,000 members, in support

of such remote and abstract objects, is striking evidence of the

poHtical training of the nation. The special distress of the

venr 1 848 and the example of France led to the final scene on

the loth of April. But it was not a conspiracy to overturn the

Government and proclaim a republic behind barricades. The
culminating act of the Chartists was a demonstration on

Kcnnington Common, whence hundreds of thousands were to

set out for Westminster to present a giant petition to the

Parliament which they desired to reform. How far this crowd
would have remained faithful to their peaceful and constitu-

tional programme can never be known, for the procession was

forhitiden and a large force of special constables enrolled to

prevent disorder. The mustering of these and their conceal-

ment under the bridges on the route were among the last acts

of the Iron Duke. One of the constables was the future Em-
peror of the French, Louis Bonaparte, who was soon to take

in
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irt in the suppression of the correspondithe crowninc

movement in 1* ranee.

Contemporary events in France and on the Continent make

an interesting and, on the whole, an encouraging study for

Englislimen. The capital difference was that in England we

had a much more stable political system than anywhere else in

Europe. There was never an appreciable chance of a revolution

with us, and a formal Republic or a Socialist State always re-

mained in the ideal region of pure theory. But it was otherwise

abroad. In Italy and Germany there was yet no national

government at all, and the revolutionary movement which soon

broke out all over the Continent took in those countries the

form of insurrection to obtain the first elements of a national

freedom. France was in outward seeming much more like

ourselves. She had obtained, just before our Reform Bill of

1832 a constitutional monarchy largely modelled on our own.

As we have seen, it rested, like ours, on a limited middle-class

franchise, and had, especially in its earlier years, passed many

measures of moderate reform. But there were differences

which led to the Revolution of 1848 and the subsequent re-

action. One was the unstable foundation of the monarchy

itself ; another, the presence and influence of a larger class of

advanced writers and thinkers than with us ; a third, the greater

spread of the doctrines of revolutionary Socialism. In France,

then .IS always, pure intellect held more sway than with us, and

it was working there in an atmosphere of less restraint and

livelier passions, without our solid structures of immemorial

custom and real, though limited, liberty.

The English political system, stronger in itself than the

French, was further strengthened in the Victorian period by

the fact that a woman was on the throne, who was loved and

revered, and, being a woman and reigning so long, fitted well

into a constitutional order which demanded continuity and

^>^'^^S^'W»*7 •^i".:^
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reverence for the past, while allowing free play to party
conflicts and chan^fino; currents of opinion. In France the

head of the State at this time, though estimable personally,

did not inspire enthusiasm or even general respect. Louis
Philippe could not rely either on the historical sanctity which
surrounded the legitimate branch of the Bourbon House,
nor on the glory of the Napoleons, nor on the strength of his

own character. He had always against him the ardent con-
victions of a powerful republican party, and he weakened his

precarious position by playing, feebly but obstinately, for his

own hand. He was constantly coming to Parliament for large

money grants for his children, and, as his reign wore on, he
leant more and more on Guizot and the extreme right, whose
policy was to resist reform and preserve the interests of the
capitaHst middle-class. The crisis came, significantly enough,
after an estrangement from England. The normal policy,

both of Louis and of Guizot, was to keep on good terms with
England. ' Entente Cordiale ' and ' Socialism ' first appear in

our common poHtical vocabulary some time in the 'thirties. In
their amicable intentions Louis and Guizot had cordial sym-
pathy from Sir Robert Peel and his Foreign Secretary, Lord
Aberdeen. But with the fall of Peel in 1846, after the repeal
of the Corn Laws, Palmerston returned to the Foreign Office.

He was then in his second and aggressive manner, which, as we
saw, superseded his earlier and wiser way of making a good
understanding with France the ' pivot of his policy '. He now
held the dangerous, though in this case happily unjustified,

belief that a war with France was sooner or later inevitable,
and in the French Chamber Guizot's lifelong opponent, Thiers,
was constantly feeding the same flame by attacking the French
Ciovernment for its weakness in dealing with England. The
competitive world-expansion which plays so large a part in the
Liter vears of the century was already beginning to throw its

H
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sparks over a uiile area—Tahiti, Morocco, the Gold Coast. But

the actual estrangement catne over the marriage of the young

Queen of Spain. Was her husband to be a Coburg and thus

akin to the Englisli throne, or a Bourbon and thus allied to the

reigning house in France ? The unfriendly altitude of Palmer-

ston and the reciprocated suspicion in France at last incited

Gui/.ot and his sovereign to a distinctly hostile act. Two

Spanish marriages, of the young queen and her sister, to a

cousin and a son of Louis Philippe, in violation of his under-

takings, were forced through, and destroyed the Entente.

This led Guizot into more reactionary ways. Breaking with

England, he had to find his friends among the three great

absolutist Powers of the North and East—Russia, Austria, and

Prussia.

This was in 1846. In February 1848 the French monarchy

had fallen, and Louis Philippe was in retreat to England.

Gui/ot's stiffer and stif^er resistance to reform of any kind and

his general incompet<nce in administrative work destroyed any

prestige that his Government had gained by the dynastic

success over England. It is poor comfort that your king,

himself on sufferance, should marry two of his kinsmen to

royalties in another land, if you have no voice in the govern-

ment of your own. Only 200,000 citizens had a vote—those

who paid over £^ in taxes ; and on this point the prejudice of

the king, if less religious than that of George III against the

Catholics, was equally obstinate. During the winter, political

banquets had been held all over France, demanding parlia-

mentary reform. The last of these, fixed for February 22, was

arranged by its promoters, the leading reformers and journalists

of Paris, to take the form of a pubhc demonstration and pro-

cession. It was prohibited by the Government, and a popular

rising immediately followed. Guizot was dismissed. In a

collision with the troops, thirty-five people were killed and
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many more wounded. The corpse-.:, carried in procession

throughout the city, aroused a flame of passion which within

forty-eight hours had swept away the king and all his family.

Nearly four years elapsed between the fall of Louis Philippe

and the coup d'etat of December 2, 185 1, which installed

Louis Bonaparte as Napoleon IIL This is the period of the

Second French Republic, and its story is second in interest only

to that of the-First. The similarities and the contrasts between

the first and the second occasions on which France, and espe-

cially Paris, were for a time given up to social and political

anarchy are as instructive as the comparison between England

and France from which we started. We cannot pursue either

topic far, as we are passing on to consider the part which

Socialism played—perhaps the most considerable in the drama
of the Second RLpublic. On both occasions there was a marked

want of governing capacity shown by the middle-class intel-

lectuals thrown into power by the force of events. In

both there was a sharp and sanguinary conflict between the

moderate incapables who first headed the movement and the

extremists, aided by the Parisian mob, who disputed authority

with them. In each case leaders and led were exalted by oratory

above the careful study of the dangers which were undermining

their position, until it was too late to arrest the downfall. But

the Second Republic, in spite of these likenesses, bore many
marks of fifty years' experience and a change of mind.

Among these we note a much greater appreciation of public

order. The firs '^vernors of the new Republic were, it is true,

mcompetent me jut their most anxious thoughts throughout

were for the reconciliation of parties and the preservation of

social peace. They had lived in the shadow of the Terror, and

though the most bloody civil conflict ever known in Paris—the

insurrection of June 1848—took place in their time, they were

nil free from compliciiy in it. Even in ihat moment of disaster

It 2
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tolerance shown and more humanity than can

be traced in the liorrors of the First Republic. 1 he place that

Lamartine occupied in the earlymonths of the Second Republic

is sisniftcant of the spirit to which France then aspired, though

she was not to roach it for many years. 'I'he tender poet of

harmony, the man of moving eloquence and perfect language,

held for four months, during the most dangerous crisis, the post

of President of the F.xecutive Council. He had neither govern-

ing capacity n,)r experience in governing. The contrast is

conspicuous with the Kngland of Wellington on the one hand

and the France of the First Republic on the other.

But the point which specially concerns us here is the invasion

of the new Socialism into this troubled order.

While, after the abdication of Louis Philippe in February,

a Provisional Government was being appointed by the National

Assembly, with Lamartine at its head, another list of new

governors was being drawn up at the office of the most powerful

reforming newspaper. This consisted of extreme Democrats and

revolutionary Socialists, including Louis Blanc, and was thrust

upon Lamartine and his colleagues when they left the National

Assembly to take possession of the Hotel de Ville. The Hotel

de Ville was the necessary stronghold of every revolution in

France, and to secure it, and with it the support of the more

advanced section of the Parisian population, Lamartine and his

friends admitted the rival Government to a share of their power.

It was this section, or the failure of the majority to consolidate

and control them, which led to the catastrophe. Within two

days the majority had made the fatal concession to the Socialist

extremists of the decree granting the ' Droit au Travail '. The

Government's admission of the Right to Work was followed by

the establishment of the National Workshops, which led ulti-

mately to the insurrection of June. The Revolution had shaken

credit and leil to a large reduction of industry all over the

It
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loiiiiiry, and lliis was the inomciit taken lo oj)en Cjovcnuiiciu

workshops and yards, and guarantee a franc a day to every

itgisiered workman. Tlie result was of course inevitable.

Small as was the wage offered, it was better than destitution,

•iiid crowds poured into Paris from all over France. At the

maximum, just before the workshops were closed down in June,

there were over 100,000 men collected, with nothing for them

U) do but to plant ' trees of liberty ' in rows. The growing

th'.iiu upon an empty treasury, the demoralization of the

people, the sedition hatched by idle and half-starving workmen,

.11 last convinced the National Assembly that a step backward

nuist be taken. But it was too late to take it without disaster.

The proposal in the middle of June to disband the workshops

.iiiil Hnd work elsewhere, if possible, for the workmen was the

^igllalforthe most serious rising which the Second Republic liad

to face- During four days the greater part of working-class

I'aris, the East End, and especi;dly the St. Antoine district in

the north-east, was held by a determined body of forty to fifty

thousand men, starving, desperate, and skilful in defence. Forty

10 fifty thousand regular troops with the bulk of tlie National

(Juard, all under the direction of General Cavaigiiac, were

needed to reduce them, and at last all the barricades were

levelled and order returned to desolation. Cavaignac had been

given absolute powers to supp>ress the insurrection, and he

resigned them loyally when it was over. The Republic, its

supporters said, had gained its most signal triumph and was

now firmly established in ' • 'onfidence of a re-united nation.

But the bells of triumph were really ringing the death-knell of

the Republic.

The reaction from the chronic uncertainty and spasmodic

\ iolence of the spring and early summer w as overwhelming. Men
lunged for peace and order and the security of property. Mean-

while iho old gang were inipeullent to tlie last, and when, in

m
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September, ilic question of the National Workshops was finally

debated, they all agreed to defend the disastrous experiment,

which had in the first instance been forced upon their better

judgement by Louis Blanc. Lamartine's concluding speech on

the subject was a brilliant exhibition of the good hearts and

weak heads of the republican junta. ' A une epoque de sinistre

memoire ', he cried, ' Danton disait : De Vaudace ! de Vaudace !

it encore de Vaudace ! Et nous, nous dirons : Du caeur ! du

cicur ! toujours du Cftur pour le peuple ! et le peuple en

retour vous donncra le sien.' The .'\ssembly, however, was in-

exorable. It disbanded the workshops, suppressed the ' Droit

au travail ', and substituted, not even the ''Droit d'assistance
'

which was at first proposed, but the ' Devoir de bienfaisance '.

General Cavaignac, who had conquered the insurrection,

proved himself in the end not strong enough for the dictator-

ship which the country craved for. He made enemies on both

sides, ,\hilc Louis Bonaparte (nephew of the first Napoleon),

who after the fall of Louis Philippe had been working his way

back to France through many adventures, succeeded in captur-

ing the goodwill of all parties except the strict Republicans and

extreme Re\ olutionisls. He corresponded with Proudhon and

Louis Blanc, and showed enough but nut toomuch sympathy with

Socialism. He supported the temporal power of the Pope to

please the Catholics, and wrote a Manual of Artillery to please

the army. In June he was elected to the reluctant National

Assembly as member for five departments. Once in the House,

he continued a policy of reserve, conciliation, and secret propa-

ganda until in December, at the first general election for a Presi-

dent of the Republic, he was returned by an enormous majority

(fi\e and a half milliuns to one and a half) over Cavaignac, the

only other serious candidate. From the President of 1848 to

the Emperor of 1852 was an inevitable progress. It meant

personally tlie success of a good-hearted, clever, but unstable
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.uhciuuicr, uliu profited by a great name and the confusion

in affairs to seize thf helm. It meant, as a milestone in

history, the close of the first period of nineteenth-century

reform and the beginning of a period of new men, new ideas,

.ind comparative reaction. To France it was a wound self-

iiiriicted and, in the end, disastrous.

But we are thinking mainly in this chapter of the early days

of Socialism ; and the fall of the Second Republic in France,

coming soon after the Chartist fiasco in England, marks truly

and clearly a definitechange from the early, hasty, and unscien-

tific spirit in deahng with the social problem to the later, more

careful and scientific approach.

The history of Karl Marx and the contemporary attempts

at revolution in Germany coincides exactly with what we have

seen of the French and English movements. Marx was born in

1H18, and mixed as a student with the group of young Hegelians

ill Berlin. He gained from this a more complete and philo-

sophical view of the social revolution than any other Socialist

leader ever reached. But for action he turned to France. There

he found, early in the 'forties, in full activity, those men whose

intluence counted for so much in the inception and the downfall

of the Second Republic—Proudhon, Louis Blanc, Pierre Leroux,

and the followers of St. Simon. In them he thought he saw the

pioneers of an approaching social regeneration for all Western

Europe as well as France, for ' the day of German resurrection

will be announced by the crowing of the Gallic cock '.

The famous saying had been already verified, not only in the

first French Revolution which had brought into Germany the

s"(jng hand of Napoleon and the subsequent revival, but also

in 1830, when the July Revolution had led to constitutions being

granted in several of the German States. It was again to be

verified in 1848, and verified not only in a general uprising but

in a speedy reaction. The French Revolution of February 1848

If.
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was iullowcd In risiiii,'^ all o\ cr (jermany ami in Hungary,

Bohemia, ami Italy. Mettcriiich was o\crthrowii in Vienna.

Frederick William !\ cii Prii>sia granted a cunstitution, and

marched throu^'h the streets of Berlin wrapped in a German
tricolour. .'\ national J'arliament for all Germany began its

ineetings at Frankfort. Self-government and national unity

were the leading nioii\es in all these movements, but the

Socialij' element was not wanting. Marx had returned to

Germany soon after the Revolution broke out. He had made
friends in Paris with Engels, the son of a German cotton-spinner,

who had come to Paris to meet him after two years of work with

the Owenites and Chartists in England. A close and lifelong

friendship was the result of this meeting, and they went

together to Cologne in May 1848 and set up a revolutionary

socialist-democratic paper to lake advantage of the upheaval.

But in November the King of Prussia dissolved his National

Assembly, and Bismarck's policy began. Marx and Engels

advised armed resistance and the refusal of taxes. In the state

of siege which followed, their paper was suspended, and Marx
was next year e.xpelled from Prussia and finally settled in London
for the remaining thirty-four years of his life, which he spent in

writing and organizing the International Association of

Working Men.

One sees how closely connected the Socialist movements were

in the three leading nations of the West. One sees also ihe

sources of Marx's special strength. Born a Jew, and brought

up as a Protestant Christian, he added to a legal training a long

and systematic stud_^ of history and philosophy. Then, by his

sojourn in France and his knowledge, through Engels, of the

F.nglish industrial system, he was able to put all this dialectical

training at the service of labour, to turn ' upside dow n ', as he

said, all the theories he had learnt. He * saw things whole '

from his own angle of \ision, and did not attempt, as niosi of

,% j^-- J^'SafrWaRM^W.-K^R^ 'i*''-r!\cr*i»*,;>;,<4i'Li
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the Sucialibiltailcis had iiuiic,iusepar.ilc the political re\oluiiuii

trom the social. He preached the use of political means to

ijain socialist cuds, and in this the later movement has followed

him, with the difference that, wlicre he was revolutionary, we
arc Fabian—the Fabian of wise delay. On the other side of his

teaching there is an equally significant likeness to the general

current of modern thought and an equally significant difference.

He presented his socialist gospel as the last stage in an historical

i\t)lution. The capitalist organization of industry had followc<

as a necessary stage in the evolution of great societies, and mu;
be followed in its turn by the complete reversal of this orde

.uui the organization of industry by and for those wSo creafe

its values, namely tlie workers themselves. In tlius appealing t<

'lie force of historical sequence, Marx appealed to one of th-

strongest beliefs of the nineteenth century, but his prcmisr-

\' -xamined, have been found too narrow to bear his con

ill. ns, even by his professing followers. As theylia\c becoUiic

mure Fabian in practice, so they I ' lome more cvolutioua tv

ill theory. The modern exponent ol . , a man like Kdoua 'J

Bernstein, fiiu.s his 'heory marred by too great simplificaiJ«iii,

by undue emphasis on the opposition of classes, above ny

seeking the mainspring of human progress in a material! im-

pulse and not a spiritual. Herein the doctrine of Hegel. >\ nich

-Marx turned upside down, was nearer to the truth than his own.

The coup d'etat in France, the f-ilure of the Frankfort

Parliament to achieve a constitution f- c a united Germany, the

suppression of all the revolutionar; :Tiovements in Europe,

cuinbine to mark a wide and real reaction in which England
also had her share. It was less marked with us, partly because

the previous tendency to revolution uas less strong; but it

will be noticed that, although the Liberals were in nominal

power, no considerable reform was attempted until the second

Retonn Bill of 1867, which was carried as tlie result of the two
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j,'reat parties playing for power. 'I'ill 1870, when Gladstone

came in with a large majority and a definite programme, it was

a time of party strife at home and war abroad—the Crimean

War in which we were engaged with Louis Napoleon in the

doubtful enterprise of propping up the Turkish Empire,

and the Indian Mutiny, in whicli we were imposing a more

effective rule on our largest dependency. In each of these cases

we were imposing, for the time and for what seemed to us then

inevitable necessities, an alien and repressiv e r/^jW upon people

struggling, according to their poiisibilities of action and by foul

means as well as fair, to be free. Botli casts ^^ ill call for fuller

treatment later on.

Bui from the European point of vi"n, tiic lv\o critical

points were the rule of Napoleon Ili .i France and the

policy of Bismarck in Prussia. Miliiansm was the result

of each ; and the good which was accomplished—in some

points great good—was achieved, not by the methods of

discussion and free decision—which was the ideal of the earlier

reformers—but by diplomacy and the strong hand and the play

of competing Powers. Bismarck's famous speech after the

failure of the palavers at Frankfort was typical of much more

than the unification of Germany, and when we read his con-

viction that ' the German question would not be settled by

speeches and parliamentary decrees but by blood and iron ',

our minds revert to the teaching of the great popularizer of

German thought in England, Thomas Carlyle.

In 1839, when the Chartist agitation was at its height,

Carlyle pubhshed his book on Chartim, and its motto was :

' It never smokes but there is tire.' In 1850, after the set-back,

he wrote Lattcr-Day Pamphlets. Both are unmistakably the

work of the same mind, strong, poetic, prophetic : both are as

clearly marked by the impress of contemporary events. They

are so full of instruction, both as to the genesis of Socialism

V JiP.i'
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.iiul the lines of its ilovclopmeiu, and their authur has countcil

tor su nuich in the history both of lin^'land ami Germany, th.u

wc must examine their teaching for a moment and sec how it

tits in with the general course of things. Carlylc's was not a

sy>temuiic mind, Hke that of Marx or St. Simon or Comtc.

He had no practical experience behind him to suggest reforms

like Owen's. Of all his predecessors in social reform, he was most

like a Hebrew prophet. He saw the flagrant evils around him,

and lie hud a passionate sense of human suffering and human

north. But he was imp .tient and intolerant, impatient of

blow methods as well as of what seemed to him corruption and

pretence, intolerant of those who differed from him, either in

their views or way of life. Hence the profound good he did in

shaking the current optimism of the British mind ; hence also

the serious evils and dangers which he provoked both at home
and abroad. He saw the fatal cleft between the ' Two Nations

'

ill English life, which the industrial revolution had deepened,

ami he saw it with an intimate and prophetic vision and not

with the suave detachment of the author of Sybil. To Carlylc

the ' Condition of England ' was the supreme question, to

which the easy-going reformers of thi- Whig Parliament were

ludicrously, criminally blind. This is the burden of Chartinn,

and he lashes the complacency of the governing classes with

c\cry thong—sarcasm, invective, humour, pathos. The new

Poor Law had just come into force. ' To read the Reports of

the Poor-Law Commissioners ', he says, ' if one had faith enough,

would be a pleasure to the friend of humanity. . . Let there be

workhouses, and bread of affliction and water of affliction there.

It was a simple invention ; as all truly great inventions are. . . .

A btill briefer method > that of arsenic. Rats and paupers can

be abolished.' It is the fiercest and most telling diatribe against

I'Usicr-fairc that was ever penned—a call for government and

tor work. Even the starveling Poor Law is a step in advance

,''
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as a recognition of the need for work. He passes on it lie state

of Ireland, just ripening for tlie iiorrors of the potato-famine

in 1846. ' Has Ireland been governed and guided in a " \visc

and loving " manner ? A government and guidance of white

European Ticn which has issued in perennial hunger of potatoes

to the third man extant All men, we must repeat, were made

by God, and have immortal souls in them. The Sans-potato

is of the selfsame stuff as the super-finest Lord-Lieutenant . . .

with Immensities in him, over him, and round him ; with feel-

ings which a Shakespeare's speech would not utter ; with desires

illimitable as the Autocrat of all the Russias.'

There speaks the fellow-peasant, the fellow-countryman, the

fellow- democrat of Burns. Within twenty years of the writing

of these words, the population of Ireland had been reduced by

famine and emigration from eight millions to less than six.

But when we go on to what he says about the French Revolu-

tion, the weakness of the other side of his position begins to

appear—the want of any definite constructive ideas by which

this gospel of government and work can be put into effect. The

French Revolution appeared to him merely as a great destruc-

tive portent, the clearing away of corruption and shams,

bringing home to mankind the severity of the naked truths of

life. The French Convention, the first experiment in self-

government by a large modern community, had, he tells us,

to cease being a free Parliament before it could so much as

subsist. * Democracy, take it where you will in our Europe, is

found but as a regulated method of rebeUion and abrogation.

. . . Not towards the impossibility, self-government 01 a multi-

tude by a multitude, but towards some possibility, government

by the wisest, does bewildered Europe struggle.' And in the

Latter-Dciy Pamphlets of 1850 he abandons himself narrowly

to this vague or, at the best, Utopian ideal, and denounces

without restraint all the methods and actions of democratic
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?overnmcnt, especially as he saw it at work in his own country.

Sympathy for the claims of the oppressed and hopes for their

ftit are are now in the background, and he is rapidly descending
the slope at the bottom of which is the defender of Governor
I-yrc in Jamaica, the denier of freedom to the Irish. ' Free
nun,' he tells them, 'alas, had you ever any notion who the
free tnen were, who the not-free, the incapable of freedom. The
free men, if you could have understood it, they are the wise men

;

the patient, self-denying, valiant ; the Nobles of the World
;

who can discern the I.aw of this Universe, what it is, and piously

'ihr\' it.'

Such is the other side of the picture, brought into vivid

prominence by the force of reaction playing upon a passionate

and impatient mind. But for the sake of historical truth,

especially on the subject of the present chapter, we must
be car Cul not to allow the impression of this last phase of

Carlyle's teaching to efface the rest. He was the strongest

influence towards Socialism, in the wide sense of the word,
among English writers of the nineteenth century, the first

great writer to appreciate the supremacy of the social question
and to burn it into the public conscience by eloquence and
profound conviction. It was for others, in various degrees of

socialistic tendency, to consider the pioblems in detail and
apply the methods of patient study which Carlyle swept so

impetuously aside. Among these thinkers the most in>portant
of all his contemporaries was John Stuart Mill. Mill was an
actual living link between the old radical reformers of whom his

lather was a leader, the world of triumphant science of which
his teacher and correspondent Comte had just appeared as

the prophet, and the Socialists whom he carefully studied and
whose ideas influenced him more and ,more throughout his

life. His Political Economy, the book ivhich shows best the con-
vergence of all these streams, was published in 1848, A more

m
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cautious and steadier mind than Carljle's, though without his

inspiration, he admitted with reservations the interference of

the State in industrial matters. It was to be gradual, and so

far as possible avoid weakening the vigour of individual effort.

' Government aid,' he says, at the end of the Political Economy,

' when given merely in default of private enterprise, should be

so given as to be as far as possible a course of education for the

people in the art of accomplishing great objects by individual

energy and voluntary co-operation.' Here is a definite principle,

difficult no doubt to apply but easy to understand, a definite

preference indicated '"or trying to do things in one way rather

than another, while still admitting the tightness of exceptions

if the general good appeared to demand it. In Mill's view the

highest form of social good would be for the whole people

voluntarily to do great things, and grow by co-operation and

service. Mill's voice is also one of the boldest in the century

for hope. ' All the great sources of human suffering ', he

tells us, ' are in a great degree, many of them entirely, con-

querable by human care and effort.' Some of the efforts we

have witnessed in this chapter. The ' care ' involves the

orderly and prescient, i. e. scientific, use of the intellect, the

results of which we arc now to consider.

i %s
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MECHANICAL SCIENCE AND INVENTION

The soil on which Socialism had sprung was Western Europe,
prepared by the industrial revolution, and this industrial revo-
lution was the result of the application of science and larger

organization to some of the fundamental occupations of

mankind. The forging of metals, the transport of goods, the
weaving of garments, these and many more were transformed
some hundred and fifty years ago by new methods which
enormously increased production, brought vast masses of men
„other in mushroom cities, knit up the world by mechanical
ans, and threw into the spiritual and political arena a new

aad dominating problem of which we studied the first attempts
at solution in the last chapter. We propose in this chapter to
give some account of the process from its scientific side, to see
by what channels science entered the industrial sphere and
became Hnked with invention. The science we have to con-
sider in this connexion is physical and chemical, and in the early
part of the development largely mechanical. The movement
culminates, practically, in the triumph of the railway in the
'fort''')s; theoretically, in the establishment of the principle of
the conservation of energy in 1848. It had its public glorifica-
tion in the first International Exhibition of 1851, held appro-
priately enough in England, the first home of the industrial
revolution. At that point we shall stop in this chapter, and
take up the further development of physical science later on.
Now our first consideration is ' Tools and the Man '.

Man has always used thought to improve his tools, from the
first moment when he parted company from the other arboreal
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primate?. The history of any flint implement gives ample proof

of this. But the application of science in a modern machine
goe^ so much farther that we are houml to trc^t it as somcthino

iliflFerent in kind. Take for comparison two great tvpical in-

ventions, the wheel and the locomotive steam-engine, one

born in primaeval times of practical intelligence and necessity

alone, the other the result of scientific intellect combining

with practical necessity and intelligence. Both inventions have

a similar purpose, the facilitation of transport. Both made
epochs in human history, the wheel the epoch of migrations

and conquering empires, the locomotive the age of world-

communication and colossal engineering. But the differences

are > great that they obscure the resemblances. The
simple wheel, the common element in both, is overlaid by

a complex mass of new machinery, involving adjustments

of the most elaborate and finest kind and many scientific

principles, the fruit of age-long thought. A new motive-

power is added, superseding animal assistance and immensely

extending human agency, and a new steel-way is laid, an

indispensable part of the whole machine, and itself composed
of many parts carefully thought out and gradually adapted to

the general purpose. The simple wheeled vehicle, developed

in milleniums from logs, wagons, carts, chariots, and coaches,

was due to successive modifications of external objects as

given to us in nature. The locomotive engine propelled bv

'team had its genesis in man's thought exploring the secrets of

nature and applying the results to new ideal purposes of his

own. Now t'^is examination of nature to find rules of her

working not obvious to the passcr-by'is scientific thinking, and
the Greeks were the first people to shov,- us how to do it.

How was it that the transformation of industrv on scientific

lines did not follow immediately on the discoveries of the

Creeks ? Why had the \\orld to v.-ait tv.-o thousand years U-.x
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the !i;irvc?t ? The answer rests mainly on social grounds ; it

i< a warning to all who are inclined to anticipate a speedy
triumph for some progressive cause from the achievements of

the elite^ without reference to the general conditions in which
the rlite may be working. For the Greeks were by no means
backward in mechanical invention. They made many applica-

tions of their abstract science to instruments of peace and war.
Archimedes, their greatest man of science, was chiefly famous
in his own day for ingenious inventions involving applications

of his scientific discoveries, the lever to raise the laden ship, the
water-screw for irrigating the fields of Egypt, the giant catapults

for harassing the invading Romans. And Hero of Alexandria,

?nme three hundred years later, towards the end of Greek
science, describes scores of instruments based on some scientific

principle, one for land-surveying like our theodolite, and moie
than one involving the expansive force of steam, prototypes of

machines that ha\ c been in use for minor purposes ever since.

But there were at least two grave reasons which prevented any
industrial advance following on these discoveries at that time.

One was that industry itself was despised by the intellectual

class. Not only Plato and Aristotle—the types of intellectual

aristocracy—but Archimedes himself, most fertile of inventors,

considered such work as unworthy of the man of pure science,

who dwelt, or ought to dwell, in a higher sphere. In conse-

quence of this the arts of life were left to slaves or base-born men,
between whose activities and those of the philosophers a great

Sulf was fixed. Moreover, at the time when Greek science was
making strides, the whole social condition of the West was so

unstable that no great industries could have taken root. War
was desolating the world until the short span of good govern-
ment and comparative peace under the Antonines, and by that
time the scientific and inventive g ius of ihe Greeks had
flickered out.

2170
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M<ire than a thousand years elapsed before science made
a second and a more permanent appearance in tlic world.

In the interval the social order of the ancient world had been

so far transformed that in the leadinsj countries of the West

labour was free and strongly organized in guilds and town-

communities, holding their own against the feudal lords who

had succeeded the Romans. Thus science came for the second

time, into a world where domestic and industrial slavery had

disappeared, and at her second cimiing she began to rule the

earth.

The first achievement of modern science was the building up

of the mechanical laws of force and motion which wc connect

with the names of Galileo and Newton. The pioneers of the

sixteenth century had gone back faithfully to the Greeks, but

by the seventeenth century the new mathematics had secured

a momentous advance. I,aws of motion had been added to the

simple conceptions of equilibrium which were the summit of

the mechanics of the Greeks. And to achieve this, the mechanics

of the heavens had been called in by Newton to confirm and

generalize the mechanics of the earth. Means of measuring, too,

incomparably superior to those of the ancients, were introduced

by the logarithms of Napier and the calculus of Newton and

Leibnitz. The way was being made plain for the modern steam-

engine. The first essential was the extension of mathematics,

including both mechanics and better means of measuring. Close

on this came the earliest discoveries in modern physics. The
most relevant to the coming invention were Boyle's and

Mariottc's law of the expansion of gases and Black's investiga-

tions into the nature of latent heat. They are in the direct line

of the steam-engine's ancestry. By the middle of the eighteenth

century this necessary scientific work had been 'accomplished,

and it is worth noting how near was the succession of the pio-

neers. Newton was born in 1642, the year of Galileo's death.

all
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He died in 1727, the year before the birth of Black, whose
collaboration with Watt led to the invention of the condensinj^

steani-enfiine. Boyle was the contemporary of both Galileo antl

Xt'wton, and iniblishcd his law of gases somewhere between
1660 and 1670.

About these modern men of science there was a healthy

pymptom which distinguished them from the Greeks and
promised well for the advance of industry. Like the Greeks
they were full of inventions, but, more enlightened than the

Greeks, they were proud of them. Boyle, while agreeing with
Archimedes and the Greeks that the acquisition of knowledge
i^ the supreme end of science, yet interested himself in many
practical devices. He invented an improved air-pump, and
experimented on the transmutation of tnetals in the course of

founding chemistry. As soon, of course, as men get interested

in the working rules of the world around them, they begin to

improvise methods of altering its arrangements to their own
advantage. The seventeenth century is full of new science and
fashionable inventors. Napier, the father of logarithms, in-

vented a warlike machine much like an infant Tank. Kings and
nobles loved to dabble in laboratories and make new scientific

toys. The Marquis of Worcester, a rather older contemporary
of Newton's, invented a sort of steam-enjine a hundied years

before Watt. It is described in his Crntiirv of the Naincs and
Srivitlings of such inventions as at present I ran call to mind to have
tried and perfected

.

The Marquis describes, but without much detail, two simple
engines for raising water by the expansion of steam. The raivsing

of water was, in fact, the purpose of all the early steam-engines,

including Watt's own first invention. Savcry, Denis Papin, and
niher inventors down to Ncwcomen were all concerned with
a simple steam-engine of perpendicular movement for raising

It was while repairing a model of Newcomen's engine

I 2
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that Watt fell upon the capital irnprovcments which made hi?*

invention the turning-point in the industrial revolution. The
occasion was so modest, but yet so carefully prepared by circum-

stance and thought, that it deserves our close attention if we are

to understand the conditions which made it a great event.

James Watt was a man of good general education, well trained

on the mathematical side, and he was established in 1760 at

Glasgow as mathematical instrument-maker to the University.

He was on intimate terms with Joseph Black, the lecturer on

chcinisiry who had just discovered the principle of latent heat,

and with John Robison, the professor of natural philosophy.

It was an ideal combination of Homo Faber the smith and

Homo Sapiens the man of science. They frequently discussed

the possibility of improving the steam-engine, which was just

then in great demand for the pumping of coal mines. Watt

tried several experiments in the early years of that decade, and

in 1764. a model of Newcomcn's engine in the college museum
was given him to repair. Watt noticed that the steam being

condensed by water in the cylinder itself, under the piston,

between each stroke, occasioned such a loss of heat that the

machine could never on that principle work economically.

The consumption of fuel was too great. Then came the illumi-

nating flash : Keep *' c piston always at the same high tempera-

ture by condensing the steam in a separate chamber, to which

it would be led after each strok';. This idea created the ' con-

densing steam-engine ' which gave Watt his chief title to fame

and became the chief mechanical agent in the industrial revolu-

tion. It converted the old, cumbrous toys and curiosities into

a commercial success. Watt's other improvements, important

ai I ingenious as they were, are comparatively minor matters.

The straight, perpendicular action of Newcomen's engine had

to be converted into circular motion before the machine could

be used for geiicral purposes be\ ond the pumping of water from

B'
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\\\\\\fi. This was effected by ;in arrangement of a crank and a

Hy-.vhecl. The third improvement worth noting here was the
=1 cam-indicator, which draws a diagram during the stroke of

tlie piston, showing the amount of the pressure of steam and
\u ratio to the \olume. It was important commercially as

cuabHng the engineer to estimate and control the work, and it

is interesting scientifically as a typical example of mathematical
nuthods applied to physics.

Watt became a successful man of business in partnership with
Matthew Boulton of Birmingham. In 1785 one of his engines
uas installed to drive a cotton mill in Nottingham; in 1789 one
bt'UMU in Manchester. The industrial revolution was installed

in England at the same moment as the States-General in Paris.

It is quite as necessary to study the general conditions of the
nines as the personal factors which led to Watt's success.

Iiuiubtrial changes were taking place all round him as he worked.
The manufacture of steel was being transformed and extended
by the use of coal in smelting. The more abundant steel was
.i\.iilable for Watt's engines, which in their turn had been first

needed to pump out water from the coal mines. There was
Uius a circle of co-operation. The changes in agriculture forti-

licd tiie same movement. Larger holdings were being formed
by enclosure, and numbers of country people were displaced
md driven into the towns to find work. Here they became the
' liands

' of the new factories, the unincorporated citizens of
the new mining and manufacturing towns. The steam-engine
\\a:> thus the offspring as well as the creator of the new epoch,
the age in which ' manufacture ' ceased to mean a thing ' made
by liand ' and came to mean ' made by machine '. The age of
organization had begun, in which machines, created by man-
kind for their own ends, too often assumed the mastery of those
\vlio had to work them, and tlie. whole of industrial society
icciued to become for a lime a huge machine destroying the
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iiuti.iti\t' aiul loucrint,' tlic xitality of the great mass of the

\\()ikor>.

Tlu' iiisiallatiuii of the ^lcaln-cngille ami the aitcndaiu

factory-system arc, siricily spoakinj,', antecedent to the period

of uhicli we are speakint; in this book, just as the French Revo-

lution, with its clearance and its new plantinj^'s, was antecedent

on the political .Mde. But it is necessary to go back to it here,

because all the sequel is truly a development of the conditions

which were established before the nineteenth century began.

Organization is the leading note, organization of society

parallel to organizatii)n of thought, and the Hagrant evils which

meet us in our course can only be overcome, as we shall see, by

assimilating the new state of things and rising superior to it.

'i'here can be no turning back. The human mind, to gain a step

forward, has to accept the work that it has accomplished in the

past and use it for still higher purposes in the future.

The inter-dependence of action and thought in human
progress is well illustrated when we compare the order of

industrial scientific inventions with the natural order of the

nienccb ihemseUes. Mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology

ha\ e their accompanying applications in that order. Mechanical

science, and in the first instance the mechanics of masses, was

the first achievement of the men of the Renaissance, taking up

the work of the Greeks. This was almost immediately followed

by some of the elementary laws of physics. Look now to the

earliest practicable applications of sc' ice to industry, and you

will see that they depend on these earliest generalizations of the

simpler kind. The steam-engine, based on these elementary

laws of mechanics and physics, comes first of the inventions

based on science. Its sequel in the locomotive, and a thousand

other applications, follows close. Then comes the first-fruits

in practice of a more obscure branch of physics, the telegraph

based on the earliest laws of electricity. Chemisir/, which, as
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the mure abstruse, was the later-organized science, has its

practical results after these : ue seem only now to be entering

on the full harvest of chemical inquiry, in chemistry the earlier

ri'suhs with inorganic, as compared with organic substances, id

icllected in the derived processes ; while the whole science of

li\iiig things, biology, including organic chemistry, lias hardly

yet begun to exercise its due effect upon our action. But the

latter part of the century gives evidence of its growth in

numerous medical theories, in experiments on the best methods
uf cultivating useful plants, in the ideals of eugenics, or the

lust physical methods of cultivating ourselves.

Thus the order of practical inventions bears out what we
.-^liould have inferred from the nature of the sciences themselves,

.iiul there arc two other general considerations worth noting

before we return to the course of the story itself. One is that

tlie sciences have, broadly speaking, become applicable to useful

ends, in proportion to the degree in which they have become
exact. Mechanics was constituted as a science, and became
.ipplicable to industry, when motion became measurable and
predictable

; and so on with all the rest. Lavoisier, by rigidly

•ipplying the balance to chemistry, created another branch of

exact science, and biologists are now constantly extending
•Mniilar methods to the infinitely more complex case of living

iliiiigs. The other, that practical applications of science have
liecome more and more abundant in proportion to the mutual
•lid of the sciences among themselves. The greatest output of

I'Mctical results in recent times has been due to the combination
I't physical with chemical inquiry, especially in the case of

electricity. 'I'hc analysis and synthesis of various materials by
oKxiricity, the production of useful substances in larger

quantities and purer forms by artificial means of this kind, is

perhaps the most striking application of science to industry in

iccciu years. In all cases this has involved exact quantitative

\^
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mctliudi, i. c. ihc infubion of niatheniaticb, Jiid also lu an

increasing degree the breaking iiov\n of the barriers between

the separate sciences—autonomous a hundred years ago, auto-

nomous no longer.

But uo inujl return to the sequel of Watt's capital invention.

We saw that one of the conditions and one of the objects of the

steam-engine was the improvement and the increase in the

smelting of iron and tlie making of steel, Down to the end of

the seventeenth century most of the smelting took place in the

south of England, especially in Sussex, where wood was abun-

dant, and where such names as * Mammer Pond ' still recall the

ancient industry. Gradually the line old forests began to be

exhausted, and the industry itself, by the beginning of the

eighteenth century, was leaving England in favour of S vcden

and Russia. Then, by the middle of the eighteenth century, the

experiment was tried of ' running iron-ore with pit-coal '. It

was first done successfully at Coalbrookdale in Shropshire, where

the coal and the iron were found lying conveniently close

together. This new step meant the transfer of the industrial

centres to the coalfields ulicre iron wa;- also to be found ; :r

meant the rise of the North, the Midlands, the South of Wales,

and the Lowlands of Scotland. It also meant the necessity of

pumping the new coal-pits which came quickly into use. Wesaw
that the first steam-engines were called for to pump the mines,

and the early connexion with coal is clearly marked at every

stage of the industrial revolution. The great industries grew up
within easy reach of the coal and iron, and the first experiments

in ..team-transport took place in conr.exion with collieries.

The application of the steam-engine to transport was the

most momentous extension of Watt's machine. lie had hun-
self thought of a steam-locomotive, and left some drawings

among his papers. But he became conservative in his old

age, and did not press even his own new ideas. It was not

ki I
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till 1804 tliat the fiiM locomotive uas made and Uocd by
Richard Trcvithick near Mcrthyr 'I'ydvih Between this and
CJiurgc Stephenson's Hnal success in 1825 various expcri-

nuMils were tried, some with cogs and rack. ' PuHing Billy
'

li.iiiled coal Inuii the Wylam colliery near Newcastle in 1813,
.iiui in 1814 Stephenson maik- an engine which drew a train

lit 30 tons up a gradient ol 1 in 450 at four mi'es an hour.
'I he decisive success, however, he won with the Stockton and
Darlington Railway by which, in 1825, passengers were con-
veyed, and the price of coal reduced in Darlington from l8j.

lu 8/. 6d. a ton. This led to the Liverpool and Manchester
Railway of 1830 for which the * Rocket ' was invented, the first

lucumotive of the modern type. It drew a train of 13 tons at

funy-four miles an hour.

England was the pioneer of the railway as slie had been of
the steam-engine. Within a decade from the birth of the
' Rocket ', railways were being made all over England, and were
lHt,'ianing to be seen in the United States and in most parts of

Europe. Only the more backward countries, such as Turkey
Jiid Greece, delayed till after the middle of the century. By
1S44 railway promotion was at its height, and the over-specula-

liuii had some share in the financial crisis of 1847 and the
tiuubles of 1848.

Ihe first harvest of the steam-engine was now being gathered
111, and it is curious to note how the stages of its progress kept
pace with the general political movement. The first steam-
propelled cotton-mill was started at Manchester in 1789, the
year of the outbreak of the French Revolution. The first

railway ushers in the Reform Bill and Louis Phihppe. The
lailure of the Chartists and of the Second Republic in France
iollow immediately on the failure of the railway boom. Some
reaction - med general, but the First Universal Exhibition
ut 1S51, ia London, gave a formal and cosmopolitan stamp to
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llie industrial rexolutioii, and was followed shorily afterwards

by the correspondinj? Paris Exhibition of 1855. Le Play, who
visited our Exhibition in 185 1, had a lead'. . share in organizing,'

the Paris sequel, and his work in s iying ihe c.-iditions of

working-class life all over the world, '
. 'x\ a \ iew to ts ameliora-

tion, is the introduction to a later pt. "(vi of Mxia! reform.

Transport by water has been, from the earhesi days, at least

as important to mankind as transport by land. Nature's pro-

vision in ocean, sea, river, and lake was supplemented by man
trom the time of the ancient empires of Egypt and Assyria

onwards. The Romans, as w ell as the Chinese, made canals, and
Charlemagne planned a great system of waterways connecting
the Danube with the Rhine. But the invention of locks, which
was not accomplished until the fifteenth century, was essential

to give canals a wide extension. Locks were invented either

by the Dutch or the Italians, ami by the beginning of the

seventeenth century, the French had taken up the work and
made full use of it. In this matter they anticipated us and have
alw.i)s maintained their lead. England did not seriously begin
the construction of canals until the latter part of the eighteenth
century. Then James Brindley, working as engineer for the
Duke of Bridgewater, built the Bridgewater Canal connecting
the Duke's collieries at W'orsley with Manchester. Again the

use of coal was the moti\ e. Brindley's work was followed by
others, and England bade fair to ha\ e as useful and complete
a system of canals as continental countries. But with us the
railways won too complete a triumph. The canals were cheap
competitors, and the railway companies saw their interest in

buying them up and otherwise obstructing their use.

But water, like fire, if a dangerous enemy, is one of man's
surest and most available servants. There were no landlords to

buy out 0- the ocean, and no costly legal bills in fighting their

clainiD. llcnce oLcaji transport by steam, wjiich was an easier
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.ulaptatiou of Watt's invention than the railway, made quicker

st rides than steam transport by land. A usable steamboat was

lloated on the Forth and Clyde Canal in 1802, and a rei,'ular

service with the Comet began upon the Clyde in 18 1 2. In the

interval an American inventor, Fulton, who had made experi-

ments on the Seine, started in 1807 a paying' steamer on the

Hudson with engines made by Boulton and Watt.

Next to steam-locomotion, the telegraph is probably the

most powerful mechanical agent invented for promoting the

unification of the world. Tiieir joint effect on the life and

tliought of mankind is beyond our calculation, and it may be

that the rapid transmission of thought which the telegraph has

clfecicd has been really more potent than the transport of

men and things due to the railway and the steamer. The two
inventions marched side by side from the eighteenth century

onwards. In the middle of that century, when the Leyden jar

was the greatest curiosity of electric science, the transmission

uf signs by current began to be discussed. All the later dis-

coveries in electricity—the identity of magnetism and electricity,

ilie cells of Volta, the dynamos of Faraday—were turned to

account by experimenters, who finally produced a working

machine about the year 1836. The possibility and the main
principle had long been clear. The difHculties turned on the

tietails. How was the current to make intelligible signs ?

Should you have a separate wire to move separat jces of

paper marked with the letters of the alphabet—tin. was the

lust idea—or, if not, how could you make a sufficient variety

of signs by using only one, or a very small number of wires ?

Morse in America in 1835, Cooke and Wheatstone in England,
iiiit solved the problem in a practical way. They were the

Stcphensons of the telegraph, and the telegraph wires were
Hist laid along the newly-constructed railways. The London
and North Western Railway had them in 1837, '*•"•* the Great

ClI
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Wesieru Railway opened the <irst public service from Paddiiig-

lon to Slough ill 1843.

The beginning of oceanic cables followed shortly after. It

is an exciting chapter in the story of man's struggle with nature.

The first cable of all was laid between France and England ia

185 1, and marks the year of the first International Exhibition,

held in Hyde Park. But the fight took place in making the

connexion between the Old World and the New. Storms,
accidents, mistakes, filled up most of 1857 ; but skill, largely on
the part of Lord Kelvin, and perseverance, on the part of

English and American seamen, succeeded at last, and messages
began to go through in 1858. During the 'sixties several cables

were got to work between both England and France and the

United Stales. By the end of the century 162,000 nautical miles

of cable had been laid, of which 75 per cent, were British.

In all this earlier apphcation of science to industry, England
too': the leading part and the Hon's share in the profits. France
kept close to us, often anticipating us in a new idea, as in the

case of the canals and of Montgolfier's beginnings in aero-

nautics at the end of the eighteenth century. But it was no^
till the latter part of the nineteenth century that our clear pre-

eminence disappeared, and this, as we shall see, was mainly in

one sphere demanding the patient and wcll-organiiced labour
of hosts of experts. Here Germany outstripped us, and founded
the art and industries of synthetic chemistry within the last

thirty or forty years.

The great inventions which we have sketched, together with
many improvements in munitions of war, gave the West its

undisputed material primac^y in a world just awakening to a

sense of oneness. The story suggests one or two reflections of a

general kind which it will be vv ell to note before we pass on to

other aspects of the industrial evolution.

Note first that the inventions which we have so far studied

l\
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were in the main applications of the governing principles in

mechanical and physical science which had been established by
the men of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. And just

.i< the laws had been built up by careful observation of fact af .er

fact, fitting one into another through consecutive toil, illumi-

nated by occasional flashes of synthetic vision, so the machines
r.-'e the growth of innumerable adaptations of innumerable
ietails, governed by the main idea of doing a particular piece
of work more economically than it could otherwise be done.
Every valve and rivet in the engine, every bolt in the permanent
way, is the result of special study, the adaptation of some pre-
viously existing means to a new end. Thus in a machine man
has projected into space an embodiment of his thought, which
works out his will more powerfully than his own limbs could do.
'J'tie steam-engine, especially the locomotive, is the great type
of tliis result. It was the fruit of abstract thought applied to
practice, and, in its turn, paid back its debt to science by leading
to til -rcatest and most fruitful generalization which had yet
been i ohed. This was the principle of the conservation of
energy, arrived at in 1848.

Before the end of the eighteenth century, a general
triiwi had been observed which may be regarded as the
first sketch of- this principle. This was the idea of the conserva-
tion of matter, which arose from the analysis of the air by
the early chemists. Lavoisier, by the use of the balance in
all his work, showed that nothing was lost in weight by any
chemical reaction. The products of the combustion of the
candle in the bell-jar are exactly equal in weight to the sub-
stances concerned before they enter into combustion. The
action of the steam-engine carried the question a step farther.
By the burning of a ton of coal in the engine work was done.
The heat generated was, by the expansion of the steam, con-
verted into motion, first the motion of the parts of the machine

hi
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then of the dead-weight of passengers, goods, and carriages

moved along by ir. The indicator which Watt himself in-

vented was an instrument of thermodynamics, the science of

the relations of heat and work. Sadi Carnot, son of the organizer

of victories under the First Republic, is the next name in the

story. Dismissed from political work after the Restoration, he

devoted a keen and indefatigable mind to science, and, in parti-

cular, studied the action of heat in the newly popularized

steam-engines. By this study he was the first to arrive in 1824 at

the law of the equivalence of heat and work which was established

in a general form later on by Mayer and Joule. He saw that

the passage of heat from a hotter to a colder body does work,

just as the falling of a body may do work—the waters of Niagara,

for instance, as they drive the dynamos which create to-day

millions of pounds of artificial graphite. And the work done
by the engine is exactly equivalent to the heat communicated.

Mayer was a German who approached the problem twentv
years later from another and extremely interesting point of

view. He was a doctor in the Dutch service in Java, and noticed,

on the occasion of a bleeding, that the venous blood of the

patient was unusually red. This suggested to him that the

organic combustion of the body was less than normal, and he

connected it with the greater heat of the climate, which caused

less loss of heat in the body. All the actions of the body must,

considered physically, result from the energy of this combustion,

and he thus arrived at the same equivalence of heat and work in

the organic machine as Carnot had reached in the steam-engine.

Joule argued to the same purpose from an electric battery.

The consumption of the zinc reappears in the heat generated,

and this may be recovered through the conductor, and made to

do work in the decomposition of water, or absorbed in friction,

fiere again material consumed is connected with heat generated

and work done. In 1847 all these results were summed up and
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described by Udmliohz in a decisive paper on The Consrn'atinn
of F.nrrgy, read to the Physical Society of Berlin. Thus the
middle of the century saw the establishment of the j^reatest

generalization of science, extended now beyond the limits of
inanimate nature to all energy. All physical changes being
measured by the mechanical work done as the result, and this
measure being called energy, then the sum of all energies is a
constant quantity. The later work of Clerk Maxwell and
rnhers, by which the equivalence of heat, light, and electricity
hns been further elucidated, and the different lengths of the
uaves of motion calculated exactly, merely unfolded in
ncrurate detail further implications of this simple governing
conception reached by the middle of the century. Beginning
with the obvious effects of combustion, seen first in the expan-
sion of gases and then in the work done in a machine propelled
by this expansion, the fact was traced further in the subtle and
marvellous phenomena of electricity, until its presence was
discovered in the light of day itself, coming to us from the
common source of light and heat.

And so man's primitive worship and dependence on fire came
home again. It was his earliest distinction and his earliest boon.
He recognized its greatness from the first moment when he re-
flected on the laws that ruled his fate. Fire, he then thought,
had a superhuman source, and he deified the man who stole'

a spark from its heavenly owners. The history of science has
f,Mvcn the cult a fresh and deeper meaning. Ii was by fire that
the mediaeval alchemist tested his elements in the crucible.
The burning of a candle led to the discovery of the elements
m the nir and the foundation of chemistry. The combustion
in our bodies which follows respir.nion started the scientific
thinking which constituted physiology. The oft-observed effect
of fire upon the most familiar of liquids gave men ultimately the
TTlKct- important of machines. In our ouii day the equivalence

> ^ L
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of all form<i of physical energy— the greatest generalization of

science—has been evolved from the study of the effects of heat.

It would be well for the world if the unification of scientific

theory had had its counterpart in the unification of sentiments

and aims in life. But progress in inventions, and especially in

the use of fire, has been as fruitful in producing more and more

effective ways of destroying the life and work of man as it has

been inprotectingandpromotingthem. One hopeful fact, how-

ever, may be recorded. Nearly all the achievements of science in

fabricating weapons of destruction can be converted with little

change into constructive channels. The process of manu-

facturing the most deadly explosive is near akin to that of

producing the most effective fertilizers of the soil. Dynamite

prepares the way for railroads as surely as it levels forts. And
the skill of the engineer, which adjusts the bearings of the

75 gun with the admired perfection of the French, can, when
occasion offers, be applied with equal ease to fitting telescopes.

The earlier developments of applied science rested mainly

on mechanics and those branches of physics which deal with

matter rather in the ipass than in the molecule. And they

tended on the whole in a very marked degree to the unification

of the world. Steam-ships, steel-rails, and telegraph-wires were

the chief agents, and later improv-emcnts, the turbine engine,

the internal-combustion engine worked by oil, wirelc;' tele-

graphy, are all developments arising directly from foundations

laid before the middle of the century and all tending in the

same direction. The inhabited world thus moves on clearly to

a common goal just as the members of the solar system are all

one in their concerted movements round the one source of

light and heat and motion.

After the middle of the century the centre of interest for

industry and the main source of new industrial inventions was

transferr.'d to chemistrj^ which aimed at penetrating farther

€^.^:^\ ^^^'.-i}:'-'^-^
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,111(1 farther into the constitution of matter. But hcrea<>ain, for
ttir hccjinniiiL's ue have to refer to times before the nineteenth
( ent nry he-.n. Of the atomic theory, in its ancient origins and
it^ modern expansion, we shall have to speak in a later chapter

;

l)ut thr figure to which ue naturally turn as the chief founder
of -hcndstry applied to the arts of life is Sir Humphry Davy,
one of the -reat band of men of genius born just before the
French Revolution began. His greatest discoveries were made
m tiie sphere of the chemical agency of electricity. For the
first time he prepared potassium and sodium by electro-
lysis, and thus opened the way to the chemical isolation
nul preparation of substances which have played so large

.1 pait in recent industry. In 1806, while the French war
\vas going on, he won the medal and the money pri?.e
"hid. Napoleon offered for the best improvement made each
year in the construction of electric batteries. The reward
uas handed over in spite of actual hostilities at the time. No
Defence of the Realm regulations proclaimed him a traitor ; no
national jealousy prevented the French emperor or the French
public from doing him honour. Tn 1813, the war still raging,
he lectured in Paris, taking iMichael Faraday with him as
assistant. But the simple application of a scientific experiment
which has made his name a household word took place in the
year after peace was re-established. In January 1 816 he ex-
plained to the Royal Society the use of wire gauze as a protection
for mmcrs' lamps from the explosion of fire-damp. The tem-
perature of the flame within the lamp was lowered below
Ignition point, as it issued into the air outside, by the introduc-
tion of a substance able rapidly to carry off the 'heat. This in-
vention, simple as it was, was his crowning glorj', recognized by
the coal-owners, the miners, and the Government alike. It
enabled light to be thrown without danger to life in one of the
vital spots of modern industry.

K
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The carlv nineteenth ccntur)' saw the beyinnin? of many

kindred inventions for making artificial light and heat more

acccs; ble to man. Friction producing heat was the im-

memorial method for m.nking fire. The savage, with his two

polished sticks, our grand-parents with their tinder-boxes, were

all emploving this primitive means. Chemical inquiry now

disclosed fresh substances w^hich would easily ignite when com-

bining with the oxygen of the air. White or yellow phosphorus,

the most inflammable, the most poisonous of these, was also

the most common. It \vas an instance like so many more—like

prisonous gases or bombing aeroplanes in war—of the dangers

which, side by side with benefits, beset the application of

.science to industry. It began to be u?ed for matches in 1833.

It took more than half a century before protective modifica-

tions were insisted on by law to save the workers, who had

contracted horrible diseases from handling and inhaling it.

Safe phosphorus is now practically unive.sal in the civilized

world, and in the course of its production wide experience has

been gained of the oxidizing powers of other substances. The

same story might be told of a hundred other things, the story

of wider and wider investigation, deeper and deeper penetra-

tion into nature. Candles, soap, oil, fuel of various kinds,

glass, and many foods were all im oved so materially as often

to be entirely re-made by the science of the nineteenth century.

A French chemist, Chevreul, in 1823, gave us the modern

candle by the chemical treatment of fats and oils. A Scotchman,

Murdoch, who worked in Boulton and Watt's factory at

Birmingham, first developed an illuminating gas by heating coal

in closed vessels away from the air. This was at the end of the

eighteenth century. Gas came into general use within the

next twenty years and before the invention of matches. It

was from Scotland, too, that mineral oil first came for illumi-

nating purposes. The shal ^ beds in the Lowlands preceded the

' o>cr-
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rotrolcum wells of Arncrim, R„ssia, Rumania, and the Persian
(lllU.

Vhc larger sa.pc of chemistry which has da\sned recently
upnn mankind, especially in its relations with electricity, belong
rather to a later period than we arc considering here But the
one supreme physical problem which has begun to possess men's
mnuls ,n our generation arises so directly from what wc have
been reviewing in this chapter that we cannot pass it by. Long
nun men learnt that matter was indestructible, and chemistry
'K.S been, of late, discovering a growing multitude of fresh
mens of disengaging and re-combining the elements, of form-
nig and converting common substances. On this side the vista
seems Illimitable. And on the other ? Energy we have also
iMrnt IS constant and indestructible. But in the forms avail-.ble
t.T mans hte it may disappear. Can we, by transformation,
a.^nn make available the energy that we need-we, the livin^
organism of thousands of millions of separate organisms inhabit-
>ng this globe ? Here again, though our progress has been less,
tlicre seems no necessity to limit our hopes. It is true that the
familiar storehouses, on which large inroads have alreadv been
made by the industrial revolution, will be soon exhaus'ted, as
'I'e universe might reckon time. Coal-fields, peat-mosses, and
J'>l-uells must have a comparatively early end. Hence men are
i"oking more and more to other sources of available energy and
exploring the constitution of the world more deeply to be able
to recover both energy and matter for their ultimate security
'HK greater use. Light comes on many paths of this endeavou;
and the future will disclose things not yet dreamt of. Electri-
city-<,ne form of universal motion—is inexhaustible. Oil andlud of other kinds than those immobilized in the earth's crust
^"11 always be obtainable so long as vegetation lasts

; and to
promote vegetation the sun's light and the stores of nirro->en
fteld ,n the air are practically endless. One of the latest
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scientific venture-; h tho fixation of the atmo<;pheric nitrnpcn,

nnilin tliis the (uim.in; lia\ c prccoilcil us with •^luccss. With an

abiMulant \ei;c'tab]c kinijiloin, supplies are accessihlc of carbon

coinpomuls of infinite \ iriety and iUimitabIc uses. No possible

want of food or power while this t,'rey world is preen ! And here

is but one soune of untapped power. The sun's light and heat

fall on us lar<,'ely unemployed and often harmful. One day

this too will be husbanded, and wc shall use loo the almost

untouihed encrtjy of wind. The force of c;ravity, moving the

incalculable masses of the world's water in tides and water-

falls and rivers, will play its part. Already at Niagara and

a thousand other falls it drives industrial dynamos. And in

the constitution of the atom, reservoirs of force have been

discovered which surpass conception and stagger our imagina-

tion by their unfathomable depths.

So towards the future the world, at lc;ist the material world,

looks bright, its resources are illimitable, and man's powers

of dealing with them have grown in the period of our review

beyond all previous attainment. We shall sec later on how far

these powers h.ivc been employed tluring the same time to make

the life we live a fuller and a fairer thing. But be the answer

to that question what it may, the fact of mechanical power,

that man has within the last hundred and fifty years multiphed

his resources a thousandfold, brought land and air and water

and the hidden stores of nature into subjection to him, is a

stupendous one. It gives us the pride of creation, amazement

at our infinitely expanding strength, and a weight of new re-

sponsibility. Our past achievements arc there, in the mammoth
steamship, in the tunnel which pierces the mountain-chain, in

the canal which makes a new passage between two continents,

in the engines which have added a thousand million ' hands'

to our production. These works are permanent, to be extended

and employed for the sustenance and the further building-up

m.
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ct the myri;i.?s of fresh inhabitants uhidi the same process has
.nKlfd to the population of the ^hibc. 'J"he past therefore
I'co.mcs from tliis aspect, more perhaps ti.ati from aiiv other,
•m object of surpassing interest, of inspiration, of guidance^
.iikl ot warning.

We may quite justly put first the inspiration, for it is in these
.uhicvcments that man has found himself as the continuous
creator. His thought, growing from age to age, lias linked
it^clf in the work with his active and inventive powers, and
's'Hiic on adding strength to strength. It is the application of
lii> knovN ledge which proves to him both its foundation in
reality and his own capacity for using tliesc realities for his own
ends From this comes confidence and a vista of fresh conquests
.iuaitintrhimin the future. Theguidancecomesfrom reflecting
on the conditions which have made this progress possible. 'J'hc
tliuu-ht lying at its basis is a collective thing, not limited by
•nir national boundaries, but spreading freelv wherever it

finds congenial elements, just as a Frenchman, an Englishman,
.i>Kl a German co-operated to establish the law of the con-
servation of energy. The fact that sucli co-operation is often
u'Hunscious is the strongest evidence of the inherent like-
ness in the workings of all human minds and of the common
process which unfolds itself continually throughout the world.
Lnconscious and obscure as the first workings of this thought
ni.'y be, when once announced and applied to the world of facts
>t proceeds to create an organization of life as complete and
unbreakable as the links which bind the thoughts themselves
together. Tiiis is the patent and most significant result of the
triumph of applied science in the last century, as true and
striking as the social nature of the science itself. Society has
bccome,in all thosecountries where industry has been organized
•ind developed by science, a far more united and stable thing
tnan It was before, or tlian it is in other regions less advanced in
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this rcN|H'il. I„ilcr ili.ipurn will illii>ti.itc tlic j'dinl iimif tiilly

both in rcj:.iril to hk i.il and to iiitcm.ilioii.il progress, hut lest

wc m.iy sc'cjn to he rh.mtmj,' an iiuliscrimiiutin^' jucan of the

lactory ami I lie stiMni-cn^'iiic, we must aikl here the limiting

eoiulitioii whieh contains the warning. The urbanization and
closer union which result frotn the .ijiplication of science tn

industry .ind lite .ire only to W considered good— satisfactory,

that is, to the ideal uhi^ h ue are tr.ii iiii,' in these p.it^es— if they

express thein'^elves ultimately in a fuller and nobler life on the

p.irt of all the individu.ils who ,ire enmeshed in the system and

made to work as wheels, .ind parts of wheels, in .i >,'re,it machine.

Tint it has not done so yet, the slums of any industrial city, the

ban' . of the Congo, or the jungles of Piitumayo are there to

tell u"^. But just as the hundilest wc)rker in a great observatoiy

miy feel some glo\y in the re\elations of the lelesc«»pe abo\e

him, or the fitter on the railway bridge reik-ct that his work is

yital to the lives of thousands .nid the welfare of a continent, so

we may belicv e that all organized industry is capable of inspiring

this feeling and giving the worker this foothold in u universal

schetne. The human problem aroused less interest in the early

stage and was met with less determination than the mechaiiic.il.

Its solution, therefore, lagged behind. But it was not insoluble.

The same perl(jd which gave mankind the triumphs of the

mechanical arts which we have sketched contained .ilso in

germ the principles of the humane sciences, the belief in fore-

sight, the instinct of brotherhood, which were to bear fruit in

later times.

IvU
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In ilic l.i>t ih.iptcr, ulii-n Jc.iliiii; with plivMc.il .siicncc and
it- .i|'pli( atioiis, \vc were constantly relcrriii'4 to the e\ entcenth
inJ cit'litcciitli leiitiiries. fii tliis, wliieh is to treat of tlie

Mieiues of lite, our .sources will lie mainly in the nineteenth.
(I'real as were the at hieveincnts of nuthanieal sueiu e in the
1,1 t cent my, its foutulations were firmly laid before the century
I" '..in. I'liysies had felt the touch (.f (Jalileo, Mathematics u(

DcM .irtes, Astronomy of Newton, Chemistry of Lavoisier. But
ill the sciences of life it was not so. Aristotle, ' the master of

ilinc uh., know', was, it is true, a biolo^'ist ; but his knowledge,
thouirh marvellous, was too inaccurate, and his generalizations,

I iinuuh profound, were too vague, to serve by themselves as

a hA-h for a scientific structure. 'I'he actually operative con-
ceptions in biology and in all the kindred si iences- anthro-
|"l"L'y, psychology, sociology— were a birth of the nineteenth
iciitury, its supreme and characteristic fruit.

The climax of the last chapter could be fixed at about
the middle of the century, for 1848 saw established the
iI'Mrine of the conservation of energy, and in 1851 the first

international exhibition was held, v\hich was the official

.ipiitheosis of science applied to industry. For this chapter
the following decade may well be taken as the turning-point,
f'M- iX5g saw the publication of The Origin of Spi'des. That
publication will always remain a landmark, not because the
teaching of Darwin was final, but because it put for the first

tmie in a clear and realizable form a theory which had long
been iluating vaguely in men'i minds, because it gave an
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unparalleled stimulus to research, because it fitted in with other
contemporary movements in thought and action, and thus
gave a new direction to religion, a ne\v philosophy to politics
and in its widest sense a new foundation to hope.

_

The progress made in the exact sciences and their applica-
tions was amazing, but Avhen we turn to the sciences of life
the muid ,s still more overwhelmed Nvith admiration at the
changes the century brought forth. The knowledge amassed
in the last hundred years in biology, the growth of distinct
sciences as branches of the great whole, the insight of new
possibilities, the weaving of new connexions betNveen old facts
the ferment of opinion, the conflict between giants of research'
the ardour and the patience of the seekers-all these things'
make the sciences of life not only the most striking intellectual
achievement of the age, but perhaps the greatest collective
effort of man s mind in the history of thought.
The world of living things thus revealed surpasses in interest

and variety and beauty the best that we can conceive of
inanimate nature. Splendid as is the rainbow, awe-inspiring
the march of the heavenly bodies in illimitable space, marvellous
and unfatliomable the dance of the infinitesimals of matter
>ct ^vhen we turn to the world of life, though confined only,
as we know u, to our own planet, its wonders outstrip all that
the merely physical ^^c.rld can display ; and-greatest wonder-
ue are here a part, the crowning part, of the scientific structure
"self. Now all this thought, in spite of the contributions of
earlier ages, in spite even of Aristotle himself, has taken shape
an the last century. But this world of wonder, which we build
up into science by our thought, has not yet taken, perhaps will
never take, the same exact well-ordered shape which we know
|n physics or mechanics. The process of science in all its
branches consists in ordering our knowledge at the same time
that it extends us scope. The nineteenth century achieved the
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crowning triumphs in this advance, so great that some good
judges have held tliat all the science or organized knovvledt^-e
acquired by man in earlier centuries could not compare in
extent or value with that of the nineteenth century alone. And
the nineteenth century in science is above all the century of
life, ^'et the way of advance in the sciences of life, great as it

has been, is not exactly comparable in method with that of
the physical sciences. For them the railway, one of the most
pouciful fruits of science, would be a useful type. Like
a railway, the physical sciences lay down a permanent way
through the territory which they explore, 'rhe ncNv branches
ail connect with the main line, and, though the system mav be
indefinitely extended and its working quickened and altered in
a hundred ways, it is the same system to the end. Newton
stands firm. But in the sciences of I'if e, progress follows different
hues. It reminds one rather of that other more modern form
of communication by travel in the air. There is no permanent
uay. We travel quickl)- ; \ve feel our way and dart hither and
tluther to escape a contrary wind. But the speed, the exhilara-
tion, the prospect are superb, and the sohd uorld recedes
beneath our flight.

It is more difficult in such a changing scene to trac e a leading
pnnciple, but one may be detected, and it is maiiilv Darwin's
^^ork which has made it visible. It first comes dimlv into view
at the end ol the eighteenth century

; it gathers strength as
the nineteenth century goes on; in its philosophic form it is
one of the governing principles of the at;e, and powerfully
reinforces the rest

; it will prove in the end, when fully under-
stood, a guiding star to action in the future.
^Mult is this principle, applicable to biology and human

lutory alike, which biolog.v, and especially the v\ork of Darwin,
lias made predominant in the last century? It is this: that
every organism—and in this broad sense\ve may treat every
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human society and mankind at large as an organism—is an
historical being, to be explained by its history. We do not
understand it, whether the living thing be an amoeba -or
a vertebrate species or a human institution, unless we know its
history, and when we know it we see that every living thing
IS its own history, embodied and making fresh history.

When we treat Darwin's work as the greatest illustration
and enforcement of this principle, we are, of course, deliberately
putting in a subordinate place the particular method of develop-
ment to which Darwin gave his name and his chief thought
' barzvini^mus ' means specially, and above all to the systematic
Cjcrman, the theory that living beings vary naturally in all

directions, and that those varieties are ' selected ' and tend to
survive \vhich give their possessors a superior chance in the
universal struggle for existence. Darwinism, as we shall see,
has in this restricted sense been subjected continuously since
Darwin to a more and more close and sceptical examination.
But we are as fully justified in treating Darwin as the pro-
tagonist of evolution in the wider sense as we were in taking
Robert Owen and Karl IMarx as types of nineteenth-century
Socialism. In each case the man who has impressed the idea
on his generation was possessed and carried forward by a con-
ception larger than he was able to express in his own personal
categories, and the aspects of the conception on which he
dwelt have been found subsequently to have been exaggerated
to the point of fallacy. But when flying in the air, we can
correct our bearings if the light is good, and such a temporary
deflection in our course is but a slight deduction from the
gratitude \ve owe the man who gave us the wide expanse of
view and the confidence of flight.

The wider view to which his tciching leads is abundantly
present in Darwin's work. He feels himself to be the leading
exponent in his generation of the doctrine that all Hving things

m
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arc the result of an immemorial development by gradual steps
from simpler forms; that tliey are all akin ; that we can speak
with as much truth of the growth of a species, and of all
species, as we can of any individual being which grows before
our eyes. This is, in the broad sense, the historical spirit
wliich has transformed in tlie last hundred years all the sciences
ot life, and Darwin was its clearest voice. ' When we no
longer look ', he tells us, in one of the concluding paragraphs
ot his most famous book, ' at an organic being as a savage looks
.11 a ship, as something wholly beyond his comprehension

;

when we regard every production of Nature as one which has
hati a long history

; \vhen \ve contemplate every complex
structure and instinct as the summing-up of many contrivances
eacli useful to the possessor, in the same way' as any great
meclianical invention is the summing-up of the labour, the
experience, the reason, and even the blunders of numerous
\vorkmcn

;
when we thus view each organic being, how far

more interesting—I speak from experience—does the study of
natural liistory become.'

There speaks the modesty of a master-builder, commending
lo the world a supreme achievement on the ground of the
Minple pleasure it has given him to build it ; and the remark
Itself is of extreme interest as summing up the advance made
111 the nineteenth century in the conception of life. It indicates
tiie relation of the dominant biology of the century towards
the dominant physics and mechanics of the centuries before :

they had created wonder- working machines ; the new century
was applying its intelligence to understand the most wonderful
of all machines which comes to us ready-made. It strikes the
Ivevnutc of modern biological and sociological thought—the
ors^Mnism is to be interpreted historically as the issue of an
mhnite process of growth and adaptation, the fitting of the
being to the fullest use of its environment. And in the
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comparison of the livin^.^ organism to the lifeless and manu-
factured machine, it suggests the danger of the narrower type
of Darwinism which omits the action of the organism in
making itself.

We shall develop these hints from the great master, with
the necessary criticism, in tlie few pages wliicji follow.
The nineteenth century can claim all the greatest advances

in the doctrine of evolution, but, as so often in other chapters,
we find clear finger-posts before the century began. Goethe',
who points the way to so many things in the modern world'
was profoundly interested both in plant and animal life and
profoundly stimulating on their problems. He held the
balance, as every comp- lent and open-minded inquirer must,
between the two opinions which divide our mind in deahng
with the development of life—does function determine form or
ioxm fuiicvit)n .? doos the creature make its life, or are its life and
its sliape imposed upon it by outside forces ? Such are some of
the eternal antinomies which force themselves upon us in this,
the higher sphere of scientific thought ; nor can we hope to
surmount them fully till we are able to rise above ourselves
and above the temporal conditions of which life is built.
Goethe, as the poet-philosopher, strove to see things whole,
so far as man may, and refu;;ed to rest on either side of the'
ddcmma. W'c analyse the ]i\ing thing, he tells us, into its

elements -and since Goethe's time the analysis has become
more and more minute and mecLinical—but if then we think
we have found the clue, we have only lost it the more com-
pletely by the tlu.roughness of our search. For life is the
common action of all these parts, and escapes as they are
separated.

In philosophical biology, as in so nianv other wavs, Goethe
becamea pioneer, through his length of life, his breaddi of mind,
and his power of work, i^ack ward? he came in tuuch with men
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and thoughts and movements from the classical past, and he
stretched forward into the evolutionary future. In hioloay
lio broufjht a breath of Aristotle into the new science which
was being built up with the aid of microscope and scalpel.
Like Aristotle he looked on living beings as all striving to
express an idea by activity from within. And this was true
not only of the individual but of the whole world of animate
things. The forming power shapes all according to one
harmonious plan. He was very near, but just missed the
historical link which was to come. Instead of asking, as the
evolutionary biologist now does, how did this being c'ome to
be vvhat it is, historically, by the process of hereditary growth,
he saw with a philosophic eye that certain parts of plants and
animals resembled one another in shape and position, and
daidcd that they must be the same thing transformed. Thus,
in liis morphology of plants, he had the true intuition of leaves,'

petals, stamens, as all modifications of the original plant-
appendage; in the famous case of the skull-theory he held with
Oken, though in a detailed sense whirh later research has not
nipported, that the cranial bones are vertebrae transformed.
Goethe thus deserves our memory here, both for his in-

sistence on the unity of plan, and for his appreciation that life
IS an artistic thing, that the creature is also a creator, part-
maker of himself.

But for the more strictly scientific founders of biology we
must turn to France—Lamarck, Cuvier, Geoffroy St. HiJaire,
and Bichat. Lamarck gained fresh glory in the later century
as a pioneer of Darwin, and in our own time a third immortality
lias accrued to him as the prophet of arfothor theory of develop-
ment which seems now to many biologists necessary as a supple-
nicnt, if not a preferable substitute, for the general variation
of pure Darwinism. But in his original greatn:ss he v\-as the
coniiiiuer of Linnaeus in the work of classifying the natural
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groups of plants and animals. Beginning with plants, he nont
on to animals, and before the nineteenth century began he had
recast Linnacus's orders, and for the first time brought system
into the realm of invertebrate zoology. He revived Aristotle's

main division of all animals into Vertebrate and Invertebrate
and in the latter sub-kingdom arranged ten classes. He was
the first systematic explorer of this, the largest branch of

animal life, and his work on the subject, which began to appear
in 1801, fitly ushered in the new century. His more famous
work, the Philosophic Zoologiqiie, appeared eight years later, in

1809, the birth-year of Darwin.

His labours in classifying the invertebrates had shown him
the difficulty of separating species, and deciding between a

species and a i ariety. ' The more we collect the productions
of nature,' he tells us, ' the more do we see almost all the gaps
filled up and the lines of separation effaced. . . . Nature has in

reality formed neither classes, nor orders, nor families, nor
genera, nor constant species, but only individuals, which
succeed one another and resemble those that produced them.
Now these individuals belong to infinitely diversified races,

shading into one another, and each maintaining itself without
change, so long as no cause of change acts upon it.' But Nature
has worked upon them all with a plan of organization in her
mind, proceeding from the simpler to the more complex.

Clearly, the more we fill up the gaps, the more we realize the
kinship of all animate things; and Lamarck, in his early labours
at classification, was doing similar work to that of the post-

Darwinian palaeontologists who have been finding horses of all

sizes between the primitive tiny creature of the American strata

and the elephantine cart-horse of to-day. Lamarck found the
closeness of contemporary forms, especially of the lower orders,

so great that he inferred inherited relationship. The post-

Darwinians have been suiving lu make it actually complete in

A*-;-
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historical sequence as well as in theory. Lamarck had intuition
and a vague philosophy

; his successors in the last hundred
years have been accumulating proofs. It is much the same
story as in other branches of nineteenth-century progress.
The prophets of freedom, equality, and fraternity were not in.

error
;
they were onl}- trop sinipitstc—crude and vague like the

cliild who thinks he can make a flying-machine with a pen-knife
and a stick. The intuition was right and inspiring : it remairs
for maturer minds to work out the thousand details of the truth.
!t is interesting to note the kinship of Lamarck's biological
pliilosophy with the general currents of revolutionary thought.
We find in him, as in Turgot or Condorcet, frequent mention
of an inherent tendency to progressive improvement ir living
things. Nature was compelled, by a law the Supreme Being
had imposed, to proceed by the constant fresh creation of the
simplest forms, the monads of life which are the only beings
directly created. These then develop by gradual steps towards
tlic highest level of intelligence and organization, partly through
their own innate tendency to perfection, partly through the
force of external circumstances, the variations in physical
conditions on the earth and their relations to other beings.
What is this, one may ask, but a short and j^eueral statement •

of beliefs held by a large part of all subsequent thinkers on the
subject ?

The difficulties arise when we attack the problems of how
these general principles have worked in practice. Lamarck
assumes boldly that it is the mode of life, the action of the
creature, that have determined its form and its faculties, subject
of course to the supreme consideration that a universal per-
fecting is going on.

Take the case of web-footed creatures, such as frogs, ducks,
r>r otters. They were not made web-footed in order to swim,
bur, coming to the water in search of food, they stretched out
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their toes in order to swim more quickly, ami as they kept
stretching them out for trcncratiotis, ilic sivin ac-c]uiretl the
habit of extension, and the new broail membranes were formed.
So with the j>irafTe's lomj ncik and the litjhi agile bodies of the
antelope or thega/.elle. Lamarck imagined that thestretched-
out skin was transmitted from parent to child and continually
became more stretched-out until the final form was reached
which suited best the animal's needs; variations acquired
during the lifetime of the parent could be transmitted to

the offspring
:
and on this, as we know, a keen and unsettled

controversy has raged and is raging still. But for our present
purpose it imports most to note that T,amarck had achieved the
capital point of regarding the organism as an historical being.
He brought decisively into biology the category of time. We
have talked and thought since then of man learning to walk
upright, of his brain growing backward to take in more of the
spinal cord, of vertebrates acquiring backbones, or birds gaining
wings, not merely as individual acts, still less as injunctions of a

supreme authority once immediately conveyed, but as age-long
processes in which each creature has been approaching its final

nature by an infinite number of intermediate steps, transmitted
• or accumulated from generation to generation. Historical
progress, which man had begun to trace in his own social

existence since the later Greco-Roman Age, could now be
studied as one instance, though the highest, of a universal
movement, identical with the nature of life itself.

It happened, however, that at the time when Lamarck was
excogitating his theories, French armies were for four years in

occupation of Egypt, and with them were men of science who
disinterred the mummies of consecrated animals embalmed in

1 he tombs. Multitudes of cats, dogs, bulls, apes, and crocodiles
were found perfectly preserved, as well as ;vheat and other
useful plants, ft was observed that all these were as much like

%:r-m lqa:T"^ m^m^Ltk
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(on temporary specimens of the same species as the liunjan

mummies were like contemporary men. Cuvier, the greatest

anatomist of the day, dechircd, on this and other grounds,

against the supposed evolution of species, for some of these

animals, such as the cat, have been transported since Egyptian
days to every corner of the earth- and every variety of climate :

yet they remain practically unchanged. Lamarck had his

answer ready, and palaeontology was beginning to furnish

evidence to support his views. In Kgypt it was clear that

climatic conditions had varied so little since the days of the

roik-tombs that there was no reason to expect any change in

I he animals. The animals transported to other climes were
mostly living in special domestic conditions, and, in any case, the

lime available was a mere clock-tick compared with the geologic

lime in which Lamarck began to look for the setting of evolu-

tion. ' If the physical geography, temperature, and other

natural conditions of Egypt had altered as much as we know
they have done in many countries in the course of geological

periods, the same animals and plants would have deviated from
iheir pristine types so widely as to rank as new and distinct

' 1species

Here was the key to the solution of the doubt, the first hint

of tlie correlation between earth and life, geology and biology,

Lyell and Darwin, which was ultimately to win universal assent

tor the doctrine of evolution.

The influence of Lamarck, indeed, led up to Lyell as well as

to Darwin. Since the Italian school of geologists at the end of

the seventeenth century, men had been learning to connect the
fossil remains in the ear.h's crust with the formation of the
strata in which they are found. Lamarck, in a work on geology
published about the sarae time as the beginning of his Philo-

fopkicnl Zoology, threw himself strongly on the side of those who
^ Pkilosophic Zoologiqtn; i8og.

I4
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foutnulcd that iho strata r)f tlic earth's crust have been slowly

furincti by caiisfs which uc still soo at work, the weailicring of

rocks by wind and rain, the erosion of valleys by rivers and of

the coast by the sea. Here was an evolution of anotlicr order,

slow, steady, unresting, without the clement of life, but
able to be put side by side with the evolution of life for their

mutual elucidation. It was indeed the presence of fossil shells

lyint;, as they had lived, in strata laid down by the sea, that

convinced Lamarck of the continuity of the peolor;ic process

:

and it was the discovery in the strata of the remains of bytjone
species, forming unbroken scries and leailinp up to the types of

to-day, that finally convinced all thoughtful men of the broad
truth of evolutionary biology when Darwin threw down his

challen,i>e to the world half a century later. The two series of

chan<>es illustrated one another, and it was early noticed, by
J-amarck himself amonij others, that the forms of animals and
plants preserved in the rocks were less like those now livinp

just in proportion to their remoteness in time. True, we know
now that it is only with many exceptions and reserves that we
can subscribe to his theories, but we know alsothac he was far

nearer the truth on the whole than men like Cuvier or Lin-
naeus, who had treated species as substantially fixed and geologic
changes as catastrophic. He was in advance of his age, but not
alone. There were torch-bearers leading on to Darwin, and
Lyell in the later editions of his Principles of Geology, when he
had become Darwinian, tells us how Geoffroy St. Hilaire, the
contemporary of Cuvier and Lamarck, used to point to the
rudimentary organs found in so many animals as evidence of

the transmutation of species. GeoflFroy discovered the teeth
in the foetus of the whale, and held that these and all such
organs must once have been serviceable to a distant ancestor
and had disappeared, or been reduced in size in the adult,

through disuse.

mxm^
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The- .ir?i>inent i-i now takintj us into cnihmilocry, but, bcfor-
\\L- follow it iluTc, uo must turn for a monunt into another
channel of hiohipical tl)out,'lit.

As in dassification, as in the morpholoRy of Goethe, so in the
fell-theory, discovery spread from plant t.) animal in the un-
fuKiin- of the mysteries of life. Bichat, a contemporary of
I,.imarck-, had compared and contrasi^n! plant and animal life
ill his Rrrhrrfhrs Physiohiiiqiu's sur la /';> rt hi Mart (1800).
The plant lives within itself havins? only relations of nutrition
uiih the outside world : the animal adds to this vei,'etative life
a life of active relations with surrounding things. The plant is

ihe framouork or foundation of the animal, and one miijht say
iIku to form the animal, it sufficed to cover this foundation with
• -\sieni of f.rgans fitted to establish relations with the world
niitsido. Hence we have in the animal two 4uite distinct classes
uf functions. By the f^ist class it maintains iis existence within
itself, transforms into its own substance the molecules of
surn.uiuiinc,' bodies, and rejects those that have become useless
to it. 'I'bis is the organic life in which the animal and the plant
are akin. The second class of function brings the animal in
further c.nuact uith the outside world, enables it to perceive
Its surroundings and respond by will to outside stimulus. This
IS the plane on which the animal rises above the plant, and
Bichat notices the striking differences which distinguish the
special organs of the animal from those of the life which it
shares with the plants. The organs of the animal life are all

symmetrical and intermittent in action, while those of the
organic—the visceral muscles and connected nerves—are ir-
regularly arranged but continuous in action. And while the
organs of the organic life do their work perfectly without
training or use, the purely animal functions require an educa-
tion and are governed by habit. In all this Bichat was develop-
ing with more fullness and precision some root-ideas of Aristotle,

L 2
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Inn in liis stmly of ilu- tissiu-s of ilu- hujy lu- was hrcakinp new
ground. He ilistin<,niishoil in each ux<^a\\ nf the body liiflPerent

I issues —bony, muscular, nervous, and so on—and turned atten-
tion to these as llie proper home of life. Kach tissue had its

own form of Pfe, and we must stuiiy these if we would under-
stand the nature of life in the whoh-. This was the pre-
liminary step to the study of the cell which was to follow in

the 'thirties.

The cell-theory must be put side by side with evolution as

nmr)ns the greatest scientific di.scoverics of the century, and
It owes most to (lerman men of science. It began with plants.

In the seventeenth century cells had been discovered in cork
and pith, but their discoverers had not regarded them as living

units building up the structure. In this matter, as in evolu-
tion, it was left for the nineteenth century to grasp the real

significance of the fact and make it operative in thought. It

was Schwann, a pupil of the great Johannes Miiller, who first

applied to animal-tissues the same methods of analysis which
others, and especially Schleiden, had been applying to plants. He
showed, in 1838, that yeast was a mass of living cells, and turning
to animal life he chose the most plant-like of cells and compared
them in point of structure and of growth with the plant-cells

which Schleiden had described. Then he pushed on into the
very germ and origin of animal life. Is not the egg itself a cell ?

And he concludes that ' the whole ovum shows nothing but
a continual formation and differentiation of cells, from the
moment of its appearance up to the time when the foundation
is given for all the tissues subsequently appearing : we have
found this coinmon parent of all tissues itself to consist of

cells.'

Thus we must now go farther than the tissues of Bichat.
All tissues originate from cells, and our task is to see how these
cells have been modified to form the various kinds of tissu

Ib,:^
,;«>,
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•liiiii Hioh.tt had distinmiisluJ. Siliwaiin dcscribcil fut- (»f

•M'. 'riiert- wiTf I Ik- siniplc, i-^oljlt-d cells such as the tor-

piiH Ifx ot the bhiud. 'I'licti tlu-rc were the i,'r()iips of c()nti<,'iioiis

nil., not fused toilet her but lyinj,- side by side ; such we lind in

ilir <iMd<Tmis, or the lens of the eye. 'riicn come the cells

jniiied by their nails but keeping their cell-cavities intact.

Tliese form the bone and cartila^'e, 'J'he most specialized are

those forniiiij,' nerve and muscle where walls and cavities are
.ill continuous, and a fifth class forming all the fibrous tissues

tit the body.

i'his was the first systematic attempt to apply ininuie

.iiiah>is to the body. It was the result of patient dissection and
the use of powerful microscopes, and it has given a permanent
berit to all subsequent research. We sh;ill not attempt here to

pursue the details of cell-division and cell-growth, but wish
iMtlicr to point out the assistance offered by study of this order
I'lw.irds the establishment of a general doctrine of evolution.

Life uas now seen to be not only continuous in time, by the
unbroken process of generation with change, but also at any
one time—similar in texture throughout, plant with animal,
nryan with organ, species with species, man with the beast. A
statical view of the community of life aided the dynamical view
\s\\k\\ had been dawning on the minds of Lamarck and the
early evolutionists. The discovery of the cells showed a real

i.ninly of all living things : evolution was to demonstrate its

ad\ancc through time, in complexity, unity, and power.
riie work of the cmbryologists fits in exactly between the

iv\o. This branch of the science of life is, like the cell-theory,

Ingely the result of German labours, and while Schlciden and
>chwaiin were investigating the cell, Pander and von Baer were
Iniikliiig up the history of the embryo. But all the nations of
ilie West have borne their parr, and to an EngHshman there is

a special and pathetic interest in passing from Harvey at one
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end of the series to Francis Balfour at tlie other. Both wrote
descriptions of the stages of development in an incubated egg.

Harvey, in 1651, described the young chick with magnifying
glasses of such low power that he could see no change in the
embryo before the thirty-sixth hour. Balfour, in that manual
of embryology which he took with him to correct on his last

and fatal journey to Switzerland in 1882, gives us also a picture
of the growing chick

; but so much greater was his knowledge,
so vast the improvement in the instruments of research, that

he can portray the changes in the embryo from the earhest hour
till tlie sixth day, when, on the appearance of the beak, he is

able to say ' we can now for the first time see the bird '. The
remahiing changes till it breaks the shell were by his time so

familiar that he dismisses them in twenty pages, while two
hundred are devoted to the ea'-Uer history when the body
layers are being developed and . e organs are appearing in

their primitive folds.

But von Baer is the greatest figure in this branch of science,

and we look to him both for some of the most important
contributions to our knowledge and also for wider views,
which have linked up his study with other aspects of evolu-
tion. Like all the greatest men of science, his wide intel-

lectual activity was held together by a master interest, the
e\olution of the adult being from its primitive cell. He was
leader of an Arctic expedition as well as Professor of Anatomy
at Kant's University of Koenigsberg. While Schwann was
analysing the structure of cells, von Baer discovered, in 1827,
the true mammalian ^y^^, and could thus trace throughout the
parallelism in the embryonic growth of all animals alike. His
greatness lies mainly in this achievement, and in appreciating
the importance of embryology for all the sciences of life, and
even for philosophy as a whole. His work was one of the greatest

factors in building up our subsequent knowledge and interest in
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qutsiions of development. Largely through him the biologist

i'iuliM\ ours and is able to trace the history of every living thing

troiii the egg upwards, and in the egg all animals agree. Von
iJ.ior's discoveries in the developing egg gave fresh force and

fullness to the division which Bichat, following Aristotle, had
drawn between the animal and the vegetative organs. What
Bichat had surmised from a consideration of the form and
functioning of the adult body was now laid bare in the actual

segmentation of the growing germ. The first division of the

j,'erm is into two distinct layers, of which the inner develops

into the plastic body-parts of the embryo, the outer into the

animal parts. Von Baer then went farther and distinguished

four layers, two in each. The plastic or vegetative layer he

divided into a mucous and a vessel layer, and the animal layer

into the skin and nervous layer and the skeletal and muscidar

layer. Then came the fundamental tubes from which the

separate organs afterwards arise. He showed that in their

earliest stage all animals and even all plants are alike, but with
the division of the germ the main types of animal organization

soon begin to appear. These von Baer divided into four—the

vertebrate, the annulate, the mollusc, and the radiate. Any
creature in one of these classes is from an early stage distin-

guishable in the embryo from those of other classes, but develops

at first in a very similar manner to the other members of the same
class. The Vertebrates, as they include ourselves, have naturally

absorbed the greater part of the attention of biologists, and
von Baer tells a story illustrating the likeness of all vertebrate

embryos. He had two specimens preserved in spirit which he
liad forgotten to label, and he found himself quite unable

afterwards to distinguish them. ' They may be lizards or

small birds or very young mammalia, so complete is the simi-

larity in the mode of formation of the head and trunk in these

•mn.iials.' It is on this fact thai von Bacr's principal law depends,
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and it is important to note how far it departs from the law of
' recapitulation ' with whicli it is often connected. Von Baer
did not hold that every adult animal passes in itsoun lifeihrou,j>h

all the stashes of the development of its species, but that it

resembles at earlier periods the embryos of other members of

the same class, and the farther back you go in its embryonic
history, the closer the resemblance to the general type of the
class. The development of each creature is from the more
general to the more special featur'-s of its kind. It was
this aspect of his teaching which let Herbert Spencer to say
that von Baer's law is the ' law of al development '. It was
the strongest reinforcement possible oi 'he doctrine which we
have found to dominate all modern teaching about the nature
of life, that every organ is an historical being. ' Every organ
becomes what it is', he tells us, 'only through the manner of
us development, and its true value can be recognized only from
its method of formation The developmental history of the
individual is the history of growing individuality in every
respect One Creativ c thought rules all the forms of life, and
this thought is nought else but life itself, and the words and
syllables in which life expresses itself are the varied forms of the
living.'

Von Baer was pre-Daruinian, and he did not accept the doc-
trine, which Lamarck had made current, that species originate
by gradual change due to hereditary growth. Indeed it is

a curious and noteworthy fact that embrjology, ^vhich gave
such powerful aid to the theory of evolution at a later stage,

did nothing to initiate it. It was the naturahsts and geologists,

men like Lamarck and Lyell, Wallace and Darwin, interested
rather in the habitat and modes of life of varying species and
their adaptation to their environment, who made the doctrine
prevail. And of this class Charles Darwin was easily the
greatest by perseverance, openness of mind, and, we may add,

In:'
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nobility of character. He was burn in 1809, the vear of the

publication of Lamarck's Philmophic '/.oologiquc. He had a

tradition of evolution in his family throuj^di his grandfather

Krasmiis, and from his earliest years, in spite (jf the distractions

of the traditional school and colle,t,'e course, he remained
faithful to his tastes as a iield-naturalist. 'I'lie voyage in the
Hciiolc from 1831 to 1836 was the decisive event in his life.

He wrote in 1842, that while in South American waters he
uas struck by the remains of f,Meat fossil animals covered
with thick scales like armadilloes, and noticed how one species

Micceeiied another as he passed soutliwards down the con-
linent. He saw too in the Galapagan Islands how the species

differed slightly in one island from anotlier, and he be,i,'an

10 reflect deeply on the causes of these variations. It was
precisely tlie same kind of evidence which had impressed
Lamarck. The conclusion was irresistible that these were
cui,'iiaie species modified by the working of some unknown set

of causes. These causes lie drew later from the effects of the
'Idiberate selection of breeders to produce a given variety.

If man can in a few generations produce a new variety by
conscious selection, cannot Nature do the same, and more
also, by a process of selection acting steadily for countless

generations ? But what is the cause in Nature which thus acts

by selecting individuals who approximate to a new type more
suitable toits environment ? Here the old facts newly expounded
by Malthus, of a rate of animal and vegetable reproduction
vastly exceeding the possibility of sustenance and survival, came
in to complete the chain of proof. He read Malthus in 1838,
after his return from the voyage on the Beagle, and found in
him the link which he required. The natural cause, wliich •

sci/.cd on favourable varieties and created new species a;i
^

tl;c breeder creates varieties, was the struggle for existence.
In liie struggle of multitudes of creatures tor means of

n
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subsiblnico quite imidcquaif for tlicni all, it was the favourable

variation which enabled its possessor to survive. ' It is the

doctrine ot IVIalthus ', he tells us of his own theory, ' applied

uitli manifold force to the whole animal and vegetable

kingdoms.'

Darwin wrote a first sketch of the Origin of Species in 1842,
but, Hke Newton, he refrained from publication forse\ eral years.

At last an essay by A. R. Wallace, sent to him for criticism in

1858, containing conclusions exactly similar to his own and also

inspired by Malthus, decided him to publish, and the Origin

of Species appeared on November 24, 1859.

A public controversy followed vshich is one of the turning-

points in the century : we will consider its main issues in

a moment.' But among men competent to judge and make
use of it, the theory spread at once, for it was seen to give

fresh meaning and a firmer basis to all the leading ideas in

biology which had been gaining currency for a hundred years.

The unity of plan in animals of the same class which Goethe
had proclaimed before the century began, Geoffrey's foetal

teeth in the whale, von Baer's identity of the embryos in

kmdred orders, all these fell into place when the comprehensive
truth was once envisaged. And Darwin had foreseen these

bearings of his theory when he first sketched it in 1842. 'The
artinity of different groups, the unity of types of structure, the

representative forms through which the foetus passes, the

metamorphosis of some organs, the abortion of others, cease

to be metaphorical expressions '—when we believe in descent

with modifications—' and become intelligible facts.'

The organism in fact, in all its parts and with all its instincts,

was for the first time seen fully as an historical being.

That all things, and especially all things living, had come to

their present form by a long process of change was of course an

ancicul lhuughi,old as the Greeks or older. Bur these modern
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nicn were su-!,'estinp a mechanical cause whlcli seemed to cut
.u\..y the element of purpose, especially of divine purpose,
In.m the \vorld. Hence the outcry, hence to many a thought-
ful and aspiring mind agony and depression of spirit. There
\vcTe two broad issues which thus affected the thinking public.
Was this variation, on vvhicli Darwin and his followers built
their scheme, a mere haphazard thing, reducing the universe
and all its highest hopes to a fortuitous concourse of atoms ?

And ;-as it true that Man, the glory of the world, a little
luuer, as we thought, than the angels, was himself only one
ot the animals, deriving body, thought, and instinct from
bestial sources, lower and not higher than himself? These
were the two main issues, and Darwin's two books which
lollowed the Origin dealt with them in that order. The
Variation of Animals and Plants under Domestication appeared
in 1863, and The Descent of Man in 1871. It is the first of the
luu topics which, as time has gone on, has absorbed more and
more of the attention of biologists. The differences in the
initial variations and the ultimate causes of all variation—
these are now the leading questions. We are beginning
to believe that while some variations may be so slight as
to have no effect on the making of a /species at all, others
are profound and decisive : to these the name of 'mutations '

has been given. This may prove an important step in the
dc^dopment of Darwin's theory, who started from the
assumption of indiscriminate small variations, some of which,
il favoured by natural selection, would accumulate in the
course of generations and give rise to new species. This
accumulation of variations and their transmission is a prob-
<jm of infinite complexity and doubt, on which Weismann,
Hnbert Spencer, and a host of others have spent incessant
and still unconcluded labour. Whether the changes that anv
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individual may acquire during' his lifcliiiic can be transmitted

to his descendants is now ir. doubt and very generally denied.

Nor have we yet attained the answer to that fundamental

question wliich Aristotle raised but could not solve, what

causes life to \ary at all, and how we can reconcile the

general resemblance of every offspring to every parent with

the latitude of variation which, as we now believe, results in

the course of many generations in a being so unlike the ancestor

that it is only the eye of faith and science that can trace

the lineage. But the opinion seems to gain ground that

something like purposeful effort lies behind the variations

of life.

But the most striking problem which Darwin's work thrust

on the public mind was that which he treated more fully in

his third book, Ike Descent of Mm. Was man himself but one

branch of the animal tree, and, if so, what was his descent ?

On this Darwin himself is sound and cautious enough. He ap-

plauds the ingenuity and knowledge of Haeckel, but admits that

the farther we attempt to trace the genealogy of the Mammals,

the greater is the obscurity which surrounds us. But on the

main issue his answer was not uncertain. Man is close akin

biologically to the other Primates, the various families of apes.

He was once a hairy beast, both sexes having beards, and his

cars were once pointed and capable of movement. His foot

was once prehensile and his progenitors arboreal, frequenting

some warm and forest-clad land. He had a tail and many
muscles which now only occasionally appear. At an earlier

stage still, his progenitors must have been aquatic, for our

lungs are plainly only a modified swim-bladder which served

as a Boat, and the clefts of our ears and our embryo neck speak

of ancestral gills. On all this side of his work Huxley supported

and popularized Darw in's conclusions, and dealt decisive blows

^i^i4^^
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to ihosc ulio would inaiinaiii any essential biological ilifference

luiucen the ape's brain and our own.

The immediate successors of Darwin tried to fill out his

cautious sketch, for the wonders of embryology had excited

speculation to the farthest flights. Men were engaged for

many years in drawing imaginary family-trees for all the
\'crtebrates. These all ended in Man himself and started in

some simpl(> worm-like form in which the notochord, or early

sketch of the backbone, could first be traced. The battle raged,
ami is still unsettled, between the partisans now of the Am-
phioxus, now of the Ascidian, now of the Balanoglossus, the
worm which seemed to its supporters the nearest to the
ancestral type of all the Vertebrates, and hence of Man. Wild
as were some of the guesses and hypothetical many of the links,

it was an enthralling thought to picture, in unlimited time and
with unbroken steps, the march of life from the first cells to
the elongated worm-like forms in which the notochord appears,
and then on to the double-symmetrical type which gives us

the Vertebrate. And the history could be followed, at least in

outline, by any one who dissected an embryo chick or the
embryo of any vertebrate animal. There in the early hours
of germination the two fundamental tubes appear, in one of

which the head and nervous system are to blossom forth and
the other which is to produce all the organs and limbs of the
trunk. Man becomes chief of creation because his nervous
system is most developed and his head, growing backward
has taken in more and more of the spinal chord.

Here is the eternal procession of spirit, from the first raucous
sound of the amphibian emerging from the waters to the
Chorus of Handel, from the worm to the Athena of
Pheidias.

But there may be a fallacy in the application, and we saw

/
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ill D.iruin's own summary lio\s it may arise, if \vc inter-

pret the story in terms of merely mechanical or physical

advance. F.ven the animal, as Goethe had seen, is part-maker

of his own being, and in the case of man a fresh order of con-

scious factors coines into play, to uliich Darwin hardly gave

sufficient prominence and which many of his followers have

ignored or denied. The effort involved in all life becomes with

man not only conscious but ideal, an effort to reach a higher

state which he deliberately thinks out and places before liimself.

Huxley in later life, in the Romanes Lecture which he delivered

at Oxford in 189^, dissociated himself strongly from the purely

naturalistic view, and maintained that moral, aesthetic, or

social progress could not be explained by a mere struggle

for existence or any process of mechanical causes. There

were, in fact, two natures in man, and the higher had

to fight not only or mainly against external nature or hostile

animals, but against the lower nature in man himself. This

was to be brought into subjection to a higher purpose, and this

purpose, though it may be traced backwards in the growth of

a larger and stronger brain in the animal series, can only be

achieved in the present and the future by a painful and per-

sistent effort in conscious co-operation with fellow-workers in

the same task. It is this effort which adds to the Descent an

Ascent of Man. It is needed every day to elevate our personal

nature and in every generation to effect social reform, and it is

reflected biologically in the growth of the higher functions of

the body.

No other part of science, therefore, no other episode in the

story w hich we have to trace, affected so powerfully as did the

theory of evolution the development of the historical spirit

which we distinguished at starting as one of the characteristics

of the age. The body of a man is like every social institution,
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lii lory incarnate, and lo Darwin more tlian to any otlicr

ilic worlil owes its overwhelming bent for the historical

point of view, the desire to know the ori£>ins of things,
\W conviction that it is only by studying their steps in
ch.ini>o and growth that we can arrive at a true comprehen-
sion of their nature. How far this conviction now pervades
all science, a glance at any encyclopaedia, or any work pur-
porting to give a full account of any subject, will assure us.

Round the doctrine of evolution are now grouped a mass of
spai.d sciences, of which the mere titles would fill pages.
ArcJKieology, the sciences of religion, of law, of economics,
of Lmguage, have all received a new direction from this potent
influence. And if we ask how this new spirit compares with
iliat belief in progress which we saw triumphant in the French
Re\o]ution and which speaks to us still in the kindling words
of Condorcet or of Kant, Darwin himself can supply the answer.
Ilf. and his fellow workers on the doctrine of evolution,
transformed the old simple faith in human perfectibility by
t»o additions. They gave a body of facts, a set of operative
causes to fill out the vague and some\vhat empty formulae
uliich satisfied the first enthusiasts. And they supplied
ilio other complementary term which any sound notion
of progressive life requires, the idea of the environment
upon which the developing organism acts and which reacts
upon it. To Condorcet, to the enthusiasts of the Revolution,
tlio future was a vision of 'mankind marching w^ith a firm'
tread on the road of truth, virtue, and happiness ', a road on
uhul, ' we could see no limits to our hopes '. To Darwin, to
any one who had studied the facts of life from the new per-
spective, progress was no less real, it was a palpable and con-
crete thing, but its reality could and should be measured by the
adaptation of the liv'n'> ^-''no rn \f -m-Jrrirvr^-, ,<- • i j--n- in-.i,^ ......iL lo it- environment, mciuding

,*l.^.-¥- ...^r 1-="'=::^ •'-^jm ''iit=m :- iiihif4le9«aiML''
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iu iis cinironriuiii th("^c fellow .rcaiures with wlioin ir

lives. ' 'I'he iltimuie result ', says Darwin, in the sixth edition

of the Origin (p. 97),
' is that each creature tends to become

more and more improved in relation to its conditions. This

impro\rment inevitably leads to the j,'radual advancement of

the ortjani/ation of the greater number of Uving beings through-

fuit the world.'

In this broad sense Man shares ihe common lot of all animate

things : but he has drawn the great prize and all the rxpecta-

tions.



VII

NATION AT.ITV AND IMPERIALISM

In our first chapter we attempted to fix a point in * modern

tiistory ' at which true modernity might be said to begin.

\mid the maze >)f views which such a question suggests, we
<ecmcd to find some clear directions pointing to the latter

p;irt of the eighteenth century : it was then that men now
ilivo mit^'ht have begun to feel at home in the Western world.

Hut from the present chapter onwards—from, let us say, the

publication of Darwin's book'—we touch the life-work of men
,iik1 women still alive. Most of us must have known or seen

some man who fought with Garibaldi. The middle-aged will

ill rcmcmi cr the thrills and tension of the Franco-Prussian War.

Many an old cotton-spinner in the North took his share of the

privations of the American Civil War. These were the public

portents of that momentous decade fiom i860 to 1870, and

the details can still be supplied by living memory. When
Darwin wrote, united Italy was still a dream ; Germany was

still a mass of unassimilated kingdoms and duchies under the

nominal leader-hip of Austria. Napoleon III was conducting to

its inevitable ^ose his career of fleeting good intentions and

impotent ambition. The slaves of Uncle Tow'j Cabin were

still in thrall. Aftei 1870 these things had ceased, and the

W cstcrr world had begun to work out, in more detail and with

more I iiowlcdge, the great problems wliich the revolutionary

a»c had handed down—self-government, social reform, inter-

national relations, and world-control. Far as we seem still

' .IJiiii! Bede .,i\<\ The Ordeal 0/ Richard Feverel were also published in 1859.
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from our j,'oal, the last half-century has advanccil us incom-

parably further in appreciating both the possibilities ami the

difficulties of thesf problems than the half-century before, and
for jjood and evil v\c bejjin to sec our own handiwork.

If the question of i\ational unity stands out most prominently,

as it does at once in Italy, Germany, and the United States,

yet a glance back to our introduction will show that "n all

these cases the other moral and intellectual force;. i.. .\

were also at work. In Italy the national cause was 's « ,-.;. "v

the cause of freedom and self-government. T! •
''''" " '

absolutist Government of Austria in the No; 'i.

repression of King Bomb.i in the South, gave :'i

lus which drove the patriots of the Risorgimo io '
; t. \ >

,

an ideal Italy, free and undivided. The lack . . ; rt r n w.-^

of honest government in France made the thronv o i,. luird

Napoleon totter and strain with every foreign adve t n.l

fall at the first grave reverse. The desire of domestic pru .w
and well-ordered development, as well as the need of unity,

conspired with the prestige of foreign success to put the

Hohenzollerns in the seat of power.

England in this decade takes a less conspicuous part than she

had done fifty years before in the events touched on in our

second chapter. Her co-operation with France, which played

so large a part in the 'thirties, had slackened, though it was

revived for a time in the Crimean War, to which we shall refer

in a moment. During the 'fifties, apart from the Crimean
War, the mutiny in India had absorbed most of the public

interest in external events. In the 'fifties Mr. Gladstone's series

of reforming budgets commenced ; the first was in 1853. They
inaugurated a period of Victorian peace and non-intervention.

England was entering on a time of quiet expansion and growing
wealth, though she looked with an interested and benevolent

eye on the struggles for freedom and better government which

'*iTr«.:'?s*»i-i,:::cAv
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uont on abroad. Keen i ompetition, first with France and then
uith Cu-rmanv', was to folio .tore the century was out ; hut
1.111,'I.uul had already be«un that niovetnent towards widei
dcmotracy and social reform at home which has jjaincd im-
|H'tus at every step. Looked at from the angle of world-
influence, her faults at this time were rather of omission than
of commission, of inertia in thinking about public issues, of
( omplacency with hei- past triumphs and her present prosperity,

'ut she was storing strength and knitting her people together
the great trial which was to come.

''he story of nationalism and empire which we have to sketch
ihis chapter begins, as so many great things in the modern

a.rld have begun, with Italy. In the actual outburst of

-ational liberation in the nineteenth century, Greece had come
tir^t of the old political units which were to be reconstituted
as modern nations by the revolutionary spirit. But Greece was
treed almost entirely by others, Italy mainly by herself. In
fach case the force of an ideal past was at work to recreate a

better future. Greece was, as her past deserved, the idol of
Western poets and prophets of freedom, and it was the inter-

vention of the West which enabled the Russians, hostile to
Turkey and spiritually allied to the modern Greeks, to detach
the first limb of disintegrating Turkey. But in the case of Italy
It was her own national soul that nude her one and set her free.

She too had claims, religious as well as political, on Western
enthusiasm. She had a longer and far more glorious record of
Kurop'-.,n power than Greece. Sympathy and good wishes
were >\ wanting for the Italians in their national struggle,
especialiy from England, and Italian statesmen did not fail to
make the fullest use of these and of the competing ambitions
"f their powerful neighbours. But, while giving due weight to
"«t'-!dc influences, the impartial student of Italy's resurrection
will yet admit that she justified the proud boast of one of her

M 2
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protagonists and ' made herself '. The • Heart ' of the Risorgi-

mento, as George Meredith sang, was Maz/.ini, tlie ' Brain
*

was Cavour, and the ' Sword ' was Garibaldi. Divergent as

were the ideals and temperaments of the three, bitter and

fnqucnt their personal conflicts, yet the spirit of a true nation

held them together, backed by the pertinacity of the House
of Charles Albert and Victor Emmanuel.

A glance -backward is necessary to understand the crucial

events of the 'sixties. The first Napoleon had conquered Italy,

He would have been glad, as an Italian in blood, to make Italy

a nation, though he did not wish her, any more than Germany,

to be too strong. In both countries liis devastating blast

brought also purification in fts wake. In the three Italian

states—all directly or indirectly under liiniself—into which

he divided the conquered land, he introduced personal and

religious freedom, equal and common laws. The Code NapoUon

became the law of Italy, and, compared witli what preceded or

what immediately followed it, the Napoleonic regime was

liberalism to the Italians. After the Congress of Vienna in

1 81 5 the old territorial and legitimist sovereignties returned.

TJie House of Savoy and Piedmont came back from Sardinia,

the Bourbons from Sicily to Naples. Lombardy and Venice

again went under the Austrian yoke and the Popes resumed

their temporal sway of the Papal States. This, with various

little dcsp<>i.? in the duchies north of the Papal States, was the

political status of the peninsula in the 'twenties and 'thirties,

when the ferment of nationalism and political revolution began

to work again throughout the West.

Perliaps of all the prophetic figures in this new movement
the most striking and universal in his appeal was Mazzini, born

at Genoa in 1805. VVc saw him, at the end of Chapter II, an

exile in France, sending out his passionate gospel to all the

democracies of the West. Without him we can hardly imagine

t>ii<
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the wave of popular enthusiasm which carried the ship of Italy

into port. But with him alone, and his immediate followers,

the voyage must have failed. In 1830 he was exiled by the

PicJniontese Government as a Carbonaro. an active conspirator

a-ainst the existing order. In 1831 Charles Albeit, educated
with leanings to Rousseau and national freedom, succeeded to

the throne of Piedmont, and Mazzini, though an ardent

republican in theory, addressed a public letter to him from
Marseilles, urging him to take the lead in the coming fight.

In its immediate object the appeal was futile, for Piedmont
and Italy were not yet ready nor was Charles Albert the man.
But it added fuel to the patriot fires, and, though Mazzini
icniaincd under the ban, Piedmont began to set her house in

uidcr and Italian hopes to centre round her. In 1 846 Pio Nono
>ucceedcd to the Papal throne—a ' liberal Pope '. Again
Mazzini published a letter, this time to lead the Pope to take

.\aVn\. With a quondam liberal king at Turin and a supposed
liberal Pope at Rome, the cause seemed nearly won. The Gallic

KKk, who wakened so many echoes throughout Europe, had
iroued in February 1848. Sicily had actually anticipated him
by rising for freedom in January. On the i8th of March the
icvolt took place in Milan which Meredith has immortalized in

I'ittorin for all readers of English. Charles Albert was induced
to march against Austria, but only to meet disaster and the loss

ut his crown. He was succeeded by his son Victor Emmanuel,
destined one day to lead the forces of Piedmont and Italy into
Florence and ultimately into Rome. But at this time, in 1849,
the rising in Rome was a forlorn hope. It brought Mazzini and
Garibaldi together in the defence of a glorious if short-li\ed
RoinaM Republic. Pio xNono, who had found the desires of his

ro.plc went far beyond the reforms w hich he was willing or able
tu u'rant, had fled before the storm. But the Rom..n Republic
»-ts suppressed and the Pope brought back by Napoleon III with
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thc support of reactionary France. French bayonets henceforth

defended the temporal power of the Pope until the war of 1 870;
and Italian freedom made no further advance until the war of

1 859. Mazzini left the Holy City after its surrender, on the 30th

of June, 1849, and lookup his lonjj refuge in London. Garibaldi,

after his noble address of farewell, left through the mountains,

pursued in vain by the armies of France, Austria, and Naples.
' 1 shall return again', he prophesied, ' in ten years' time.'

But the intervening decade prepared the ground by other

means
; and the . ipital preparation was in the kingdom of

Piedmont. Soon after his accession Victor Emmanuel called

C".our to power, and Cavour remained prime minister and

practically ruler of the country nearly all the ten years which

passed till his death in 1861. Before he died he saw all Italy

except Rome and Venice united under the crown of Sardinia

and Piedmont. A career which bears so much resemblance to

that -A Bismarck will come into our minds again when we reach

tlie work of the first German Emperor's Chancellor. Both men
were country gentlemen with considerable knowledge of foreign

states. Both knew England, and in a different spirit admired

her. Botii achieved the same work of unifying a nation. Both

were masters of a type of diplomacy admired in the past,

questioned in the present, needless, as we hope, in the future.

But Cavour differed essentially from his German successor in

aiming at real self-government at home on the English plan,

and in seeking no conquests abroad. He more than once sought

war, but he sought it with a single eye to freedom and united

Italy. ' .\ free Church in a free State' was his master-motto.

While wttrking for Italy in the ten years which preceded the

triumph, lie was strengthening the resources and improving the

(jo\ ernmeni of Piedmont. The financial and commercial forces

of the country were increased, and the army put on a better

footing to meet its nc.\l trial, which was not long delayed.
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In the Crimean War, Piedmont, soon to be Italy, took her
side by the Western Powers, England and France, in prosecuting
an object which was held to be of common interest to all Europe.
The appearance of young Italy, both on the battlefield and at

the council table of Europe, was Cavour's first striking achieve-

ment in European politics. He had to deal with Napoleon III.

unstable adventurer, tied hand and foot to the clerical reac-

tionaries at home, but at heart nationalist and progressive, ex-

Carbonaro and half-Italian by race. And he had to deal with
Kn^hind, just then in a non-interventionist mood, but full of

^) mpathy and holding some ardent friends. The Italian con-
tingent fought well, and at the congress table in 1856 Cavour
could speak for Italy as a coming Power.

In England, too, opinion was ripening fast. All parties among
us have always admired a fight for frcx-dom, and above all i fight

against odds. Here was little Piedmont making headway against

the giant but ill-compacted Austria to the north, and with her
comrades of the south groaning under the savage and stupid
tyranny of the Bourbons at Naples. On the latter a brilliant

searchhglit had just been thrown by the rising English statet-

inaii whose budgets had been the feature of domestic politics

from 1853 t.nvvards. It chanced that Mr. Gladstone was
travelling tiirough Italy in the autumn ol 1850 with his wife and
daughter, and was present at the trial of Poerio, a distinguished
man and a political prisoner in Naples. He heard the corrupt
and worthless evidence on which the prisoner, not long before
a minister of the crown, had been sentenced to twenty-four
years in irons. He visited the prisons and saw political prisoners
chained in double irons to common felons two and two, and he
^valched them in their sickness, dragging themselves upstairs to

?ce the doctor because their dungeons below were so foul and
I'Mthvome that doctors could not be expected to enter them.
Next year in two ' Letters to Lord Aberdeen ' (Gladstone
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denounced, i\)r the vvliole world to hear, a state of things which

was a ' negation of God erected into a system of govern-

ment '.

After his success in the Crimean War Cavour began quietly

to work with the revolutionary force- throughout Italy. He

discouraged and disavowed the forlorn hopes which many of

the pure idealists were constantly provoking. He privately

abetted enterprises of promise such as that initiated by Maz/.ini,

which finally led Garibaldi in triumph to the Papal States.

In January 1858 a curious accident broutrht Napoleon once

more within the orbit of Cavour. An Italian conspiralo.

called Orsini made an attempt in Paris on Napoleon's life, and

the bombs, though they missed the Emperor, killed several

people in his suite. It was the revenge of one Carbonaro on

another who had deserted the cause, and, strange as it seemed

10 contemporaries, the dying appeal of the condemned man

decided Napoleon to do something for the Italian cause. In

the summer of the same year he had a secret meeting witli

Cavour, and arranged a joint war on Austria which was lo free

Italy, from the .Alps to the Adriatic. .Ml northern Italy wab

to form one state under the crown of Sardinia, Piedmont,

and Savoy, though Savoy and Nice were to go to France as the

price of her intervention. The war took place, as arranged, in

1 859, but half-way through the nerve of Napoleon gave way and

a premature peace was patched up at Villafranca, by which

Lombardy alone was gained for Piedmont, and Venice still

remained in Austrian hands. The exasperation of Cavour, the

sense of betrayal in all Italy, prepared the way for Garibaldi's

great adventure Early in i860 Tuscany and the smaller states

north of the Rubicon rallied to the Parliament at Turin, and

Garibaldi's immortal Sicilian expedition wa^ prepared and

tacitly allowed.

This was the romance of the Liber,tlion, ^ond..clcd lc« Jl^
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hippy issue by the greatest hero of all romance. A sailor from

Nice, who had learnt his business as a leader of men in guerrilla

iishtint,' in Brazil and Uruguay, he led 1,070 men in two paddle-

^lc.lmc^s to assault the two Bourbon kingdoms of southern Italy

,ir,d in six months had them at his feet. There is no episode in

history so thrilling in incident, so inspiring in heroism and skill,

. enchanting in its atmosphere of free nature and free men, as

the story of Garibaldi's advance across Sicily. As it was Sicily

which first rose in 1848, so now it was the conquest of Sicily

uliich won the war. ' General, I fear we ought to retreat,' said

Bixio, his gallant second in command, in the desperate moment

before the last attack at Calatafimi. ' Here we make Italy or die,'

replied the chief. That battle, which was to all appearance only

,1 desperate skirmish between a few hundred Red Shirts and

Neapolitans on a grassy, stony slope, was the real moment in

the making of a nation. The famished, half-dad, and exhausted

band, which struggled up the hillagainst twice their o\\ n number,

\\ ell-drilled and well-found except in faith, carried in their

poor kit that spark of spirit whose triumph over matter is the

Hue liistory of man.

I'lie original landing,' at Marsala on the west Sicilian coast in

Ma) i860 was effected before the greater Powers could get their

>l(iw train in motion. Cavour knew and connived. Two British

men-of-war which lay in the harbour looked on with friendly

e\ e^. But in August, when Garibaldi, as Dictator of Sicily, was

uaitinu at the Straits of Messina for the first chance of crossing,

•the whole world was awake. At this point Napoleon's divided

iiind was against rather than for the further growth of united

hah . To add Naples to the new kingdom would make it too

pciwcrtul, and threatened the incorporation of Rome and the

..nia_M;nism of the clericals, always the main support of the

imperial iia-on(;. So he was prepared for naval action opposing

Uaribalui, if England would agree. But England, governed al
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tliat moment by Lord John Russell, Palmerstoii, and Gladstone,
refused co-operation. A secret envoy from Cavour reached
Russell at dead of night and conveyed the real, as distinguished
from the official, wishes of the Government at Turin. Garibaldi
was allowed to cross, opposed only by the Neapolitan cruisers,

which he eluded by one of his most skilful manteuvres. He found
the population on the mainland well disposed. Forty years of

brutal and senseless oppression, followed by a forced conversion
at the eleventh hour to a liberal reg'mr, left the kingdom of

Bomha's sonan easyprey to thcmost famous knight-errant in the

world. On September 5 King Francis and his queen departed
by sea for Gaeta, and on the 7th Naples received the Liberator
with delirious joy. By October he had succeeded in holding
up the counter-attack of the returning royalists, and then, not

strong enough to advance himself on Rome, he wisely decided
to await the coming of the man u ho was to be the Italian king.

At this moment Ciivour struck the boldest and most successful

blow in hi. career. With Sicily safe and Garibaldi holding out

before Naples, he moved the north Italian army southwards
through the Papal Stales to meet the Liberator ?nd reap the

harvest of a united Italy for the Hou^e of Savoy. Garibaldi had
already of his own motion written to invite Victor Kmmanud
to Naples and to place his conquests in the king's hands.

As soon as the junction of regular and irregular forces had
takeit place and the Bourbon troops were finally defeated, a

prompt plebiscite was taken 01 the peoples of the Two Sicilies.

Were they, or were they not, in favour of union with the

northern kingdom ] Union was voted by majorities of more
than a hundred to one. Meanwhile the autocratic Powers-
Austria, Prussia, and Russia—had met in conference at Warsaw,
in the heart of dismembered Poland, to concert measures to

prevent the union of dismembered Italy. Napoleon was feebly

fupporting the banished Bourbon wiih a French fleet at Gaeta.
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England was united for united Italy and enthusiastic as she had
never been, and Lord John issued one of our most famous and
most weicome foreign Notes. To Cavour it appeared * as good
as an army of 100,000 men '.

'It is difficult', said this dispatch, 'to believe, after the
.i>tunishin^' events that we have seen, that the Pope and the
Kiiii,' of the Two Sicilies possessed the love of their subjects.
Her Majesty's Government can therefore sec no sufficient
Lrround for the severe censure with which Austria, France,
Prussia, and Russia have visited the acts of the King of Sardinia.
Her Majesty's Government will turn their eyes rather to the
L,;iatitying prospect of a people building up the edifice of their
hhcrties. . . . The Italians are the best judges of their own
interests.'

Thu.s the Warsaw protest remained as futile as the fieet at

Ciaeta. The last two stages in the makitig of Italy are bound
up witJi the conflicts of other Powers. When the kingdom uas
proclaimed, in 1861, three portions of true Italy remained un-
lodeemed, Venice, Rome, and the Trentino. Venice was won
in 1866 as the reward of Italian support of Prussia in her war
with Austria. Rome, the object of every patriot's desire, and
of (Garibaldi's first Italian expedition in 1849, was still with-
lield from the new kingdom by Napoleon's troops, till after his

liefeat in 1870. The withholding lost him his ' one ally ', and
possibly altered the fate of that war and of all subsequent history.

The Trentino was at issue in the Great War. All three cases
are of special interest in this chapter as showing the potency
of national feehng in the last hundred years. They illustrate,

t"<>, in a striking way the inter-connexion of all European
questions.

Cavour died in 1861 when the main work of Italian unity was
ilonc, but the coping-stone had not yet been laid upon the
luiildnig. riic want of Rome and the constant opposition of

\ *
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the Pope, prevented the realization of Cavour's ideal—' t he-

free Church in the free State '. Rome was gained, but not the
co-operation of the Pope, a feu months after the breach between
France and Prussia. War uas declared on July 1 3 ; twenty four
hours later the Poih- proclaimed the doijma of Papal Infallibilit* .

In September the Italian army invaded the Roman State, and
by next year the 'i'emporal Power was gone and a new temporal
power installed upon the Quirinal.

But before this the centre of gravity in European politics had
changed from France to Prussia. The great but sinister figure

uhich we have compared and contrasted with Cavour had
become the strongest man in Kurope. The immediate task

which lay before the luo men was similar, to build from a set

of disconnected and often ill-governed states one strong and
well-administered nation. Both must be held to have suc-
ceeded, and the difference in their methods and in many of the
ultimate results must be attributed even more to the dift'erent

traditions and circumstances in which they worked than to

their personal difference. They were alike in having behiml
them the passionate yearnings of a great people, outraged by
centuries of suffering and wrong. They were alike in studying
foreign example for their guidance. They were alike, too, in

employing for state purposes methods which, as Cavour once
said, would be considered scandalous in a private transaction.

But, while Cavour admitted it with regret, Bismarck regarded
it as the law of nature. He derided ' the English catchwords,
•' Humanity and Civilization " ' and spoke of a policy of con-
ciliation as 'a weak striving after applause'. He was afraid of
' the ultimate discovery of Europe ', and told a correspondent,
m 1850, that he ' was a Prussian and that his ideal for one em-
ploved in foreign politics was to be free from prejudices and
U) have the habit of deciding independently of any feehugs of

amipaihy to, or preference for, foreign states '. He was in fact
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fill ,1 Prussian, ami after tliai a German. Had Cavoiir het-n

.1 kcil the same question In- would have replied (with a strong
I nncli accent) thai he was first an Italian and after that a

I'lropcan.

'i'lic acces-inn of BiMnan k to full p(.u er in Prussia soon followed
ill. death of Cavour in 1861. In 1857 the mental health of
Frederick William IV, the vacillating King f)f Prussia, broke
down. His brother William I (afterwards the first German
Kmperor) was made Regent, and in 1861 became King.
Shortly afterwards he appointed as his Chancellor Otto von
Kinnarck, already a leading man in Prussia.

'J'lic e\ents which follow <annot be understood without a

ulance backward at the conditions in Prussia and in Gcrmanv
;is a whole, which made Bismarck's actions possible, and whicji
his actions were to modify more profoundly than those of any
nihcr man in German history, not excepting Frederick the
(^reat himself. Frederick and Bismarck, separated by a
luindrcd years, form in fact a pair of companion picti'ires,

hrilliant explosions of force on the continuous thread of
Prussian policy, forming and leading modern Germany to her
present state.

I'russia had grown in the eighteenth century, largely through
IVcderick's work, to be the leading Power in the north of
Germany among the multitude of small states which since the
Middle Ages had acknowledged the nominal and ineffective
lieadship of the Holy Roman Emperor. This emperor, who, in
mediaeval theory, was, with the Pope, joint vice-gerent of God
on earth, had, after the consolidation of the Western kingdoms,
itier Fiance, Spain, and England had settled down to a self-

'".iiained national life of their own, always been a German.
Miice the beginning of the fifteenth century these emperors,
witli luo short exceptions, had been of the House of Hapsburg,
the heads, that is, of the \us:rian dominions. But for two

II
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luiiulrfd yc.irs a rival power to Austria had been jjrowinR in the
north. Hohcn/olU-rns from Siiahia had acquired the Mark of

Brandenhurp, lia»l added to it Prussia, had become Kinps of

Prussia, had added other lands to Prussia, had challenged and
dcfeatevi AuMria in the Seven Years' War, and were now ready
10 supplant her in the leadership of the German race. This
n dry was one of the two fatal hindrances to the unification
of Germany on lines such as those followed by the Western
states. The other was the vast mass of Austrian subjects not
of German blood. Prussia had indeed her Poles, but she was
pred.)niin.intly German. Austria, with greater extent and
t^reater historic prestige, was weighed down by her majority
of aliens. She had Magyars in Hungary, Czechs in Bohemia,
SI.1VS in Croatia and the south-east, Poles in Galicia, Italians

in the Trentino and Trieste. In these tuo facts—internal
rivalry and the domination of aliens—lay the chief seeds of all

the troubles liat were to come.

Prussia, after her recovery from the Napoleonic wars, set

10 work to reorganize and strengthen herself within, and,
;il)ove all, to strengthen her army. A strong and well-disci-

plined army and an autocratic king ruling by divine right,

these were the two cardinal points in Prussian policy, in-

herited from the founders of that state in the seventeenth and
eighteenth century. They were the chief instruments in the
hands of Bismarck, the maker of the modern Kmpire.
A German Confederation was one of the creations of the

Congress of Vienna. It was devised by Metternich, the
Austrian minister, as a method of conservation and of defence.
It was to conserve the rights and possessions of all the German
sovereigns and it was to defend the German world against any
future encroachment by France. It was wholly futile, in fact

positively obstructive, from the point of view of organizing a

strong, united, .md progressive German state. The Diet,

\\*f
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uhich was ii<! organ, sat at Franlfort. Austria ua« in the chair.
.m.l tor all itnportaiii iLvisioiis a unanimous vow w.is rrqiiirni'
As these votes had to be sought l>y the delegates, each from his
nw!. Government, and there were still 38 of these surviving from
il.r 300 before Napoleon's purge, the prospect of any effective
.uiii)n was small indeed.

But while this was the law of Furope, and while Prussia was
Mrengthening herself uithin her own borders, the German
people as a whole were sighing for a national organization and
rn.pt-r means of self-government. Like other ' unorganized '

"uions in the early part of the century, like Italians or Poles
or Hungarians or Greeks, they felt themselves a nation and
uhl.cd this national self-consciousness to be realized in political
i..rm^. l.ilcc other nations also they made several abortive move-
ukius and committed some poHtical crimes. In 1848—ihegreat
rcn.-Iutionary year-the crowing of the Gallic cock waked them
1- a large and serious effort. A Constituent Assembly met
^"luntanly at Frankfort to frame a constitution. It arose from
:i small meeting of Liberals in Baden, and continued to sit with
Huerruptu)ns till the summer of 1849. It was led by able and
Ingh-minded men, and after long discussions finally framed the
constitution and came to a definite conclusion on the great
question which divided all Germany into rival camps. By a
sufficient though not a large majority it decided that Prussia
must be the head of the new Germany, and that Austria must
be treated as a foreign state. By 290 votes out of less than
500 voting it offered, in March 1849, the Imperial crown to
the King of Prussia.

'!'" a later speculator on possible history this will appear as
the golden chance for unifying Germany on a liberal basis.
Would not Austria at this point have accepted the decision
^v.thout a fight ? And if she had to be fought, and driven
'"" of the Conlederation by arms-as Bismarck held~the work

I
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might have been clone then with all the progressive forces of

(lermany behind the driving Power. But Frederick William IV,

who had succeeded to the throne of Prussia in 1840, was

no true friend of popular rights. He was merely weak. He

had granted a constitution to Prussia, as we saw in Chapter IV,

under the stress of the general rising ; but it was speedily

nullified by illiberal restrictions. His personal ideals were

mediaeval—a divinely appointed sovereign, granting protec-

tion and favours to his people, but owing them nothing by

right and still less by force. Though ready therefore to accept

the Imperial crown, he refused lo take it from an assembly of

subjects. That would be ' a crown of mud and wood ', he said

;

'
if any one is to award the crown of the German nation, it is

myself and my equals who shall give it.'

The mind travels on twenty-two years to a famous scene at

Versailles, when the Imperial crown was accepted by his

brother from the princes of Germany who had followed him

in the war. But they were not his equals, and the crown

was tendered to Prussia across the bleeding body of stricken

France.

Bismarck had represented Prussia at. the Diet of Frankfort

in 185 1, and his strong support helped Frederick William to

defy the Liberals. In the following decade, the vain efforts

of the Prussian Liberals to assert themselves at home and

the conflict of Austria and Prussia in the Confederation were

the two chief features in the political history of Germany.

WiUiam I had no tincture of the occasionally liberal sym-

pathies or the constitutional timidity which had occasionally led

Frederick William to make concessions. He was true Prussian,

though without the genius of Frederick the Great or of

Bismarck ; an obstinate man, bent on increasing and improving

his army in the teeth of his Prussian Parliament. It was on this

point—the traditional policy of the Prussian monarchy—that

>^^*.^3U-ii^WM-' '•-
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the decisive conflict took place between the king and the

incipient and unorganized liberalism of his kingdoin ; and

Bismarck's will and skill turned the scale for the Crown. From

that date, 1863, he upheld the king while reorganizing his army

without parliamentary sanction, and, when the weapon was

forged. King and Chancellor won against Denmark in 1864

and Austria in 1866 the swift and overwhelming victories

which turned into friends the hostile majority at home.

The details, which we must not stay to give, are a brilliant

record of bold, able, and unscrupulous diplomacy. The duchies

of Schlesvvig and Holstein were torn from Denmark and then

u?ed as a means of forcing on the trial of strength with Austria

which Bismarck desired. In the case of Denmark, opinion in

England was deeply stirred, and one of Palmerston's last acts

was an attempt to send the British Fleet into the Baltic to exert

pressure on behalf of the Danes. It was over-ruled by the

ivst of the Government, and after Palmerston's death in 1865

our policy took for many years a line of non-intervention in

European affairs, of which we shall see in the Franco-Prussian

War the most serious results.

It was the war with Austria in 1866 and the consolidation of

Germany that followed which really made the Empire. The
war with France and the crowning at Versailles were the com-

pletion and public proclamation of a work already more than

half done. When Austria in 1866 was beaten and driven out

of the Confederation, Prussia proceeded to organize North

Germany round herself and on her own lines. The army and

the customs' union were the two main instruments. In military

matters the Prussian system was imposed in every detail, and

all the armed forces of Northern Germany were added to the

power of the Prussian Crown. By secret treaties the four

•southern kingdoms, Baden, Wiirtemberg, Saxony, and Bavaria,

were also bound to come to the aid of Prussia in case of need.
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Politically, Bismarck introduced universal suflFraj2;e for the North

German Parliament, but took good care that the Reichstag thus

elected should have no real power. This remained, after as

before the war, in the hands of the King of Prussia as President

of the Confederation and the Chancellor as his agent. There

was to be no ministerial responsibility, no appointment of the

executive by the elected House—above all, no control of the

army. The Upper House in fact, which was modelled on

the old Diet of Frankfort, had more real power than the

Reichstag. But while Bismarck remained Chancellor, the

creator of the State, he was in fact absolute. His mind and

hand have made the Germany which we know.

The Treaty of Prague in 1866 ended the war with Austria

and founded the present German Empire in fact though not in

name. The Treaty of Frankfort, which concluded the Franco-

Prussian War in 1871, was from the Prussian point of view

a continuation of the same process, the strengthening and

development of Germany under Prussian leadership. But

from the European aspect the rights of Prussia in the two

cases were very different, and the results on the world's

peace have differed accordingly. The Austrian War and its

immediate sequel were a domestic matter : the Pranco-

Prussian War thrust the sword into the heart of Europe.

Nothing shows this better than the difference in the policy

which Bismarck pursued in dealing with Austria after Sadowa

and with France after Sedan. He had provoked the war with

Austria in the teeth of the German public and with a reluctant

king. War once declared, he struck hard and successfully. But as

soon as Austria, a kindred Power, was on her knees, he made
his terms as easy as possible and the reconciliation solid and

enduring. The duchies of Schleswig and Holstein, for which

the war of 1864 was made, were of course to become Prussian,

with the promise of a plebiscite for the Danes of Schleswig,

itf'*
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uhith ha? never been taken. Austria, the rival head of the

(jerman world, was in future to be excluded from the new Con-

federation, but no indemnity, no cession of German lands, was

a>ked from her. She became in the next four years so little

disposed to alter the arrangement that Napoleon's incessant

intrigues were unabk- to secure her for an attack in revenge.

Italy, who had received Venetia in 1866 as her reward, also

stood aloof when the greater struggle arrived. And, Venetia

apart, Napoleon's long-continued support of the Pope's claim

to Rome was a sufficient bar to any co-operation between the

two Latin Powers at the outset of the Franco-Prussian war.

Garibaldi went later as a volunteer, when there was a

threatened republic to defend.

No other tragedy in the blood-stained records of Europe
was ever so wantonly provoked by those who suffered most
from it, so pitilessly pressed home by the triumphant victors.

It was the clash of an age-long rivalry of nations brought to

an issue by an unworthy and unstable leader on the one

side, and the strongest and best-seated champion of the

other.

Napoleon Ill's career was drawing to an ignominious close.

His attempt to found an empire in Mexico had failed with

disaster to the unfortunate Maximilian of Hapsburg, whom he
had inveigled, and with danger and disgrace to himself. For
the United States, just freed from the preoccupation of their

civil war, were determined to prevent any such invasion of

the New World by an Old World Power in future. For that

reason they were never less friendly to France, their old ally

in the War of Independence, than now, a hundred years later,

when she most needed a friend.

Napoleon's position, always unstable, was now precarious.

He had made no friend and gained little glory by his adventures

1" Italy. His adventure iu Mexico had covered him witli

N 2
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shame. Meanwhile the most serious rival of France in Europe

was gaininp strength at every step. The prestige which he

needed to secure his throne was, he thought blindly, to be

gained by checking the growth of a united Germany, or, if

that was impossible, by accessions to the territory of France

with the consent of Prussia. Both plans were tried in turn by

the ,>hifty and inconclusive methods which he had practised

all his life. He had neither the strength at home to fight

successfully nor the vision and command abroad which might

have enabled him to attain the nobler thing without fighting.

He could not see that a strong Germany was in itself a gain

that was needed, not to weaken any one 'but to build up

a stronger and more united Europe in which Germany with

Italy, France, and England might take her due place. The
true Concert of Europe, the ideal which had floated before

men's minds from the Middle Ages onwards, was never more

wanted than at this moment, and it was never farther to

seek. Bismarck, the strongest man in Europe, scouted the idea.

liOuis Napoleon, who saw it in glimpses, was too weak and selfish,

personally too unsafe, to help others in its attainment. England

was in her worst fit of national abstraction. ' Belief in the

selfishness that dictates our present system of isolation ', says

Lord Clarendon in l868, ' has reduced our importance, and

therefore our influence, on the Continent to /ero. Europe

now cares no more about England than she does about Holland,

and I have suffered many things on that account during the

last two months.'

The immediate occasion and the events of the war of 1870

need not detain us in detail. Bismarck, in his earl' r years of

power, would gladly have made friends with France on his

own terms—the consolidation of Germany under Prussian

leadership and no transfer of German lands to France. When
in the course of many meetings and negotiations he came to

^S^^^^^.^WmS^^-
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uiulerstand Napoleon's cliaraclcr and aims, he anticipated war,

.iiid, having anticipated it, he resolved to strike first. The
Hnlienzollern candidature for the throne of Spain, which would
liiher set up a Prussian bulwark beyond the Pyrenees or provoke
France to fight, was his own devising, and at every stage he
pressed it in secret with the utmost zeal, while stoutly denying
it in public. Napoleon, the Empress Eugenie, and the incom-
petent ministers whom they had gathered round them, misused
the provocation in the worst possible way. England, through
Mr. Gladstone, who was then Prime Minister, attempted to

assuage the storm. The candidature was withdrawn. The
French ministry ' d the extreme folly to demand an under-
taking that it would never be renewed. Then, at the last

moment, when a faint hope still remained of a peaceful settle-

ment, Bismarck, by altering a telegram from his master
describing an interview with Benedetti, the French ambassa-
dor, succeeded in so arousing the anger of the French that the

declaration of war came from them. Germany was thus put
fornially on the defensive, and right in the eyes of her own
people and of the neutral world. Right at least she seemed,
because the machinations of Bismarck were not yet unveiled.

Had they been known, who can doubt the overwhelming wave
of indignation which would have swept over the world ; and
who can doubt, either, that if the shortest space had been
allowed for an examination of the casus belli by any impartial

uibunal, the war could never have occurred ?

War was declared on July ij. The fighting in August was as

ilecisive as the six weeks of the Austrian War. By September z

Sedan had fallen and Napoleon was in the hands of the enemy.
At that point the true character of the conflict changed. With
the fall of the chief author of their misfortunes, the French
formed a ministry' of National Defence, and the w^ar was hence
forward a defensive one. Had there been any sense of the
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ultimate community of interests between the cumbatants, as

there was in 1866 between Austrians and Prussians, or had there

been an Areopagus of Kuropc able to enforce this upon them

from without, then, or soon after, peace would have been

restored. But the Areopagus was yet to be, and its foundations

were in decay.

I'lngland was the best hope of neutral action. It was her

traditional role to intervene in Europe to protect the weak

and antagonize the over-strong. But Palmerston was dead
;

Gladstone, though friendly to France, was closely allied to the

nun-interventionists such as Bright ; the Queen and Court,

and a large part of educated opinion, headed by Carlyle, was

strongly pro-German. Perhaps the most serious personal blow

was the death, just three weeks before the war broke out, of

Lord Clarendon, one of our best Foreign Secretaries. Firm,

tactful, and assiduous, he was a friend of France and of Napo-

leon's, and the one of his cabinet nith whom Gladstone tells us

he could work most easily. He was succeeded by Lord Gran-

\ iUe, who showed so little insight that he had quoted with

.ipproval, a week before the war began, the opinion that Kuropc

had nut known so great a lull for many years, solittle promptness

that the Provisional Government in Paris, which conducted the

defence of Paris through that terrible w inter, was not formally

lecognized by us untif February. That tolerable terms might

liavc been arranged in the autumn must be evident to any one

who reflects that even five months later, after the fall of Paris,

Bismarck was averse from insisting on the cession of Lorraine.

The influence which Clarendon might have exercised is neli

illustrated bv the illuminating story which his daughter,

Ladv Emily Russell, tells of 1871, when she went to Berlin as

wife of the British Ambassador. Bismarck was sitting beside

her, and suddenly said, ' Ne\er in my life was I more glad to

hear of anything than I was to hear of your father's death.'

V!.*-"--*a-- J?*HViAt: SB
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When she showed her amazement at this speech, he patted her

hand and added, ' Ach, dear lady, you must not take it like

that. What I mean is that, if your father had lived, he would

have prevented the war.' What was wanted, either to prevent

the war, or, when started, to conclude it on tolerable terms,

was a statesman of long views, bold words, and swift action ;

and llcavea had not granted him. Boldness was needed, not to

Lcc dangers * om abroad, which, with our fleet in command,

rtcrc at that time negligible, but to face the wide prejudice

and wider ignorance which prevailed at home. The bulk of the

operatives in the North, who had stood firm for the Union in

the American War, were now misled by their dislike of the

fallen Emperor, and a majority in Parliament were of like mind.

They felt so great a contempt for the part that Napoleon and

liis wife had played.

Here was scope for the statesman's vision that would have

looked beyond these personalities to Europe standing at the

parting of the ways, and for the persuasive word which Ghid-

btone might have used so well.

One body of organized opinion must in justice be noticed,

which stood for intervention. They were small in numbers,

but they said the right word, and did all that a handful of

men could do to persuade their fellow-countrymen. These

were the Positivists of London, led by Dr. Congreve. He

placarded the walls of London with appeals to working-men

which may be read to-day with regretful assent by those who

know the sequel. For there was true prophecy in them as well

as passion, and at those mass meetings of London workmen

assembled by Professor Beesly and Mr. Frederic Harrison.

They were professing a behef and advocating actions which the

bulk of mankind have been compelled to follow after forty

\LMrs. What was this policy ? To make friends with liberated

riance, and, in the strength of this friendship, to work for

wm^. "^7
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a united Europe on the basis of freely-govcrncd and inde-

pendent nationalities.

Meanwhile, between the upper and the nether millstone

—

a ruthless nationalism and a discredited imperialism—the hopes

and harmony of Kurope were being ground to dust.

Pari-; capitulated at tlic end of January after the remaining

armies had been defeated in the field, and in May the Treaty of

Frankfort was concluded which ended the war. France yielded

all Alsace, except Belfort, and most of Lorraine. They

undertook to pay two hundred million pounds within three

years. The money was easily borrowed and repaid. The

loss of the provinces, against the almost unanimous wish of

their inhabitants, has proved so far an insuperable barrier to

the peaceful organization of Europe as a whole. It was to

prevent the erection of such an obstacle that the united efforts

of neutral diplomacy should have been directed, and Mr. Glad-

stone, who failed to rally the forces required, was fully conscious

of the needs of the case. He wrote on December 20, 1870, to

Lord Granville : 'While I feel more and more the deep culpa-

bility of France, I have an apprehension that this violent

laceration and transfer is to lead us from bad to worse and to

be the beginning of a new series of European complications.'

Granville was against action, and Russia took the opportunity

to affront England and England's allies in the Crimean War by

denouncing the clauses in the treaty of Paris of 1856, which

forbade Russia to build or keep men-of-war on the Black Sea.

This of course added to the difficulties of effective neutral

action on the main issue, and Bismarck shewed his accustomed

astuteness by supporting the claim of England for a Conference

on the Russian question. It met in London from December to

March. It paid lip-service to the theory of international law

by affirming ' the essential principle of the law of nations that

no Power can liberate itself from the engagements of a treaty

': PLiVU
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nor modify the stipulations thereof unless witli the consent of

the contracting Powers '. It then proceeded to confirm the

action already taken by Russia. Meanwhile the aggressions of

Prussia, first against Denmark, then against France, were

illoucd to pa^s without public action or protest from the other

nations, who were in the end to pay so heavily for their want of

turosight and common energy. Europe seemed for the moment

dead, and by comparison the Congress of Vienna an active

agency for public right.

We turn now to the other side of the world, to the third case

which we selected at the beginning of this chapter as the most

typical and important in the decade 1860-70. The Civil War

in the United States was already over before the new German

Kmpire was founded and France smitten in the Franco-

Prussian War. But the true meaning of the American War had

not yet been read—had been, in fact, quite misread by large

cl:;sscs and many of the best informed men in Europe. We are

indeed only now, in the light of the Great War, beginning to

understand what the world owes to the great men and the great

public steadfastness which fought for human freedom and

national unity in the four years from 1861 to 1865, and held

lo^'ether the greatest State in the New World in the time of its

mortal peril. The South, through the personal attractiveness

of many of its champions, through their heroic defence of a

slate independence as dear to them as the larger ideal was to

tlic men of the North, touched many fibres in the English heart.

But "n this cause our working-classes saw the moral aspect right,

and stood firm. The northern operatives bore with unshaken

bravery the privations due to the cutting off of southern

cotton. To them slavery was the real issue, and state inde-

pendence a doubtful pretext. By 1865 the superb statesmanship

of [..incoln and the moral enthusiasm of the North had won

cumplctcly. Lincoln lived to see the victory just before he fell.

a.-.A., nwf^nfi!r«?:!!^r^*'-'*SnV'rz?:'.'^* ''W5?--'iwe9SE^^'=:^iar
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On April lo, iS6s,lic -ntcred Richmond, the Southmi capiul,
the day after it had surreiidcied to the Union foices under
Grant. On the 14th he was shot down by an assassin in a

theatre in Washington.

Slavery, though not the immediate occasion, was the real

cau.^c of war. Questions connected with it, and in particular
the right of the Union to regulate or abolish slavery in newly-
acquired territories, had raged violently and divided the
country for many years before the war broke out. Lincoln,
though not a pioneer in the anti-slavery crusade,—putting, in
lact, the whole question as subordinate to the need of main-
taining national unity—became in the end theagent by whom
the States were enabled to abolish the evil and yet hold to-
gether. He had envisaged the problem in its right proportions
from the earliest days of his political work. When standing as

Senator for Illinois in 1858, he declared in his address that
' A house divided against itself cannot stand. This Government
cannot endure permanently half-slave and half-free, and I do
not expect the Union to be dissolved.' He saw the essential
features of the problem, and we can now see it fully revealed
as a permanent and fundamental issue. Slavery, going to the
very roots of politics, in that region where politics and the
moral law have common birth, could not admit of compromise
or difference of practice in the same nation. It was no question
of expediency or the balance of political advantage such as
decide on constitutional forms or on the limits of sta. .; activity.
It was 1 question of conscience, and if, as we have maintained,
the rise uf national consciousness is one of the leading features
in the nineteenth century, it follows that each national being
must, hkc an individual, have at least the rudiments of a national
conscience. The United States, by obeying their conscience,
strengthened it, and their national force grew thereby in
dcahng with other international questions in later years.

.i^*? i^~.-
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'I'hcv, mure than any other Western people, have been dib-

niterested and strupuhjus in their treatment of the weaker
i.ues. We shall have examples of this in a later chapter ; and
It cannot be w :thout reason that we connect these things with
the suffering and effort by which they consolidated their own
national existence on a moral basis. Th.'y made in their Civil

\\ ar the freedom and the human rights of every member of the
c.mmunity the cardinal issue nut slantis aut cadentis cwitatis.

Without this sense of personal dignity the nation can have no
louscicnce, and nations without conscience make a world
without humanity.

i
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SCHOOLS I'OR ALL

Tm. Aiueiican Civil War brouj,'ht the greatest democracy in

the world face lo face with the deepest question of human

riirhts. Was every man within the borders of their community

to be an end in himself, 'o call his soul his own ? And the whole

community, surmounting the danger of a permanent rupture,

decided in the affirmative. We can see now, what many of our

most enlightened men could not see then, how eminently wise,

as well as heroic, was the decision. The decade following these

events may well be taken as the turning-poini of another move-

ment which has much in common with the emancipation of thr

slaves.

Mr. Gladstone's (government of 1868 put its hand to many

things. It disestablished the Irish Church, it passed an Irish

Land Act, it abolished religious tests at Oxford and Cambridg

But of all its acts probably no one would now question that the

Elementary Education Act of 1870 was far the most important.

And wher we remember that this was followed in 1876 by

another Bill enforcing universal attendance at school, that

Erance and Italy were simultaneously doing much the same

thing, that the same decade saw the establishment of several

provincial colleges which have since become universities,

besides the women's colleges at Oxford and Cambridge, and

a host of other educational agencies of which we shall speak in

their place, we cannot doubt that the educational development

of this period is as much the salient feature of the times as

nationahsm was of that which preceded it. Not only the

Gladstonian reforms, but the Beaconsfieldian ' Peace with

Honour ' which shortly afterwards followed, pale in importance

befori movement which ^^as to g;!in for every citi.'.e!'. a
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minimum of instruction, and the possibility of more, just as the

Tniied States had decided that the basis of their democracy

wuuld not be sound unless equal civic and political rights were

^cvured for every citizen whatever his race.

Both movements sprang from principles long since preached

by ilie men of the Revolution, and human dignity, and even

religion, were at stake in both. In both, men differed keenly

:^ to the extent to which the State should intervene to attain

tl\e end desired, and in both the State found itself at last com-

pelled to do the work, and has been greatly strengthened by

(ii)ing it.

This however is but one aspect of the educational movement,

closely allied with the simultaneous extension of equal education

to women. We shall see, as we go on, that the spread of educa-

tion brings into view again several other aspects of nineteenth

century development which we have touched on. It involves

the growing realization of that desire for a fuller life for all,

which became prominent towards the end of the eighteenth

century, and it also introduces into the training of the young

the vast stores of new knowledge in science and in history

which the awakened mind of the Renaissance had begun to

hiiihi up. Lastly, it points the way at its highest levels to a

luw :ind more permanent basis for internationalism and human

unity than the mediaeval discipline had been able to afford.

Of all the eighteenth-century philosophers, Adam Smith

perhaps gi\es the best argument for State elementary educa-

tion, with that combination of enlightenment and practical

wisdom so characteristic of him.

' A man ', he says,^ ' without the proper use of the intellectual

f;iculties of a man is, if possible, more contemptible than even

a coward, and seems to be mutilated and deformed in a still

more essential part of the character of human nature. Though

1 Wealth oj Kauotis, Book v, c. i.
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the State was to derive no advantigc from the instruction of the

inferior rank? of the people, it would still deserve its attention

that they should not be altogether uninstructcd. The State,

liowcvcr, derives no inconsiderable advantage from their in-

struction, . . . An instructed and intelligent people arc always

more decent and orderly than a stupid one. They feel them-

selves, each individually, more respectable and more likely to

obtain the respect of their lawful superiors. . , . They are dis-

posed to examine, and are more capable of seeine through, the

interested complaints of faction and sedition, and they arc,

upon that account, less apt to be misled into any wanton or

unnecessary opposition to the measures of government. In free

countries, where the safety of government depends very much

upon the favourable judgement which the people may form of

its conduct, it must surely be of the highest importance that

thev should not be dispensed to iudse rashlv or capriciously

concerning it.

Hence he concludes that the State should make elementary

education compulsory and a public charge, though recommend-

ing also fees and voluntary contributions.

Of course it was a Scotchman who said that, and the Scotch

had had universal parish schools since the end of the sixteenth

century. But it will be nearer the truth to regard Adam Smith's

advice as representing the best opinion of advanced Western

Europe in his time, when it was at last recovering from the dis-

ruption of the Church in the sixteenth century and beginning

to think out afresh the right relations of the spiritual and tem-

poral sides of man's hfe, the Church and State of the future. For

here in education was the crucial point. In the Middle Ages, in

Catholic times, education had been universally regarded as the

business of the Church. Schools were attached to cathedrals

and monasteries, and thus, a little later in England, were

to be found ' in every village marked with little spi'c,

embowered in trees and hardly known to fame '. Now the

time had come when the State began to recognize that

a minimum of instruction was a public concern, above all if
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fff)vernmem was to be carried on at the behest or with the

iinelHgent consent of the whole body of the people. The in-

dustrial revolution made the matter urgent. The mass of the

workers were no longer living embowered in trees and near the

liitle spire. They wre camped round the pit-head and the

factory-chimney, in long rows of mean and monotonous dwell-

ini,'s, too far off and too many for the ministrations, bodily or

spiritual, of squire or parson. There was indeed no lack of

philanthropic effort. The scattered Sunday Schools, which had

been going on for many years in various places, were in the last

vt-ars of the eighteenth century enormously increased and im-

pro\ ed, mainly through the work of Robert Raikes at Gloucester.

' Schools of Industry ' were started with the special object of

training poor children to be able to earn a wage ; and in the

first decade of the nineteenth century Bell and Lancaster

founded, with voluntary support, schools on the monitorial

system, where large numbers might be taught at small expense

hy means of other children a little older than themselves.

But all these efforts, valuable as evidence of the need and of

a genuine desire to satisfy it, were far too limited in scope, and

still more in driving-power, to meet the case. From the

beginning of the nineteenth century onwards. Bills were intro-

duced into Parliament to make the provision of elementary

scliools a public charge. There was the bill of 1802 on the

Health and Morals of Apprentices, imposing some slight

obligation on employers in the matter of instructing young

people whom they employed. Then rame Mr. Whitbread's

Bill of 1807, the first which sought to make elementary educa-

tion a public charge. He based his measure on the principle

that education was at the root of any plan of Poor Law legisla-

tion. He was encouraged by the belief, w^hich Bell and Lancaster

liad fostered, that an admirable system of education could be

established at a cost of about five shillings a head per annum.
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He proposed a scheme of two years' free schooling for all poor

children between seven and fourteen years of age, to be pro-

vided by the vestries or the magistrates, who might levy a rate

not exceeding a shilling in the pound. The Bill passed the

Commons but was rejected by the Lords ; and though

Brougham tried again in 1820, and Roebuck immediately after

the Reform Act, no Bill was passed until 1870.

But a good deal was done, as we shall see in a moment,

without the passing of any Act. In those early days,

when the first stirrings of educational activity began in

England and a great many schools uere started by voluntary

effort, the first Napoleon was in power in France, and

laying his strong hand on education as on all other factors

of the national life. As in law, so in education, Napoleon

succeeded to the generous and magnificent schemes of the

Convention. Now in education Condorcet had been the

moving spirit. He had carried a scheme for complete national

education in primary, secondary, and advanced schools, but his

death, and war abroad and dissension at home, had prevented

its being carried out. Before the end of the eighteenth century

Napoleon had gained absolute power as First Consul. In 1802

an Education Act was passed improving the secondary schools

or ' lycees ', and in 1808 another Act constituting a new Uni-

versity of France in seventeen Academies all directed from

Paris. The contrast with contemporary England is most

striking and instructive. We were fumbling away, it is true,

with divided counsels, and slow to act. The fervour of the

Convention, the - -^ster-mind of Napoleon, could strike out

a plan, complete top to bottom, at a sitting. But we were

fumbling at the right end of the plant, digging about the roots,

and in the right spirit for any one who would work at education,

the spirit of the gardener and not of the architect.

Elenieiuarv education in Napulcon':> plan was, as a matter of

ii
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fact, neglected, for the schools were handed over to the com-

munes and left to languish without compulsion or support. By

1806 there were only 25,000 scholars attending all the pufclic

primary schools of France, while we had some hundreds of

thousands as ':he result of voluntary effort. And the difference

in results corresponds to a certain difference in aims. In

our first strivings for public education, philanthropy was the

chief motive—the care and salvation of the poor. The rich

could look after themselves, and who would have dreamt--

except as a nightmare—of a University of Great Britain in

seventeen Academies ? To Napoleon, and more or less to

France and Germany throughout the century, the leading

object in public education was the formation of opinion, the

training of an ^///^ to carry out the purposes of the Government

;

niul for this end, organization from the top was the obvious

means.

Just at the time when the man whom his contemporaries

called Great was essaying the conquest of the world by arms,

another man, poor, struggling, devoted, and inspired, was

carrying on in obscurity a work of social amelioration which

posterity has acclaimed as one of the best deeds of the revolu-

tionary age, a model to all time. Once their two orbits came

in contact, and the result is an immortal story. Pestalozzi, a

German-speaking Swiss, born at Zurich in 1746, was consumed

from his earliest years with the desire to elevate the being and

improve the lot of his poorest fellou'-crcatures by an elementary

training based on affection and work. At the age of twenty-

eight he began to receive in his house at Ncuhof the neglected

children of the neighbourhood. He taught them to work on

the farm, and in bad weather to spin and to read and write

indoors. He and his wife were their father and mother, and in

a few months the children were transformed by the regime of

love and care, simple living and interesting activity. The fame
2170 n
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of the experiment spre.ul abroad, an*! many more children

couUl hue been received in hi^ home had Pestalo/./i's resource's

snffired. But his powers of mmaginfj his little farm were not

equal to his powers of educatini,' ils inmates. After six vears of

exhaustinsi; labour he abandoned Neuhof for financial reasons,

and for the next few years devoted himself to writing about his

projects and his methods, which continued to develop on the

side of educational theory. In 1798 the French invaded

Switzerland in support of the revolutionary party which they

had established in power. The town of Stans in the Unterwald

was besicijed and ruined by the invailini,' troops, and Pestalozzi

again became the head of a training institution for the orphans

who had escaped from the disaster, 'i'his time it was with the

support and authority of the Government of the canton. In

1802 he was appointed one of a deputation to meet in Paris and

settle with Napoleon the future government of the united

cantons. To him education was the first public interest, and

he sought as soon as possible an audience with the First Consul.

Napoleon sent back word that he had something else to do

than discuss questions of A B C. Mongc, the mathematician, to

whom Pestalozzi was referred, heard him patiently and intelli-

gently, but replied that the proposals ' were too much for them'.

One's mind goes on two years to another interview, which

Mr. Maclure, from the United States, secured with Napoleon

and Talleyrand on a similar errand. After Maclure had ex-

plained his work in America, which was of a similar kind to

Pestalozzi's in S'^ itzerland, he heard Talleyrand remark to his

master, " It is doing too much for the common people.'

It is refreshing to remember that Pestalozzi's humour and

confidence triumphed over his rebuflf. On his return to Swit-

zerland he was asked if he had succeeded in seeing Napoleon.

' No,' said Pestalozzi, ' and he did not see me either.'

Fur France the rejection of Peslalozzi's ideas was a lemporar)'
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ili-istcr : they have had in later years ro make pood the neglect

lit fundamental education for which Napoleon was responsible.

Prussia, on the other hand, adopted Pestalozzi, and the revival

of tlie national spirit after Jena is largely due to the care they

hi-iMii then to pay to the education of all. Froebel, too, carried

them still further on the true lines, which had been inculcaied

bv many great Germans of an earlier generation. But in later

vears they have gone through the converse process to that

(if France, turning away from the fullness and freedom of

l'c-.tal<)/,/,i and Froebel, and concentrating on the controlled

education of the governing class which was the Napoleonic

i.K'.ii.

Fnirlaml moved on, slowlvand tentatively, but on the whole

in tlu' right direction. We saw in Chapter II that the Reform

Bill of 1832 acted as a strong stimulus to reform of all kinds

;

it was in fact \\\q. sacramcnlnm, or binding oath, whicu held

together for a time the various groups of early reformers.

Fducation, therefore, shared in the general flood- tide. In the

first session of the reformed Parliainent, in 1833, Mr. Roebuck

brought in a motion pledging the House to establi>h a universal

and national svstem of education for the whole people. His

-chcme went farther than any educational reformer had yet

ventured to go in Parliament. He would have had compulsory

.ittcndance for all children between six and twelve, the estab-

lishment in every village of at least one infant school and one

school of industry, and in towns evening continuation schools

for young people over fourteen. The curricidum was to be

liberal ; a general as well as a practical education was in his

mind. Normal schools were to be opened for schoolmasters.

The whole system was to be administered by locally elected

committees in school districts formed ad hoc, acting under a

Ciliinct Minister n'^.d supported mainly by taxes. It was

indeed a fuller scheme than anything wc have attempted

o 2
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before Mr. FiOur's Bill of 1917. But it suflFcrcd unfortunately

from the defect which Monge reported to Napoleon of Pesta-

lozzi, 'ChaU trap pour nous'; it did not even reach the

stage of a Bill. But the Government to show their goodwill

replied with a uriint of /^20,ooo for the erection of school-

huildin^s. A cvnic hii-; pointed out that the estimates for

the same year contained an item of ^'50,000 for rebuilding

the roval stables.

The /^20,ooo, however, though less than half what was wanted

for really good stables, was far-reaching in its effects. It

was followed, two years after the accession of Queen Victoria,

on April 10, 1839, by a Government minute establishing a

Committee of the Privy Council, with a permanent secretary

and inspectors, to supervise the expenditure of public money

voted for education. By this side-wind a ministry of education

was brought into port in England at the very moment when the

country as a whole was protesting loudly against the idea of a

state-controlled system. What was the basis of this opposition r

It was not confined to the supporters of the old idea that

education was the business of the Church. Indeed, in the

'forties the strongest opposition came from those, mainly

Nonconformists, who under the name of ' voluntaryists' banded

themselves together for ' educational free-trade ' and declared

that state action in education was immoral.

The motives of this movement were, like nearly all motives,

mixed, but a strong element of truth was mingled with the

disputable and disreputable elements of party feeling and

obstruction. There was the well-grounded apprehension that

every extension of state support would be largely to the advan-

tage of the Established Church. The Church held the field.

It was the Church which had its buildings embowered in trees

beside the village spire. If other religious parties were to

contend for the nation's soul on equal terms, they must be

ra»!«?fe*%"
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prepared for a vast effort, beyoiul their powers if not beyond

ll d, nil iletcd, tlic field of effortleir wishes ; aiul, wneii it was completed, the iiekt ot eitorl

would be encumbered by a crowxi of competinjj; agencies, doing

badly at great expense what one good broad-minded institution

might do well at half the cost. 'J'hat is the practical root of the

' religious difficulty', wliich in one form or another raged and

hindered progress down to Mr, Balfour's Act of 1902 and later.

But, beyond this, the ' voluntaryists ' had a glimpse behind the

practical difficulties of a real and profound truth, which even

to the present day the Western world has not fully grasped,

'i'hey were right in liolding that the State, though its inter-

vention might in certain circumstances be necessar)' in matters

of religion as well as of education, was not the aspect of com-

munity life which naturally turns to things of the spiiit, that

tlic State cannot rightly touch these deepest springs of our

being if it would, and that, if it tries to form them, they

wither and grow misshapen by the act. Napoleon at one end

of the century and Germany at the other are proof clear

enough.

it is not perhaps surprising that with these lions in the path

the Government of England was nearly forty years, after the

Hrst Reform Bill, picking its way to the first Education Act

uf 1870 In what was done, both before and after that date,

the two leading political panics both lake a share. Of the

principal measures up to the present time, the first was passed

in 1870 by a Liberal, the second in 1902 by a Conservative

Government, and the third in 1918 by a coalition.

Matthew Arnold, who as a school-inspector suffered for

many years under the Revised Code of 1862, looked back to

the minute of 1847 as a golden age. This increased the grant

and employed the new money to encourage the appointment
ft pupil teachers and to give pensions and better salaries to

qualified teachers. It left the inspector free to test the efficiency

^^S^!!^^r^^!!!T^^^!^^M!^W^^^^!^^^^r'^^^S'^^^^^: k.
"-' "M.ipi5
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of the school and to promote intelligent methods by the means

he judjjed best. The Re\iscd Code—the eodc of ' payment

by results'—was passed by a LiberalGovernment in an illiberal

mood. It subjected the schools to a narrow and meduiuical

examination, limited the subjects of instruction, and actually

succeeded in reducing,' for a time the State grant for education,

although the population was then growing much more rapidly

than at present. 'J'his instrument of repression and com-

mercialized education was in force, with modifications, for

over thirty years. One cannot forbear to connect with it that

national indifference to great public issues which we noticed

in the last chapter. A spirit of greater breadth and more

generosity in our national ^);tem of education at that time

might, one feels, have done much to enlarge the public mind

and amend the poor taste in popular art and liteiature, the

want of intellectual interest, all the evils in fact which many

critics have found inherent in a democratic age, but which

really belong to a democratic education not carried far

enough.

But though the work was sadly limited in depth, it was con-

stantly spread out in wider circles. The new science of statistics

came into operation. Of Carlyle's two bugbears in dealing with

social questions—logic and statistics—this question of national

education was clearly not amenable to logic. Statistics, however,

continued, as the century went on, to exercise a more and more

decisive influence. The first census was taken in the first year of

the nineteenth century, in 1 801. It wasfollovvcdby an unbroken

scries of commissions and inquiries, always fortified by figures,

as to the state of the public in health, wealth, and wisdom.

Many of these dealt with education. There was a commission,

under the Duke of Newcastle, in 1858, on the education of

the 'labouring classes': this unforiunalcly led lu Air. Lowe i

Revised Code of 1 862. There was a commission on secondaiy

ii
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mHooIs in 1865 : tliis led to the Endowed Schools Act of 1869.

ill 1850 and again in 1877 commissions were appointed to

consider reforms at Oxford and Cambridge. This was the last

time, up to our own day, that the State has dealt with our old

scats of learning.

The new era of exact and scientific inquiry into social facts

h.ul begun to fructify, and the Education Act of 1870 was its

most important crop. It was of all our social reforms tlie least

lugical in its basis, but the most conclusively dictated by facts

and figures. Logically it was a compromise, in the true British

spirit, between the views of the National Education Union,

centred at Manchester and aiming at denominational schools,

with which Mr. Gladstone sympathized, and those of the

Birmingham Education League, representing the secular and

undenominational parties, which counted I^I r. Chamberlain

among its supporters. The statistical arguments were over-

whelming. The Newcastle Commission had found the atten-

dance even at the inspected schools very irregular, includin£

a mere fraction of all the children over eleven years of age.

They concluded that only about one in eight of the whole

population was receiving some sort of schooling instead of

the one in five which should on a moderate computation be

doing so.

The new Reform Bill, passed in 1867 by a compromise

between the parties, had brought the question to a head. The

democracy had now begun in earnest ; the workmen in the

towns had received a vote. And just as the first Reform Act

had inspired Mr. Roebuck to his ineffectual efforts, so the

second Rill spurred on Mr. Gladstone who came into power

in 1868.

But though the State had done little for education in the

in-.-vrval, progress had been made, and many millions spent, espe-

cially by the Church of England, in building and maintaining

m^ J
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hcliooU. Mr. I'orstcr, on introducing his Bill, was faced by a

lifld i Ml perfectly tillevl but very lari;ely peu^-d out for occupa-

tion. Neither he nor his diief wished for a inonicnl to enter

on a process of expiopriation. 'Ihey desireJ to make g'J'^d

deficiencies witlioui destruction or re\ oluiion. On thcstatistical

side Mr. I'orsiergave an even more j,'looniy view than the New-

castle commissioners. He estimated that there were only two-

fifths of the working-class children between six and seven years

of age at school, and only one-third of those between ten and

twelve. An inquiry oi the year before had discovered that only

a third of the children in Liverpool between five and thirteen

ever entered a school at all. 'J'he remedy of the Bill consisted

in establishing new education autliorities without disturbing

existing schools. School districts were to be created all over

the country and the deficiency of school accommodation to be

discovered. If, after a reasonable interval, no voluntary agency

offered to provide the schools required, a school board was to

be set up, with power to build and maintain 'he schools out of

the rates and to compel the attendance of all children between

ii>e and twelve years of age. Though towards the State, in

matters of gi:ant, curriculum, and inspection, the two classes of

scliool—the new board schools and the old voluntary schools

—

w ere to be ahkc, locally, of course, a difference and a rivalry were

set up which lasted long and is not yet extinct, even after the

Act of 1902 has put both classes of schools on the rates. The

distinction has always subsisted that in the rate-provided schools

no ' distinctive formularies ' of religion w ere to be taught, while

the latest Act of 1902 still reserves the appointment of teachers

in the non-}irovided schools to the representatives of the religious

body which built the school.

Suca was the compromise, as sound on the political side, in

^pitc of the inccssaui attacks which it provoked, as the Revised

Code of 1862 was unsound on the educational side. It has

^^ i
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^t<H)J tlic storm, iiiul ill 1876, when thert- wen' schools for .ill

tu m) 10, an amending' Act was passed making c impulsury

.itU'iulanco the law of the land.

'I'hiriy years elapsed before the next great attempt was made

1(1 deal with elementary education, this time by a Conservative

tio\ernment. The interval gives evidence enough for a judge-

iiictit, so far as one can judge at all in so complicated a matter, as

to the right direction and success of the policy. The working

iiulccd of all social causes is so intricate and obscure that one

will always have some sympathy with the outbursts of men like

Cubbcti who denounced Brougham and the ' education canters
'

in 1S25 for shifting the causes of crime and evil on to the wrong

>lioulders. It was food and clothes ind a decent hfe that the

people needed, and then morality and education would look

after themselves. The cducat'onal pohticians ' attempt to

prevent the evils of the deadly y by cropping of?, or rather

bruising a little, a few of its leaves. They do not assail even its

branches, while they appear to look upon the trunk as something

too sacred even to be looked at with vulgar eyes.' There is some

illumination, though a fitful one, even in Cobbett's jets of

liquid fire. The answer, uhich this book suggests, lies in the

convergence which may be traced between reforming efforts

(I'l \arious sides of the social being, all needed and some tardier

than others. It seemed to Brougham and the Whigs, as

indeed to Mr. Gladstone in 1870, wiser and more practicable

10 deal first with objects remoter from men's daily action but

nearer to the action of the political machine. Franchise, church

cst.iblishments, school authorities, are such things. Wages,

pensions, houses, and pubhc health belong to a later stage of

social reform. But it is open to the ' educational canter ' to

give a ^oodi primafade answer to Cobbett and his school. On the

fi.^'ures, there were in 1865 scarcely more than a million children

in average attendance at inspected schools. After ten years

m
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;''.'t --tl.in a few years tl.c Government test was bein.adminis-
crai to every youngster in the kingdom fr a the ag^ of se nto eleven or twelve, and that the parents actuallv paid fees fot-.uy one years for the schooHng which they codLot e c p/
tik 71 'l^'.r^-f^

f- British tolerance and busi,':^
'^^H. Suie by sKle witi. the spread of elementary education.-•ome a vast extension of working-dass self-go/ernme t nr,ule un.ons co-operative societies, friendly societies, and oth rod,., ,n wluch the habits of discipline and mutua aid In

.'t .H-liooI have found a field for exercise.
J'erhaps the strongest testimony to the spirit which thepeoples schools have inculcated since 1870 came in 1 a-uury after Waterloo and nearly half a century sine "cl i^:
- compulsory. The men of Britain were asked to defend wthen- lues the nat on's cause, which was also the cause of f e-^i^>"', progress and international right. In less than two years

That ccnury since Waterloo has seen indeed few greater
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>
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;"!'. >• "> boob; and think „,,at the great Duke w^uId
;.«...)- one „,,o had proposed to organize courses o„

"'';>0 »nd soctal sconce for the lines at Torres Vedra- •

.« ,. w,„,ld be, of course, a gross fallacy to identify what
e in elementary education with tlie <-.i

'^'^ 'i.mun as a wliul Ti
ucation

lei e w ere schools before Bell and
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LaiK'aster, and an t-ducaiion wider than any schools. The
work done in hii,'hcr places, more than the efforts of the stray

\ illa_L;e school, was the dominant factor before the State began

in 1833. -^»d in these higher reaches also the State began to

use its powers. There was a great stirring from the middle
of the last century and especially in the 'seventies.

In higher education, as in social order and in ideals of justice

and public welfare, there was a low ebb-tide in England at the

beginning of the century. The old mediaeval discipline was

then most completely exhausted : the new motive-powers had

not come into play. The Revolution abroad which contained

the new forces in germ was to us, as a nation, a thing to shun,

a portent which in Napole«n—its most fearful birth—we had

fought and crushed. And we had allowed the things of the

mind to suffer a worse reaction than matters of pubHc justice

and international right. In the Hberation of nations during the

early nineteenth century we might claim a leading share, but

in the hberation of our own minds we had to bear the just

reproaches of one of our own prophets of education : ' Our
middle classes are the worst educated in the world . . . our body
of secondary schools the most imperfect and unset viceable in

civihzed Europe ' (M. Arnold). It has been estimated that the

condition of our ' pubHc ' or higher schools was worse between

1750 and 1840 than at any time since King Alfred. The
grammar schools were largely derelict, often scandalous. Some-
times for half a century or more only half a dozen boys might
have attended the school at some large centre of population. In

1 734 there were no boys at all ir^ the Birmingham school. From
1832 to 1836 one boy at Chesterfield made up the school. A
do-notlnng clerical master, sometimes absentee, absorbed what

eudov\ment there was. The master of Berkhamsted School in

1835 li^'cd in Derbyshire and took the endowment, while the

school was entirely empty.
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Bi(iui,'li.uii'b Commission of 1818 began the work of regenera-

lion in this ..pliere. Suits in Chancery and private Acts of

Piiliamcnt followed to recover tlie endowments, and in tlie

Mxiics two commissions sat on Public and Endowed Schools.

An Act was passed on Endowed Schools in 1869, just a year

before the great Act on elementary education, so that the

two main branches of education below the university came
under state review at about the same time. The Endowed
Schools Act enabled a permanent body of commissioners to

frame new schemes for old endov^ments, securing a better

educational use of them, and in numerous cases the commis-
fifiners were able to carve out a new school for girls. These
commissioners were, in 1874, merged in the general Charity
Commission hich had been in existence since the middle of

ilk' century; and at the end of the century their functions

wore taken over by a Board of Education.

Tlie tendency to unify all branches of education and put
ilicm under some sort of central direction by the State is thus
clear enough. But it is equally important, and in some ways
more significant, to note the differences in the development of

the different grades of schools. The extension of primary
innruction o\er the whole population was at the fiat of the
State. Local authorities were compelled by law to provide
schools, and parents were compelled bylaw to send their children

to them and to pay a fee for the privilege. But the national

movement towards a better education was far wider than this

legal obligation.. The increase in the number of the pupils

attending higher schools was at least as large i" proportion as

that of those attending the elementary schools provided by
statute. To take one instance which we ha\e mentioned
.ilroady and which is typical of hundreds. The Berkhamsted
school, founded early in the sixteenth century, had been
allowed in the early nineteenth century to become derelict.

U.
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Ry \hc oiul of tlie ccMmiry it hail been revi\cil throui^h personal

energy and initiative and i^nnvn U) o\er four luindred scholars.

But in this new life for hiu:lier schools the State did not at

first aspire to more than the j^osition of a K-o^:!l tjuardian. It

souufht to secure that nione)- left for education was expended

for that purpose, after makino; allowatice for the chanties uliich

had come about in the conditions of the bequest. All the

rest—the growth of pupils, the chancre of subjects, the admission

of o;ir]s—was the free expression of a ne,\ attitude in the public

mintl

The education of women is one of ti>e leadint^ strains in this

new spirit, near akin, as we noticed, to the iJeinocratic instinct

which freed the slaves and <,'a\e us un!v<n-sal primarv schools.

lliere had been learned uonien before (lirton. Klizabeth coiilil

ar<^ue on theology with her bishops and cap quotations with

Iter ambassadors. But it was an exceptional and privileged

thing, not dreamt of, by any one out of Utopia, for everj- woman
as for every man. The elementary school was a weighty factor

in producing the change. From the first no one had thought

of making any fundamental difference in primary education

between a boy and a girl. The girls had a large dose of needle-

work, very large in the old-fashioned schools ; but for the rest

they learnt all that the boys did. It was one of many cases

where reforms have spread upwards, for while in the primary

school girls were being taught in much the same way as their

brothers, among the w ealthier classes the sharpest contrast pre-

vailed. The girls were conning Magnall's ' Questions ' and

learning a little French and music while the boys were studyin?

classics and mathematics and winning battles on the playing-

fields. By the end of the century the change had come.

Before the background of the early Victorian boarding-school,

pictured for all *:me by Charlotte Bronte, there no\v stand

resplendent the women of Meredith.
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liert" w.is thus ;i n.itional moxcmcnr in cil uc;iti()n, more.
iihlcecireJ, than national, uhicl) no may trace hack to the hater
-iiiccnih century, an.] uln'ch hei,Mn i„ flow quickly about

ilic niiiidh- of the niiieit enili

ciilorcenient of priinarv eilucat

uiireas eii lies ire for iiii^'Jier instr

I lie Slate provision anJ
ion was one part of it ; the

uction. especia lly for women.
is .motluT, the spread of universities a third, ^\^^c area of
naiional po\ver and enH-htenment was h ing immeasurably
rnlari^ed in all Western countries, and the process was soon to
be taken up in the F.ast-by Japan in ihe 'eighties. For us the
;,'eneral movement turns round that date at the beginning of
the 'seventies \vhen the State determined to secure a mininuim
ot uni ruction for every one. Girton \vas founded in 1S69, the
.vcar nf the Kndo\ved Schools Act, the year before the Flemen-
lary School Act. 'I'he ucmen's colleges at Oxford came ten

I
)ears later, Newnham in 1880. The University Extension at
Cambndge started in 1872. The ^'orkshire College at Leeds,
uhich became one of the constituents of the Vicioria University
was founded in 1874. The University itself, embracing iMan-
cho^tcr, Liverpool, and Leeds, received its cliartcr in 1880.
A hundred years after Waterloo Great Britain had sixteen

universities instead of six, and the old ones were all attracting
much larger numbers of students. Oxford and Cambrid-e
uer,. themselves largely remodelled by the tvvo commissions
or 1850 and 1877.

A new desire to attain a higher general level of education was
beginning to run through the nation : it was part of the laroer
impulse to secure a fuller life for all. Frederick Denison xMaurke
excellently typifies this spirit, both in its more general aspect
and m us bearing on education, and his death in 1872 falls
^nrhi,, our present decade. He was consumed with zeal for
H.cial retorm, at one with Carlyle that the 'Condition of
tudand was tJie greatest of national questions, and at tl

I

ic same
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time lie lefi his mark permanently in the foundation of two

places for higher education—one for women and another for

workinQ[-men. Queen's Collet^e in London anticipated the

Oxford and Cambridi^e colleges for women ; it was founded

in 1848. And the Working; Men's Colle.ge in Great Ormond
Street, founded in 1854, was the pioneer in the movement which

we recognize in our own time in the Workers' Educational

Association and the mass of similar bodies now active all over

the country.

The streams are abundant and grow in volume, and it is

stimulating to note that they have a common fountain-head

in the passion for general social reform which first appeared

clearly in the reformers of the latter eighteenth century.

This resumed its steady flow after the set-backs of Napoleonic

ambitions and national unrest ; and it is nearly always the

same men who are active both for social progress and for

education. But education to these men is no longer limited

to the Platonic ideal of a complete and scientific training

for a small class, the 'guardians' of the Republic, or the

knightly training of Vittorino da Feltre or of Milton for

an elitt'. Education in this new age, to those who care most

about it, is for every man, and though every man may not be

able to carry his education to the hmits of his powers, yet there

should be opportunities for all ; and there is a growing feeling,

shoun by such men as Maurice, Ruskin, T. H. Green, Arnold

Toynbee—the new generation on which we enter after the

middle of the nineteenth century—that the highest education,

like all other great gifts or social advantages, should be held

by its beneficiaries as a trust for the welfare of all. The
further bearings of this new spirit will occupy us in the next

chapter.

But there are some other points about the educational move-

ment which link it up with the general movement of thought
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ana action, and which must be noticed here before we pass on.
In each case England, so early in the field with her Sunday
schools and schools of industry, and taking, as we saw, a wise, if

somewhat dilatory, line with her primary schools, has be'en
beliindhand compared with her fellow nations of the West
where the higher and systematic training of the mind was
involved.

We have seen that the nineteenth century witnessed the
,'reatest extension of scientific thought, the greatest transforma-
tion of industry by mechanical science that has ever been.
These must have had some reaction on education, but when
ue come to trace it we shall be surprised that so great changes
in the world at large were so slow and slight in their influence
on the school-world within.

It may be best to take first the transformation of industry.
Before the Industrial Revolution the training of the worker
was an individual or at most a sectional concern. The young
man was either brought up to his craft in his father's house or
apprenticed to another craftsman for a term of years. There
were, of course, rules as to apprenticeship enforced by the
difterent crafts themselves on their would-be members, but the
State did not regard it as part of its duty to see that its citizens
were properly trained for the work of their lives. The young
farmer learnt from his farming kin, the smith in his father's

Jorge, the statesman from families in the public service. The
industrial revolution upset this old traditional system by two
great changes. In the first place there was the huge call for raw
' hands ', and the new labour was massed in factory-barracks,
tending machines instead of practising a craft. And in the
second place the increasing discoveries of science far out-
stripped the teaching powers of any individual craftsman.
The work of training for industry on scientific lines became.
infinitely complex and costly, and every modern state has

2170
iiii
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found it ncccss.iry to take a larfje sliaro both in tlie control

and the finaniinc; of it. England, pioneer in the industrial

revolution and co-pioneer in founding the sciences which were

to guide it, was the last of the nations to recognize the need

of national effort in technical education or indeed of any

technical ciUication at all. Factories and laissfr-fnirc had

broken down apprenticeship ; and, for the rest, let every man

learn by doing what he ran, and God save us all. This was

our earlier mind.

In this matter tlie French led the world, and the fineness of

their technique and the thoroughness of their application of

thought to the details of production are siill hard to match.

The first and greatest of Kncyclopaedias—Diilerol's contribu-

tion to the Revolution—is also the first of technical dictionaries.

It is at its best in describing the methods of manufacturing,

from gunpowder to gos.samer. And the French have lived up

to this high standard, and their central schools of art and

manufacture in Paris •Te the oUk-^t and among .he best. But

it w"s the example of successful Germany which stirred us

from our mental sloth. France had been first in the practical

arts, but Germany had learnt the lesson to most purpose. Her

armies of 1870 marched to the measures of organizing mind.

Tlie same thoroughness and power of combining details was

being applied to other arts as well as war, and Charlottenburg

was soon to become a sign of wonder and of imitation to the

world. The time was coming when every barber's boy in the

great cities of the Reich was to attend technical classes in the

hairdresser's art.

But the Prussian victories began at once to have their reaction

abroad. In 1877 the T/ivery Companies of London, mindful of

their ancient origin from the crafts, took into counsel leading

manufacturers and men of science, and founded an Institute

for the promotion of technical education. Ii was opened ai

mi
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Somli K(>n'*iiit;ton in iS8o. Cli.irlottcnbiiri> thus h.id its

ni^licM on the hanks of the Tli.inu-s, and our ih-odr of the
'^cvrniics saw hh)Ssoms on all the brandies of public eiiucation.

But the Iar£>cst chan.i^c remains. The transfusion of all

departments of education by the new spirit of science and the
linkini,'-up of science with other aspects of life and learning
wore lon<> processes of which we have not yet seen the full

rc->ult< or even the full effort. For this involves a profound
rnental transformation, ami not merely the or£>anization of
insiiiutes or the application of now methods to old arts. The
simo period, however, ,[,nves clear evidence of what was to come.
Tlio seeds sown for three hundred years, from Galileo to Darwin,
h.ul a first harvest in the material world of industrial science : t ho
time had now come for their ileeper penetration into mental
hnhits views of religion, and methods of education. Herbert
Spencer's treatise on Education^ published in 1863, four years
nftor iho Onoin of Sprcin, was the manifesto of the new faith.

Ti is cprious to reflect that the cause of science in education
seems, somehow, bound up witli success in war. In 1871 the
triumph of Prussia made other nations determine to improve I

ill'' organization of their schools: science was the one thing
noodod. It was the gospel of the dominant school ot philo"^

sophors, but had not yet penetratcii into the schools of the
young. Then Huxley took his seat on the first School Board for
l-ondon.ai... South Kensington began toeximi^e in Scionceand
An. Unfortunately, with our national leaning topaichwork—

a

ii'ohil habit in govorni ig an empire—we proceeded to cultivate
Hionco by adding on little wings and bays to our system
HKioad of thinking out the whole problem in the -ew'iit,dit.

MomL-niary schools were allowed their 'specific subjects'—
•1 little dgebra or mechanics or physiology—on which an extra
Jliilling or two might be earned in grant. Teaciiers \vere
lilowed their 'science certificates' on which a pound or two

p 2
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more initjlil bo raine.l a'^. salary. Aiul tlio more enterprising

I*iiblic Schools set up their ' Science Sides ' in which boys not
quite up to the classical standard mi;,'ht be qualified to improve
their chances in a 'practical ' life. Thus the first reflection of

the new light on the actual world of schooling was scanty and
broken

; but it was a ray of the coming light all the same.
To follow the leading of this new guide and to discuss its

bearing on the other and older parts of the curriculum would
take us far beyond the scope of this chapter. But one reflection

is suggested by an historical survey of the whole subject, and
point.s onwards to what we shall have to say in a later chapter
on international relations. The subject-matter of education in

the ancient world was predominantly military and civic.

Beside the elements of language and calculation, the old Greek
and Roman boy was taught the heroic legends of his mother
city, and urged to imitate them; and such religious practices

and beliefs as he acquired were similarly derived from the tribal

tradition and clung round persons and places in the ancestral

story. Even the unity of the Roman Empire made no great

change in this spiritual heritage. But Christianity cut deeper,

and in the mediaeval system we see the first appearance of a

universal element in the matter of education. Other subjects,

the grammar and rhetoric of the trivium and quadrivium, were
but the antechamber to the supreme subject, the knowledge
of God and of His scheme of salvation for man, entrusted to

the Church. This was the first spiritual unification of mankind,
and up to the present, in spite of all schisms and shortcomings,
incomparably the most eflfective. Then with the Renaissance

came for a time, so far as unity went, a falling back. The Divine

science of the schoolmen seemed no longer of unbroken texture,

and a new form of national training began to press it into the

background. The old classical languages entered the service of

the new iiaiiuns wliicli were dividing the Roman and mediaeval

._ ^
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UllllV. Cict-ro .uid Plut..R•ll;^poke again through tlie mouths of
Mihoii and Vittorino. But beneath tl

iliore was growing from the- seventeenth cent
.iiiotlier method and anotlier matter ll

10 superficial conflict

l\narteb, which by the end of il

bCl,' l,s

ti.uional u

destined to become the binding force of

W e slia

nity.

11 tl

ury onwards

, the science of Bacon and
If nineteenth century we can

a stronger inter-

in tlry in tJie next chapter to point out how the first
li.-^aiueor anti-religious turn of this development of science
u... gradually overcome. Just as the pagan d.-iiies and l.-»ends
h.ul seemed to the early Christians to be demons anil the uork
ot demons, so, in the first outburst of the critical and scientific
^pl^u, old beliefs and institutions were hotly attacked and
dosperately defended. But as time goes on, and passions sink
-..Ki wisdom mellows, it is seen that science in the true sense is
noi

.
destroyer, either of life or thought, but a buildei-up.

Old beliefs are explained, and take their place, in so far as they
jortify the human mind, in one vast body of growing and heahn-
kiiou ledge. The idea of evolution comes in to reconcile con^
iradictions and partial views, which seem irreconcilable if we
•urcst them sharply at each moment of their development.
History completes science, and shows it to be as social in its
nature and ultimate working as it was in its origin.
Now when, from this point of view, we consider the recent

t evelopment of education in the most civiHzed countries of
the world, we shall find most significance in tlie growing
community of thought at the highest levels. The learned
J'ocieties and the Universities f the world have been acquiring
iubus of co-operation more and more rapidly with the spread
^i a-.ence, and it would never occur to any professor, either on
tlic physical or biological side, to allow the passions of a national
conflict, whether just or bhnded, to bias him for a moment in
judging of a new hypothesis or criticism. Here we all are, and

1^1
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imist be, at one, ami on tlic-'C lines it uouKl ticcni that science

is loailin;,' us through our places of eilucation and research into

a new unity of thou>,'lii which will have more permanence than

the mediaeval system.

And though the time may be distant when either the nations

will be all at peace, or u hen fullerknowledgeshall have reconciled

our conflicting theories in history and the human sciences, yet

for the educated man there is at once a sure resting-place and
an infinite joy. He stands on a solid rock of truth achi" d, and

he h)oks out on the growing light of a clearing sky. he iives in

the past with those uliose minds have built up the high common
platform where he stands : he lives in the future with those who
will rest on him and make him, too, a part of themselves.

fi
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IX

RIXIGIOUS GROWTH

DiFKicui.T as the task must scorn, it would be a fatal mutila-

tii)ii of our subject to a\oid some referciue to the intlueiice of

tlic other changes in thoui,'ht and life on the reli.t,'ious mind of

the West. Education, science, social reform, all bring us to

the threshold of this subject, and ue cannot refuse to look in,

however short the glance must be, however perplexing and

clibiv e the forms ue discern. Moreover, this stage in our story

scL'ins the inevitable point, for in the 'seventies Mill had left

us, and in the next ilecade Carlyle, Darwin, T. H. Green,

Piiscy, Newman, Matthew Arnold, Browning, Emerson, all

died, all men of the first importance in framing a new religious

outlook, especially in England, A whole geiteration of forma-

tive minds was being gathered in to that great host who rule

us from the tomb.

The attentive reader will already have noticed that in the

very title of this chapter, and in its first paragraph, .•> theory is

implied which, though perhaps now of general acceptance,

wmild not aluays have been accepted, and is itself an offspring

of the age. To say that religion grows and changes, to include

among religious influences names as far apart as Darwin and
Pusoy, Browning and Newman, attests in itself the force of

evolutionary thought. One could not have written so in the

mid-eighteenth century, and now one could hardly write

otherwise.

But some definition is essential, however rough and tentative,

ijf the subject-matter of this growth. By ' religion ', then,
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we lueau, for ilic piirpuse of tlii. cliaptcr, t]ie bubmission or
Ihe accord, of tlie indiNidual will to ^^],al i. rocoynizcd as 'the
Highest m tlie world. Perhaps this definition may be found
to include everything claiming to be rc'Iigiour, and in any case
It will give us some guidance in our quest. It spreads the net
wide indeed, but hovv can we refuse the name of religion to
such a temper of devotion .?

_

Starting from this point we may see at once that certain
important conclusions follow. We liave seen in the case of
the other great concepts with which we have dealt-freedom
science, education, and the rest—that they take on a fuller
meaning as we advance in history, and above all in the last
hundred years. It is the same with religion. ]-'or if it in-
volves the recognition of some Highest thing to which we owe
allegiance and with which we should seek to be in accord
then clearly this liighest thing will advance and become fuller
and nobler—at least in our consciousness of it—as our own
minds rise and expand. Hence we gain the conception of an
evolution of religion as part of the general evolution of man
and the evolution of man is a leading idea, perhaps the leading
idea, in ilie century we arc studying.

^
There is a famous story of Disraeli strolling into a Diocesan

Conference at Oxford i.i 1864. The meeting, like all other
reagious bodies at that time, was debatintr the beariiK' of the
Darwinian theory on religion. Were we to believe, the clergy
asked, that man is descended from some lower animal type, or
even, as some said, from a monkey ? Disraeli took up the
challenge in a brilliant speech and declared that 'in answer
to the question "Is man an ape or an angel ?

"
I, my Lord "^

am on the side of the angels.' But the pointed phrase can
be turned against the orator. By all means let us be on the
side of the angels, but let us remember that it is the doctrine
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of evolution whicli enables us, in the only sense worthy of man,
tu be on their side. If man was once an angel, and in the course
of liis descent had become the imperfect, vicious, and erring
creature that we know, where would be the basis of our hope?
Bui if, arising from a loner ^:.a c. '.c has gradually put on the
uubler features which ^ve , ;.nirc, if, crri: j as he 'is, he can be
.liown to have abandoned ti;: norse ci jrs, and, with waver-
ing steps, to be treading an ..^m, v paili, then we may claim,
without denouncing Daruin, to be on the side of the' angels.
'I'his is, of course, speaking generally, the point of v^iew
that was reached in the latter part ot the nineteenth century,
and it constitutes a profound change both in philosophy and
religion. Turn to any text-book or encyclopaedia on the history
ut religion, and you will find a host of books referred to, all

tracing the upward evolution of religion from simple or savage
^te^ and beliefs to something purer, nobler, and more mora\
Tiic authors proceed by collecting examples from all the
quarters of the globe, comparing them to find their common
elements and their differences, and then go on to show how
these primitive forms are gradually transformed, sublimated,
and purified in the higher faiths. Examples are needless, for
cnery one who has touched the subject, knows of dozens. All
of them belong to the nineteenth century, most to the latter
part of it, though there may be an occasional reference to some
great anticipator such as Hume.
Now what are the results of this comparative, evolutionary

method on the minds of those who look outside the borders of
their own creed ? Clearly it must be the recognition, in the
words of Cardinal Newman, that ' there is something true and
^iinnely revealed in every religion '. So far as the origins are
ahke m all forms of faith, so far as men have found guidance in
any rehgion from a lower to a higher and more social form of

W'il
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thought and hfc, so tar their practices and beHef must be held

to draw tlieir inspiration from the same, or at least a kindred,

Ideal. Such a position is now so generally held that it may

seem almost an unnecessary commonplace to insist on it. But

it is in point of fact a new conquest of the human spirit, one

of the most signal triumphs of the nineteenth century. Here

and there no doubt one may find some earher thinker who
cherished the glorious \ision in his breast. So every great dis-

covery has its anticipators. But it was not until the gradual

widening process of modern thought set in, and especially

towards the end of the eighteenth century, that the truth took

solid shape, and became, as it now is, a beacon of hope to all

mankind.

Look backward for a moment for assurance of the fact. To
the Greek of classical times, foreign beliefs, like the language of

the 'barbarous' outsider, were a thing apart, strange, inferior,

and not understood. The Roman, with liis genius for incor-

poration, extended a welcome to foreign cults, but it was as a

political measure, with no comprehension of their inherent

worth or final co-operating [ irpose. To the early Cliristian

alien faiths were suspect, and often appeared as the work of

hostile and infernal spirits. Those who saw them in this light

were keen combatants for a new and all-precious thing which

was to be justified by the speedy triumph of its believers here

on earth. About the middle of the thirteenth century some

intercourse began with non-Christian peopiles in the East, and

Christian missionaries returned with the report that there were

other nations inspired apparently to good conduct by rehgious

beliefs and canons different from their own. It was a stray

gleam of the univcrsalism which was to come, but the full light

did not dau n till after the Renaissance. l"'or with the Renais-

sance the old ideals of the classical world streamed in again on
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tlu' Wc^t, and men learnt that some of the deepest thinkers and
noblest spirits of i c world had practised virtue and studied

rdi-ion from another standpoint. So, even in the conflicts

ol the Reformation and its obscurity on the main religious

problems, there come broad views like those of More in the

L-topia or of Cromwell in his respect for the essentially good
man. A little later the leading Frenchmen of the seven-

teciuh century—Bossuet from un ecclesiastical platform, Pascal

troni ihe point of view of a philosopher—proclaimed the doc-
iriiie of a universal religious progress, and with the eighteenth
cciuury the rationalist thinkers of all Europe, Kant andHfder,
Lcs.-ing and Goethe, Turgot and Condorcet, agreed in the
>Mine gospel. The nineteenth century, the age of historical

iriticism and of evolution, made good the conquest for all time,

ll will have been noticed that most of the names selected are
ilioM' of philosophers rather than of religious leaders in the
ordinary sense. It is impossible in following such an inquiry
as this to draw the line, and it is pan of our object to show how
tlie views of the philosophers pass over and influence the presen-
tation of religious doctrines by their accredited professors.

New man has been niemioiicd as representing the greatest of

the Churches adhering to the traditional forms, but any other
Chuich would furnish similar evidence. The new spirit, which
uc are describing, is not the property of any new sect or school

• >f thought, but universal to all thinking men, the reaction of
tlic doctrine of evolution—conceived in its widest sense—on
the religious sphere. Newman, ardent Catholic as he became,
^lul not escape it, was in fact full of a deep conscioustiess of

libiorical evolution. Who else, then, in the less closely-knit

Churches, if he opened his mind at all, would be likely to escape ?

Ihe new movement whidi Pusey championed, as well as the
•iiicient Ciiurch to which Newman gave his adherence, were

t1
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both dccp-ruitied in a sense of historical continuity, at-
'

';e

docirine of development irave ihcin both e\en more si _;tli

th 111 it i^Mve to the looser-knit ami more dispersive organizations

which arose at the Protestant Reformation.

The new sense, then, of historical continuit} in religion and

of the gradual e\olulion of the divine in man must be put

among the greatest of the conquests of the nineteenth century,

liut so lar we ha\e considered it rather as the achievement of

the thinkers and men of learning and without reference to the

religious attitude of ihe a\erage mind which may not have llie

opportunity, even if it has the power, for a profourd study of

the questions involved. It is clearly part of our subject, perhaps

the most important part, to estimate the social effects of a change

of thought, and later on in this chapter we shall attempt some
summary of the recent religious changes as judged from their

social and moral showings. But the popular attitude towards

tl theoretical question must be touched on here, when we
have just been assuming that a certain progressive \iew as to

rehgious truth was commoidy accepted from the latter part

of the nineteenth century. It is no doubt a minority who
reflect seriously upon such questions. But of those who do,

few would now question that the lapse of centuries had pro-

foundly modified the meaning of the traditional creeds- So

far as this is admitted, the legends of the faith, handed down
from more credulous and savage days, are no longer what they

were to the first believers. For them the stories of creation

or the making of bloody sacrifices at the altar had a meaning
and a suitability which they lose with the growth of knowledge
and the softening of manners. To recognize this and to see

at the same time that the earher stage fits in to the immemorial
process of upward growth, is to apply the principle of religious

evolution in our own case.
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Tho now streams of spernlation Icil, in fart, to the hrcakirifr

of f)ld relicjious groups, ami towards ilic end of the century

four clearly-marked types of serious thought may be distin-

guished. There are in the first place those who cling to the

literal truth of the reli,Q:ious stories and formulae which have
come down to them. If there is obscurity or contradiction,

it is held to be in the mind of the believer who has not learnt

to see aright. There is, secondly, the large class, mentioned
nhove, of those who accept the progressive view of revelation;

interpret the Jewish and Christian traditions in accordance with

the ordinary canons of lilstorical criticism, but do this as far as

possible in communion with the churches which have been the

repositories of the faith. This type of mind is what is called in

Catholic circles ' modernist '. Then come two groups of more
r.idical thinkers, first those, closely allied in opinion \vith the

modernists, who feel the breach of opinion from the old order

to he too great to admit of honest co-operation in religious

matters with those who remain within the pale. These work
f)nt on independent lines their own schemes of thought, fitting,

so far as may be, the expression of their beliefs, or the organiza-

tions which they support, to the truth as they can apprehend
it. And, lastly, the most negative of all are those who have
convinced themselves of the impossibility of reaching any sure

conclusion on the fundamental questions—the origin of life

and morality, the purpose and governance of the world—and
content themselves with the faithful performance of their

nearest duties.

It was a striking and a novel prospect, to many minds a

terrifying sight. But however wc may forecast the issue, one
tliin? is cheering and peculiar to the last few decades. With a

\\iucr divergence of opinion than was ever known before, there
lias come a far wider tolerance, even a deeper unity. Some

(1
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solution of \\\h paradox \vc may liopo to reach before wc close,

but the fact of the tolerance is patent anil pij^nificant. Men of

the most varied shades of belief, or of none at all, meet habitually

for common work of every kind, without ilemur, without a

question asked. Partly, }-ou may say, throui^h indifference;

still more, we would add, through the growth of other common

links which put religious differences in the background. Of

these new links, the growth of scientific thought and the in-

creasing hold of practical activities must take first place. This

relation, of scientific tliought to religion, must now be faced.

It is the most profound and difficult aspect of the present

chapter. If we look oack to the work of any typical mediaeval

thinker, sav St. Hildegard in the twelfth century or Dante at

the beginning of the fourteenth, we shall find that their view!

of science are embraced in their religious scheme. They re-

ceived them, they believed, as part of a revelation of the Divine.

The Spirit of God declared the vision, and all truth was one.

God had revealed and the Church had put its stamp on all alike.

The few, like Roger Bacon, who took another road, appealing

simply to nature and experiment, were commonly supposed tn

be in communion with the de\ il. Now with the Renaissance

this other knowledge was vastly enlarged and made a realm

apart. The new science was partly recovered from the ancient

Greeks, still more of it was built up by the strenuous eiforts

of man's inquiring and comparing intellect. The new man of

science claimed no special channel of inspiration. The road

was open to all, and, though most of the great scientists in the

seventeenth century were professing Christians, their contribu-

tion to progress was a new construction of thought, standing

outside the orthodox creed in a fashion undreamt of by the

fathers or the schoolmen. The eighteenth century deepened

the cleavage. The ilominant school of thought, especially in
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Fnnrc, rode higli on the crc?t of the conqiicrincr wave, and saw

notliini^ in the ohi faith or its institutions but an obstruction •

to tlic freedom of lunnan re ison. With the nineteenth ccnturv

ilic tide bec:an to turn. Parti)- there was a direct reaction.

Some like De Maisire and Lacordaire went back to the Pope

atul Catliolic tradition as a jjuidc to belief. But in the wider

tick! the chans^c was not a reaction but an advance to a truer

and more comprehensive point of view. The historical spirit,

the scientific study of social evolution, i>ave the link. To this,

flic only true reconciler, both science and relit,'ion appear as

norc <ar)- and immemorial growths of the human spirit, both

arising,' from common liuman needs, i^oth diverging here and

tlKTo, but coming ultimately to a common goal. For their

cinplnsis on this truth the world is under a special debt to

AiiLTUSte Comtc and the school of ' positi\ists ' which he

fouiuKdin tlie 'thirties and 'forties of the last ccnturj. It was

tlio first atteinpt to forge a link between those uho would base

tiicir belief and conduct strictly on scientific grounds and those

wlio aiilierod to the traditional religious organizations of the*

Christian W'l'st. In this sjiirit Comte welcomed the reaction

<if men like Dc Maistrc who defended the Papacy. He sought

oiQcrly for a modus vivnuli between all parties who aimed at

subordinating individual or national selfishness to some higher

suiciion, and believed with the enthusiasm of a pioneer in the

'"arly advent of a reign of peace.

Comtc died in 1857. A date twenty years later has been

named as the year of most intense rationalist criticism in

F.ni^'land. England, as we have seen, while generally ahead in

practice, has been correspondingly slow in the purely logical

development. In 1877 the Fortnightly Review was under the

editorship of John Motley, close ally of John Stuart Mill and
the most advanced thinkers of that time. It was the moment

\i
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wlicn the two ?trcnnis of critio.il and scior.tific tlioue:ht were

flf)\viii£> most stront;lv touothcr. 'I'lic influence of Mill, who

died in i>^73, was still at full flood, critical, agnostic, intensely

intellectual, devoted to public ends. And to this was now

added the new zeal for evolution which had arisen from the

work of Darwin and Spencer, and of which Huxley was the

protaj^onist in the forum of debate. IMorley had succeeded

l.ewes as editor of the Forlnightly in 1867, and he held the

post till 1882. It was the climax of this review, the high-water

mark of the critical, scientific movement in English nineteenth-

century thought. The gifts of an editor who combined in a

high degree sympathy, acumen, and litcrar)- power, achievcti

the result.

yXfter the 'seventies a change in tone set in. It might

perhaps be measured by saying that whereas in the 'seventies

the clever boy of seventeen and eighteen would read Herbert

Spencer, thirty years later he would read Bergson. No name

counts for more in this change than that of T. H, Green. His

father was a Yorkshire rector and his mother descended from

a connexion of the great Protector and one of his officers. He

had thus in his blood and upbringing that combination of piety

and sturdy independence which is so marked in all his work and

life. His strongest intellectual bias was derived from Kant and

Hegel. His greatest intellectual lack was a familiarity with ihe

methods of physical science. This gap was filled by a keen,

penetrating, and, above all, an honest mind trying all things

patiently and appraising all things generously, so long as they

gave promise of subserving the supreme end of the social good,

the ideal of humanity. In this last quality, the supremacy of

the moral end, there is a veal and close kinship between Green

and Comte. Both recognized no other canon of right conduct

but the moial progress of the human community as a whole.

f *
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Mere i^loasurc, personal or general, is to be wholly rejected as

,111 cml. Science, art, and philosophy are of the highest value;

hitr the hit'he. t of all is love. Now though the object of our

riK effort and affection is beyond us, it is easier to apprehend

arid e\cn to reach than pleasure. We can see it realized in

(itlicrs,and wc know that we cannot achieve it without continual

«^elf-control and self-sacrifice. A noble creed, looking back with

><)mc sympathy to ancient stoicism and mediaeval asceticism,

but uirh a world of new human sympathy between ; a doctrine

of self-denial, but with a positive content ; the losing of one's

self, but the finding of it again in the larger self of humanity.

Green called himself a Christian and identified his moral

ideal with the Ideal of Christianity. He thus became the

bridge on the march of religion in England between the critical

and tlie conservative elements, between those who would make
clear at any cost their points of difference by using fresh terms

.i.nd new organizations, and those who stand on the old ways

and trust for the future to the gr.^dual transformation of

inlierited forms of faith and worship.

We noted the climax of anti-theological criticism reached

in 1877 in the Fortnightly. It is interesting to put beside it

the sermon preached in Balliol in the same year by Green, and
published in his works under the title of ' Faith '. It gives us

the ijist of his teaching, the I' os of the eirenicon which he laid

down between the old faith and the new knowledge. He was
speaking to a group of the ablest and most thoughtful young
men in Oxford with their minds full of the constant and
powerful criticism of Lewes and Huxley. He speaks of ' the

conflict between religion and science which is nowadays on the

tongues of all and in the hearts of many '. He tells them that

' the human spirit is one and indivisible, and the desire to *

know wh It nature is and means, is

.MTII

insep; the
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conscinusnc^sof Got! ami the loiii/in-,' for rcroncili.ition with him.

The scicntitH- impiHsc un the one side and the- faith lliat uoikith

liy love on tlie other, exhibit the ^anie spirit in different rel.i-

tions. ... A proposition wliieli as'^erts di\ine causation for any

plienomenon is not exactly false, hut turn' out on strict analysis

to he unmeaning. . . . But the very exi'^tence of science v \J

witness to the reality of the spiritual, though this, just because

it i-; ihe source of knowledge, cannot be one of its objects. , . .

God is not to be sought in nature, nor i.i any beginning or end

of nature, but in man himself. . . . Reason is self-onsciousnc^s.

It is only as taken into our self-consciousness and so presented

to us as an object, that anything is know n to us. . . .Thus every-

thing we know is known to us as a constituent of one world.

Hence arises the conception of what we call the uniformity of

nature, which, though only recently formulated, is really in-

volved in all knowledge whatever. Nature remr.ins to us an

endless scries in which the knowing of anything implies of itself

something further to be known. .A rational self-consciousness

supervenes upon sense and the data of sense, and makes this

material into knowledge. But there is always a margin beyond

what it can kno' md thus it cannot know the absolute. This

rational self-consLiousncss is the clement of identity between us

and a perfect being, who is, in full realization, what we are only

in principle and possibility. . . . This is the principle in man by

virtue of which he projects himself into the futuic or into some

other world as a more perfect being than he actually is. This

best is his God.'

Green died in 1882, only forty-six years old, and his

influence grew steadily in Oxford and in England for some

time after that date. It was somewhat similar to that of his

contemporary Seeley at Cambridge, but cut deeper, as the

work of a more penetrating and philosophic mind. Not

original in its foundations, his work was truly original in

bringing together various aspects of earlier thought, and

eminently English in its union of a moving sincerity, a

yearning for the reconciliation of the sound elements in

*ll
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.onfliftin^' views, and a passionate dc\ntinn m tlu- iJo.il ,,f

_'tin.T.iI wolfaro ami progress.

Oxf.Td, once oddly called ' the home of lost ranses and impo^-
ible loyalties ', produced also the prophet of the next move.nent
^\tuih has profoundly influenced religion in Kngland. Arnold
Tuynhee was a pupil of Green's, and carried into wide spheres
..I activity one side of his teaching. The impulse which in
(5reen was primarily philosophic, became in 'I'ovnhee pre-
dominantly social. He turned to the analvsis of economic and
social problems, and become convinced tha. the solution of
social evils must come ultimately through personal goodwill
.md intimate study. His conviction struck fire in men, and
through the labours of Canon Barnett and many others was
the moving spirit in schemes of social settlements amono the
poor throughout the world. The practical bias thus .>iv'en to
the general teaching of Green has become ever since m^ore and
more prominent in England. It largely supplanted the eager
questionmg about fundamentals which Ld exercised the more
active minds in the 'sixties and 'seventies. Young men, who
twenty years before would have been absorbed in the bearings
ot Darwinism on religion, now spent themselves in efforts to
understand and ameliorate social suffering. Green's teachin-
cont lins the fullest warrant for their action.

ff we carried our analysis to a later period still, we should
iiiul that, by the beginning of the twentieth century, the dis-
persive tendencies of thought had become accentuated. The
active tendency, the idea that we learn mainly, if not entirely,
by doing, had by that time formed a school of its own which
took the name of ' pragmatism '. And over against this had
arisen a school of critical thinkers more minute and thorough-
going m their criticism than any who had preceded them
Ihese men subjected the idealism of Green to ? searching
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examination in detail, askini* uliat .no llie cltinints of that

•iclf-ionscioiisncss tiom which he woiilil IniiKl up both the

world without and the world within. It \< a pioces-; cotnparahle

on the psychokij,'itMl siile to tin- atomic analvsi-; in physics, and,

as in that, wc cannot yet foresee the issue. But, looking at the

matter broadly, there can be no doubt that the active tendency

was the salient characteristic of the later decades of the nine-

teenth century, and this activity was shown not only in manifold

conquests of nature and discoveries in the world but also in a

new temper in religion which saw its goal in works of pliilan-

thropy and efTorts at expansion more clearly than at any previous

epoch in the Christi.in era. So great, indeed, was this rush to

action that it might be maintained with some show of reason

that it contained within it the seeds of the catastrophe of

1914. Men became absorbed in action to the neglect of the

fundamental questions, ' Why are we i ing all this ?
' and

' Whither are we rushing ? ' Such feverish activity, in fact,

though it may form habits and build up institutions, may

act as a positive hindrance to abstract thought, an anodyne

to evils that all the time are undermining the whole fabric of

the social being.

So far as specially religious activities are concerned, the

increasingly practical spirit of the age was shown in the tone

of teaching and preaching, in the growing devotion of religious

people to good works, especially of an organized kind, and in a

quite unexampled extension of Christian missions by all the

churches in the world. On each of these points a word is

needed before we advance to our summary conclusion on the

whole matter.

Some recent writers on religion have declared that the greatest

of all religious revolutions was the change from the primitive

religions of na' re to the ethical religions which begin to hold

WJ
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sw,.v ill the c.irU >cttLa coiniii unities ^luli .is K^syt, .iiul of
^^l'i« li Cl.iiMi.inity i. the |uircM tvpc. In this \icu the progrevi
ot riligi..!, consists ..sentially in bringinp its conceptions moic
.iml more ne.irly into harmony with the highest moral ideas of
m.inkind. It this be so—an.i it is certainly one very important
.ipat ..f the truth -then the increasing stress laid hy all

Cliiistiaii teachers in the later nineteenth century on the
DiMMJ bearings of their message is a striking confirmation
nt pn.gress, in religion ;,s in other departments of human life.

Wc may l)e emboldened to believe more readily in the truth f.f

the great saying that ' man becomes more and more religious \
v« hen we notice how, in our own and recent times, both the
public and the preachers arc turning to the good will, the
,l;-mhI life, the desire to help vnc\ neighbours, as evidence of
religion, apart from creed or formal practices. The most
ic-pectcd voices in progressive England taught us this fortv
.u.ir:, .igo, and a large part of the nation has tried to practise
the lesson. Preachers dealt more and more exclusively with
conduct, and their influence ucnt to strengthen the imp'ression
kit by philosophers like Green, writers like Carlyle, reformers
hh: Toynbee, coiners of telling phrases like his who wrote
»'t religion as « morality tinged by emotion ', and of '

a some-
iliiiig not ourselves which makes for righteousness '.

Closely related to this was the extension of philanthropic
organization in the latter part of the century. Put Sydney
i>mith on one hand and any active and devoted clergyman of
a hundred years later on the other : how vast the difference in
laical

!
Yet no man was more alive than the great Canon of

^^t. Paul's to the manifold evils of his time. The modern parish
and diocese is a netuork of societies and agencies for improving
the moral and social condition of its members. This, far more
=
!ian doctrine or preaching, ,s now the accepted test uf its
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(jrticiciu), .iikI, like ihc yrcat c.Xicnsioii of lui'cigu niisbiuiis, it

dates very largt-ly from the "• ii,'htic<. The gospel of work,

jM-caclied outside the churches by lueii like Ruskin and Carlyle,

found a ready echo within. Toynbce Hall, founded in 1884,

was but a shining example of that organized effort for social

improvement by moral agencies, in which all civilized countries

and all the churches have taken part. The Anglo-Saxon world

—

Great Britain and the United States—have been conspicuous

in this work.

The spirit which inspired it is ot course of the essence of

primitive Christianity, and ue are now tracing the way in which

the ancient spirit reappears transformed, with modern language

and modern methods. The parallel v.ith missions abroad ib

striking, both as to time and as to manner of de\ elopmcnt. Here

again we have a part, one of the most vital parts, of primitive

Christianity. It was the field on which one of the greatest

founders of the Christian Church did his most glorious work,

the iield on which Columba, Aidan, and Boniface, with all their

followers from the British Isles, went out to labour and often

to die in the sixth, seventh, and eighth centuries of our era.

The impulse ne\er died out in the Christian world, but in

those parts of the West which broke away from Rome it

slackened during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. That

was the age of the Jesuit missions, most skilful of all in adapting

their methods to the minds they worked upon. Then came

in the eighteenth centur}', and especially at the end of it, a great

gerieral revival, contempor.'.iy with the movement for the freeing

of the slaves and the new impulse of humanity. VVithina decade

from 1792 were founded six of the most important societies

for Christian propaganda which still exist in Great Britain.

From that time onward throughout the century the stream has

never ceased, but it gained strength in lhe'se\enlies and 'eighties

4k
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ai liic same time that social reform at home became a struiiL'er

clement in religious work. In 1872 David Livingstone died

at Hula, after thirty years given to the exploration of Africa

and the service of its inhabitants.

It was the last continent to be explored which gave the

world the most perfect type of Western missionary. He
combined in a high degree the moral, religious, and scientific

qiiiilitics which make up that type. Great explorer, great

student of nature, ' Great Doctor ', he earned the last title

all through the continent by caring for the bodies as well

.IS the souls of the natives. Moral training was the first note

in his teaching, love the first note in his religion. His work and

character gave the death-blow to the slave-trade and set at its

highest point the ideal of the strong and cultivated man in

dealing with the weaker and less advanced members of the

human family. i\ host of missionaries to Central Africa

lolloucd his death in 1872. Many of them, both there and
in China, lost their lives. In 1885 the murder of Bishop

llannington in Uganda set the stream running again strongly

in Livingstone's wake.

By the end of the century it has been reckoned that there

were to the credit of Christian missions throughout the world

sunietliing over five million Catholic converts and about the

same number of Protestant—^a curious commentary on the

bisection of the Christian world carried out at the Reformation.

\\c are not concerned here to criticize their methods or to

compare one result with another. The next chapter will

indicate some of the services of missionaries in exploring the

world. They have been a powerful factor in the Expansion

ol the West. But it is right to add at once that, whatever may
have been their shortcomings, they have represented on the

whole the humane and civilizing side of VV'estern influence.

^^-•:^mwms^
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232 Religious Growth

They have bcca a force uii the side of pity, and, thanks to the

missionaries, the exploitation, which weighs so heavily on the

Western conscience, has been less inhuman than it might

have been.

It is time now to draw together the threads of this discussion

and to try and see its main features as a whole, but without

venturing into the most recent times of all. The effect of the

war we leave deliberately aside, for it is impossible to forecast

it, impossible to descry the currents of thought which may be

turning beneath the sighs of suffering and the clamour of the

tight. Our inquiry here, though difficult, is on safer ground.

We are asking if the various symptoms of religious change,

noticeable towards the end of the last century, secrn to fit

together into one plan of progressive movement. If so,

they may have more chance of permanence ; they may survive

the cataclysm and all the confused thought and pessimism

which it has helped to engender.

The answer we would offer may, perhaps, have been antici-

pated from the questions we have raised, and it is one of

tempered and critical optimism. There may be traced in the

later decades of the last century a movement in religion which

does thus hold together, and form a growing unity and a growing

expansion. Two sides of this movement may be distinguished,

on both of which there is a consistency which gives good hope

of reality and permanence. There is a consistency in the hnes

of religious growth as we may trace it from the earliest times,

and there is an internal consistency, a principle of growth

within which seems to hold the various manifestations together.

On each of these aspects a fcvv words may sum up our conclusion.

We have noticed frequently that some feature which becomes

prominent in this period is but the fuller development of a germ

of thought or life belonging to an earlier age. So it was with
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llic increased emphasis on the ethical side of religion. Tliis led
US back to the greatest revolution of all, when moral religions

began to take the place of the primitive religions of nature.
So it was with social reform. The zeal of recent years is but
the fuller manifestation of the spirit which inspired the early
Church and bade its members ' Feed my lambs ', for ' Ye are
.ill members one of another '. So with the missionary spirit. So,
one iniglit say, even with rationalist criticism itself. It has been
the mark of every step towards a higher and purer religious life

10 discard superstitions and approximate to reason. Nothing*
IS more fortifying than thus to find anticipations of our own
efforts and early believers in our ovv n creed. We can stand with
mure confidence in the present if we feel beneath us the founda-
tions of the past. This is as true of religion as we have seen it

to be of science, and as we know it to be of our national lib.i ties.

The present is the evolution of the past ; this is, of course,
tiuc of any age. It is no special feature of the nineteenth
century. But the nineteenth century first realized it, saw for
the first time the living past in the present, and in the sphere
of religion, the sphere of self-consciousness at its highest point,
tins realization has its deepest meaning and its greatest value.
W e find then in this new age, when the historical spirit has

become dominant, a new outlook in religion also. The religious
mind now becomes conscious that it has within it the work of
all the pioneers who have built up its ideals in the past. The
early poet still speaks to it, the man who first adored the mystery
which hides behind the simplest phenomena of nature, the
flowing of the stream, the shining of the star, the shooting of
the corn. It still contains the social bond of primitive religion
uhose God protected the tribe and held its members together
with a tie more close than blood. The Greek who first exalted
the diune and found it in the noblest human type, the early
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Christian loving his brethren in the faith and struggling to

build a new heaven upon earth—all are still alive, and in the

developed self-consciousness of the modern age give added force

to action and added depth to thought. The consciousness of

all this is, of course, only present in the minds of a small and

fully educated class. It is the insight of learning, the religion,

it has been said, of a man of letters. But unconsciously the

forces of the past operate in the minds of all.

It will be been that we have travelled back to Green's sdf-

consciousness by another route, and we arc now prepared to

rest in that as the centre of the modern movement in religion.

But we need to interpret it broadly, with all the light of history

in its genesis and all the richnciS uf the world in its content.

And we need, too, to recognize a real divergence in the inter-

pretation put on the data of self-consciousness by different

thinkers. To one school it is the voice within us of a Universal

Spirit, ' more deeply interfused ' than man can be in all the

phenomena of the universe. To another it is the Human Spirit

itself, not to be identified with the external world, but welling up

from an unknown infinity behind us and with infinite capacities

before. But in taking self-consciousness in either sense as the

final note in our review of religious growth, we are in full accord

with the whole trend of modern philosophy since Descartes.

From Descartes onwards the philosophers have sought lu

explain and reconcile the phenomena of the world from our

consciousness outwards, not as in the ancient world from

external facts inwards, nor as in the scholastics from a revealed

canon given to us from above. The external and the divine arc

not denied, are facts of experience to be reckoned with, but

we approach them now from another standpoint which has

become clearer and wider since Descartes's time, following lus

load. He cut away the errors of self-illusion and authority,

;l* '3?? ^^!?5S5
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.md made men ask the simple questions what are tlie clear un-
bhakable beliefs to which every man would cling as part of liis

very being. Since then the growth of an evolutionary doctrine
lias widened this view, and makes the question apply not
only to the individual but to the race which has built up these

i.ieas in the ages of its collective being. But the psychological

si.irting-point which Descartes indicated still remains, and it

has continually enlarged its scope, in poetry, in ticiioii, in

politics, as well as in philosophy and religion, the psychological
basis and the psychological explanation are now as prominent
a.s the historical, are in fact the other side of the same question.

Now the effect on religion, which is closely allied to philosophy,
has been the g: utest. Every complete treatment of any reli-

-iuus question in recent times, say from Schleiermacher to

William James, is partly historical and partly psychological, and
ilic psychological has grown steadily in importance. ' What
does it mean to the individual soul ?

' ' How has it come to be
what it is ? ', these psychological and historical questions ha\ c

put into the background questions of the meaning and truth
of dogmas, even for a time questions as to the social value of

religion.

It will be remembered that T. H. Green, at a critical moment
u\ the progress of religious thought in England, turn '^ to a

dc\ eloping self-consciousness as the key to tlie movement. He
i!u doubt derived this view from Hegel, but he thought it out
agam in a way of his own. If we follow him in regarding it as

til'!' typical view in this period, we must be careful to keep to
ilic broad middle path on which' it connects with other lines

ot modern thought, and avoid identifying it with the extreme
•iiul mistaken forms into which at all ages it has descended, it

l^ sigmficaiu that the same recent period has seen a revival of

mysticism which is the doctrine of the supremacy of self-
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consciousness carried 10 the furthest point in depth, without

extension and without the proper balance of the objective

world. This was obviously not Green's view, nor is it the view

of self-consciousness which represents the dominant tendency

of the last fifty years. For this last fifty years is also the period

in whir', our knowledge and consciousness of the external world

has become the most extensive and precise. Our developing

consciousness therefore must be regarded, and has by the best

thinkers been regarded, as correlative to external facts as well

as deeper within, a mirror of the w orld as well as a mirror of man.

And this, too, is a patent mark of the new spirit in religion. We

are now accustomed to a view in which all good things, the

beauty of nature and the joy of living, as w ell as knowledge itself,

are all included in that manifestation of the Highest to which

our being tends. The barriers of asceticism, partly mediaeval,

partly puritan, have been broken down, and our ideal of the

Best does not now seem to grow only as one side of our nature

by some stern law imposed from without, but embraces all

congruent things, and will, as the self develops, embrace still

more.

But the main condition of the self, of which we are now

conscious, still remains to be explained. It is this. The

individual self does not stand alone; by itself it is even the worst

of guides to the ideal. Self-centred in one sense we must be,

but not self-contained, and of all the achievements of recent

religious thought we should perhaps put first the wider, the

more social self. The same century has seen the attainment of

the highest point in both conceptions, superficially opposed,

inherently but two aspects of the same thing, a completely

developing self-consciousness or personality, and a humanity

from which that self derives its depth and fullness and with

which it is constantly striving to make itself more equal.
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The perception of the developing self, developing ir, history
ns uell as in the individual soul, the projection of the Ideal
lu-fore us, sometimes in the fitful light of our own personality,
sometimes in the radiance of another and a greater, the
gradual filling out of this ideal by all the achievements
of a slowly perfecting humanity, the pursuit of this ideal
by one's self becoming wiser and greater-minded, but always
in fellowship with others, in family, in country, or in the world,
with whom and for whom we have to live—these are the charac-
teristics of the new religious growth. Just in so far as these
things are actually in process, under whatever formulae of faith
they may be expressed or concealed, so far Western man is

becoming more religious.
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W'f noted in ilie last chapter linu the wide sweep of synthesis

whicli carried men auay with it about the middle of the century

was broken into shortly after by a more searching criticism.

Green's doctrine, \ised on Hegel, of a divine self-consciousness

finding its highest known manifestation in our own spirit, gave

way for a time to another point of view, or rather various points

of vi'ew, which sought rather to ascertain what was involved in

each separate act of conscious life. By this process more was

attributed to the external not-ourselves, less to the evolving

and creating spirit. One might draw an analogy between the

generous idealism of the earUer school of imaginative art and

the ' realism ' of later writers and artists who aim at picturing

life just as it is, and give us minute, faithful, and interesting

work, but without the inspiration to action of the earlier

mastci

In science there was a somewhat similar movement. The

comprehensive vision of Darwin and his contemporaries was

followed by a minute examination of what a variation really

is, and under what conditions it took place in the organic

world. Analysis again supervened on synthesis. The previous

generalizations were not expHcitly denied, but left alone, while

spade-work went on round the foundations of the building with

a vigour and a persistence alarming to those who still desired

the old house to live in. In physical science, with which we

shall mainly deal in this chapter, while the new facts and the

extended methods have proved at least equally surprising, the

net result seems more continuom with the old positions. This
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rcni^on, as well as the extreme interest of the new discoveries,

ire good grounds for giving some special attention to them.
Till'; t'voliition is the most perfect example we possess of ordered
pro^rrss. The old mechanics, foimded in the seventeenth
(

.
iiiiiry, had justified themselves by a thousand fruitful applica-

liuns in practice, and, as their generalizations were laid in

accurate observations and quantitative laws, the later expan-
sions and corrections were possible without destroying the
original structure. We glanced at some of these discoveries

in Chapter V as influencing industrial production. Here we
shall consider the subject as a branch in the tree of know-
Icd^'c, and carry its growth farther down to the end of our
period.

The physics of the seventeenth and eighteenth century, of

ubich Galileo and Newton were the master-builders, were
primarily concerned with the mechanics of mass. It was the
heavenly bodies, the greatest known masses, which first revealeil

the law.s of mechanics to minds sufficiently gifted to perceive
them. The nineteenth century added to these the mechanics
of the particle, and has carried its analysis farther and
farther on the road to the infinitely small. But a glance
back to antiquity sheds a flood of light on this develop-
ment, as on most aspects of human thought. The ancient
mind had begun to play on the threshold of the subject.

Democritus was the pioneer among tlie Greeks, and Kpicurus
(onibincd some theory of atomic action with his general philo-
sophy. But Lucretius is the immortal monument of ancient
ilaring and insight on this sphere, and when we read in his terse

and pregnant lines how one should learn to look for the effects

of invisible forces in the world around us, in the wind whicli is

as powerful as the stream, in the small bodies which are in

constant and violent motion in every mass of matter, we can
almost believe that electrons are beinc^ described in T.ntin verse.
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' These " first bodies " wliich form a denser mass, when brought

together, held fast by their own close-tangled shapes, form

enduring bases of stone and unyielding bodies of iron and the

like. But those whiih spring far off and rebound, leaving great

spaces between, these furnish us with thin air and the bright

rays of the sun.' What hindered the foundation, then and

there, of a true science of chemistry and physics, anticipating

the evolution of two thousand years later ? Two obstacles, the

positive hindrance of a rival and more powerful philosophy,

based on a theory of life rather than of matter, and the negative

drawback of a want of nccurate observation and experiment,

with results expressed in mathematical form. The positive

hindrance was Aristotle, whose more philosophic mind and

biological bent dominated science for a thousand years. And

on the mathematical side, men had yet to reach the simplest laws

of motion, the mechanics of mass, before they could devote a

fruitful gaze to the molecule. They had not even the mathe-

matical notation in which the necessary equations could be

expressed.

These conditions were realized by the end of the eighteenth

century. The calculus had been invented a hundred years

before. The fundamental laws of motion had been formulated

and inquiries were in full swing as to the nature of that

thinnest form of matter to which the name of ' gas ' had been

attached by Van Helmont early in the seventeenth century.

The wind, which Lucretius had taken as a typical example

of an invisible force, was found to be susceptible to many

other forms of sensible measurement—to contain, in fact,

many secrets both of matter and of life. The discovery of

oxygen in the eighteenth century was the first definite step

in chemistry, and chemistry became scientific in the exact

sense when Lavoisier, by the careful use of the balance in

liis work, had denionsiraied the constancy of material weight.
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riie loial weights of substances after n chemioal process uere
l.n.iul K. hoidcntical uithuhai ll.eyhaJ been before. Theuav
^\a. i.ou open for Dalton and an Itomic theory of a scientific
Uiiii. *

Dalton, tl.e Quaker schoolmaster of Cumberland and Man-
chester, tleserves to have his name attached to the theory, for
lu- hrst put the floating notions of elements and atoms on' the
^ol.d basis of numerical laws. These, though they have been
nuHJificd and expanded in a thousand details since his time
ha^c held good as a whole, and the atomic theory has become'
m a.nsequence of its quantitative basis, a guiding thought in
iiineteenth-century science. The history of ' elements ' from
..nc.ent times down to Dalton and the nineteenth century
>u,uld form by itself a chapter full of instruction in the evolu-
tion of thought. The vague ideas, the groping after hidden
truth, the want of exact methods, go on from the unique
cloment of the Ionian philosopher, the ' water ' of Thales, the
••r' of Anaximenes, the hot, dry, cold, and wet of Arist'otle,
<loun to the eighteenth century. Then the foundation of a
scientific chemistry put order into confused theories. Lavoisier
Had already established that, since the total of the weights is
constant, then, if by any chemical process a substance which
ue thought elementary had lost weight, we should know that it
had been combined with some other substance and was not a
pure element. Dalton then showed that the atoms or particles
of any one element are all alike, but that they differ from the
r-irticles of any other element both in size and weight, and
that in combinations of different elements the particles come
together according to some invariable numerical ratio. He
«as helped to his conclusion by applying the golden rule of
using always the simplest hypothesis which would cover the
facts. Thus in the five diflferent compounds of oxygen and
^'rrr--en called 'oxides ', a fixed weight of nitrogen is engaged in
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iMch case, anii the \vei;,'hts of oxygen are as I : 2 : 3 : 4 : <;. That

is to say, the complex molecules of the oxides are formed by

the combifiation between one atom of nitrogen and first one

atom of oxygen, then two, then three, then four, then five.

This is the atomic theory in a simple case, and it was the first

introduction of a quantitative law for ihe combination of ele-

ments.

As chemistry sets out to discover what an element or hotno-

geneous substance is, and how these homogeneous substances

behave towards one another when they are brought into contact,

we have by the first decade of the nineteenth century, when

Dalton made his discoveries, the first sketch of the science firmly

set out. Note that it is in mathematical form, and is thus a link

with the older and sister science of physics. The whole sub-

sequent course of inquiry has tended to draw the two closer

and closer together.

Since Dalton's time the number of recognized elements has

increased from twenty-six to seventy-eight, and their recognized

combinations both natural and synthetic, i. e. made by man,

have grown proportionately. Dalton's simple laws, discovered

at a time when very few of these compounds were known to

ctiemists, still hold their own in the complexity which has

succeeded ; and this complexity itself has revealed new and

marvellous laws of mathematical symmetry anil links with all

other facts in the material universe.

The first direct sequel of Dalton's work was the fixing of

the relative atomic weights of all the known elements and the

discovery of fresh ones in the process. This went on steadily

throughout the century, and as the number of the elements

increased it was noticed that their weights formed an approxi-

mately regular series, capable of being divided into sets of eight or

octaves by the somewhat greater gaps in the scale at those points.

The l;ii\', like nearly all discoveries in science, was due to several,
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an element are, in short, a periodic function of its atomic weif^ln,

and may be set out in a mathematical curve. Later on, down
to the days of radio-activity, confirmations have continued in

arrive; but before we arrive at that point in our story we have

to retrace our steps a little to pick up another clue. This is

our knowledge of electricity, the force which was ultimately to

prove the most potent in the universe of matter, the common
form into which, as it now seems, all the rest may be re-

solved.

At the time when Dalton was analysing marsh-gas at Man-
chester, Volta was constructing at Pavia his piles of copper

and zinc disks, and Oersted was beginning his experiments on

electric currents at Copenhagen. These were the means which

in later hands were to lead to breaking up the 'indivisible' atom

and discovering a solar system in every particle. Michael

Faraday's is the name which stands out most clearly at this

stage of discovery, as Dalton's in the formulation of the laws of

atoms. Both were men of modest origin, and owed their success

to a genius working persistently in early life in a quiet sphere.

Both, like Tyndall, Mill, Spencer, and many more, who have

profoundly influenced the national life, grew up outside the

course of ordinary academic education. Faraday, like Dahon,
was by origin a north-countryman, his father having migrated

from Yorkshire to London. The elder Faraday worked as a

blacksmith at Xevvington, where Michael was born in 1791,

and he apprenticed his son to a bookbinder. Popular lectures

on science gave the boy his early stimulus, especially the

lectures of Sir Humphry Davy at the Royal Institution which

had just been founded by Count Rumford, an American

citizen of cosmopolitan education. Here Davy did his work

in chemical analysis, and succeeded in isolating the two new-

elements, potassium and sodium, about the time when Faraday

joined him as an assistant, in i8n. He had had the eood

I:
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;cH.sc tu recogni/e Faraday's talent from notes'of some of his
l.ctuR-s NNluch tlie young man had sent liim as a proof of his
industry and interest. The alliance thus formed determined
;;.^ulay s career. The Royal Institution became his home for
ite. He began his vvork in the chemical field, following the
lines of Dalton and Davy. But his decisive discoveries came
.. .lie later, when he was put in touch with the experiments
uliich Oersted had been carrying out in Denmark and Ampere
jn iM-ance. I'his was in .821. The foreign scientists had estab-
lished the fact that an electric current drives out a magnetic
ono at nght angles and vice versa, but they had not succeeded
H. making this action continuous. I'his was the capital achieve-
n.e.u of laraday, due to a keen practical intelligence working
uuh true appreciation of scientific fact. Faraday produced
the rotation of the wire round the magret, and the correlative
leaill, an electric ci -ent inducing a continuous flow in the
mignct.

1 he dynam. ^vas thus invented, which has enabled
electricity to be produced in u.dini. cd quantities for commercial
n^c^, and m the realm of theory it forged another link i„ the
umty of matter. Magnetism and electricity were shown to be
diftcrent iorms of the same force, and before long Faraday
netu on to detect connecting ties with other natural forces.
-pec.ally uith light itself, the speediest of all forms of motion
He summarized the point of vie^v which he had reached, when'
iie tells us some twenty years later that ' a few years ago mag-
nettsm was to us an occult power, afl^ecting only a few bodies.
;^ou It IS found to influence all bodies and to possess the most
'•Himate relations with electricity, heat, chemical action, light,
erystalhzation, and through it with the forces concerned in
euheMon. And we may in the present state of things well feel
urged to continue iti our labours, encouraged by the hope of
^'ni,;Mng u nito a bond of union uith gravity itself.' We shall
-- :itcr huw, by discoveries which even he did not dream of.

B6..>^<:*v^^.vjr*»; *• mf>. 7- 1^ vasjv^ -. l
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much of his vision has since his time been realized. But before

that we must note the formulation of these electro-magnetic

results in mathematical shape. This was made possible by

the calculus of the seventeenth century. The equations which

followed from this were found equal^ to expressing in exact

terms all the new relations which Faraday and the physicists

revealed. It was near the end of the eighteenth century when

Lagrange published his Mhaniquc Jntdytiijue, one of the greatest

treatises applying mathematical forms to physical facts. In that

work the author declared his intention of 'reducing all the

science of mechanics to such general formulae as any one could

work out by algebra without any diagrams or mechanical con-

biructions'. It is a branch of science in which, at that time,

the French far outdistanced us, and indeed the whole world,

owing partly to our superstitious following of the letter of

Newton. Fourier's work on heat, published in 1822, was another

example of the same French genius. It was inspired by a

similar spirit to that of Lagrange and had similar results, notably

on Lord Keh in. See now how this profound w ork on the lines

of a wide but well-grounded synthesis bore its rich harvest in

later years ! Early in the 'sixties Clerk-Maxw ell was studying

at Cambridge the results of Faraday's researches and the

methods by which he had arrived at them. He was carried

away by admiration for the insight and the intuitive mathe-

matical genius displayed, but was eager to connect the resuhs

with the whole previous course of mechanical science and to ex-

press them in the accepted mathematical form. ' I perceived ',

he tells, ' that his method was also mathematical, though not

exhibited in the conventional formal mathematical symbols.

That is, Faraday in his mind's eye saw lines of force traversing

all space where the mathematicians saw centres of force attract-

ing at a distance. Faraday sought the seat of the phenomena

in real actions going on in the medium ; they were satisfied that
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tliey had found it in a power of action at a distance impressed
on electric fluids.' Working thus to bring Faraday's work and
thought into accord with mathematical mechanics, Maxwell
turned back to Lagrange's equations and was able from them
to develop others expressing the new results in electro-mag-
netism. The new facts which Faraday had discovered could
now be accounted for on a theory of stresses and motions in

a supposed material substratum, the all-pervading ether, and
tlic same point of view, the same equations, were found to be
applicable to light as wc" Hertz, twenty years later, working
on Maxwell's lines, showi 1 how electro-magnetic waves could
be set up which differed oi y from the waves of light by virtue
of their much greater lengi.i, and thus wireless telegraphy wsc
invented.

In this achievement of Clerk-Maxwell, summed up in his

treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, we see the work of

mathematical unification carried to the farthest point which
u has yet reached. It is important to notice that the result is

auanied by constantly enlarging and correcting certain general
forms w'ucli man has found to cover the phenomena of his

experience and to enable him to predict their recurrence. These
iorms arc independent of the ultimate nature of the ' material
substratum ' that may lie beneath them. Men still dispute
as to the final explanation of gravitation. Is it also to be re-
ferred to stresses in the ether ? Meanwhile, the laws of Newton
hold good. And so the later discoveries to which we have
now 10 turn, our knowledge of radio-activity and the mys-
terious substances which exhibit it, may alter, indeed have
already profoundly altered, our view of the nature of the facts

"ith which we have to deal, without affecting the validity of
tlie laws in which the mathematicians have described their
\\orkmgs. In the evolution of the mathematical synthesis of

physical phenomena three great stages may be distinguished
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ami reniembered. The tirsi was in ilie teveiitceiilli century,

when Galileo's discovery of the behaviour of a falling body led

to the Newtonian system. The second arose from the study

of the steam-engine and other heat-evolving machines at the

beginning of the nineteenth century ; this gave us the prin-

ciple of the conservaMon of energy. The third is bound up

with Maxwell's and Hert '.'s equations in the last quarter of the

century, which included electricity, magnetism, and hghl, as

well as heat, in one comprehensive view.

The rays which have so largely occupied men's minds in

recent years take us back, as well as electric phenomena, to

Faraday's labours, and most of their interesting terminology

was introduced by him. He had discovered in the course of

his experiments, when analysing various liquids and gases

by electric currents, diat there vv ere many new forms of elec-

trical action, new shapes in which electricity appeared to

'lothe itself. He disengaged the particles of electrified matter

which flowed from one of the tv\ o poles towards the other, and

noti'-ed th-t those flowing in one direction, the negati\e,

formed a class distinct from those flov.'ing in the opposite

direction, the positive. Dr. Whewell, the famous Master of

Trinity, had followed his experiments with the closest interest,

and Faraday consulted him as to the best nomenclature for

these particles as well as for other electrical facts. The Master,

who was a scholar as well as our first historian of science, sug-

gested a series of Greek words, many of which have now become

part of universal scientific speech. The electrified particles

became the ' ions ' or wanderers, the negative travelling by

the downward way ' cathode ', the positive by the upward
' anode '. And thus the Greeks, the founders of science, who
first imagined an atomic conception of matter, lived again in

the latest form in which the theory was advancing to fresh

couqueala.

mIff!?"
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li was luunJ ilui the ions, uhcllicr lo be roi^ardod as clcc-

iiiticd particles or actually particles of electricity, might be
produced in numerous ways. Mere heat, if carried to a certain
point, would produce them as well as an electric discharge
passing through a space where certain gases had been diffused,

'i'lic 'Crookes tube', in which cathode rays pass through a highly
exhausted atmospheric medium, has been the most famihar
instrument in recent times. The ions were then subjected lo
tlie closest examinatioji of all their properties. The negative
I'anicles or cathode ions have been found to possess the more
ixciting quahties, and to them has been given the title of
• corpuscles ', a title which recalls in many ways the corpora
prima of Lucretius, These negative ions, or corpuscles, have
turned out to be far the quickest of the travellers. It is they
alone who can be compared for speed with light. Light passes
at the rate of 186,000 miles a second : the new corpuscles
travel at velocities varying up to a half or raore of the speed
ul light. Their weight is a thousandth part of the lightest atom
e\ cr know n before.

The latest form of the atomic theory was soon to present
itself, based throughout on electricity. The atom of the old
physicists, the atom which Dalton began to weigh and to com-
pare m different elements, may be resolved, some think, into
electricity manifested in diverse forms. The negative ion, or
corpuscle, would be the 'electron ' or atom of electricity, round
which the positive ions may be conceived to rotate. These elec-
truus are now conceived to be absorbed by all bodies in direct

proportion to their density, and they communicate heat, light,
«nd motion to all the bodies which they strike.

Helmholtz, who in 1847 had summed up and announced
lo the world the facts which estaWished the doctrine of the
cuiKservation of energy, had foreseen the development vvhicli

would take place in electrical theory. ' The chemical law
',

"m.
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he said, ' leads up to the conception of the material atom, and

the electrolytic law suggests the idea of an electric atom.

Electricity, whether positive or negative, is composed of elemen-

tary pans which behave like atoms of electricity.' The results

of two other lines of inquiry, unknown when Helmholtz spoke,

or when P'araday was making his experiments, must now be

reviewed in our brief space. They are man's boldest approaches

to the secret structure of the material universe, and both lead

to fresh unification and visions of unity. The first is spectral

analysis ; the second is radio-activity.

Sir Isaac Newton had discovered that white light is composed

of different coloured rays in the spectrum, and he also had started

the theory, disputed by Huyghens, that it was made up of minute

particles darting out from the sun and other light-giving bodies.

It is interesting and comforting to reflect that the two centuries

and a half that have passed since have reconciled in a more

comprehensive synthesis the two views, Newton's particles

and Huyghens's waves. In this, as in other parts of physical

science, six generations have widened the structure on the old

foundations of truth. Two friends, a Frenchman and an

Englishman, Fresnel and Young, made perhaps the greatest

contribution in the interval. They lived about the Revolution

time, and analysed much farther the wave-motions which form

light ; they showed how in a natural ray these waves not only

move up and down like waves in a pond, but also from side to

side, and how when polarized, i. e. reflected in a certain direc-

tion, this complex vibration is destroyed and the waves of each

ray move only in one direction. It was by experiments on light

thus polarized that Faraday gained the flrst inkhng of the close

connexion between light and electricity.

But the further discoveries due to the spectroscope are the

w ork entirely of the nineteenth century. In the first two years of

the century new rays were revealed at both ends of the spectrum,
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heat -rays beyond the red, chemical rays, wliich give us photo-
graphy, in and beyond the violet. And, in the year before
Waterloo, Fraunhofer,an apprentice to a glass manufacturer in

Bavaria, first saw the black lines in the spectrum which go by
liis name and which have led to all the discoveries of astro-
physics. Newton had admitted the sunhght to his prism
through a round hole in a shutter. Seen in this way the colours
vi the spectrum overlap one another. Fraunhofer happened to
use a narrow slit instead of a hole, and saw black lines dividing
tlie colours. He proceeded to make his slit narrower still and
used a prism of very pure glass ; he then saw 576 of these black
lines. As none of these lines appear when the light of a candle
or a lamp goes through the prism, Fraunhofer concluded that
111 some way sunlight was defective and some of its coloured rays
were missing. He measured the lines with the greatest care, and
lound that in every ray of sunlight they come in exactly the same
places. They were still the same when he looked at the light of
the moon and the planets. But when he turned to the stars he
fuund a difference. There were still dark lines, but they did
nut fall in the same places. He argued, therefore, that there must
be some real difference between the light of the sun and the
light of the stars, and this was the first step in the study of the
hca\ enly bodies by means of the spectrum. Nearly fifty years
passed before the puzzle was solved, but meanwhile many
experiments were being tried on the light of other burning
substances, which all fitted in with the complete explana-
tion when at last it came. It was found that the light from a

white-hot solid, a poker for instance or a piece of incandescent
carbon, will give a continuous spectrum resembling the sun's,

but in which no dark Hues are visible. But burning gases only
produce a few bright lines, and these are different for the gas or
vapour of every substance. And the test is so true and delicate

that the smallest portion, e.g. the gas from the eighteen-
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millioiuli ol a grain uf sodium, will give the yellow line uhich

belongs lo it. Nor does llic mixture of ditferctit gases in the

burning interfere with their light. Each gas still gives out its

appropriate lines. The spectrum was thus clearly shown to be

a potent instrument of analy.sis, and by its means several new

metals were added to the list of elements : but still the black

lines in the solar anil the stellar spectra were unexplained. Al

last, in l86l,tvvoGerman chemists, Bunsen and Kirchhoff, work-

ing at Heidelberg, in arranging a new spectroscope lo gain more

accurate results, discovered that the bright yellow line of the

sodium spectrum fell exactly in the same place as a certain black

line in the solar spectrum. Next it was found that if full

sunshine was passed through the sodium tlame, the black started

out more strongly than ever. To account for these facts, the

hypothesis was framcii that every burning gas set in front of

white light from a burning solid or liquid absorbs and su

negatives just those rays which it gives out itself in burning.

KirchhofT confirmed this theory by putting white light from a

burning solid, lime light, behind the sodium flame and noting

that the tell-tale black line appeared al once in the spectrum.

Around the solid or liquid body of the sun or the stars there

must therefore be an atmosphere of various gases, absorbing

particular rays. The fifty years since Kirchhoff have increased

enormously the fineness of our instruments and the fullness

of our results. The spectroscope has added to our know-

ledge, both of the heavens and of the earth, as much as any

other instrument which modern science has evolved. It

combines in a hundred forms \vitj the telescope, the micro-

scope, and the camera to make supreme engines of material

research. It has brought again into the closest association

with terrestrial life the celestial bodies with which man, in his

earliest impu/ . of thinking, connected his fate. The earlier

mechanics of Gahlco and Newton had brought the stars

:f.^yrmr3aam;>i>\«rm''y^»r^r^.
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inio partnersliip with ourselves in the first laws of motion nnd
I he first conceptions of mass. The latest results in astrophysics

hnvo renewed the association in a still more intimate way. They
luu t' shown us a like constitution of matter pervading the whole
universe within our ken. All the well-known elements of

cjrtlily chemistry are found in their gaseous state in the sun and
Mars. And strange new laws seem to make their appearance,

;nul difference between themselves and us, and between one
^tar and another, which stir our imagination to the depths. In

the planets, as they coo], an atmosphere has been detected like

rmr own, and among the stars there i'^ a progression from those

of he greatest heat and apparently the most simple structure

1111 to those which comprise more and more of the elements

we know and are more like our own sun in their structure.

'I'he hottest of the stars are composed very largely of hydrogen,

liydrogen moreover in another form, which suggests an evolu-

tion of the elements themselves. As the temperature of a star

decreases, one after another of the elements seems to make its

appearance, and the metals always appear first in their primi-

live or dissociated form. But certainty is barred to us for the

present by our ignorance of the meaning of many of the facts

which the spectrum reveals. Of the interior masses of the sun
and stars the spectroscope cannot give us the same insight as

it does of the gaseous envelopes. We try to peer within, and
we are beginning to set up a comparison between what these

envelopes contain and that new constitution of matter which
radio-activity has discovered on earth. This is the companion
line of inquiry which converges on astrophysics in the specu-

lation of living men.

France and Poland have collaborated in a striking way in the

study of radio-activity—Becquerel and Niewenglowski, Pierre

Curie and the Polish lady his wife. The Becqucrels—grand-

father, father, and son—all professors of physics in Paris, all

If
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doing abundnnt, ilistinguli^hcd, and original work, form one of

the most notable cases of inherited genius. Henri Becquerel, the

son, the di'^coverer of radio-activity, succeeded his father as Pro-

fessor iif Physics at the Muscc d'flistoire Naturelle, where they

worked together in the old house of Cuvier in the Jardin des

Plantcs. In 1 895 Rtintgen, w hile experimenting with a Crookes

tube, had discovered that certain rays from it, which he called

X-rays, though enclosed in a black cardboard box, had the pow-r

of passing through various substances opaque to ordinary light

and of affecting a photographic plate. He put forward the

theory that the phenomena were due to longitudinal vibrations

in the ether instead of the transverse of ordinary light. The

discovery set men thinking whether the power of emitting such

rays niiglit not belong to phosphorescent bodies generally, and

Niewenglowski obtained some penetrating rays of light emitted

from calcium sulphide previously exposed to the sun. These

rays would go through a fheet of metal and develop a photo-

graphic plate. Becquerel was on the same track, but he tried

his experiments with various substances, and among them with

the metal uranium, the heaviest of the known elements. He

experimented first after exposing the substance to light

;

afterwards he found that the rays were emitted spontaneously

even when it had been completely sheltered from any previous

exposure to light. Beiquerel had therefore discovered a new

property of matter, the emission of an unknown type of rays

or even the manufacture f>f them ; for the fragment of uraniunt

showed no sign of diminution. Any substance containing

uranium gave out the rays. The Curies had been following Bec-

querel's work with close attention, and after Becqucrel's results

with uranium they resolved to examine the ray-emitting power

of pitchblende, the substance from which uranium is derived.

In various specimens of this mineral compound Mme. Curie

found n radio-activity four times greater than in uranium itself.
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She and her husband set to work Hy the most laborious pro-

cesses to reduce the pitcld>lenile and isolate the substance

v'liich had this greater power. In 1898 they announced that

• it is possible by the methods of ordinary rhemical analysis to

extract from pitchblende substances of which the radio-activity

is in the neighbourhood of 100,000 limes greater than that of

metallic uranium '.

These words announced the ti scovery of three new radio-

active elements, radium, polonium, and actinium, and others

have been added since. All are of exceedingly high ray-emitting

power, in the case of radium itself 1,300,000 times the power
of the uranium which had first disclosed its secret to Becquerel.

None of these substances have been completely isolated. They
are always tested in some combination, but theyare known as ele-

ments through the individuality of their spectra, which, as we saw
just now, are always distinguishable, with whatever admixture
of otiiergases the element may be burnt. And now occurred one
of tlie most striking of the many confirmations of MendeleeflF's

Periodic Law. In the second group of Mendeleeff's table, which
contains barium, there was a vacant space for a substance

heavier than all the others in that group. This space was

ex.Rtiy filled by radium as soon as Mme. Curie had determined
its atomic weight, and the truth of MendeleeflF's Law was con-

firmed by the fact that radium behaves in all its chemical pro-

perties so much like barium that it is very diflScult to distinguish

them. But on the side of radio-activity the new elements put
immeasurable force and power of expansion into Becquerel's

original discovery. He could now test the properties of his rays

ill substances emitting them a myriad times more abundantly.
His subsequent researches and those of the many later workers
in tlie field have now composed a body of knowledge of the
most varied and astounding kind, much of it still incomplete
and hypothetical, most of it pointing towards a new and

(1
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revolutionary iiica of the history of matter, yet none of it incom-

pjtibU- with the law which experimental melhoJs ordered by

mathematical reasoning had already established in our minds.

The rays from all these bodies were found to ha\c common

properties. They penetrate matter with an ea<f inversely

proportional to its weight. Aluminium beint,' light is easily

penetrated ; lead being heavy is opaque. 'I'hey resemble

Rontgen's X-rays in their power of modifying a photographic

plate. They caufe many substances to shine in the dark. They

make the air a conductor of electricity, and in this respect are

identical with both the corpuscles and the positiw ions. They

have many chemical effects, and work on living bodies in \arious

and powerful ways. By means of magnetism they have been

further analysed into three classes : some which have little

penetrating power and are only slightly bent by the .wrongest

magnetism—these are the a-rays ; others very penetrating and

easily deflected—these are the /^rays ; and a third class, less

understood than the rest, but perhaps the same as X-rays,

cannot be deflected by the strongest magnetic power and have

an extreme power of penetration. These have been seen to

affect a photographic plate through a foot of solid iron.

The two classes a and /i, alpha-rays and beta-rr.ys, are the

best known, and seem to correspond to the positive ions and

the corpuscles respectively. Sir William Crookes has invented

a little instrument which shows the bombardment of a zinc

sulphide target by the alpha-rays from a morsel of radium. The

effect is like the starry heavens on a clear night. And yet,

though this might be continuous day and night for years, no

appreciable loss would take place in the weight or the bulk

of the radium till centuries had elapsed. Such is the glimpse

which we have now obtained of the depths of the infinitesimal

world. The beta-rays, which are identified with the negative

ions or corpuscles of electrolysis, have been more thoroughly

1 ! f |i
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iiulic'ii than any of the others and their wonders appear (he

creatcM and the most pervasive From a tiny pinch of

matter which looks for ill the uorKl like common salt, a

r.iin of projectiles proceeds which, if unimpeded, woidd
-<» round the earth fi\e times in a second. These ra)s

lome nearest in speed to Iii;ht, and in mas.s their particles are

.1 ihousand times smaller than the atom of hydrogen. More
potent than lij;lu, they can pass throup^ '>odiei considered
(ipaque, and yet they possess powers kin.' >.. ;^h«- in causing

phosphorescence in bodies they striki

properties of radium, particularly 1'

identified with corpuscles and are tia ' cl.'i ; ,0

ihc'ory of matter, a series of links .»',... ,i,-i '.r .('•

matter together. But there is a' :;or < u'!';\ w);

^nme men of .science farther still. .\ ^ ,rt •{

Milium which has been called the 'tn..n.;.

^onie of the properties of the radium it^
'

however, decays away and loses its power>. r.at die radium
from which it has come regains all the activity which it has
lost m almost exactly the same time and rate. A new process

- of disintegration in the atom is thus revealed, which seems at

present to be independent of all known chemical laws. And
I'cyond the emanation comes another substance deposited on
Hirrounding bodies by the emanation itself. This has beer.

tailed emanation X to denote its still unknown nature. But
more and more symptoms point to the fact that it is to be
connected with a group of elements classified together in the
Peiiudic I,aw which are alike in not entering into any chemical
Combination, and in this respect differ from all other elements.
Ii lias, in fact, been identified with one of them, helium, which
was discovered in large quantities in the atmosphere of the sun,
and has been since then recognized by Sir William Ramsay as

a constituent of certain minerals on the earth. The helium
2170
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atom is the lu-xt to liyiiropon in lightness, and some people

have ihmitrlu that it consists of the alpha-particles ,?iven off by

the emanation from the radium, the alpha -particles beinr ibout

twice the mass of the hydro{»en atoms, inmh heavier than the

beta-particles from the same source.

No wonder that a whole school of chemists has arisen who

hold that we may see in these facts the proof of a transmutation

of matter constantly going on. Those who believe in this can

find support for their theory in other facts and other proba-

bilities both about terrestrial and celestial matter. We must

remember that we are in this region allowing our imagination

to lead us on. We have here no such certainties as mathematics

could afford for the laws of motion up to the last quarter of the

last century. The advocates of an evolution of matter avowedly

connect it with the evolution of life, to which, as wc saw,

the methods of exact quantitative science arc only now begin-

ning to 1)0 .ipplicd. Yet the eager mind presses on, and if in

no other sphere of human life were there any evidence of an

age of hope, wc may fall back on science, for here the thinker,

while scrupulously loyal and reverent to his rrysters in the past,

is always encouraging himself by visions of the triumphs to come.

What then may wc think of those depths of the stars which

the spectroscope has not yet connected with facts on the earth ?

The spectra of stars as well as of nebulae contain many lines

which indicate substances not known to us, at least in that forin,

on earth. They have been identified in many cases with primi-

tive foims of the elements we know ; and more still lemain to

decipher. We seem bound to turn to the conception of a

universe of an infinite variety of matter, incessantly changing,

but changing by some intelligible liw which our minds may

fathom and express in ordered form, if wc apply to the facts

the same methods whivh have brought success in the past.

And when we notice that from star to star, according to its heat,

ms^fi^'^y-w^mi-^is^yv^s^immwiymwmjm^esimmti^^
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tlic olcmcnt^ appear broadly in the orJcr of tlidr ucii>hi, tla-

fir-i '^kcrch of mich a law seems to .iri-;o. Those hea\iest of

tlenicrus, uranium, radium, and the rest, from uhieh radio-
iiiiviry ami the emanations appear, have not un been di<

(Hvercd in the solar oi stellar spectra. But helium is there in

lar^e quantities in many .groups, disappoarin? only in the cooler
<i.irs, and we cannot forbear to connect with this transition of

the forrn^ of matter, observable in the heavens, those transitions

which radio-activity has revealed on earth. If such a series of
cvolvintf elements were arranged, the lightest and most atte-
nuated would occupy one end of the scale : Mendelecff had
claimed a place in his scale for cleinents even lighter than hydro-
gen, of which the ether should have first place. And from these
we >Iiould proceed on lines of ordeied evolution to those
heaviest of all substances, such as radium, in which unlimited
energy appears to be stoied by age-lon,£^ transformation from
more attenuated forms. It is a speculation merely, but a

-speculation which gains colour from a multitude of facts, the
Kui among others that radio-activity is not confined to those
substances which specially exhibit it. Fresh rain and snow are
radio-active, and many metals to a slight extent. Those
nibstances in particular emit the rays which come from
mineral springs or waterj that has lately passed through the
c.nth. All forms of matter may, it seems, possess the oovvcr,
"lu! it is the special quality of the heavy atom.

ft is a speculation, too, but one that comes nearer to proof,
iliat all matter is merely electricity in diverse forms. It has
been calculated by Sir

J. J. Thomson that the whole of the
mass of the moving particles given out by radium is due to
tile electrical charge which ii contains, meaning by mass
dimply the quantity of matter. We may then think of all atoms
IS made up of electrical particles or electrons in motion.
Mairnctism is a force developed at right angles to the direction

S 2
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of the motion of these particles, and light would be a disturbance

in the ether caused by a change in the motion.

Much of this we know needs more elucidation. Tt has not

the clearness or the definition of the earlier mechanics. But it

illustrates continuously, as they did, the growing tendency of

the human mind to see things whole. At every point in the

history of thought, il is true, fresh distinctions are being made,

fresh sciences are being constituted. The mere classification of

the sciences is now a stupendous task which perplexes a

committee of scientists for years on end. And yet at the

same time the sciences themselves are constantly coming closer

together, so that we can no longer see the sharp line dividing

physics from chemistry which appeared visible in the early

years of the nineteenth century. We see now that we are

dealing in both with the same order of facts, and the main

question appears to be hou far we shall be able to carry into

the whole field the same methods of exact measurement which

have bcei: found successful in that part, or aspect, of the

subject which is mote commonly called physics. Astronomy,

which began as the study of a set of remote bodies acting upon

us, and among themselves, in some ordered fashion in which

we only took a part as being a similar great body ourselves, is

now more and more completely merged in one comptehensive

science of inorganic matter.

Between this, indeed, and the science of life a gulf still

remains, but, headed by Pasteur, a host of chemists have

been in recent years invading the realm of organic things and

gaining a wealth of new knowledge in it. Pasteur, whose name

both as a discoverer and a benefactor of mankind stands among

the greatest, initiated in the 'fifties and 'sixties the scientific

study of the most minute organisms. He disproved the theory

of their spontaneous generation, and showed how fermentation

and various diseases in plants and animals were due to the
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l'ic>ciKo of tiny DrKanisms coming from without, but tliriving,

il unchetked, in the body they attacked. And the study of

the cause led also in many cases to the discovery of the cure.

J';isteur led the way to Lister and to a mass of remedial work,
i'hese applications of science belong to a later stage in our
jtory. We note them here as another example of the science
of minute things and of the way in which one science links up
uith another. Some chemists, indeed, who have still later

been exploring the properties of substances in solution, hold
out the hope of being able to pass directly from the sphere
of inol^anic to organic matter. But liere, if we would treat

A, science only the positively known, the barrier remains which
I'asteur fortified. And another barrier lies between the sciences
of tlie lower animal life as a whole and the sciences of human
nature which in\ olve a conscious ideal and describe the process
ol humanity in its aciiicvement.

Hut there is one analogy so striking, between the progress of

['iiysical science as ue have traced it in this chapter and the
-ciieral evolution of mankind, that uc cannot pass without
^t\vcning on it for a moment. Just as the physical sciences have
ilc\ eloped by gaining continually greaterfullness and distinction
111 detail while becoming more and more a unity, so with liuman
nature, whether we consider the individual man or the whole
(H-iety to which he belongs. The individual has grown, not
uithercd, in the ages, and he has grown precisely in proportion
lo tlie extent in which he haj taken other men, and the world
of nature also, into his soul. This was the parado.x, if paradox
u be, which confronted us in the last chapter. From one point
ot \iew religious growth is the de\eIopment of personality:
ironi the other it is the sinking of the personality in a greater
vvhole. But the two aspects are not rclly (.{-.posed. 'I'h.- a\:k:

inseparable, being in tlie race, as in the normal man, but two
i^peUs of the same truth.
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It can be then no idle fancy lo siippobc thai a.s man . power

of thought is his supreme and characteristic quaUty, liis whole

nature must gradually and in the issue be dominated by it.

If in his abstract thought he is constantly attaining, as we have

seen, more perfect harmon> in the midst of expansion and

growing distinctions and multipHcity of detail, so there should

be in the conduct of his life some corresponding rhythm.
^

Tlic

remaining chapters of this book deal with the practical side—

the actions of the West, and especially of our own nation, in

the same period in which ue have observed this unexampled

increase of physical knowledge. The practical sphere has also

become in the same age wide and multifarious beyond all pre-

cedent. We shall look larcfull.v to disci-\ er if, in the ma/e of

objecK, the conflicl ..! {Missions, the obstacle^, to concentrated

action, llierc are traces to be fuund of a relleclion of the unity

of thought in any unit)' of purpose.
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XI

THE EXPANSION OE IHE WEST

lv\cn aspect of our subject seems, when we have once cnteicu

'LilU upon it, to be llie most absorbing;, to have tlie most links

with the whole. It was so with liberty and nationalism. The

whole world seemed to turn on securing greaic' freedom for

iiulividuals and the right of existence for nations. It was so

with Socialism and education, and in the highest degree with

ihc evolution of religion and the growth of science. W'c shall

li.ive the same feeling in tlie present chapter. Simultaneously

with the profound changes in thouglit and the new discoveries

which we have sketched in the last two chapters, another

[noiess was coming to its conclusion, whicii, to a \ isitor front

Mar-, would undoubtedly appear as the must remarkable social

iiMusformation ever witnessed on the globe.

That nucleus of progressive people who, since the ad\ent

ul ihc Greeks long before our era, had agitated and advanced

and knit themselves together round the Mediterranean, had,

.-iiice the Renaissance and he adventurous voyages of the

litlceiith and sixteenth centuries, spread their influence wider

,iiui wider over land and sea. A vast new continent had been

added to tlieir ken, and had become in its northern part the

home of the must numerous and vigorous of Western nations.

I'hruughoul theEa.^l the \\'e^tcrn man had passed, and in many

plai.cs had set up an abiding liomc .md centre of his civilization.

Ill ihe nineteenth i.entur}he had prc^-cd farther south. I'vevy

habil.ible island had lieen Msited and most of thciu occupied

li force. A new loulhern contiiieiit had been completely
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pegged out by Groil Britain, .iiul the giant peninsula of Africa,

whose northern shores formed one side of the Mediterranean

enclosure, was at last shedding her veil of mystery and falling

into Western hands. Africa indeed, with its exploration, its

partition between the European states, the schemes for its

exploitation and its better government, brought to a climax

this process of V\estern expansion in the last two decades of the

nineteenth century.

This process, which has tended to make the whole world one,

may be traced back to the beginnings of history. Science and

its applications liavc made it speedier and more profound. It

-oes back to one of the earliest racial mo\ements on the globe,

the concentration of tribes round the Mediterranean basin

and their subsequent radiation from it. it becomes prominent

w it ' the rise of tho other symptoms of modern life— the growth

of ide, the spread of science, the activity of the revolutionary

a It comes to its culmination in the present .ige and i>

telv bound up with the greatest of war^. And it throw;,

to Western man the greatest of challenges. Having done

th. hing, having overrun the world by the power of your

scie e, your engines i>f peace and your weapons of war,

ar vju n 'W able to control your work for i\w. good of

th- 'holr ind make a smiling and stable home of these

hast^ dwi- :; gs which you threw up in .m eager fit ot emulous

activity r

We ha'.c briefl} to sketch the steps by which the leading

nations of the West, and especially ourselves have come to

occupy this position of trust for the rest of mankind, and in

particular the more recent steps towards the end of the last

centurv. N\'e shall then point out— lor thi-^ is a book of hope—

the line; on whicli at ilieir bc:i the We>tcrn settlers have been

proceeding to make their occupation, with all its superior rc-

Mnircesof ptiwer and knowled',".-, a Imhiu to the lands which they
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lu\c occupied. Without ignoriin; the evils we may quite fairly

ilucll on the signs of good.

At the end of the Napoleonic wars—the point at which our

Jcuilcd study begins—England stood out as pre-eminently the

ii,i\.i! and coloni:iing power in the world. She took little spoil

for iicrsclf in the treaty which concluded that long conflict ; but

.my effective rivalry had disappeared. France was then beaten,

.15 Spain, Portugal, and the Dutch, her earlier rivals, had been

bciten befoie. England held without dispute the northern

p.irt of North America, the southern corner of Africa, the

whole of Australia, the dominant position in India, beside a

Luge number of islands and stations throughout the world.

The organization of her domains, the development of the self-

,'u\crnment which had always distinguished them—these things

'\crc still to come. But tlic main features of the new world-

urdcr could already be discerned. France having lost her share

ut Xortli America and India in the Seven Years' War, and being

I'likd in her grand designs of Napoleon's time, set to work to

Iniild up a new empire in other lands. 'I'wo regions—beside

ilie inland of Madagascar—were in the nineteenth century

luuught under her sway. The first was the northern part of

Africa, which lay facing her southern coast and had for many
years afflicted both herself and other European Powers through

t!a- depredations of pirates. It was the Barbary coast of long

.ukI ill renown. Here in the reign of Louiii Philippe she con-

quered and began to civilize Algeria and the adjacent lands.

frum this starting-point and her old station of Senegal she

preceded to acquire dominion over the greater part of north-

"-•^t Atrica. Her other sphere was in rht y.i<t. There, from an

M ^eitlciriciu in Annam, she \ieni on to Cochin-China and
i •'iikiii.

1 iic utlier luu grcar exiensiuns of \N cstern power in the

teiitup. were effected b\ Russia and the United States. The
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Russian was ilic i^rcaust ik-xi loouroun, but I he least Western.

Sh<' irraduallv spread oul easiuanl aiul soutli-easluard, covering

the uliule of i>iberia and pressing,' theiKe on northern China,

crossing the Caucasus and impint,'in<,' tliere on 'I'urkey, invading

Turkestan and seeming to threaten there our hold on India.

'Ihe expansion of the United States, somewhat similar in

extent, was exactly opposite in directitm. They gradually

crossed the ct)ntinent during the century, settling on their

marcii multitudes of adventurous and exiled men from all

the countries of the Old World. The gold of California,

discovered about the middle of the century, hastened the

expansion, and by the end of the "sixties the first trans-con-

tinental railway had linked up the two oceans and made

a highway through the States.

The world-coioni/.ing efft)rTs of Italy and Germany, latest

in attaining their nationhood, were subsequent to all this.

(Jermany, as we shall see, actjuired her empire almost at one

rush, at the critical momenl which is the turning-point of this

chapter.

The world \.a^ thus fairly completely portioned out between

the chief claimants lor colonies before the acutcst period

of dissension begins. Many things had contributed to the

.dlotment we have described, the geographical position and

vigour of the homeland being the predominant factors.

To our visitor from another planet the extension of Westeiii

power, the linking- up of all the globe by physical means,

railways, steamships, and leiegraphs, and by the increasing

currency of European laws and ways of life, would have

appeared the salient fact. It was indeed stupendous, the

longest stride toward.- unification which tlie world had seen.

And \et in the same period another and less obvious movement

was going on which was destined to become as decisive for the

fortunes of mankind a< the process of unification itself, I hi!*
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>\.i- till.' spread (>t sell ,!,'<. \ criinictu in the Britisli pari of llna

Wcslcrii cm|nri'. In iliib Jini^land was uniquf. In a(l> ciiUiri.',

in icramblini,' lor the spoil, she had played during tlio >ixtoenih

.tiul sevc-ntccnth centuries much the same part .k- hii livals in

liic i,Mtuc, as Spaniards or Portuguese, Frenchmen or Dutch,

Tdu.irds the end of the eighteenth centuiv, when her position

lit Hipciiority was as>ured, she had shickened ii» the pursuit.

Mii-t ut lier ^ains in llie nineteentli century had come to her

raiiicr without the seeking. But from the beginning, and

markedly after the loss of the .\merican colonies at the end of

the ciL,'litcenth century, she had puisued a dilFerent course of

I'oliticd dealings \\\\.\i her dependencies from an}' other of the

(.Dinpeting Powers.

i>elf-<,'(jvernment was from llie tiisl the mark of English

iviIiHiic.- alone. N'irginia was the earliest, and here, in 1619, ""

iibi ructions from honie, the governor of the trading company

whicii had founded the colonv ten vears before called toi-ether

.ui assembly of represenlati\ es from every township ' to consult

mi iliu needs of the colony'. It was the lirst cxtra-liuropean

I'.ulianient. 'I'he New England colonies, which followed shortly

lUcr, carried the same principle still farther, until in the War
<»t Independence they attained what seemed to them at that

time tjie only logical goal of self-government. There was

noihing of this among our competitors. France owed more

than we did in early days to the efforts of her missionaries, who
>\ ere the direct emiss.iriesof her Most Christian King, in Canada,

in Syria, in Indo-China. It was through the heroism of the

Jesuit and other orders sent out by France that she held the

line ol the St. Laurence and the Great E.ikes in the seventeejitli

'lid e.trly elghteenthcenluiy. It was to protect her missionaries

!ii \iiii.im that Fraiii-e went to war in 1S5S .uid won her Eastern

jMiniiuo. But neither l'a>t nor \\'e^t did >hc alicmpi to set

ip -clt-L,'()\ (.'rniiiu colonics, not ha\int; the model at liome ; and

i
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whfii in the niiiclccnlli ccului) a iicu >[iiril pi< \,iilcil in l''r.iiuw

.ind othtT luunirios, it took the form lor Alucri.! of at lual in-

lorporation with national asM.mbHcs in Paris. Dt; utifs from

Algiers sit in the Chamber. 'I'u ihc Spaniards and i Dutch,

our earlier rivals, their foreign possession.-, appeared till more

exclusively as estates.

The nineteenth century completed for CJreat Britain f''e

circle nf her self-governing daughters of kindred blood, and ha^

raised the question of self-go\cinnu'nt in other parts of the

empire where the inhabitants before our occupation were not

.iccubtomed to it. The three i,'reat white commonwealths,

Canada, \ustraiia, South Africa, gained unity an ing them-

.^el\e> and relf-yovernnieni in ihat order. Canada recei\ed, in

tlie throes of the American ic\olt, a f^)retaste of the perlat

libertv which was to follow in the nineteenth centurv. The

(Juebec Act of 17-4 assured to the French their religion and

their civil law, and to us their loyalty. It was the fiist step in

the policv of bold tolerance uhich the South African Union

has exemplified still further in (nir own time, and which ib

fast making the British Empire, so far as it is white, an

empire only in name, in reality a free alliance ot self-governinj,'

peoples.

it would be foolish as well as untiue to claim the self-

governinj,' unity of the British commonwealth as a pure triumph

of British wisdom. There are blots enough on the picture, and

at every turn necessity or accident has played some pait. Just

as the American revolt provoked the Quebec Act, so the Cana-

dian rebellion of 1837 led to Lord Durham's Commission and

the grant of constitutions in 1840. The two Canadas were

formed, each with a complete system of responsible government

on the English plan. In 1867 all the provinces united in a

Dominion of Canada covering half the continent, l^ord Durham

Jiad taken with him on his Canadian mission a brilliant, energetic,
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i!i(>ii^»h iin<crupul.)ii!«. man, whose name deserves to be rom-
nu-moratcd in tlu- briefest record of Knplish roloni/.ation,

I ih\.ird riibhon W.ikefii-ld. He combined, as Robert Oucn
tiui m.iny others ..f our rountrymcii liavc done, a hiimaniurian
with in indintri.il bent. It is an honourable feature in a nation
of ^hopkeepi is. Having to spend thioe years in Newgate for

(11 early escapade, he bcpan writing works on -social reform,
t pccially the ct)ndition of rural England. \'igorous, incisive,

picturesque—something like Cobbctt in his writings—he
Mirpassed him in his practical remedies. He became the leading
uritcr on the art of colonization, on plans for settling emigrants
on the land, and for making the scheme pay both in a financial

inJ a human sense. He attacked the reckless wa> In which land
had been given away in Australia and the serious limitation

(pf immigrants which ensued ; and he became in turn the chief
pn.mo'er of the South Australian Company and of the New
/ liand Association. He spent the last ten years of his life in

Neu Zealand after it had received a constitution in 1853, and
ilii-ii iliere in 1862.

Australia had received her constitutions in 1852, the }ear
before N'ew Zealand. At each step the British commonwealth
has marched more boldly and gained strength by strength. In
the case of Australia the colonies were allowed to elect single-

(liamber assemblies in order to decide on the constitution they
preferred. They all adopted the English system with two
chambers and responsible ministries. In 1900 federation came
and the Australian Commonwealth.

Africa remained, and leads us to the two critical decades at
the end of the century. And the still greater question rc-

manied, the treatment by the stronger and self-governing
people of the multitudes of coloured men with whom, in all

parts of the world, the white settler was coming into closer and
closer contact.
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The last two decades of the nineleemji century are marked

by a decided change in the Enghsh temper towards expansion,

which coincides with a rush of the other Powers to acquire an

empire hkeuise. We noticed that durin- the greater part of

the century Great Britain had added to her possessions abroad

rather rehictantlv and, as it were, by inevitable accidents. This

was conspicuously the case with India. Tt is no doubt possible

to condemn certain actions of the Company or the Government

which succeeded it: the annexation of Sind in 1844 by Lord

Ellenborough was one of these. But on the whole, each exten-

sion of British sway was practically necessitated by the special

conditions of the case. A mihtary and depredating tribe, such

as the Gurkhas, adjoineil the more settled territories under

British rule. It became necessary to check or suppress them

in order to preserve the good order of the Ganges lands.

This was a typical case, and occurred just after Waterloo.

Wars with the Pindaris and the Mahrattas in Central India

followed, and in the 'twenties our first intervention in

Burma took place. All these wars were caused by neighbouring

lawlessness. The Afghan wars which began in the 'thirties had

the additional motive of safeguarding India against the expected

encroachment of Russia, who was advancing all the time from

the north-west. Oudh was annexed by Dalhousie in 1856 to save

it from extreme misrule. The annexation acted, however, as an

additional stimulus to the mutiny of 1857, which was a revolt of

the native mind against this gradual extension of British rule

and the introduction of Western methods. The mutiny meant

the end of the old East India Company, and India as a whole

became at last a dependency of the British Crown. The story,

as Macaulay first pointed out, was one of the most astonishing

and romantic in history, and yet it has always remained generally

unknown and uninteresting to Englishmen at home. There

could be no clearer proof that the acquiLsiii(;n of this—the most
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important pan of our empire in the stricter sense of the term

—

w.!-; not deliberately planned by the national will. Drake and

I he crusade against Spain in the sixteenth century are a part of

ihf national Epos, like Alfred and the Danes. The occupation

lit India is not. Only the two incidents of the Black Hole of

Calcutta and the siege of Lucknow—stories of suffering—are

enshrined in the national consciousness.

In the last two decades of the nineteenth century a change,

as we have said, took place in the national policy, and it was

principally connected with events in the north and the south

of Africa. Gladstone, opposed to the change, was a leading

figure in both. We saw in the eighth chapter how, though

sympathizing with France in the cruel and unwise termination

of the Franco-Prussian war, he yet adhered to a policy of strict

non-intervention. He had no conception of England taking a

place in a settled scheme of world-policy, well thought out

beforehand and modified in detail to stiit the changing occasions

of the moment, and seeking allies and shaping her conduct

accordingly. In this he was typical of his countrymen. To be

just and friendly to other nations, observing one's pacts with

thern, and for the rest leaving them as much alone as possible

;

to preserve one's own possessions in safety—with of course

a reasonable regard for profit and prosperity ; to check the

oppression of the weaker people with whom one came in

contact, so far as the Government had cognizance of it—these,

one may say, on a broad view, were the cardinal principles of

our act is abroad, and in these many leading men of both great

parties, Lord Salisbury as well as Mr. Gladstone, were at one.

But Africa, north and south, put this policy to the test and

sharply modified it. It is curious to note how the storms in both

centres, north and south, developed at about the same time.

In 1880 the Boers of the Transvaal, which had been annexed by
I'i in 1877, revolted. In 1 88 1 they defeated our troops at Laing's
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Nek and Majuba Hill, anl Mr. Gladstone shortly after\vard>

granted ihem self-government with a general reservation of

British suzerainty. In the following year a revolt in Egypt

broke out under Arabi Pasha, a colonel in the Egyptian army,

against the influence of France and England, who were jointly

controlling the Khedive, to whom large sums had been lent by

French and English bond-holders. We will take the issue of the

Egyptian business first, as it matured more quickly. Gambetta,

the strong man of France who would have advocated a forward

policy, had fallen in January 1882, and the French, being in a

mood of cautious non-intervention, left England to deal with the

Egyptian revolt alone. Nothing could have been more repugnant

to Gladstone's whole policy and temper. None the less he

went on while Bright left the Ministry. The forts of Alexandria

were bombarded, and a British army, landing in Egypt, occupied

the Suez Canal, defeated Arabi's army and took him prisoner.

It was a crucial step in the history of the British Empire, taken

by statesmen most reluctant to move, and fully aware of the

grave cbjections to which every aspect of the process was open—

the support of bond-holders by armed force, our isolated action

in the bombardment, the aUenation from France, the assump-

tion of responsibilities which could not be evaded and were

bound to grow. The occupation of Egypt, which we honestly

wished to make as short as possible, has gone on ever since, with

enormous advantage to the whole Egyptian population. It be-

came a regular Protectorate at the beginning of the Great War,

France having before this been satisfied, first, by our recognition

of her occupation of Tunis which took place in 1881 before

Gambetta's fall, and, later, by our support of her action in

Morocco just before the war. When to this is added the

conquest of Tripoli in 191 2 by the Italians, we see the whole of

Africa except Abyssinia and Liberia portioned out among the

European powers before the Great Wnr began.

\ I
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But i=n far as feeling in England was concerned, the sequel in
ihe Soudan of our action in Egypt had a greater efltect than the
action itself. A semi-religious revolt in the Soudan succeeded
the suppression of Arabi's movement in Egypt, and Gordon, who
had previously been Governor-General of the Soudan under the
Khedive, was sent to withdraw the Egyptian garrisons. This
was in January 1884. His actions there, his brave defence of
Khartoum, the delay in relieving him, and his death almost
exactly a year afterwards, form one of the best known and most
debated episodes in English history. It is certain that these
events, and what was commonly regarded as the surrender to
the Boers after Majuba Hill, did more than anything else to
upset the Gladstonian Government and to create the change
in the public temper which we noticed above. Reaction and
resentment against them coloured British activity in that age
f'f ' imperialism \ and hampered Gladstone's policy for the
appeasement of Ireland.

The story of South Africa is even longer and more compli-
cated. It was played out through a time of difficulties and
mistakes, heroism and magnanimity, stubbornness and want of
tact, in a great country full of great ideas. At last, under one
of our happy stars, the Union of South Africa arose in 1909 to
heal the feuds and civilize the whole country and take its shar-;
in the war of free peoples in 1914. The details, the due allot-

ment of praise and blame, must be sought in larger books than
this. But the main facts are plain.

After the successfid constitution of the Canadian Dominion
at the end of the 'sixties, public opinion turned with hope to
similar action in the four states of South Africa. In 1874 a
Conservative Government came into power with Disraeli at
Its head. It was the beginning cf that rise of imperiaHst senti-
ment which became strong later on in reaction against Glad-
stone. Lord Carnarvon, as Colonial Secretary in Disraeli's
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274 Tl/f Expnision of the West

Government, took up with energy the idea of a South African

confederation on tlie Canadian model, and Fronde, the historian,

went out on a mission to inqnire into and promote the plan.

Sir Bartle Frere followed in 1877 to piu the policy into effect,

Inn the difficulties of the case were too great for the hasty

methods and the vacillating home- policy with which they were

attacked. Whereas in Canada the rival European race, the

Frencli, were practically confined to one province, and had

been rendered loyal a hundred years before by wise concessions,

in South Africa our rivals, the Boers, pervaded the whole

country except Natal. They were farmers and sturdy fighters,

descendants of the Dutch colonists who had first occupied the

Cape in the middle of the seventeenth century. The fortunes

of war had given us the Cape finally in 1&14, but the British

remained a minority even of the white population, and

surrounding both Boer and Briton was a large and vigorous

coloured race whose lands the white man coveted, whose dis-

orders provoked his interference, and about whose treatment

the typical Briton and the typical Boer had differed from the

lime of Livingstone onwards. Here were grounds enough for

constant friction, and to these were added the discovery of

diamonds at Kimberley in tht 'seventies and of gold in the

Transvaal in the 'eighties. Hence freedom in unity, which

had come so easily to Canada, was not to be achieved in South

Africa till after thirty years of incessant struggle and one of

our longest and most repugnant wars.

The Boers set themselves to defeat the earlier and ill-advised

schemes of 1874. In 1881, when a Gladstonian had succeeded

the Disraelian Government, the Transvaal revolted to secure

an independence which had been refused to them for the asking.

They gained it practically, with a vague reservation of suzerainty,

after defeating our troops in two small engagements. The gold

ill \he Transvaal brought up the question again twelve years
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1:Uor 0.1 a larger scale and with fiercer animasity. The -oKi-
fields had introduced a vigorous European community "bent
'n makmg wealth and enjoying life. They were the social
nniipodes of the Boer farmers who surrounded them, and they
v> ere excluded from all political rights. Another new fact made
ihe situation still more acute. Since the grant of independence
by ^Tr. Gladstone, both Dutch republics-the Transvaal and
her sister state on the Orange River-had been hemmed in by
fresh British territory to the north and west. Bechuanaland
.
losed their western frontiers, and the organizing genius of
lihodes had built np a new domain to the north, and was in
course of building a giant railw.w which was ultimately to be
nn all-British line froi- the Cape to Cairo. Hence the Boers saw
themselves being swauuwed up, and contested every point, first
in the negotiations and then on the veldt, with the desperate
heroism of brave men at bay.

The British Government which went to war with the Trans-
v.i,.l for the Uitlanders' rights, and finallysubdued the two repub-
lics in 1902, was composed of men and supported by men who
had defeated Mr. Gladstone's plans of Home Rule for Ireland
"1 1886 when It was first introduced, and again in 1893 when
u passed the Commons but was rejected by the T.ords The
Government which finally granted South Africa union and
^•If-government in 1909 was composed of men who had
supported Home Rule for Ireland and passed a Home Rule Bill
through both Houses of Parhament just before the war. The
Great War came, and both sides in the long debate seemed to
Iv at last united. Both realized that the safety and progress
ofhumamty demanded the co-operation of free and strongly
"rgamzed national units, that the promotion of this ideal had
been England's historic mission in the world even when she was
least conscious of it, and that her worst lapse was in the case
uhich lay nearest to l.t-r own doors.
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276 The Expansion of the West

But before this aw akeninc; arrived, there were many painful

aiul difficult steps to take which are yet in most cases far from

finished. The most obvious and perhaps the simplest was the

completion of that world-disrribution among the Western

Powers of which this chapter is a sketch. Africa—for we have

not yet done with Africa—was the meeting-place of all the

competitors from Europe. We have seen a part of the process,

France, Italy, and England entrenched in the nortli and soutli

with a small slice reserved for Spain on the Morocco coaq.

Now we must speak of Germany.

It i-. a remarkable fact that all the German colonies date from

those last two decades of the nineteenth century in which the

competition among the other Powers became intense and uni-

versal and the whole land-surface of the globe seemed in process

of being surveyed and divided up among them. But the reason.'

areas patent as the fact. The Great Elector of Brandenburg had

founded, it is true, a few settlements on the west coast of Africa

towards the end of the seventeenth century. But there were

no German sea-dogs to carry the flag afield, no strong State at

home to feed them with men and cover them witli its name.

Two centuries were to pass before the German State was made,

and meanwhile one of its master-builders, Frederick the Great,

had laid down as a cardinal principle of policy that ' All distant

possessions are a burden to the State. A village on the frontier

is worth a principality two hundred and fifty miles away.' The

desire for over-sea possessions did not appear again in German

history until after the Empire was founded in 1871, and when

it did arise it was the result of three distinct impulses in the

nationallife. The first came from thelarge increase in population

which followed the consolidation. Between 1870 and the end

of the century the population of the new empire increased from

over forty to nearly sixty millions, half as much again. There

was a stream of emigration which has slackened in recent years,

^'^^
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.luJ as these cmigrantji went to cuumries, principally the United
Stages, which were not under the German flag, there was
naturally a comparison with other lands, especially England,
whose nationals formed settlements abroad wliich were off-

^llcots of the motherland. The second and more direct cause
ui the foundation of colonies was the trading instinct. Trading
stations were sought by Germany, and began to be acquired early
in the 'eighties, wherever valuable properties could be obtained
and commerce irriedon withthesurroundingnatives. This was
tiie origin of the first colonies both in the Pacific and in South-
u est Africa. Then, in tTie ' scramble for Africa ' and the antici-
l>aicd scramble for China, a third factor, the competitive
passion, came strongly into play. Was the greatest military
Power in Europe, the most prosperous and progressive, the
most rapidly increasing nation, to be the only one which had
no colonies—the badge of success, the stepping-stones to a
world-empire ?

1882, the year of Arabi's rebellion in Egypt, may be taken as
ihe beginning of German colonization.' In that year the
German Colonial Society was founded to promote the move-
nuiu. Bismarck was still in power, and, though he declared
himself e\-en in the year of his death to be '

still no colony man ',

he acted with his accustomed decision as soon as he found that
tiie country demanded action. Two such actions were taken
lu 1884. ^ome German trading stations in New Guinea and
otlier Pacific Islands were placed \inder the German flag, and
the coastland of South-west Africa north of the Orange River
to Cape Erio was annexed. From this point onward the
partition of Africa among all the Powers proceeded rapidly.
Tlie Cameroons and East Africa were taken by Germany,
hance pressed forward from the basin of the Senegal, the
Congu Free State was recognized under the protectorate of
Lcopuiu oi Belgium, Italy began to annex land in the north-east
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on tlic Red Sea, and England cleared up her difficulties uiih

Portugal on the south-east, France in the centre, and Germany

wherever she found her. Part of the price of the latter settle-

ment was paid in 1890 when Lord Salisbury handed over

Heligoland at the mouth of the F.lbe to the German Empire,

It was the great year of agreements about Africa, the year in

which the Powers at the Brussels Conference bound themselves

to united action for the benefit of the natives, the year, too,

in whicli the new Kaiser William II dropped his old pilot,

Bismarck.

During the same period in which the partition of Africa was

being carried out, Germany was taking steps to gain a hold in

another region where, as events have shown, she had more

chance of maintaining it. Possessions in Africa or the Pacific

were at the mercy of the British fleet. While, as in the South

African and the present v\ar, we maintained our command at

sea, no help from Germany could reach the object of our attack
;

but going eastward she could travel by land. Nothing but the

narrow Bosphorus breaks the continuous land-line from Berlin

to the Persian Gulf. Hence very soon a Berlin-Bagdad rail-

way became to the German expansionist the proper answer

to Rhodes's all-red railway from Cairo to the Cape. The

Kaiser's old pilot, though not in theory a colony man, had made

the first move in this direction also. .Already in 1883, ten years

before the Armenian massacres, Bismarck gave notice to the

Powers that his policy would be no further intervention in

Turkey for the assistance of the Christian subjects of the Porte.

In the same year Prussian officers began to be employed by

the Sultan to train the Turkish troops. Steadily, from this

time onwards, the German hold was strengthened. Turkey

was supported by German influence in her dealings with the

other Powers, and in return concessions, especially railway con-

cessions, were made to Germans which would uliimaieiy fit imo
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tlic gr.md continuous scheme. Previous Briti-sli applicants were
sometimes expropriated from their posbessions in favour of the
German, and in 1899 the concession of tlie whole line—Berlin
to Bagdad—was at last announced. It followed, aptly enougli,
tile visit of the Kaiser in 1898 to Palestine, when a solemn service

on the Mount of Olives proclaimed him at once a pious Christian

and the friend of the Mohammedan world. The British opposi-
tion and various counter-Siipulations which it was thought
necessary to make were finally settled in 1914, just before the
war broke out.

There remained only one lai^'e tract of the earth's surface

1101 }et assigned in any sense to any of the Western Powers.
This was China, greatest and most mysterious of nations, with
.III area larger than the whole of Europe and a population pro-
bably between a fifth and a quarter of the human race. And it

ib perhaps the most significant fact in the whole course of her
inscrutable history that still, after the widest expansion of the
U est, she remains uiiassigned. One of the first events, indeed,
ill the Great War was the ejection of a considerable body of

Europeans, the Germans in Shantung, from their settle-

ment, and the substitution of the Japanese in their place.

But though China has remained substantially intact, yet the

last decades of the nineteenth century brought it into closer

relations than before with other Powers. For a moment it

seemed possible that China too might be p.Trtitioned. This
"as averted by the vastness of the task, by the jealousies of the

competing States, bove all by the presence, in the Japanese, of

I neighbouring and more sympathetic people who had of their

own initiative absorbed the Western methods and were able

and feady to turn their newly-acquired weapons against the

West that taught them. But though the West could not take

forcible possession, yet early in the new century the wave of

change overran at last even the Chinese barrier, and the spirit
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of it began to v\ork in ihc 'nost conservative mctlium on the

planet. Our summary of these e\ents must be short ami sad.

The dealings of the West witli China in the nineteenth

century, compared with their earlier relations in the Middle

Ages and the Renaissance, are one of the least hopeful aspects

of the period. It would, indeed, be hard to base a theory of

progress on the contrast of tho.so early envoys—^William of

Rubruquis or Marco Polo—visiting with friendly admiration

the empire of the Great Khan, discussing religious questions at

conferences on the steppes, with the British gunboats of 1840,

forcing tons of opium on the reluctant Chinese at the cannon's

mouth. It is as hard to .•^ee progress here as in the cotton-mills

of 1800, where joyless infants were giving their puny strength

to feed the new machines, or in 1914 on the battlefields of France

and Flanders, where the best of our young manhood have

laid down their lives that the world might live. Again, the

friars of the thirteenth century, the Jesuit missionary, Matteo

Ricci, of 1600, uere clearly doing a work of far higher order, and

in a far nobler spirit, than the traders of the nineteenth century,

who finally secured, after repeated wars and long-drawn nego-

tiations, the opening of five Treaty Ports and access to the

interior of China. The second of the wars (in 1857), when

the French and English fought together against the Chinese,

also gave the Western Powers the right of permanent residence

for their ambassadors in Pekin. It is an interesting commentary

on the different working of persuasion and of force, that .vhile

Ricci became Li-ma-teu, honoured both in his life and in his

burial-place by the Chinese, the Legations which were forced

on China by war had again to be defended and rescued by a

large allied army in the Boxer VV'ar of 1900.

England took the first step in using force to open Chinese

doors to Western iradr. I'rancc and Russia, pressing on her

truni the south and n.ortli, gained ihe largest territorial ad\an-
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orced

1 bv a

hinesc

)n her

,d\aii-

i.iL,'c. 'I'lic l-'rcnch, uho had .111 interest iiiAnriam, I'.iscd 1

.ii,'o on their protection of the nii.sMonarics,

one

-•ntics

proceeded in the

jsscrt a protectorate over botli Annam and Tonkin,
l-.ilcr on they bran hed out into railways in the province ot
\'unii.ni. The Ru.v,ians in the same way began to establish

themselves in Manchuria, and in the 'nineties carried their

Siberian lailway across Chinese territory to \ ladivostok.

But the war of China witli Japan in 1894 was the turning-
I'Dint. A war between two kindred Kastern nations, it had the
effect at once of exalting tlie Japanese spirit, giving her the
Ii-.id in China and the Chinese waters, and throwing down a
ciiillenge to Russia and the West. It was the coming-of-agc
nt a new Power, born of Eastern traditions and Western science.

China and Japan had fallen out over Korea. Her victory
might have given Japan at once the Port Arthur peninsula and
the suzerainty over Korea, had not three of the European
Powers intervened to prevent her. These wea- France and
Russia with large advancement in their eye, and Germany wait-
ing for her chance. Great Britain stood aloof, and from that
time dates the close friendship of England and Japan which
became an alliance in 1902. Erom the same time dates the
common action of England and America in Eastern questions.

Ultimately this union of three Powers to ward off the aggressioiis

of others and to preserve the freedom of the East became the
decisive factor. England and Japan were unassailable at sea,

lud the United States were soon to give evidence of a larger

idmixture of disinterested international zeal than could be
cliimed for any other of the participating Powers.
Soon after the temporary set-back which the intervening

Powers had administered to Japan, Germany's chance arrived.
On the strength of the murder of two missionaries she seized

Ivi.Ki-chau, and thus made herself mistress of a central point
"11 tlie Chinese coast commanding the province of Shantun".
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282 The Expansion of the West

Russia followed by occupying Port Arthur, from which she

had just excluded Japan, and we felt bound to defend

our own interests by leasing Wei-hai-Wei as a naval base. This

was in 1897, and soon afterwards the resentment of the Chinese

broke out in the Boxer Rising—fanatical, anti-foreign, and

hopeless, but fomented by the Chinese Court. All the other

Powers, including America and Japan, now combined to march

on Pekin and relieve the Foreign Legations. Pekin was occupied

and largely destroyed. But Japan and America distinguished

themselves by their good order and moderation. Four years

later Japan had her revenge on Russia in the great war in which

she finally acquired Port Arthur, Korea, and a dominating posi-

tion in China frou" which she is not likely to be displaced. And

a little later still the United States took a nobler revenge on

China herself by returning to the re-constituted government

the indemnity imposed on her for the Boxer Rising.

It is ,' gloomy story, though the clouds lift somewhat towards

the close! The China of the new age, with its Parliament and

its President and its \\'estern education, does not come within

the scope of this sketch. We must stop at the point where the

Powers of Europe, partly defeated by their own ambitions,

partly rallying to a better ideal of their relations to the f:ast,

h;n e called a halt.

The New W orld, the first scene, of European expansion, hi^,

by \irtue of that very fact, remained outside the area of the

recent competition. When in the sixteenth century the stream

of adventurers began to follow Columbus across the Atlantic,

two cardinal facts were soon established which have governed

the development of the Americas e\er since. In the northern

portion of tho great land-mass a nucleus of settlers made their

home, parti}- from England and partly from France. They

Nvent not merel)- as traders, not Kj exploit the country and

briiiL, back wealth to be consumed at home, Icnst of all did they

'-\ I
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u'o .IS administrators of settled realms such as \vc found in the

Just, but they went to live and thrive and spread themselves in

.1 new land sparsely inhabited and with untapped resources of

c\cry kind. Soon, as we ha\e seen, the Anglo-Saxon element

u'.iined the upper hand. The French were not alienated nor

dri\en out, but their political expansion was checked and the

colonization of the northern part of the continent proceeded

on tlio whole on English lines. Farther south the occupation

ut the continent followed, broadly speaking, the boundaries

which Columbus and the Pope had suggested, the Portuguese

taking the eastern sphere and the Spaniards the western. This,

•IS modified a little later, gave Brazil to Portugal, and Mexico
.md the western part of South America to Spain. But Spain

and Portugal, the daring jpioncers in the first age of discovery,

had no staying-power. They were on the decline at home
;

,iiid, at the beginning of our period, their authority was

renounced by the settlements they had made. The Monroe
doctrine of 1823 only formulated as a principle of policy what
\\,is already established as a system of facts.

The United States had been strengthened by their severance

Irom England in the War of Independence, strengthened above
.ill in their republicanism and their determination to resist any

encroachment by a reactionary Power.

Ever since the invasion of Spain by the French in 1808,

the Spanish colonies had been throwing off their allegiance.

The war in Europe meant for them the chance of independence
;

.md m Bolivar they found their hero of romance, their uncon-

ijucrable leader, who reappeared after every defeat and ended
as the liberator of three great States in South America

—

Colombia (which he joined with Venezuela), Bolivia, and Peru.

1 lie I. niled States followed the movement, which wont on

spreading to all the other colonies both of Spain and of

Brazil, witli sympathy .md encouragement. In 1817 she sent
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commissiuncrs lu open up commercial relations with those who

had made ^t,'ood their revolt. W'iien, tlierefore, in 1822 the Holy

Alliance at the Verona Congress proposed to suppress the revolt

of the Spanish colonies in America, the step at once evoked the

recognition by the United States of their independence. The

following year President Monroe made, in his message to

Congress, the pronouncement which has always passed by his

name but was actually drafted by John Quincy Adams. It

summed up the general situation and tlie feeling of the States,

and accorded fully with the policy of Canning. The spirit of the

preliminary clause has governed their foreign actions for nearly

a hundred years. ' In the wars of the European Powers', it

stated, ' in matters relating to themselves we have never taken

any part, nor does it comport with our policy so to do. It is

only when our rights are invaded or seriously menaced that vvc

resent injuries or make preparations for our defence' It will

be noticed how carefully President Wilson adhered to the

traditional policy of his country before he took the decisive

step which must inevitably modify it in future. But the more

operative clauses are those that follow : ' With the existing

colonies or dependencies of any European Power we have not

interfered and shall not interfere. But with the Governments

who have declared their independence and maintained it, and

whose independence we have on great consideration and on just

principles acknowledged, we could not view any interposition

for the purpose of oppressing them or controlling in any other

manner their destiny by any European Power in any other light

than as the manifestation of an unfriendly disposition towards

the United States.' Most general and decisive of all was the

clause prompted by the rival claims of Great Britain and Russia

to territories in the north-west which were at that moment

under discussion. ' The occasion has been judged proper for

..;.;,.}-fii-jir Jig ;i 11 liiicliilc iv. w liicli tlic riirhts and interests of the
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I'nitod Sr.itc? arc involved, tliat tlic American continent?, bv

ilie free and independent condition which they have assumed

and maintain, arc henceforth not to be considered as subjects

for future colonization by any European Powers.'

The United States thus stood forth as the champion of the

whole New World, a champion prepared to fight for its

freedom against the Old World from which it spran;^.

The daughters' hoiiscs would only receive their old relations as

\i<itors and on their own terms. Expansion, therefore, in the

Americas has during the last century followed its own lines

t|iiite independently of European rivalries. Only one breach of

the Monroe doctrine has occurred, when during the Civil War
the French supported for a time Maximilian, Napoleon Ill's

candidate for the crown of iVIexico. As soon as the war was over,

the United States demanded the recall of the French troops.

'J'he hegemony has never been tainted with tyranny, the leading

?tate abstaining from imposing her own will upon her weaker

U-llo\v-nations,refusingcven to attend a Pan-American Congress

until 1889. Only with Mexico has the peace been broken

between the leading Power and her colleagues. Touching

Mexico on the south, the United States touched the old

Spanish empire on the continent, and in her onward march
she absorbed, first, Florida, then Texas and the lands west of

Texas, till on the Pacific sea-board she found the sphere of a

new and active development. It was this trend westward which

gave her Hawaii and part of the Samoan Islands towards the

end of the century; led to her special interest in China which

we have noticed ; and, when war broke out with Spain in 1898

over Cuba, induced her to retain the Philippine Islands as a

dependency, while Cuba itself was given independence. The
westward sweep brought also new and somewhat jealous rela-

tions with Japan, which a common interest in the Great War,

as before in the Chinese rising, seems likelv to appease.
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'I'hc growth of t^Tcat cities, the clearing of the busli, tlie

spanning of northern and southern continents by railways, tlie

rnsh of men, the piling up of wealth, these things we shall not

attempt even to sketch. But there is one aspect of American

expansion which fits in so aptly with our general argument that

it is riijht in a hopeful view to lay some stress upon \\. It is

this. America, first scene of Kuropean expansion, last ot tlic

Great Powers to expand again in the recent movement, seems

in more than one sense to he a link between the continents and

between the old and new in human seitlcments. By l>er trans-

continental railways and her Panama Canal she now unites

Great Britain, which was the extreme west of the ancient

world, with the extreme cast of China and Japan. But the

knitting up in spirit far transcends this physical union. It is

one aspect—perhaps the most important—of the goal to which

our studv of the century has been directed. \\'e saw in an

earlier chapter how towards the end of the eighteenth century

the idea of a common humanity became current in the

world, a being of all races and lands, deriving traditions,

insti-'.cts, powers, from common roots in the past, and destined

in the future to closer and closer '-o-operation for the common

good. Such ideas were reiterated, expanded, and explained by

hundreds of thinkers in the nineteenth century. But it is a

far cry from a doctrine, however true, held however fcrventh

and intelligently by small groups of men, and the application

of the same truth to the government of nations and the

healing of mankind. The truth to be operative must be

expressed in puH" ctions and embodied in institution?

and forms of law. . nc New World, standing outside most

of the agreements of the other Powers, guarding for the most

part a careful isolation, was a wheel wanting from the chariot

which must carry the fortunes of the world. Who can doubt

f>ii' .1 moment that ii on jiily 29, 19H' '''^ German w;!r-pnrt\

t
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had known that not En(>land only, but the United States in all

their strength, would oppose the violation of Belgium, there

\vould have been no war ?

Hence the gradual emergence of America from her Western
'Seclusion was not only a good thing for the world, but a neces-

':iiy, if anything like world-order is to be maintained or world-

pro.jress achieved. But the special quality of the American
intervention is here rather in question than her needed presence

in any league of nations which is to be. V\ herever the United
States have added their strength to an international movement,
ir has been more strictly in the interests of humanity and of

peace than the action of any other Power. For the spirit of the

common action is at least as important as the action itself. There
was little humanity in the scramble for Afric.', though the
Brussels Conference of 1889 declared that the purpose of the
Powers should be ' to put an end to the crimes and devastations

engendered by the traffic in African slaves, to protect efToctively

the aboriginal populations of Africa, and to ensure for that \ast

continent the benefits of peace and civilization ', They paid this

liomagc to duty and to human rights, and within ten or fifteen

years tlie Congo population had been decimated by oppression.

Official records of inhuman crimes in the German colonies are

known to all men : similar oflfences, though not often so great,

have been commitied at some time by white men of all nations
in contact with the black. There was little humanity among
the Powers, united though they were, as they stood round the
prostrate form of China after her defeat by Japan, or in the
Concert of Europe in 1895, which looked on without action

while tens of thousands of Armenians to whom reforms had
just been accorded were massacred before they could enjoy
them.

Can we trace any improvement in the spirit of the leading
Powers in their treatment of the world they havp overrun ?

ill I
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The answer mav, we think, be ,?ivcn in the affirmative, but

it is a qualified one and still rests rather on promise of improve-

ment than on actual performance. To substantiate our answer

we should need to survey the colonial activities of all the Powers

separately in recent years, for little has been done collectively

since the Brussels Conference of which we spoke. We should

note in our own empire general rest and contentment for the

last twenty-five years, the only exceptions outside the British

Isles being the Boer War and spasmodic sedition in India. We

should note the continued extension of self-government to all

parts of it and marked prosperity in most, notably in Egypt, as

the direct result of our rule.. We should study the provisions of

SirFrederickLugard's code for North Nigerla,and rejoiceat the

general acclamation of loyalty there and elsewhere when the war

broke out. And we might think with pride mixed with, sorrow

of the Hcrcro who wrote home from British South Africa,
'
Let

me tell you that the land of the English is probably a good land,

since there is no ill-treatment ; white and black stand on the

Same level ; there is much work and much money, and your

overseer docs not beat you, 01 if he does he breaks the law and

is punished '.
, , 1

Turning to the United States wc should be struck by the

generosity and thoroughness with which their comparatively

small colonial domain has been administered. Sums raised

from it by way of tariff have always been returned for the good

of the colony, and large sums spent for education and humani-

tarian work. ':'he medical work done by the International

Health Board would alone qualify the Americans as the pioneers

of humanity in expansion. They have begun a campaign against

yellow fever on the South American and African coasts as they

have already stamped it out in Panama and Cuba. And, latest

and most interesting experiment of all, a hospital ship started last

Christmas to cruise about round Mindinao in the Philippines

: •'At***.-'.' msssia!s^^mi^amf-F^^''^:^w:^:^B^m^'£M
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and the three hundred islands of the Sulu Archipelago, taking

nurses, doctors, operating-rooms, and floating wards to regions

never before visited by a Western medical man. At home, in

the latter part of thc.nineteenth century, a new and humane
policy was adopted towards the Red Indians, who since 1871

are carefully tended in large reservations. And surely lynching

has died out in recent years ?

France's best present to the optimist would be her govern-

ment of Tunis. Here she has kept a strong but not obtrusive

control and improved the country greatly in all measurable

nays. Roads, railways, schools, have spread apace, and trade

has more than quadrupled in the last twenty years. Tunis for

the French corresponds to Egypt for the English. In Algeria

they have had some of the same difficulties, surmounted by
the same chequered success, as we have had in India. From
their old settlements of Senegal on the west, the Ivory Coast

on the south, and Algiers on the north, they have opened up
in the last forty years a great empire in the west of Africa,

linking it up with roads, irrigating it by wells, civilizing it in

the old Roman fashion with the added assistance of modern
science. The aerial post initiated in 1917 between Algiers and

Timbuctoo must be the first example in the world of regular

communication through the air. It is another link with the

revolutionary age, for in 1783, in the presence of Louis XVI
and his queen, the first balloon invented by the Montgolfier

brothers ascended at Vers.Tilles.
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SOCIAL PROGRESS

We traced in the last chapter some of the concluding stages

of a secular movement in world-history, the spread over the

slobe of Western nations and Western ideas. At the opening

of the twentieth century it appeared nearly complete, with

every great tract of the planet traversed by \\estern explorers,

a flag of the New World hoisted at the North Pole, a flag of the

Old World at the South, and colonics and spheres of influence

won by the invaders in o\cry quarter, except the great land-

mass of the Far Kast and the ifland-emplrc that protects it.

We saw these settlements acquiring freedom and individual

development, becoming in various ways independent of their

mother-states, and we suggested that the culmination of the

process was to be found when the United States, themselves an

offshoot from the European centre, began a colonizing move-

ment of their own, joined forces for international purposes with

the older Powers, and helped to infuse a higher degree of

humanity and idealism into the common stock. But at the

best the plan of Western expansion and world-control remains

a sketch, and its further completion depends mainly on the

extent to which ideals of a higher and a fuller life for all obtain

the upper hand at home, among the populations which have

thus assumed responsibilities for the civilization of others.

' How ', the Bible asks, ' shall a man love God whom he has not

seen, if he love not his brother whom he has seen f
' How, we

may add, shall a slum -child in London or Manchester, the future

citizen of a civilizing race, promote the humane treatment and

the higher life nf the negro or the coolie, if he has no higher life

i L '
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of his own ? Very often, indeed, the unspoilt member of some
other race which we have set out to rule—the Red Indian on
the Great Lakes, the Arab in the desert, the Kaffir in the bush
—has a far freer and fuller life than many members, perhaps
even the average, of the dominant race which can control him
by its superior organization and science.

But, for the moment at any rate, the West has a predominance
over the other portions of the globe, and we have to trace the
^teps, if any, by which the Western nations have prepared them-
selves for their greatest task by civilizing their own people.
Force they have, irresistible force, when used colleciivcly, the
force of applied science and organized numbers. But in order
that this force should be used for the best advantage of all
mankind, it is necessary that the ideas of the leading nations
should be humane as well as powerful, enlightened as well as
organized. They have to recognize, if they are to be a bless-
ing and not a curse to the world, that a' higher life for all,

and not mere power or mere acquisition, whether of land or
wealth or rule, must be their aim. And this higher life must
be aimed at, and to some extent enjoyed, within the bosom of
the governing nations before they can extend it to the races
whom they influence. They must recognize, too, that the
higher life of one man or one community will differ widely from
that of another, that no one can advance to a higher stage of his
own being, except on lines which the nature and previous
history of that being will dictate

; and this implies wide sym-
pathy and knowledge, as well as a profound love of freedom in
the minds of those who must, whether they will or no, pur
their hands to the task.

Now there is one point in our survey which must strike every
student of the period, whether he shares the hopeful view which
we suggest or not. It is this. The movement tox\ards the
elfvntion of the home population, thougli later in date than the

! 1
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Social Progress

movement of cxpaiiMon, and not so rapid, has yet advanced

simultaneously witli ii in later years. There was no democratic

movement indeed, no idea of social reform, when the Spanish

adventurers first crossed the Atlantic at the beginning of the

seventeenth century. But when, after the outburst of science,

the industrial revolution gained full sway at the end of the

eighteenth century, at once both colonial expansion and social

reform became prominent factors in modern life ;
and at the

close of the nineteenth century, when, as we have just seen, the

expansionist movement was at its height, social reform had

become the leading interest in domestic politics among all the

nations of the West. We made the expansion of the West our

leading topic for the last decade of the last century, as it was

then that the acutest jealousies arose first between France and

England and later between Germany and the other Powers,

and it was then that the United States entered the arena, com-

pleting and somewhat civilizing the area of competition. We

take social reform as the leading topic in the succeeding decade

because in that period a new government came into power in

England of which the first motto was appeasement abroad and

social legislation at home. The same statesmen who granted

self-government to South Africa gave old-age pensions to the

poor and passed a budget largely increasing the burdens on the

rich for the sake of the less well-to-do.

But this movement, culminating at the beginning of the

present century and running its course vigorously even during the

war, must be traced back, like our other streams, to early foun-

tains in the age of revolution. The life of one great man, born

in 1 8 19 and dying in 1900 on the threshold of the new century,

typifies very aptly the growth of the English mind and EngHsh

public policy in the matter. John Ru.skin is, for us children of

the nineteenth century, tlie figure which best represents the

spirit of social reform as it struggled to life after the depres^ion

fi s
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ot the iNapoleonic wars, found expression in the middle of tlie

century, and became dominant at its close. Ruskin himself

called Carlyle his teacher, and this no doubt describes the
intlucnce of a powerful upon a more receptive niind. Vet in

iio breadth and tenderness, its joy in all forms of life and beauty,

the younger was, if not the greater, certainly the more per-

suasive and liberal nature. Of all his English contemporaries,
the nearest to Ruskin is William Morris, who had the same joy
in beauty, the same intense yearning for a Utopia of happy and
lovins,' people. But Ruskin is nearer tlie heart of the social move-
ment, because he more than Morris criticized, and on the whole
criticized soundly, the dogmas of political economy which were
supposed to bar the way to social action of a remedial kind, and
at the same time, unlike Morris, he avoided committing himself

to one political solution and one organized party for carrying it

out. His attitude of sympathy, now with some Socialist measure,
now with a paternal despotism, now with a craft-guild, and now
with individual initiative, was, though vacillating, much nearer

to the general mind than a partisan solution could ever be. It

:s interesting to remember that Sydney Smith, one of the

pioneers of reform in the Edinburgh Review, the famous orator
of Dame Partington and the Atlantic, w as still alive to welcome
the publication of Modern Painters. It appeared in 1843, two
years before Sydney Smith's death, and he greeted it as a work
of transcendent talent, presenting most original views in power-
ful language. ' It would work a complete revolution in the
world of taste.' Here was Ruskin's beginning as a new force in

art. His social gospel and his views on political economy come
m his mid-career. It was in i860, in the Cornhill Magazine, that

the four essays were first published which we now know as

Unto this Last. Nothing illustrates better the gulf which
separates those days from the present, or even from the time of

Ruikiu'i deatJi, llian tlie fact liiat the editor, I'hackeray, was

1
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coinpellcil by an outburst of public iiulignatiuti lo buspeiul the

publication of what uc should now regard as rather common-

place views. Another famous editor had to yield to the same

storm ; for two years later Froude began a new series in Fraseis

Ma^nzinc, and again, after the fourtli number, they were sus-

pended. It was the same generation and almost the same year

in which Darwin threw our Victorian fathers into a panic by

another commonplace.

What were the living truths which take us back even now t()

these little volumes ? What was the gro«s offence which led

the subscribers to the Cornhill and to Fraser't to demand their

suspension ? It was an unsparing attack on society organized

.iccording to the accepted 'laws of political economy'. In

such a society the persons who become rich are, generally

speaking, the ' industrious, resolute, proud, covetous, prompt,

methodical, sensible, unimaginative, insensitive, and ignorant '.

Those who remain poor are of the opposite cliaracters. It was

a little essay on the psychology of money-gett'ng and money-

keeping. It described the spiritual tendencies of the ideal

im} lied in the orthodox economics, a world governed by the

unrestrii ted action of the laws of supply and demand. But it

wats iinaginar\ merely, for no society has been, or ever could be,

thus govenu'd, as Ruskin himself was most insistent in asserting.

What he desired was that the higher ideal, the more compre-

hcn^i\e truth, should be raised from its obscurity and made the

recognized canon of all social and economic action, both public

and private. The abstract and partial truths which the econo-

mistshad formulated should be put in their place and the master-

truths should reign supreme. What is the master-truth in this

matter ? Tlie same essay gives it in simple and unquestionable

words \.liich take us back to the greatest of the revolutionary

poets. ' There is no w ealth but Life—Life, including all its

powert) ot lo\ e, of joy, and of admiration. That country is the
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riclioi which nourishes the greatest number of noble an 1 happy
human beings.' It was the doctrine of VVonisworth, with not

su much of hope perhaps, but with more pra<tical suggestion,

appHed to tlie industrial world and the poor half-truths on
wliich it had been nourished.

What we have to sketch in this chapter is but a commentary
on this text, and the text itself has never been put more pointetily

ur enforced with happier or more striking illustrations tlian by
Ruskin himself. The essays from whicli we have quoted come
exactly half-way in his life, at the age of forty, when he turned
from being primarily a prophet of art to being primarily a

prophet of social reform. But there is no real break in his

leaching. The same ideal of the service of man lies at the bottom
ot his appreciation both of an and of industry. Both were to

be tested by their effect on life. The art which he put first,

that of the Gothic cathedral and e early Christian painters,

rented on a happy, affectionate, and reverent frame of mind in

tlie artist. The work which he put lowest, that of a machine-
worker in a modern factory turning out ugly and shoddy goods,

iinolved degraded conditions, hatred, contempt, or complete
iniiiiference in the worker. When he had grasped this contrast

he went on to see that the former condition of happiness in

beu tiful work could only be achieved again when the general

conditions of production had been transformed. ' This dis-

,:,'usting nineteenth century must, I can't say breathe, but steam
its last.' We are living now when the last puff of the nine-

teenth century—in years but not in spirit—has for some time
passed away. How far has Ruskin's ideal, which, in its broad
outlines, must be the ideal of every person of sufficient intelli-

gence and goodwill, approached its realization ?

The judgement is a difficult one, not, in the opinion of the

present writer, because the balance is on the whole doubtful,

but because of the infinite complexity of the details on which

I
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it is based. If we consulted a manual of socialistic legislation,

there could be no doubt at all. Every year since Herbert

Spencer extolled the ' Man versus the State ', there has been

more and more legislation contrary to his principles. The

State has gone on steadily increasing its control in the interest

of the general good, and we shall note the principal steps in

iheir place. But we must admit at once that the mere fact

of llie State, or any smaller governmental unit, increasing its

control is not a good in itself. It may or may not be. Does ir,

we want to know, increase the good life of the community,

that is, the number of noble and happy beings which it contains?

Statistics, of course, give one some light, though we need con-

stantly to check them and to test their meaning. We can see

the declining death-rate and the rising income-tax set out in

a curve. But no one yet has plotted the curve of nobility or

even of happiness ; and, though Ruskin is often fanciful enough,

it is no idle fancy that both goodness and happiness are things

of the soul. Accurate measurement, then, of the things we most

prize is not to be had, and we must rest content with external

indications and general impressions. State action we may safely

treat as an indication of the general determination to get a

certain thing done, but we cannot o\ erJook its attendant evils

and its frequent failure to attain the end. Better than either

indicatioit of an advance would be tlie direct evidence, if we

could get it, of an honest man and an honest observer who

questioned himself and questioned others in all ranks of Hfe.

How far am I, and how far are you, enjoying my life and work

and loving my fellow men ? How far am I, and how far are

they, increasing in knowledge and in the power to accomphsh

what we desire ? How far, too, are we all advanced in the power

of appreciating, and increasing, the store of beauty in the world ?

The short answer which we have to make may well fall into

the same divisions as these possible grounds of judgement.
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Wc uill first note the change in public poHcy which canic over
the country after the middle of the last century he increasing
trend towards Socialist legislation. Next will come the collec-
tive efforts of the whole population, especially of the working
classes, voluntarily to improve their own conditions. Statistic^
of health and income naturally follow this, and give us the
occasion to refer specially to the part played by medical science
m improving the conditions of hfe. And the final question will
tlien arise, on which nothing but personal impressions are avail-
able

: Are our people in themselves, i. e. spiritually, nearer to
the ideal of happy union and nobility of character at the end
of the period than at the beginning ?

Obviously all that could be said within our narrow compass
uill only amount at the best to a summary of headings for
further thought and inquiry. No complete answer is possible,
least of all in a score of pages.

W e have already noticed, in the fourth chapter, the begin-
nings of a new period of social thought and legislation. The
Reform movement of 1830, which gave us the first Reform Bill
.iiul coincides with the advent of Louis Philippe in France, was
liberal in the stricter sense and not socialistic. It sprang from
the spirit that animated Bentham, of removing legal and con-
stitutional abuses and giving every man a fair and, as far as might
be, an equal chance of looking after himself. No doubt there
was a strong humanitarian element behind the agitation, and
t^ydney Smith has an interesting argument showing, truly
enough, that the effect of placing political power in the hands
of a larger number of people must be to increase the attention
paid to their interests in a hundred ways. But there was
certainly at that time no idea of the State doing for people what
It was supposed they could do better for themselves, no idea of
interfering with freedom of contract, with the free operation
of the laws of supply and demand. We saw that Francis Place !i
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was wliat ue s^hould now call an ' individualist ', and that the

People's Charter was far removed from a Socialist manifesto.

But a social and even a Socialist movement was rising at the

same time, and it gained its first fruits through the action of

another set of men. The factories gave the opportunity, and

the men who promoted legislation to control them were mostly

Tories—Southey the ex-revolutionary poet, Sadler the Con-

servative business man, Shaftesbury the philanthropist peer.

The point is an important one for two reasons. It shows, in

the first place, that the social legislation of the last half-century

arose directly from industrial conditions, and these had been

transformed by science. The t^ganization of industry through

science led to the organization of labour and its control, partly

by the State, partly by the workers themselves. And this

division and compromise between the controlling parties has

persisted to our own time. In the second place the early

history of factory legislation makes it clear that social reform

was from the first a national business. The Ten Hours Act was

no party measure, and found its warmest friends among those

who had opposed Free Trade, and its strongest foes among

PeeUtes like Gladstone and Radical mill-owners like Bright.

Gladstone's change of attitude between 1847 and 1864 is

characteristic and significant. In 1847 he opposed the Ten

Hours Bill, the only member, Shaftesbury tells us, ' who endea-

voured to delay the Bill which delivered women and children

from mines and pits ; and never did he say a word on behalf of

the factory children until, whm defending slavery in the

West Indies, he taunted Buxton with indifference to the slavery

in England'. By 1864 he had been converted, though he

remained to the end reluctant to extend the intervention of

the State in social and industrial affairs. His advance from the

position of 1847 to, say, his action concerning contracts between

Irish landlord and tenant in 1870 and i88l was typical of i
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change in the national mind. Partly, the State was stirred to
action by the general speeding-up of the national life. It could
not afford to do its business worse, or at any rate much worse,
than the many private persons who had combined. Partly it

was compelled to certain measures to defend the public. The
old stage-coach had bowled gaily along the common highroad
practically free, fit emblem of the age. But the railway which
vvas supersedmg the coach in these years of transition was a very
different story, and the best example of the change. It was the
direct offspring of science and organized industry of the modern
type. It could only be laid down by taking private property
compulsorily on p large scale. It involved grave risks to multi-
tudes of persor.. Hence, from the first the railway has been
lathered by the State, hedged round by regulations of every
kind, and in an increasing number of cases has become the
property of the State outright.

Great businesses, of which the railway is only one case,
became with science and organization the rule of the world!
llic logical Socialist sees in them the inevitable forerunners of
a universal machine, directed by the State, in which all property
and every instrument of production will belong to the com-
munity thus organized as one body, and in which every indi-
vidual will take his ordersfrom a duly-constituted authority. But
human life is not thus logical, and there are signs that men in all

countries are awakening again to the manifold chances of doing
jvell and serving the common w^al in a state of greater freedom.
In the 'sixties and 'seventies the need of regulation ;vao ..ill great,
>nd government, especially in England, had to climb a long
ascent of organization and regulation, individual checks and
public ownership and control.

The extension of the franchise to include the working classes
both in town and country was a reform demanded by all
ctorincrs, indixidualist and SociaHst ahke. This was dop» b-

I
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ihc two Acts of 1867 and 1884, the first passed by the Derby-

Disraeli government but largely modelled by the Liberals

;

the second, passed by Mr. Gladstone almost simultaneously

with the fall of Khartum. Yet, in spite of the large increase in

the agricultural vote, the Liberals were actually weaker in the

new ParUament which followed in 1885. Besides this a strong

party of Irish Home Rulers emerged which gave Ireland the

casting vote in the English House of Commons and converted

Mr. Gladstone to the estabUshment of an Irish Parliament. The

question which thus first arose as a side-issue became for many

)-ears the burning topic in E^nglish politics, while social reform,

which was at the root of the democratic advance, went ou

quickly gaining fresh adherents among Home Rulers and anti-

Home Rulers alike.

The ' Unauthorized Programme ' which was urged on

Mr. Gladstone in 1885 by the Radicals, with Chamberlain at

their head, was the symptom and the watchword of the

new spirit. It demanded free education, cottage farms and

yeomanry holdings, better houses for the poor, a graduated

income-tax, public acquisition of land, and an extension of

local self-government. We look back now with amazement at

the moderation of the demands. But for our present purpose

we are interested to compare them with the People's Charter

of fifty years before. Both manifestoes were considered mon-

strous at the time. Both filled the upper and the middle classes

with fury and panic. Both are now commonplace, and if not

fully carried out are fully promised with the assent of all parties.

But whereas the Charter of 1838 was entirely poHtical, the

Programme of 1885 was almost entirely social. The political

power which had now been won was to be used to gain advan-

tages for the poorer at the expense of the wealthier members

of the community. 1 his is by no means to condemn the later

purpose, but it certainly suggests a danger in the course ot
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obtaining ir. Tlie Programme aims solely at thin,£»s to be got
and given

;
it dpes not touch on sacrifices 'to be made or rcstHc-

tions to be endured by all the citi>.ens. The drawbacks of the
method in practice could be illustrated by almost every item.
Take the first, free education. This was printed by a Conserva-
tive government in 1891. But the necessary sacrifice by the
uorking classes of their children's time for educa'^,n was never
insisted on, and always successfully obstructed when proposed.
At last the great upheaval of the war completed many sweeping
changes in franchise, in agriculture, in housing, in wages, and
in education, which the slow processes of fifty years—since
Household Franchise—had been attacking in detail.
But the extension of State action which has taken place in

't.at time is not mainly a matter of giving to the poor at the
expense of the rich. It consists much more largely of acts of
protection, restrictions on the freedom of contract in the interest
cither of a weaker party or of the whole community, the inter-
\ention of the State between conflicting parties'to avoid a
strike or to determine a rate of wages, lastly the extension of
collective trading either by the State as a whole or by munici-
palities and smaller units of administration. Each of these
matters now constitutes a vast sphere of activity, employing
thousands of minds

: each is the subject of a library of specialist
literature. We can mention only one or two typicil cases to
illustrate the whole.

Factory legislation was the first field of Western Socialism.
It still forms the bulk of socialistic laws. Dependent persons
have to be protected from the effects of their own carelessness
or vveakness, or from the greed or negligence of their employers.
To put the matter in a more positive way, as Robert Owen and
Mr. Sidney Webb would put it, a ' national minimum ' needs
10 be established for all ^vorkers in matters affecting their healthm efficiency. A full centurv of f.irtorv Iqu-c ,)«v-'-":n" •}--
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tacit assumption, takes us from the first timid effort of 1802

protecting the cliildren and ^;i\ ing tlicm a modicum of educa

tion, down to the Trade Boards Act of 1909 which deals vvitl;

wages. The Act of 1850, coming nearly midway and clinching

the Ten Hours Act, became an important turning-point. Th(

normal day for women and children became necess^arily thai

of the men also who worked with them. Other factories and

workshops were gradually brought under the same protectior

which had been first afforded to the textile workers.

Later on protection of other kinds was given. Dangeroiit

machinery was to be fenced. Proper ventilation and other

sanitary arrangemenrs were to be made, and due intervals

allowed for meals, and so on. The last subject for the State

to deal with was one of the most fundamental and most

r^'flicult to touch, the payment of adequate wages. This

was reached in the first decade of the new century, when

in the Trade Boards Act provision was made for setting up in

certain ' sweated ' industries joint committees with Govern-

ment assessors. It should be noted that in this extension of

State activity we were following the initiative of two of our

own colonies, New Zealand and Victoria, which were the first

countries in the world to try the experiment. The recent

minimum for agricultural labourers is a further extension.

But the activity of the State in social and industrial matters

was by no means limited to the passing of laws. Gradually in

recent years it has assumed more and more the position of

general arbitrator, supreme pacifier, preventer of disputes.

Some time before the war, agents of the Government were

being constantly invoked to heal a coal strike or avert a lock-out

of transport workers. All this was a new thing and not neces-

sarily a bad one. In cases of sufficient gravity it is clearly the

duty of the State to prevent serious loss to the body politic.

But it might seem the stronger course, more consonant with

I I
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the traditions of a self-^overnins; people, for those concerned
voluntarily to come to terms in their own interests and the
interest of the public. Given sufficient intelligence and public
spirit, they can themselves see the right solution. The State,
if frequently invoked, especially in matters where it is not able
without legislation to enforce its will, is liable to become too
cheap. It is wasteful to use a steam-hammer to crack a nut,
and no sane man would resort to it if his own nut-crackers
were sound enough.

But we are alluding to the alternative method of dealing with
disputes not so much for the sako of an argument, which is alien
to the purpose of our book, as to introduce the other side of the
organizing age. Many people who argue from the spread of
State-control, State-businesses, and the like, to the speedy
advent of the Socialist State, quite overlook the fact that the
same century which has witnessed this development has also
witnessed an unexampled growth of the free organization of
citizens for almost every purpose. The Trade Unions are the
most cognate to the immediate question, but they are only one
form of thousands in which the social spirit has embodied itself
m order to defend and elevate the individual. The triumph
of the Unions came in 1875 « the hands of a Conservative
government, after the Liberals had begun the legalizing
process in 1871. The legal protection of Trade Union funds,
the permission of combination, of striking, even of ' picketing ',

subject to the general criminal law—these things, which were
secured in those two years, were the completion of a work begun
and carried to partial success by the reformers of the 'twenties.
The final success was gained through skilful and persistent
pressure on the two great political parties by the organized
workmen, assisted by a group of middle-class men, mostly the
«me Positivisis who had spoken a word for France in 1870. It
will be noticed that this change in the law followed rapidlv on

T^W^'
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the Reform Act of 1867, which gave the town-workmen a vote.

In fact the Act of 1867 made the Trade Unions a living force

much as the Act of 1884, whicli enfranchised the agricultural

labourer, made Home Rule. The first two Labour members

appeared in Parliament in 1874, just before the Trade Unions

were freed.

But though Government action was necessary to remove

restrictions which the law had itself imposed, it is most impor-

tant to remember that the Unions have always been in England

the free combinations of free men. As such, their educative

influence, as well as their effect on industrial conditions, have

been immeasurable. They have done more to make the British

working-class what it is than all the faccory legislation and

State-education put together. Other countries have had these

or better. England has had for the building-up of her workers

a set of institutions which ihey have themselves framed, which

spring from the self-governing aptitude of the race. It is for

this re.-'son that the Unions have during the last fifty years led

the inaustrial advance. To them is mainly due the steady

rise in wages and reduction in hours. What the State has done

has been on the whole supplementary to what the workmen in

their unions could do for themselves. And so when a great

occasion has arisen, as in the war, they have sometimes been able

to express the whole mind and true judgement of the people

better even than Parliament itself.

The possibility of carrying the self-government of industry

still further by means of Guilds or Syndicates of the workpeople

themselves, owning wholly or in part the instruments of their

production, has been discussed from many points of view in

quite recent times. These plans belong rather to the realm of

reconstruction than to any history of the past. But they all

indicate two things. One that the capacity of bf)tli workpeople

^Y\i\ emplovers to oreanize forms of indusrrv for themselves is

•]'
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far from exhausted. The other, that ?n any such organization
a powerful place must still be retained for the State as a whole
reconchng differences in the last resort and subordinating
sectional interests to the general welfare.
Looking to the past, the Co-operative and Friendlv Societies

u^uld stand next in importance to the Trade Unions as forms
of v-oluntary organization for the advantage of tHe workers.
In both ot these, with slightly differing aims and methods,
you find the free and deliberate purpose of individuals, mostly
people of the poorer classes, to assist themselves at the same
time that they assist others in like condition. They all proceed
upon the principle that we can only live and thrive with the
help and through the well-being of our fellows. Confidence
and goodwill, the sinews of the social body, must be strong in
all if they are to prosper. The Friendly Societies, indeed, cm
trace back their origin to the ancient guild, but they were
transformed by the industrial revolution, and they have survived
and flourished through many vicissitudes until the Insurance
Act of 191

1 incorporated them in a national system The
Co-operative Societies are a still more striking and illustrative
case^ For, as we know them, they owed their inception directly
to Robert Owen when he was labouring at New Lanark to
iuiman.7.e the new industrial order. He established, for the
workpeople in h-'s own works, shops on the co-operative plan
where they could buy good provisions at a fair price and divid^
the profits between them. This is the simple principle of
co-operative distribution, and Owen went on to advocate it
tor production and as a national system. It fell at that time
with his own failure, but reappeared in the famous Rochaale
experiment of 1844 to which Co-operation, both in England
and m the -United States, is accustomed to look back as its
.mmedtate fountain-head. The little shop in Toad Lane,
Ko.. hdolc, with its 28 members and its capital of (7.%, had

'
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become in 1906 an organization in Great Britain alone ol

14,000 stores, 2,250,000 members, over j(^33,ooo,ooo capital,

and sales of over ^^63,000,000 a year.

The movement has its counterpart in all other Western

nations : in Frame it has largely taken the form of co-operative

hiiyinu for acriciiliural purposes ; in Germany it has been the

foundation of a system of co-operative banks which make

advances to their members on the common credit. Thus both

in France and Germany, and especially in the latter, the co-

operative idea has been more fruitful on the productive side,

while with us it has tended till now to be limited to distribution,

where the difficulties ?re less and the profits readier. But there

are strong and numerous efforts being made to press the prin-

ciple to other uses which are obviously possible, given confidence

and goodwill in the members and skill in the management. It

should be noted as a special feature in English and American

co-operation, and germane to our present topic, that no help

has ever been souglii from the State.

One other branch of social progress through voluntari'

collective action must be touched on, before we pass to the

other indications of an advance. This is education. We traced

in Chapter I\' the spread of schools for all and the extension of

their scope. We saw that if education was to be universal some

compulsion was necessary, and that the State had in practice

stretched out its hand farther and farther until it has certain

relations with all the universities as well as the direct responsi-

bility for the elementary instruction of every citizen. This was

both right and inevitable, nor does it by any means necessarily

involve the dragooning of opinion or the suppression of initia-

tive. But if we are a.sking for the actual spiritual influences

which count for most in the national life, if we are looking below

the surface-facts of school attendance or examinations of any

grade, we shall at once be faced bv another complete set of
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organizations—many sets in fact—which h
connexion, if

ave only the slightest
any, with the State, but of which the infl

appear to outweigh what we are accustomed
niucat.on '. We will mention four which are of fairlv

unu Id
uence

to ca 11

iL.'in and
.

,
recent

npoal mainly 10 those who have only passed 'through
:'-"-uary schools and have not had the deener intellectual
.."press of earned society or a long acad'emic training:

lu. Adult Schoos, the Boy Scouts, the WomenV Institute,
.l.e O.rls iTtendly Society. A fifth might be mentioned
^^f>Hh IS growing rapidly throughout the world and is pro--"-n at I niversities, the Student Christian movement
Here are socet.es. typical of hundreds, which depend entirelv'
|.n .he tree-u.ll of those who belong to them, which often
l.ke Churches, become the dominatittg factor in the lives of
;lie.r members help ih.m through life, form their minds
"Hi .nsptre their conduct. Now such bodies are very
c^aractertsttc of recent times

; they are largely religious in
1 TU, and the.r rel.gton has certain common features ^vhich
l-.rate our argument. They are witltout exception humani-
•man ,„ a definite and formative sense. They all train their
n>embers to beheve, and to act in the belief, that the good of
others IS our o^vn good also, that ^^e develop our powers by
^.H-I. action, and that this in fact is the nature and genesis of all
.rue progress in the world. We knou how i„ the ^arious
^oc etuvs th.s sptrtt is developed in connexion with different sigti,
."Hi symbols of traditional origin. Jy,me, like the Boy Scouts'
i^'o back to the ancient crafts of prin^uive man, others take a more'
efinttely religious form. But tha. social service, and spiritualourh through such service, is the true root, is clear enough.

itf fT '' ^'"^ " ^'" ""^^"^ "^ ^''^^->^ ^^'^t thiscxpa iMon of the essential and immemorial principle of all
nioraluy is on a wider scale and affects more sides of life tlnn
•inythmg we have »ecu before.
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People sometime? compare the transitions of our day witi

the troubles of the Roman Fmpire in the early centuries a.d,

and there are certain parallels. But if we consider on the on
hand the prevalence of secret .societies and superstitious rites ii

those ihy&, and on the other hand the open spread in our owi

time of the principles and practice of service, who but th-

most determined pessimist can doubt ? What was then tin

tender plant, pushing its way through heavy soil, is •- i
j

mighty tree that shelters us all; and if thereare rents by teu.^esi

in its branches, it is yet plainly upstanding, stronger with thesaf

of two thousand years, able to replace the wreckage of the storm

Society has thus everywhere become, at least within its

national boundaries, far more united at the end than it was ai

the beginning of our period ; and this closer texture is the remit,

the expression, of a growth of the social spirit in a thousand

forms. 'I'his fact of triumphant association is indeed so u\-

dubitable ami so impressive thai we might be inclined to '•e'!!

in it alone a;^^ sufficient evidence of the progress of humanity.

One of the most stimulating thinkers of America, Dr. Josiah

Royce, whose loss we have had to lament during the wn- wr.

thus impressed, and wrote a little book tocxplain the profound

importance of the principle of insurance and to advocate its

extension to international problems. Just as each national

community was built up on insurance, each of us in some society

or other, or through the State, guaranteeing the health and main-

tenance of others, and prevision for their survivors after death,

su he would have had an international fund to provide for cases

of desolation, whether by natural calamities or by acts of war.

But it is clear that to answer the question of Progress as a whole

we must go farther. Ho\\ever united, however confident in their

fellows and self-sacrificing men may be, the ultimate question is

larger. What are these men like in their other human qualities,

llicy who thus hold lo^cliici and keep one anotiier alive f What

i \' .''" V.
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u our approach to RuskinN society of nobl. hiM...u, beiu^^s. happym .hcmelve., with joy in hfe and beauty, and a zest .nd povvcr
tor further growth ? Statistics, i. e. numeucal summarL of
Keueral lacts,and personal impressions, must be our help to
^'"v judgement. And if we arrange our results under the time-
honoured headings of health, wealth, and wisdom, we must bc
careful to mterpret each in the widest sense

O.. physical health the doctors iuve given us in recent
}ears a vastly growing ma«s of help. The care of health, the
bt..tc s concern in and control of it. the immeasurable
expansion of our knowledge and public interest, these by
-hemselves would form a useful compendium of the progre.^
0^ the century and no bad indication of progress in other
'"••'jers It IS mteresting to note how the capital steps

.i.c health movement ' have kept pace with the general
-cncnt. Ihe hrst step, the taking of a census, wu« autho-

n/cd by Parliament in the Hrst year of tlie nineteenth century.
11 had been opposed and defeated in the middle of tlic

libeny and hkely to result in some public misfortune or epi-
J.-ncal distemper

'. The next rtep, the public regis trat^no of
1
>rths and deaths, followed shortly after the first Reform ActA registrar-general was appointed by the Act of 1836 who

-'rerseded the clergy in their functions of registration. Tiien

"i '^'V'T'n^'^^'
^^'""'^ demonstration and the revolutions

•'broad, the Public Health Act of 1848 was passed, which created
Hiprcme authority, which under the reforming ministry of

'^ 1 became the Local Government Board

JorT^"'^FTT^ ^^^"'' '''^'=' '' " ^'"'' b^^^^'^^'"" the early
orn ers and the later expert treatment of health by the State.

bl.dw.in Chadwick who was born in 1800, was secretary and

an :,r. :n '^'^^'^J -^'/.^-,^ ^^ ^«90. had seen nearly
-- ^rcat .tep. ta^cu 01 uiucii iic had been a leading advocate

i^
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throughout his Ufe. His Report on the Saniturv Condition 0/ the

Labouring Classes iu 1842 led directly to the establishment

of the first Public Healtli Board iu 1848. His was the most

encyclopaedic mind and the keenest spirit devoted to public

health that the century produced.

In matters of health and Avealth we may use statistics to good

purpose, and the health statistics confirm the hopes of tlie

reformers. In 1908 the death-rate was the lowest on record,

being just over 14 for e\ery thousand of the population. In

the first decade of the returns under the Act of 1836 it had been

something over 23. That is to say, that over 300,000 lives in

our population of 35,000,000 in England and Wales were being

saved annually through the improvement in the conditions of

life and the curing or prevention of disease. In particular cases

the improvement is far greater. Tiie big towns are naturally

the most unhealthy, and it is in them that the improvement is

greatest. In the first year of fife, w hich, as the most dangerous,

has received latterly the closest attention, a reduction in the

death-rate of Great Britain has taken place (1916) to 92 in a

thousand from well over 100 in previous years.

But this bald fact of keeping so many thousands more alive

is but a small part of the truth. The fives they live have been

rendered by medical science happier as well as safer. Many
diseases, leprosy, cholera, typhus, small-pox, have practically

disappeared. Many others, typhoid and scarlet-fever for

instance, are far less prevalent or fatal. Other scourges such as

cancer, syphifis, or tuberculosis, are now being studied and

guarded against with a care and a possibifity of prevention

quite unknown before our time in the world. Pasteur, as \vc

saw in Chapter X, by exploring bacterial growth, opened

a new road to health, and Lister, following his track, ha;

initiated a new era in antiseptic surgery. If we add to these the

names of Morion and Simpson, who introduced anac tiictics,

i'*.
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we have probably a set of men who have done most to
relievo physical pain in the last half-century. No one could
mention these without adding the imique and heroic figure
of Florence Nightingale, who, -.1 :- hit oi intense and con-
centrated energy, transformed ' iie whole piar. ce of nursing.
No brancli of our subject is t. .r- tore be.tt fitted to inspire

hone than progress in medicine, no nv.. :.re personally more
li'jpeful than those who profess and practise it. They are sure
that we shall some day conquer cancer, nay, that colds in the
head will become a thing of the past. I'he fact merits some
attention. How is it that hope springs so much more abun-
dantly in the soil of medical than of moral or political science ?

No moralist seems to expect a day when impurity or covctous-
iieis will have quite disappeared, and the optimists who antici-
pate an absolute and final abohtion of war are few and full-

blooded. Why this difference ? Here we must tread cautiously,
and make but a brief excursion into the dim country where we
discern the figures of free-will and sin, moral retribution -.nd

balvation by faith or by works. But some answer must be
attempted, because it involves a whole school of thinkers who
played a large part in the period under review.

Medical science is more hopeful and more successful because
It has attained a higher degree of prevision, and this is based on
a more complete knowledge of the facts and a stronger determina-
tion to use the knowledge for amehoration. No one can doubt
that, at least up to a point, prevision is possible in social as well
as in sanitary matters. The brain is a leading factor in both,
and we cannot rationally bisect its action and say, in questions
of bodily health such and such results \Nill follow'such and such
conditions, but in moral and social questions there can be no
prediction. It was, for instance, quite possible for any one to
foretell that by allowing the workpeople in the early factory days
10 .^.ii. togctacr m badly-cunstructcd and insamiary houses,
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without any thouglit of social amenity or health,the unfortunate
dwellers w ere bound to deteriorate not only in physique but in

all their quaHties of happy and efficient beings. Robert Owen,
as we saw, was a pioneer in the theory that by altering the en-

vironment you could modify to any extent the being of those
who lived under it. Greater minds took larger views of a kindred
nature, and later in the century the doctrine became prevalent
that juan might study all the laws of his evolution as he had
studied those of plants and animals, explain his past, and pre-

dict liis future. To this the wiser thinkers of the school, like

Auguste Comte, added the proviso that it was within man's
power by the determination of his ^\ill to modify his fate,

subject to the necessities imposed by physical laws. Here was
an extension of the utmost moment of Bacon's dictum referring

to external nature. He had said, ' Study the laws of nature in

order to command by obeying her.' The new school added,
' Study also man's nature and history in order to modify that

by due observance of its laws.'

The impulse which this new do( ?rine gave to social reform
m the later years of the nineteenth century was immense. We
trace it in a multitude of thinkers, in libraries of statutes, in

a host of social experiments and institutions. John Stuart Mill,

\vho was largely a disciple of Comte's, gave the most hopeful,

though an obviously exaggerated, expression to it when he

predicted the ultimate conquest of all the great sources of

human suffering. Here is an optimism comparable to that of

the medical man, in fact not distinguishable from his. And if we
asked Mill why in the ma<^tfcr of \var or poverty or vice we had

fallen so far short of the success attained in dealing with disease,

his answer would have been, in the first place, that we had not

taken sufficient account of the adverse circumstances, i. e. that

eur realized knowledge was insufficient, and that, in the second

place, we had not seriously set our minds to the task. In other

Hi'itv
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^^ord., ihat political and .^ cial science and art are not vet so far
ad;anced as the science and art of medicine. But medicine
remams the great exemplar, for it is the most perfect tvpe of accu-
:ateandsystematicknovvledgeappliedtothegoodofi^an,appHed
..ow m an increasing measure to ' keep the nation in heahli '

nitlicr than cure diseases which might have been prevented.
In quite recent years, especially in the Hrst decade of this new

century, many steps have been taken, connected with health
uhich take us some degrees farther on the way to Ruskin's
ideal, things which hav e in them also the germ of beauty, of a
tuller hfe as well as a longer and more vigorous one. The Town
Plannmg Act was carried by the same ministrv which came
into power in 1906, passed the Insurance Act, and gave old
a^e pensions to th.e poor. Town planning is part of the
movement which has given us garden cities both in Great
Bruam and abroad. The hnking of beauty with health, of
lappiness with industry, are the important points, and it is
-veil that in aiming at these the beginning has been made with
dwelhng-places. Architecture was the mother of the othei-
arts, and in our new social renascence the housing of the people
takes a leading place. Around better houses, pleasing as well as
healthy, will grow the love of other beautiful tliin-s and a spirit
ot active happiness Avhich must find its sphere in extending the
welfare of others as well as its own. And already we arc
encouraged by the example of many such settlements with
tnousands of improved houses. But it is easierfar to draw these
lopeful auguries from statistics of wages and savings, from the
building and the planning of model houses, from the inception
ot profit-sharing and industrial councils and the like, than to
reason safely and optimistically on the spiritual facts. For some
will point to the obvious falling-off in great works of imaginative
genius, and others will deplore the no less patent spread of
inferior hterature and vulgar taste.
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3'4 Social Progress

What then of our third heading, the verdict on vvisdi

Some point;, indeed are clear and good. Mere illiteracy lias

almost disappeared. The statistics of crime have strikingly

improved. The 483 in e\ cry 100,000 who were in prison at

the beginning of the present century sank to 88 for last year,

'I'he war accelerated rapidly a previously existing movement.
On the whole vvc may infer a large average gain, without, at the

one end of the scale, conspicuous genius, or at the other the masses

of degradation which disfigured our country a hundred years

ago. There is an undoubted process of le\ elling up, and we may
\vait with confidence for new eminences to appear and wider
vistas to open up. For such a view there is much to be said,

but for any want of hope there is surely nothing. But before

we could answer fully we should need a definition of wisdom.
If we may include in it the rapid intuition of the riglitness and
true bearing of a great issue, like the defence of Belgium, then

our uhole people may be said to have possessed it and 10 have

advanced notably in wisdom since the mistakes and apathy of

1 864 and 1870. If it is a part of wisdom to persevere staunchly

in a decision once taken and to show heroic fortitude and un-

faltering discipline, cheerfully, even Hght-heartedly, for over

four years, on the field, in prison, and on the sea, then the record

is bright indeed. Or when we look at the habitual good humour
and tolerant e in bearing hardships at home, the taking of a

quiet and unselfish place in a crowd, the help to one another,

the sympathy with distress, then our people, and the poorer

rather than the richer among them, have clearly a large share

of wisdom, and it has grown since the spread of elementary

education and the better ordering of our cities.

But if we go deeper and ask for evidence not only of fortitude

and width of sympathy and good temper, but of increasing

knowledge, of joy in beauty, of the power to give a reason for

the hope thai is m us, of iorcsight and iiUeliigeul preparaliuii
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to meet tJa- future, or of tl.e highest achievemetu, tJ.e reaUza-
uou of the present as the meeting-place of past and future, thenue .houki find less cau<e for satisfaction. It uould be a smallnumber of u-hom we could predicate wisdom in that sense, and
.he advance m such wisdom would be small in any class, espe-
cial y among those doubtless the majority, who abandon the
reading of serious books when they leave school, whether at
toiirteen or sixteen or eighteen.

The present writer has no doubt that even in this, the more
thcult side of education for a predominantly active people

hke curse ves, there has been advance since the School Board
began its labours in 1871. But, as we saw in Chapter IX, thework of compulsory schools uas made rather wide than deep.
ins IS a quahty uhich must inhere to compulsion apphed to

things of the mind. For a hopeful view we shall remL our-
selves that education will be deepened in a hundred streams
beside the formal channel to which we are too apt to confine
the erm. The nation willed its greatest act of education when
on the 4th 01 August, 1914, i: unanimously decided to enter on
tlie greatest of wars. It was the beginning of a process unfore-
seen at the time, which ^vas destined to carrv us far bevond the
conch.,on of a victorious peace into a region where 'we must

1
learn more intimately than any nation has ever learnt before

iie matters that concern the interests of the whole world We
beconie, perforce, one of the mainstays of all humanity, and toh

1
hat plac^ our knowledge must be not only uorld-wide but

rofound. tor the common things of mankind go back to the
o^e of freedom, the association vvith fellow-men, the de^'elop.

h kinship of all in the growth of science and the expansion ofhe human spirit. Progress on these lines, of which the earliest
i>teps are not \vantmg, will be the next and weightiest task if

,,,, ,
the Gods approve

liie depth and nut the tumult of the soul.
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I'Ht last chapter, dealing primarily with social progress at

home, brought us ultimately to the largest issue, the need of a

deeper recognition of the common good and achievements of all

mankind, the need of co-operation throughout the world. We

have no intention of sketching on these lines a detailed pro-

gramme for the future ; it arises only as implied in a true view

of the past. No one could, in fact, forecast a closer inter-

national union in the future unless he had seen it growing,

steadily for ages, and more rapidly in recent years ; that is the

only aspect of the question which comes within our scope. But

it may be commended in passing to the eager spirits in every

country who are determined to take some steps to avert another

war. If we are chiefly moved by the horrors of the present, and

only feel, ' This is so terrible that it must not occur again ; it

must be prevented somehow,' we are not adding perceptibly to

the chances of its prevention. Many things are terrible, the

loss of friends by death one ot the worst : yet this, and much

more, we know, has to be borne while human life endures.

But if we can show that forces are at work in the direction

which we desire and that these forces have been growing in

strength as they proceed, then we may face tlie future with

some hope. The task may be a hard one, it may demand not

only a strong will but many sacrifices, but we shall be working

with the course of things, and a better fate, assisted by our

efforts, may prevail.

No better measure could be given of the recent change in the

public mind on international questions than to compare the

view taken by the earliest English wr er on the constitution

'f
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with that of any contemporary thinker, not to mention the
promoters of a League of Nations. Sir John Fortescue, who
wrote and suffered during the Wars of the Roses, gave us the
first, and, within its limits, a very sound account of the principles

of English polity. He is summing up in the fourth chapter of

his Governance of England the admitted objects of all govern-

ment as he conceived it. ' A king's office standeth ', he says,

' in two things : one to defend his realm against their enemies
outward by the sword ; another thit he defend his people
aeainst wrong-doers inward by justice, as it appeareth by the
said first Book of Kings.'

A delightful and primitive statement, showing clearly how the

mediaeval policy, as divorced from the Roman and the Catholic

incorporation, looked back for its inspiration to the kings of

Jiuiah and Israel, and was entirely innocent of constructive

ideas. It was, in fact, purely defensive, and in view of the
feudal wars and disorder which were afflicting the West, the most
wholesome and necessary ideal which could then be pursued.
The world had indeed in that fifteenth century to be born
anew, and it started from the fundamental necessities of order
and defence before it could proceed to the complex task of

liuilding—from the mass of fresh material which the Renaissance
was to provide—a new City of Man.
Bui let us put beside Sir John Fortescue's decline the thesis

recently developed by an able writer ^ that since modern condi-
tions have tended more .'nd more to make the whole world one,
it has become a primary duty of government to develop and
regulate the relations of states to one another. Instead of

probable assailants they are actual and inevitable partners in

a common work. They may break bounds and run amuck
;

against this occasional danger we must take our precautions.

But the normal condition is quite otherwise. The modern
' Mr. C. Deiisle Burns in The Morality oj Vations.
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state, by the nature of its activities, is bound inextricably to

every other state, and the question consists not in the con-

tinuance or the severing of tliese, for they are essential, but how

we shall regulate and foster them. Shall the partnership be an

amicable one or are the partners to be continually dragging

one another into the law courts ?

The steps which have led to this knitting-up of the world are

not primarily political. They are rather the free activities nf

traders who have carried their goods across the steppes of Asia, of

explorers who have rounded the Cape and crossed the Atlantic,

of inventors who have pierced mountains and laid cables on the

beds of the ocean, above all of scientific men who have united

the intellect of all nations in the common task of promoting

truth. Statesmen have as a rule followed these efforts and not

initiated them. The ;tory of their results would be the history

of civilization since Marco Polo, Some aspects of it have been

alluded to in previous chapters. The point which immediately

concerns us is the incomparable acceleration of the process in

the last hundred years. F.ven the war, though it has arrested

this development in certain directions, has actually assisted it

in others. The greater part of the world-community still

survives and is far more closely united by the war than it was

before.

The truth of the matter has been largely obscured by the

traditional prominence hitherto assigned to political relations

in the strict sense of the term. If you take up any collection

of the great treaties of the nineteenth century, you will find

that it consists almost entirely of provisions as to the government

of certain territories which were in dispute before the treaty

was signed. Nearly all such treaties are, in fact, the concluding

acts of wars which have been waged for the right of governing

certain territories. It is the question of political sovereignty

which is most at stake. But if v,e altered our point of view to a

i
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closer accordance with modern facts, many other agreements be-
tween nations would take their place in the foremost rank of real

importance. Take, for instance, our two principal allies at this

niom.-iu in the war, France and the United States. We have
happily had no war with eitlier for more than a hundred years,
noi with France since Waterloo, not with the United Stales
-incc 1814, when the fight turned on questions of commerce
\\]iich arose from Napoleon's decrees. In any collection of
leading treaties therefore nothing will be recorded as having
passed between the three protagonists on the Allied side,

although their firm union is now unquestionably the most
important fact, political as well as social, in the world. This is

not because there is nothing to record, but because the treaties

and agreements which liave been made do not fall under the
heading which history is accustomed to consider as important.
Two or three examples of the other type will illustrate the
difference.

Between France and ourselves in the last fixty years the
following agreements have been made which ha\e all tended
111 the direction of fuller intercour.se and counteracted war. In
i86o,after the triumph of free trade in England and the object-
lesson of two International Exhibitions, an Anglo-French com-
mercial treaty was passed which reduced the customs duties in
both countries to the lowest ^oint, and was followed by similar
treaties between other Powers. It was due to one of Cobden's
most strenuous efforts, and inspired as much by friendship as

b)- desire for trade. The last twenty years of the century were,
indeed, full of jealousy and friction, often acute. We touched on
the causes in Chapter XI, but by 1904 an understanding had
been reached with regard to Egypt which led the way to intimate
relations between England and France in all matters everv-
uhere. In 191 4 this was crowned by the signing of a general
.irKitration treaty between the two countries. Between the
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United States and ourselves we should select the Alabama

arbitration of 1871, by the success of which the success of many

later arbitrations was probably decided. The dispute turned

on the damage done to Federal shipping by Confederate cruisers

fitted out in British ports. The damages awarded by a composite

tribunal at Geneva in 1 872 were paid, though with some

grumbling ; they were, in fact, so large that a balance was left

in the hands of the United States Government for which

no claimants could be found. Another question arose in 1899

and again in 1903 about disputes between Great Britain and

Venezuela. The United States took their stand on the Monroe

doctrine, and insisted, by threat of war, on arbitration. In each

of these cases the award was given at the newly-formed Hague

tribunal, and was in favour of our claims. The last and most

impt)rtant agreement between England and the United States

was the general treaty of arbitration concluded just after the

Great War beg..r,. It referred all possible matters of dispute,

at least in the first instance, to arbitration, waiving the clauses

as to vital interests and honour, which had been excluded in

previous treaties. This was followed shortly afterwards by the

similar treaty bet veen ourselves and France to which we have

just referred, and the three countries now stand in the closest

union, both of action and of theory, which the world has ever

seen between politically independent states.

These are a sample of the points on which stress would

properly be laid if we were tracing' the most important of all

developments, the growth of humanity as a united being. And

it will be noticed that, though arbitration occurs in them, and

in some form must occur for the settlement of certain disputes

between two independent parties, yet it by no means covers

all the ground of inter-State relations. In bulk, if we surveyed

the whole of the international agreements of the last hundred

years, arbitration would be found to cover a very small pan.

i \ f
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riie mass of international agreements, like the mass of

.11,'reements between individuals in a separate state, consists

of arrangements for mutual convenience in which it need not
be expected that difference will arise, or at least difference

which necessitates the intervention of a third party. All

that is necessary is the tacit understanding, if you do not
perform your part of the proposed bargain, I shall not perform
mine.

The great extension of international relations, and of the
agreements which they have occasioned, has taken place since

the middle of the nineteenth century, i. e. since the time when the
steamer, the railway, and the telegraph have been forming the
material links round which have grown the moral and political.

In these sixty or seventy years some thirty different agreements*
have been made between Western states touching matters of

common interest, not political in the stricter sense. They have
all arisen from the actual needs of private citizens, and the State
has been called in as their representative to make a binding
agreement. In no case have they led to war, and in very few
have they been suggested by the results of war. The subjects

mclude postage, telegraphs, navigation, railways, copyrights,

insurance, sanitation, fisheries, prisons, the slave trade, and the
liquor traffic. They form a network of relations, less close m the
mesh but similar in kind to that which holds together the private
citizens in every civilized state. It must suggest to the thoughtful
critic who is not obsessed by the idea of the natural hostihty of

states, that a process is going on similar to that which trans-

formed conditions of war between towns and castles and jealous

mdividuals at home into normal relations of peaceful business.

It has been said that the supreme goal of political activity should
be the moralization of politics, and this is true enough. But we
only strengthen the force of a philosophical ideal by showing
how it is bound up with the necessities of our existence and

I
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will be realized slmvly as man climbs his arduous ascent. States

will learn, as decent citizens have already learnt, to treat one

another well, not only, or even primarily, because they ought,

but because they must.

There was a time, two hundred years or so before the writings

of Fortescuc, when it was thought that the ideal plan had been

already discovered. If there were lapses, these might be

deplored, just as we still deplore the occasional necessity of

sending a criminal to jail. But of ^^he right arrangement'* for

securing a world happily at peace there could be no doubt,

tor God had revealed them clearly, both to our abstract reason

and in the course of history. One of the greatest of poets has

described them for us in words which will always live, reproving

us for our errors and blindness, encouraging us to persevere.

In his short, pregnant treatise on * Monarchy ' Dante asks

what is man's end and purpos^ in living, what is it that distin-

guishes him from all other living things ? He follows Aristotle

in his answer. The height of human power, the quality of man

that makes him man, is thought, the power of understanding

things. Now this endowment is not an individual thing ; no

man can thus think by himself. It belongs to man as a species,

and only by the multitude of other men can any one enjoy his

faculty or increase it. The intellect is extended by action, by

the ordinary dealings of life which come under the direction

of politics, and by the work of the imagination which is the

sphere of art. But all these things are subsidiary to abstract

thought, which is the crown and essence of the human kind.

Now just as the individual needs quietness and peace for that

perfection of his work of thought which brings him nearest to

the divine, so it must be with the human race. Peace is the

best of all the goods ordained to bless us ; and when the gospel

of the new dispensation sounded to the shepherds from above,

it was not riches, nor pleasure, nor long life, nor health, nor

i !
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strength, nor beauty, that was sung, but ' Glory to God in

the highest, and o-- earth peace to men of goodwill '. Then,
turning to the practical side, Dante argued that, just as the
individual needs one principle, his reasoning faculty, to co-
ordinate and direct his life, so there must be one source of
authority in every community. In the family it is the father.
This is so well understood that it has become a proverbial curse
to say, * May you have an equal in your home '. So it is in the
state. There must be one king, or otherwise ' every kingdom
divided against itself will be laid waste '. So it must be with
mankind as a whole. There must be one political head, who is

the monarch or emperor, inheritor of that Roman sway which
has been manifestly appointed by God to regulate the affairs

of the whole world. Nor does the Holy Roman Emperor derive
these powers from any other man, not even from the Pope.
He holds them direct from God, even as the Pope holds his

spiritual powers direct from God also.

Here was the mediaeval theory in its purest and com-
pletest form, full of Greek thought, Roman sovereignty, and
Christian religion, free from the excess which led the popes
constantly to assert a supreme authority and brought them
into constant friction with the political sovereigns. This
friction made Germany and Italy a desolation in the age of
faith. The ideal itself was so ineffectual that it left France
and England to the ravages of the Hundred Years' War,
and England herself to the bloodshed and corruption of the
fifteenth century. And when Sir John Fortescue writes after
the accession of Edward IV, he never alludes to it, and describes
the English polity as a simple machinery for warding off the
elementary perils of a primitive state, attack from without and
disorder from within.

But it was an ideal which contained so much truth and
appealed so strongly to some of our deepest instincts that it
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has always floated before men's minds since then, leading some

of them, like a will o' th' wisp, into Napoleonic and Germanic

adventures of universal dominion, but inspiring others to an

undying hope and a steadfast effort to secure the good in it

and let the dangerous and temporary pass away. We need not

criticize Dante's theory closely to understand its inadequacy to

modern, or indeed to any actual, conditions of Hfe. The simple

fallacy meets us at the threshold, that because, in the individual,

harmony and effective work are gained by the dominance of

one principle, therefore it must be one person who should rule,

either in a family or a state or the world. This aspect of the

matter need not detain us, for it is dead ; but the passionate

belief in the essential unity of human nature and of human

progress is not dead, and it gained from Aristotle's thought,

interpreted by Dante, an intellectual force. We have seen in the

nineteenth century a material approximation to the unity of

the world, and we have in physical science a subject-matter for

thought more perfectly unified thSn even the philosophy and

theology of the schoolmen. But in clearness of apprehension

that reason must be supreme, that reason is a social function

belonging to the multitudes of mankind, that for the advance

of reason there must be peace, nothing can surpass the vision

of the De Monarchia or the Paradiso.

We must not forget, perhaps it is the most important point

of all to remember, that the spiritual unity produced by the

mediaeval system went deeper and lasted longer than the

political. The Holy Roman Empire, summed up in Dante's

Monarch, was never a reahty ont'>ide an area, itself full of

conflict, in Germany and Italy. But the Papacy, with the

doctrine and the discipline for which it stood, was the weightiest

fact in the world for a thousand years, and has yet by no means

spent its force. It is a thought of profound significance for all

later arrangements designed to secure ilie unity of mankind.

''^£»r^'?ai^%war-4K»i«Hgi>tQHi(i^^
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Those things are of most moment and have most promise of

endurance which rest upon conviction and not upon force. The
Papacy for many centuries was able to avert certain crises and
to induce a certain order, even in the tormented ages which
followed the break-up of the Roman Empire, and its doctrine,

spreading to the barbarian tribes of the north and the Irish

of the west, actually extended the world of Roman civiHzation.

But when in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries this Roman
unity was formally destroyed, the question became urgent what
forces or what organization, if any, could take its place in

holding together the distracted and revolting minds, the jealous

and competing states of the West. It was a problem infinitely

more complex than Dante had imagined in his simple scheme.
His end of intellectual unity cannot be impeached. His means
must be transformed by the new thought and world-wide
discoveries of mankind.

The poHtical devices which were put forward by ingenious

and well-meaning persons from the seventeenth to the begin-

ning of the nineteenth century, need not stay us long : they
are of interest chiefly as showing that the ideal of international

unity and peace was still ahve, at least in the breasts of those

who made them. There was the ' Grand Design ' attributed

to Henri IV, which would have made the Emperor of

Austria, still Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire, chairman
of a European federation. There was the Essay toward the

Present and Future Peace of Europe by William Penn, and
the Project of Perpetual Peace by the Abbe de Saint Pierre

a century later, which had some influence on the makers
of the Holy AUiance a century later again. These plans,

like Dante's, all suffered from the fatal want of not facing

the facts. They imagined, as he did, that by imposing upon a

wayward world a theoretically admirable plan, you could by
that very act reduce to order a multitude of eager, ambitious,
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active, often quarrelsome, men and nations. They omitted

the essential preliminary which Rousseau pointed out, of chang-

ing the hearts of princes and of subjects. Some of the necessary

preliminary work and how it has fared in the nineteenth century

we shall deal with later. But on the pohtical side by far the

greatest advance was made, not by these abortive schemes, nor

even by the grouping of the Powers which took place from

time to time for special purposes, but by the growth of inter-

national law.

We have heard it stated during the war in various quarters

that there is no such thing as international law ; and we know

the grave fears that must beset all thoughtful minds as to the

future power of insisting on the observance of its provisions.

But its history gives one some ground for hope. For it actually

arose in an age when the licence of warfare and the decadence

of the controlling authority in Europe were at their worst. In

1625, when Grotius wrote the greatest of all books on the sub-

ject, the Thirty Years' War was at its height, and he states as his

motive for undertaking the work, ' the licence of fighting which

he saw in the whole Christian world, at which even barbarians

might blush ; wars begun on trifling pretexts or none at all, and

carried on without reverence for any divine or human law, as

if that one declaration of war let loose every crime '. The
savagery of that war turned his mind back to examples of the

better spirit which had from time to time prevailed, showing

mankind what should be their habitual practice. Italy, the

nursery of ambitious cities and civilizing thought in the two

centuries before, had provided, in spite of much cruelty, many
humanizing rules. The constant intercourse and the frequent

warfare of those Italian states had led them to evolve a system

of inter-state comity, with passports and due treatment of

accredited agents and respect for civilians and for the wounded

in war, which is the commonplace of international law. A
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common practice on the sea arose in the same way from inter-

course both round the Mediterranean and in the northern seas.

On these and other cases Grotius could work,and he strengthened
and interwove them into a larger code resting on the innate

good instincts of human nature which restrain us from certain

acts and prompt to clemency towards the weak and fallen,

unless the mind is blinded by passion or perverted by an
evil rule.

Here, then, in common usage and the common feeling for

humanity and for right, the founder of international law dis-

covered his corner-stones, not in the decisions of an international

tribunal. But this is the better foundation and not the worse.

If the validity of international law depended on the stability

of some law-making authority, say Dante's Monarch, or the
Papacy, or The Hague Tribunal, its chances of permanence
would be small. In point of fact no system of laws which ever

lasted, whether internal or international, was thus founded.
All rest really on the consent, partial or complete, of those who
enjoy them, and international law, as we know it, can be best

understood as the early stage of a legal system. Thus the best

writers on the subject have maintained that international law
is real and valid, in spite of the absence of any recognized

authority to enforce it, because the nations who have made it

wish it so to be. The consent of the parties and their will to
make it prevail : these are the fundamental sanctions. Given
these, they will find out in due time the most effective way to
secure obedience.

It may seem a paradox to take this high and confident hne
just after a terrific struggle caused by a breach of what
were assumed to be the most unquestionable dictates of inter-

national law. But history and calm reflection should go far to
dissipate our doubts. It was in the throes of the most savage

war wluch preceded this, that Grotixis founded the first system

k
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of international law. We are refounding it after a still greater

convulsion. That this is the true nature of the recent war is

clear at every stage of its course. It began because the inde-

pendent existence of one nation, the Serbian, was practically

denied. We ourselves entered because the guaranteed neutrality

of another, the Belgian, was violated. The United States

completed the circle of the alliance because a third mandate

of the code, long sacrosanct, was persistently broken, and

civilian ships were attacked without warning or due cause.

These were the turning-points, apart from the unnumbered

breaches of conventions and humane understandings in other

matters. It is primarily to re-establish these and secure their

due observance in future that the whole world took up arms

;

other improvements in the world-order will, it is hoped, be

secured in the process. The force, therefore, which won the

ultimate triumph, larger and more determined than had ever

come together before, Vv'as essentially the guardian of inter-

national law.

It is, of course, no subject of congratulation that this vast

employment of force has been necessary to maintain the right.

But it is irrefragable evidence that international law has force

behind it as well as the consent which gave it birth. And just

as Grotius could glean from past history examples of a higher

standard of conduct which he hoped to make universal in a

future code, so we may refresh ourselves and fortify our purpose

by recalling the advances made in the nineteenth century

towards a goal even more far-reaching than his. We have

alluded to some of them in passing ; we must now survey the

whole field with a little more system.

The revolutionary age did not do much directly to further

the cause of international law or international unity. The

soldiers and the thinkers of the revolution were too apt to

regard the laws and conventions under which othci men lived
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as so many chains only made to be broken. Brotherhood was

on their Hps and a sword in their hands. But many words of

wisdom were uttered then about the federation of the world

as about most other questions of the future. Of all the writers

of the age on that subject, Kant has had most influence on his

successors, and he had a strong revolutionary element in liis

teaching. For much of his politics he had been to school under

Rousseau, and he beHeved in, and advocated with perfect

clearness and confidence, a world-community, of which, how-

ever, he does not specify the detailed forms. But he is right

and emphatic on certain general principles which must govern

any such union, and towards which we may trace some approach

since his time. One is that each separate state which is to

compose the union must be constitutional, what he calls

republican ; another that the rule of law must be acknowledged

as supreme in the public as duty is in the individual sphere
;

another, on which he lays the greatest stress—putting it in the

heaviest type, not used for any other statement—that regular

and legal relations with other states are necessary if there is

to be a satisfactory civic constitution at home. The political

history of the century might indeed be treated as a commentary

on these conditions. The first is one on which we have already

traced a large advance throughout the century, and on which the

Great War carried us farther still. This is the self-gover; ent

of the constituent nations in the world-community. Next to

that, as showing progress on the pohtical side, comes the estab-

lishment of regular and lawful relations between the states.

But for a complete picture of the change in the hundred years

we need also some account of the vast expansion of the material

links of the world-order ; and lastly of the growth of man's

common mind, shown mainly in the mass and the influence of

science, and also in the spread throughout the globe of common
•vvays of life and thought.
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Our review may give some grounds for thinking that, even in

spite of the war, we have been living in a time of closer approxi-

mation between the nations than prevailed a hundred years

ago. But we shall also see clearly that it is in Dante's realm of

the pure intellect inspired by love that v/e come nearest to an

atmosphere of unity and hope—hope for the salvation of the

best that man has yet achieved, hope for the extension of his

conquests and the healing of his soul.

The very title which imposed itself at once for this con-

cluding chapter, all the language in fact which we habitually

use when dealing with this subject, rests on the truth which

Kant was the first to formulate in general and abstract terms

in the last quarter of the eighteenth century. International

unity, international progress, all regular international relations,

imply the existence of strong, self-contained, and independent

nations between which these further relations may grow up.

The individual needs these steps on which to rise to the largest

and most distant generalizations. Just as the child first finds

his social being in the family circle, so every normal man will be

more attached and take more pride and pleasure in the doings

of ' his own people '—men generally of the same blood and

tongue—than he does in those of the world at large. How hard

it is to lit these attachments and aspirations into the frame-

work of nation-states, the history of the last hundred years,

unrolling itself in conflict and incalculable loss, is there to tell

us. It is enough surely to convince the most imperialist and

dominating spirit that the instinct of nationality is ineradicable;

that, like the desire for freedom or for private property, we

must build upon it and not attempt to crush it out. We are

learning some of the problems well, in Ireland at our own doors,

in Poland, in the Balkans, and among the Austrian subjects

whom the war has set free. We have seen in Chapters II

and VII something of the part that nationality has played in

-> '*J::'\1<-Jii^^
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the last century. But we have now to add in this last anH more
comprehensive review another and more striking triumph of

the principle. We saw how by 187 1 Prussia had suppressed the

Danes in Schlesvvig, had ignored the French attachment of

Alsace and Lorraine, had assisted Russia in trampling dovm her

Poles, and was engaged vigorously in trampling on her own.

Now the Great War, in spite of the momentary occupation of

Belgium and the martyrdom of Serbia, in spite of the temporary

extension of German arms to the east, has already created

more new national units and is in course of creating more.

Palestine has been freed from the Turks, and the ancient claims

of the Jews revived. The Arabs in the Sinai peninsula are

practically free, and they are being encouraged to rally in

Mesopotamia. Armenia and Persia, now freed both from
Russian and Turkish usurpation, may hope for some national

existence of its own. And it is important to observe that

the Central Powers, even when in arms, were compelled by

the vitality of the national principle in several cases to

adopt the same solution. Finland was made definitely inde-

pendent of Russia. Lithuania became a national unit, and
is busy in defending herself against the encroachments of

Poland, which in her turn is certain to regain a much larger

being.

But the most casual glance at the varied shapes which

nationality has assumed in the world will convince us that the

abstract and ideal form in which Kant and many of the liberal

political thinkers have presented the case requires infinite

qualification and constant revision. We are dealing with the

workings of the human spirit which is a changing an ] a growing

thing ; and we are dealing with the adaptation of this spirit

to the material facts of its environment, which was not framed
a priori to fit any perfect abstract theory. Two things only

can we postulate universally about nationality ; one, that it is

I
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a spiritual bond, a link between men, commonly of the same

blood, who have grown together by common action and

common suffering ; the other, that it involves attachment to

some definite portion of the earth's surface, a home-land to

which its members turn with more affection and yearning than

to any other place. Given these, there are innumerable types

of political arrangement in which the national spirit may find

rest. It does not always demand complete poUtical indepen-

dence, as we may see in the case of the Welsh, most ardent in

national feeling, b t without any desire for a separate republic

or a crowned king of their own. Being a spiritual thing,

nationality must have freedom to live and grow, and this

growth will, in the normal case, where external conditions have

not prevented it, lead to self-government. But freedom it will

have at the cost of unceasing suffering and unrest. This freedom

Great Britain has on the whole succeeded in securing for the

nationalities embraced in its poUtical orbit, and it is constantly

extending it. If we turn from this to the international question,

the bearings are obvious. Wherevt*, as in the east of Europe,

there is an area of unsatisfied, unreconciled national units,

there y>. a have a focus of war. The oppressed peoples, wishing

to change their condition, will be eager to provoke a disturbance,

which, bringing in more powerful antagonists than themselves,

will be likely to create some change in their own condition ; and

the oppressors, denying to subject-nationalities their natural

demands—^freedom of speech and life and self-control—will

be the more apt to fail in the general obligations of fellowship

with mankind, the observance of old loyal understandings, the

making of new and more friendly agreements with other nations.

Their skeleton at home makes them suspicious and secretive

abroad. The war has burnt these lessons into our minds for

ever,but it has at the same time shown the remedial forces fully

at work. We have seen the national units rising on both sides

ii\
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in the conflict. We have also to note the strengthening of the

international bonds which unite those who are engaged in

it. Here again the contrast between the opposing alliances is

extremely significant. The Central Powers were during the war

closely united, but their union was a forced one and under the

dominance of one undisputed chief. Defeat therefore leaves

their future union in grave doubt. The Allies are a free associa-

tion of a majority of the free nations of the world. With the

exception of Russia, which was unfree when the war began and

is politically undeveloped, all the original members of the alliance

have held firmly together and gathered fresh recruits and fresh

resources as they have gone on. It is a capital instance of the

truth in Kant's analysis of the conditions of fruitful and per-

manent union between nations. You must have, he said, free

governments internally to secure loyal international relations,

and ycu must have law-abiding external relations if your internal

politics are to be stable and progressive. The two things hang

together and fortify one another, for both are rooted in the

same principle—the treatment of other people as of equal

account with yourself, and the free development of all, under

an equal law. The greatest struggle in history has produced

the greatest combination, a league of free nations in being.

But, the timid or the sceptical may ask, must there not always

be some special and over-mastering peril to produce so extra-

ordinary an event ? Must there always be some Germany to

beat down before the rest of the world can be at peace ?

Such prophecy is not within the scope of this volume ; but

any answer which could be given would necessarily turn again

to history. Conditions crea+^d by wars and other special and

calamitous events have often persisted afterwards and become

a benefit. The world can never be the same hereafter, and a

league of n?.tions, called into being for a special work of defence

and deliverance, should find abundant scope for its activities
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when the immediate necessity is over. We need not assume

that men are always likely to be blind in that direction where

their true interests lie.

Our general argument has brought us to the point where we

can see, steadily advancing through the century and culminating

in the war, a growth of new national units, sometimes attaining

complete self-government, sometimes content with less than

this, but always aiming at that measure of justice and of

freedom which is essential to healthy human life. The area

of the world prepared in this way for permanent and peaceful

intercourse has been in the last hundred years enormously

increased, and Great Britain, with her own league of free

nations, has played a large part in the process. In fact our

poHtical system, constantly modified and variously under-

stood, has been the nearest approach to an ideal for con-

stitutionalists from Montesquieu onwards. France, in her third

republic, after the third Napoleon was removed, is a conspicuous

instance. Italy, under the guidance of Cavour, reached a like

state. The smaller nations, when they broke their chains,

organized themselves as far as possible on similar Hnes, and

Germany herself made, in the revolution-year of 1848, a

desperate effort at unification on constitutional lines. We saw

in Chapter VII how a bad theory and a bad tradition ruined

that attempt. In 1905 Russia, after her defeat by Japan,

seemed hkely to add her vast realms to the area of constitu-

tional government. The first Duma met in 1906, and at its

dissolution Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman's famous cry, ' La

Duma est morte, Vive la Duma !

', rang across Europe as i

reveille from the oldest of parliaments to the latest born,

There, as in Germany, the future is now veiled from our eyes,

but for the rest Kant's judgement holds, that among th(

nations combined in law-abiding international bonds interna

freedom also prevails.
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What hope, we have next to ask, does the last century hold

out for the general progress of legalized relations between the

free nations which have thus been growing up ? On this the

answer is unequivocal. The nineteenth century was an in-

comparable iirst, in the extension of international law and in

the reference to arbitration of questions in dispute. The
former development was the sequel to the growth of trade

and science, and of industrial and medical art. As all these

things are by nature international, they brought in their train

a mass of inter-state conventions which as much exceed the

similar agreements of earlier centuries as our statute law of the

nineteenth century exceeds all the rest put together. The
second development, that of arbitration, was the result of con-

venience and common sense, and is almost entirely a feature of

the last century. The two earliest cases occurred just before the

nineteenth century began. They are one of our many links with

the revolutionary age. Just as England and the United States

were the first nations in the first autumn of the present war to

conclude a treaty for unrestricted arbitration, so in 1794 they

were the first to appoint a ' mixed commission ' to define the

boundaries between Canada and the States. The boundary

thus fixed by amicable and business-like methods is the line

which stretches three thousand miles across a continent, is not

defended by a single fortress, and has never been threatened by

a hostile assault. In fact the United States and ourselves

decided formally to have no fortifications on this line and to

withdraw all armed steamers from the Lakes. During the

nineteenth century the use of arbitration to settle international

disputes increased rapidly even before the regular machinery

at The Hague was set up. From 1820 to 1840 there were eight

cases; from 1840 to i860 thirty; from i860 to 1880 forty-

two; from 1880 to 1900 ninety. The establishment of The
Hague tribunal coincides with the end of the century. The
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Conference v\hich led to the foundation of the tribunal was

called on the initiative of the Tzar Nicholas II, whose enthusiasm

recalls the early idealism of his ancestor Alexander I in the

Holy Alliance. The proposal was at once strongly supported

by England and the United States. The permanent tribunal

was in fact the result of a special appt'.il to the Conference by

Lord Pauncefote, who was at the time British ambassador

in Washington. The primary object of the Conference, as set

out in the Russian note, was something different, which proved

unattainable at that time. It was to arrive at ' an under-

standing not to increase for a fixed period the present effectives

of the armed military and naval forces, and at the same time not

to increase the budgets pertaining thereto ; and a preliminary

examination of the means by which even a reduction might be

effected in future in the forces and budgets above mentic-ned '.

The German military delegate objected, and this, the original

purpose of the assembly, was put aside. Again in 1907, at the

second Conference, the same thing happened. The actual

results, beside the foundation of the tribunal, were the affirma-

tion of many existing laws and v.ustoms of war by land and

the attempt to extend them in various directions. Practically

all have been violated in the present war, and when we read the

proposed declarations against the ' launching of projectiles and

explosives from balloons or by other similar methods ', or ' the

we of projectiles the only object of which is the diffusion of

asphyxiating or deleterious gases ', our heart may well sink

within us. But it is a faint heart after all. Man will not

remain content for ever to see a wise and perfectly attainable

ambition unattained.

The tribunal which was constituted in 1899 was used with

success in numerous cases, and reference to it seemed increasing

when the crisis came. It will be remembered that the present

war broke out owing to the refusal of Germany to submit the
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matter in dispute to arbitration, and in our own case from our

resolve to enforce an international agreement by arms. The
Allies were, therefore, both in their Eastern and their Western

cause, a league of nations enforcing the findings of a world-

iribunal. The greatest of wars was in effect the execution of a

decision by the greatest of courts.

B»it we must pass on to the wider and deeper links. The
Hague Conference and The Hague Tribunal, though the his-

torian will note them carefully as landmarks in international

progress, are rather to be classed with those earlier efforts,

Penn's Essay and St. Pierre's Project, as symptoms rather than

as great events.

We are not, it must be remembered, discussing any short cut

to peace or any substitute for a League of Nations, but inquiring,

purely in an historical spirit, what tendencies may be discovered

in recent years towards an ideal which all admit to be desirable,

though many doubt its near approach or even its possible attain-

ment. The doubt and the denial come largely from the mistaken

emphasis, in our education and in our habitual frame of mind,

on the things that divide mankind—the contested frontier, the

false point of honour, the greed of gain—rather than on the

goods which unquestionably are due to unselfish co-operation,

and unquestionably bring peace and satisfaction if we will only

permit ourselves to contemplate and enjoy them. Human skill

and perseverance in piercing the St. Gothard, human insight

and synthesis in tracing the curves and learning the constituents

of the most distant stars, human care and ingenuity in analysing

disease and chasing the poisonous bacillus from the blood, the

noble human emotion, in all its compass and gamut, which
speaks in a symphony of Beethoven—these things are the
true uniting forces; and, as a rule, in recording the achieve-

ments of the past, v.e pv.t these in the "-mallcst type or leave

them out altogether. But they have been growing 'M. the
2170 2
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while, and the nineteenth century was their best flowering-

time.

It is, of course, true—^so obvious in these days that it is

scarcely worth mention—that the railway may be a strategic

weapon to bring troops through Belgium, that the airplane may

be employed in dealing death to thousands, and the wireless

convey instructions to contending fleets. These have been

the portents of the war, and their warlike value happens to

quicken invention and stimulate use. But, broadly speaking

and looking to the future as well as to the past, the effect of the

industrial inventions and scientific apphcations of the last cen-

tury has been something quite different from war, not wholly

good but certainly unifying. The analogy of a great state, thus

somewhat superficially unified, may throw some Hght upon the

larger problem. Russia had been linked up by a transcontinental

railway, by telegraphs and telephones, as well as by a common

system of law and administration. But the national soul was

not fully awake. The disasters of war broke into this, and for

the moment we see a chaos of conflicting chiefs, hostile parties,

and petty nationalities. But does any one suppose that the

previous unification, the material and mechanical links, will go

for nothing ? Is it not certain, on the contrary, that the actual

unity achieved, imperfect though it was, was a fact of perma-

nent importance and that the ideal of a ' great Russia ' vnll

remain to modify and bring together in some new form the

congeries of smaller units which are arising from the wreck ?

It remains, however, profoundly true—the most important

fact in our whole discussion—that the spiritual forces, of which

we may trace the workings in the same period, are the supreme

factors, both in building the individual soul and in giving a

common soul to ail humanity. This common spirit is best

exhibited, and most powerfully enlarged, in the two channels

of the growth of science and the application of science, especially
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in the art of medicine. We put these first not from any theory

of their intrinsic worth. The inspiration of poetry or music is

another, it may be a higher, thing than the unfolding of the

mysteries of matter or the growth of the living cell. But in

the history of science and its applications we have the most
perfect example of a growing human product in which the

diverse races of mankind have all taken a proportionate share

as they advanced in civilization. There has been absolute

similarity in the mental process and a growing solidity in the

accomplished structure. In this region national differences are

simply irrelevant, and personal jealousies merely a mark of

personal inferiority. Now in this sphere, the international

development of science and of medicine, using both terms in

the widest sense, the nineteenth century, remarkable for so

much, was most remarkab' of all, for its advances were more
than those of all the earlier ^.tnturies together. It is no fanciful

analogy, but the closest approximatio we can make to the

truth, to say that this scientific structure, established and being

taught at the close of the century in all Western countries,

corresponded in its general relation to life, in the respect which
it inspires in its students, in the number and international

union of its teachers, with the mass of mediaeval theology and
philosophy which was to Dante the sum of human knowledge.

During the century we see this international character more
and more strongly shown, from the time (1813) when
Alexander von Humboldt induced the English and the Russian

Governments to assist him in the first international experiment
—an experiment in terrestrial magnetism—to the days just

before the war, when world-conferences on all subjects of

scientific interest were regularly held, and when the number
of world-associations was so great that two bureaux had been
set up—one at The Hague and another at Brussels—to co-

ordinate their work. It h in this sphere, the sphere of pure
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intellect, that, as Dante ehowed, the unity of mankind is most

fully realized. All seats of learning, whether universities or

learned societies, or associations for spreading knowledge in

wider circles, are in reality the organs of a true internationalism,

and strengthen the human spirit by knowledge springing from a

universal source and tending ultimately to the universal good.

But while we note the likeness on one side between the

mediaeval ideal at its best with the modern ideal as it begins

to shape, it is of equal moment to realize the differences.

Modern knowledge, like modern life, is a constantly growing

and infinitely varied thing. Freedom in its evolution, like

individuaUty in character, are now prized by us next only to

the supreme quaUties of harmony in difference and peace in

progress. In this the modern spirit stands in sharp contrast

with the mediaeval from which it has been born. And there is

another difference quite as vital between the spirit which

breathes in the Paradiso and what we recognize as the best

in the modern world. It is this. The old ideal was one of

supreme blessedness in a state of contemplation, of rest in a

vision of what the universe might be, if penetrated by Love and

irradiated by Beauty. The modern spirit knows no such rest.

It has the real world with all its ' Hearts of Darkness ' to en-

lighten, and we see it at its best when in some national effort

it determines to end ignorance and squalor at home, or in some

international union resolves to redeem the horrors of an African

tribe enslaved and decimated by Western greed. It is from

such manifestations, too rare and often too feeble, but more

frequent and stronger as the century went on, that we may

augur the rising of a Heart of Light.

A
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APPENDIX ON BOOKS

This is not to be regarded as a bibliography on the nineteenth century,

but merely a list of a few, mostly familiar and easily accessible, books

illustrating each of the preceding chapters. Preference is given to the least

expensive, to those written in English, nd to those mentioned in the text.

Chapter I. The Legacy *f the Revolution

Mrs. Gardiner. French Revolution (Longn.ans). A good short sketch of the

events.

Carlyle. French Revolution (Everyman's Library). With Mazzini's criticisms

in the fourth volume of his Life and Writings.

Wordsworth. Prelude.

Burke. Reflections on the Revolution in France (World's Classics).

Condorcet. Tableau historique du progres du P esprit humain (Steinheil).

Rousseau. Contrat social (Everyman's Library).

J. Holland Rose. Lije of Napoleon (BeW). Full and interesting.

H. A. L. Fisher. Napoleon (Home University Library). Short, masterly,

and impartial.

The Life of Sydney Smith (Macmillan).

The Cambridge Modern History, vol. xii, ' The Latest Age '.

Chapter IL The Politicax Revival

William Cory. Guide to Modern English History (Kegan Paul). An extremely

well-written and interesting account of the first thirty or forty years of

the nineteenth century in England from the Whig point of view.

Seignobos. Political History of Contemporary Europe (trans. Heinemann).

The best general survey of the whole field by an eminent and highly-

trained historian.

McCunn. Six Radical Thinkers (Arnold).

Graham Wallas. Frawm P/ace (Longmans). A recognized masterpiece, now

in a cheap edition.

Bentham. Theory of Legislation (Clarendon Press).
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Mill, J. S. Autobiography (Longmans), Liberty and Representative Government

(World'8 Classics).

Driault and Monod. LEvolution du tnonde modeme. Histoire politique et

sociale, 1815-1909 (F61ix Alcan). A very good short sketch, illustrated,

and popular, giving dut place to the different nations and the various sides

of the evolution.

Chapter III. The New Spirit i.\ Literature

Taine. English Literature (Chatto & Windus). A standard book, full of

suggestive comparisons between French and English writers.

Wordsworth (and others). Lyrical Ballads (Facsimile edition, Clarendon

Press ; Oxford Standard Authors).

Scott. Lockhart's Life (Warne, Chandos Classics) ; and a good concordance

to the novels.

Shelley. Mask of Anarchy (Oxford standard Authors).

Victor Hugo. La Legende des Sticles. Hernani (Oxford Higher French Series).

An Anthology of French Poetry in the Nineteenth Century (Delagrave).

Balzac. JUgenie Grandet (O. H. F. S.), Le Pere Goriot (Hutchinson), and

Le Cousin Pons (Every.nan's Library).

Lessing. Nathan der Weise (Clarendon Press). Dramatic Notes (Bell).

Goethe. Gotz von Berlichingen (Ginn) ; and Faust, both parts (World's Classics).

Charlotte Bronte. Jane Eyre (World's Classics).

Thackeray. Vanity Fair (Oxford Thackeray).

Dickens. Sketches by Boz, &c. (Oxford Dickens).

Chapter IV. The Birth of Socialism

Robert Owen. Life written by himself (Murray).

William Lovett. Autobiography (Triibner).

Beatrice and Sidney Webb. History of Trade Unionism (Longmans). The

standard book.

Barbara and J. L. Hammond. The Village Labourer (Longmans) ; The

Town Labourer (Longmans).

Pierre de la Gorce. La Seconde Republique and Napoleon III (Paris).

Auguste Comte. Early Opuscula and ' Historical Philosophy ' in vol. Ill of

Miss Martineau's edition (Bell).

Karl Marx. Capital : Revolution and Counter Revolution (Swan Sonnenschein).

Toynbee, Arnold. Industrial RTdution (Longmans).

Carlyle. Chartism and Latter Day Pamphlets (Chapman it Hall).
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Chapter V. Mechanical Science and Invention

Smiles. Lives of the Engineers and Industrial Biography (Murray).

Findlay. Chemistry in the Service of Man (Longmans).

'*Iach. Popular Scientific Lectures (Open Court Publishing Co.).

Helmholtz. Popular Lectures—Conservation of Energy (Longmans).

Wallace, A. R. The Wonderful Century (G. Allen).

Railways. An excellent article in the Encyclopaedia Britannica (nth ed.).

Gray. Life of Kelvin (Dent).

Chapter VL Biology and Evolution

Lyell. Principles of Geology (Murray).

Darwin. Origin of Species (World's Classics) ; Centenary volun-.o on Darwtn

and Evolution (Cambridge University Press).

Russell, E. J. Form and Function (Murray). A thorough study, highly

stimulating, on historical lines,

von Baer. History of Evolution (Leipzig). One of the classics of science.

Francis Balfour. Comparative Embryology and Manual of Embryology

(Macmillan). The shorter popular work on which he was eligaged on his

fatal journey to the Alps.

Herbert Spencer. Biology and Essays (for appreciation of von Baer) (Williams

& Norgate).

Huxley. Man's Place in Nature (Everyman's Library).

J. A. Thomson. Science in the Nineteenth Century (Chambers). A short,

well-balanced account, strong on the biological side.

Chapter VIL Nationality and Imperialism

Trevelyan, G. M. Garibaldi (Longmans)." The three books, all of profound

interest and careful study.

E. Martinengo Cesaresco. The Liberation of Italy (Seeley). A general study,

mainly biographical, by a member of one of the liberating families.

George Meredith. Vittoria (Constable).

Bolton King. Life of Mazr.ini (Dent : Temple Biographies).

J. W. Headlam. Bismarck (Heroes of the Nations : Putnam's). Putting his

work rather from Bismarck's own point of view.

C. Grant Robertson. Life of Bismarck (Constable). Fuller and more

critical.

Dawson, W. H. The Evolution of Modern Germany (Fisher Unwin).

Abraham Lincoln. Speeches ; Life, by Lord Charnwood (Constable).

Lord Morley. Life of Gladstone (Macmillan).

Sir Herbert Maxwell. Ltfe of Lord Clarendon, 4th Earl.
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Chapter VIII. Schools for Ali

Birchenough. History of Elementary Education in England (University

Tutorial Press).

Matthew Arnold. Reports on Elementary Schools (published by Stationery

Office) ; Reports on Foreign Schools (Macmillan).

Cobbett. Rural Rides (Everyman's Library).

De Montmorency. State Intervention in English Education (Cambridge Uni-
versity Press) ; The Progress of Education in England (Knight, London).

De Guimps. Lije of Pestalozzi (Swan Sonnenschcin).

Dewey. The School and the Child (Blackie). Giving an Ameiican point of

view.

Dyer. Education and National Life (Blackie).

Fitch. Thomas and Matthew Arnold (Heinemann).

Newman, J. H. Idea of a University (Longmans).
Education in the Nineteenth Century (Cambridge University Press), by various

writers.

Chapter IX. Religious Growth
T. H. Green. Works. Especially the sermons on 'Faith' and 'The

Witness of God ' (Longmans).

Nettleship. Life of Green, with introduction by Mrs. Green (Longmans).
Caird. Evolution of Religion (Maclehose).

William James. Varieties of Religious Experience (Longmans).
Lord Morley. Recollections (Macmillan).

Comte. The General View of Positivism, trans, by Dr. Bridges (Routledge).

Loisy, Alfred. Im Religion ; and A propos de I'histoire de Religion (Nourry,
Paris).

Newman, J. H. Development of Christian Doctrine (Longmans).
Cross, J. W. Life and Letters of George Eliot (Blackwood).
Tennyson. In Memoriam.

Tolstoi. Life.

Chapter X. New Knowledge on Old Foundations
Duncan, R. K. The New Knowledge (Hodder & Stoughton).
Faraday. Researches. (Everyman's Library).

Clerk-Maxwell. Electro-Magnetism (Clarendon Press).

Dannemann. Die fVissenschaften in ihrer Enlwickelung und Zusammenbang
(Leipzig). The only passable general history of Science available at

present. For a short elementary skctd. reference may be made to
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Fisher, Mrs. Short History oj Science (Macmillan). Well-written and

accurate, by one who was a friend of Lyell and Darwin, but not brought

down to recent times.

Soddy, F. Matter and Energy (Home University Library).

Poincare, H. La Valeur de la Science ; Science et Hypotbise ; Dernieres

Pensees (Flammarion). Three volumes in the excellent ' Bibliothique de

Philosophic Scientifique '.

Poincare, L. History of Modern Physics. In the same series, also translated.

Chapter XI. The Expansion of the West

Ramsay, Muir. The Expansion of Europe (Constable). A masterly survey

of the whole development, written during the Wai, with a certain kindli-

ness to Britain.

W. G. Blaikie. Life of Livingstone; and Livingstone's own Journals

(Murray).

Milner, Lord. England in Egypt (Arnold).

Dilke, Sir Charles. Greater Britain (Macmillan).

International Policy, various writers (Reeves). Dealing especially with our

relations to weaker races.

Captain Cook's Voyages (Everyman's Library).

Lucas, Sir C. P. The British Empire (Macmillan).

Chapter XII. Social Progress

Porter, Progress of the Nation (Methuen).

Hutchins and Harrison. History of Factory Legislation (King).

Beatrice and Sidney Webb. Industrial Democracy (Longmans).

Ruskm. Uruo this Last, &c. (World's Classics).

Dicey. Law and Opinion in England (Macmillan).

Morris. News from Nowhere (Longmans).

Lytton Strachey. Eminent Victorians (Chatto & Windus). Especially for

Florence Nightingale.

Barnett. Life of Canon Barnett, by his wife (Murray).

Registrar-General's Reports on Birth, Mortality, and Criminal Statistics.

Mackenzie. Health and Disease (Home University Library).

Chapter XIII. International Progress

Dante. De Monarchia (Clarendon Press).

Fortescue, Sir John. The Governance of England (Clarendon Press).

Grotius. International Law (Cambridge University Press).
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Penn. Essay towards the Present and Future Peace oj Europe (reprinted

(Bellows: Gloucester, 1915).

Burns, C. Delislc. 7he Morality of Nations (University of London Press).

Kant. Principles oJ Politics (Hastie, published Clark). Contains the small

but capital works on Universal History, Perpetual Peace, and the Prin-

ciple of Progress.

Conrad, Joseph. Heart oJ Darkness.

For general reference

Gooch. Annals oJ Politics and Culture (Catnbridge University Press), to

the end of the nineteenth century. It neods to be brought up to date

and might be somewhat revised in details.

Mr. Punch's Victorian Era. Political cartoons from 1841-87.
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Algeria, 265, 268, 289.
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Annam, 267.
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Aristotle, 113, 135, 142 et seq.

Arnold, Matthew, 197, 204, 215.
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Austria, 164 et seq., 173 etseq.
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300.

Charles Albert, 164.

Charles X, 38.
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Chartists, 91 et seq., chapter iv

passim, 298, 300.

Chatham, 11.

Chaucer, 20.
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China, 277, 279 et seq.
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Clarendon, Lord, 180 et seq.
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Cobbett, 201, 269.
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Columbus, 4, 7.

Comtc, 69, 92, 107, 109, 223 et seq.

Condorcet, 9, 53, 143, 159, 192, 219.
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— Vienna, 32, 41, 185.

Congreve, Dr., 183.

Cooke and Wheatstone, 123.
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Cuvier, 141, 146.
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Pante, 49 et seq., 92, 222, 322 et ss q.
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Derby and Disraeli Government,

300.

Detcartei, 135, 234.
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— ' Peace with Honour,' 188.

Dreyfus, 38.

Egypt, 272, 289.

— Soudan, 273.
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— Adam Bede, 161.

— Middlemarch, 81.

Engels, 104.
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Eyre, Governor of Jamaica, 109.

Faraday, 123 et seq., 244 et seq.

Feltra, Vittorino da, 208.

Fielding, 81.

Fisher, Education Bill, 195.

Forster, Education Bill, 200.

Fortescue, Sir John, 317 et seq.

Franco-Prussian War, 271.

Frankfort Parliament, 105, 175.

Fraucnhofer, 251.

Frederick the Great, 2, 4, 276.

Frederick William IV, 173.

Fresnel, light, 250.

Froebel, 195.

Froude, 274, 294.
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Fulton, steamer on the Seine, 123.

Galileo, 4, 7, 135.

Gambetta, 272.

Garibaldi, 161, 164 et seq., 179.

Geoffroy St.-Hilaire, 141 et seq.

George III, 27, 32.
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Germany, 2, 5.

— revolution in, 96.
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